
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BANKING

The funding system illustrates both positions. First, by funding
without providing for the interest, the certificates were depreciated,
and other money or property appreciated, because two shillings of
it would buy twenty shillings of the certificate. Secondly, by pro-
viding for the payment of the interest after the depreciated pro-
perty had been purchased by the appreciated property, an appre-
ciation of certificates took place, which lessened the value of all
property subjected to make the appreciation good, even of those
who had suffered the depreciation. This appreciation of certi-
ficates tenfold beyond their current value, is the literal case of
appreciating specie by banking beyond its current value; except
that the appreciation of specie does not visibly appear to be so
exorbitant. Although, if banks have resorted to paper to make up
capital, as is unquestionable, the difference between the legal
appreciation of monopolized certificates, and of bank stock, in
point of exorbitancy, will be inconsiderable. Whatever it is, the
moral injustice of making a currency, worth only twenty shillings
in the pound, of the value of eighty or forty shillings, in favour of a
few corporations, is founded in the same principles of monopoly,
partiality and violation of property, in which the depreciation and
appreciation of the certificates was founded; except that for this,
no pretext or nominal reason existed. It is a plain continuation of
that system. The depreciation of certificates, enabled a few to get
them at one-tenth of their nominal amount. Their appreciation
invested the holders with an enormous pecuniary advantage.
Banking appreciates money incomputably, especially where bank
paper has made bank stock. It is the second great movement of an
enormous and crushing monopoly.

To display and compare with our policy and constitutions, the
abuses which have successively destroyed liberty and happiness, it
was necessary to prove the distinction between these abuses and
our political principles, and their irreconcileable enmity to each
other. This part of the essay, is devoted to the consideration of a
system of partiality and monopoly, introduced by law, becausse we
conceive it to be as inimical to our policy and constitutions, and
more dangerous than Mr. Adams's system of orders; or than the
aristocracies of nobility or hierarchy.

Aristocracy is forever adapting itself to the temper of the times.
In those of ignorance and superstition, it pretended to be the
sanctified herald of the gods. In warlike times, it glittered in
armour, and boasted its prowess. And now, it dazzles avarice with
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such riches as we see in dreams, whilst it is building up for itself a
tower with cent per cent, from Whence it can scale and conquer
our constitutions.

Against that portion of the system of paper and patronage, called
funding or anticipation, none of the American constitutions have
provided a check. If borrowing and funding can enslave nations,
our governments possess a despotick power, without any control,
that of election excepted. It ought therefore, if it can be effected, to
be placed in a state of division, between the general and state
governments, to prevent either from destroying the other by this
instrument; or to be subjected to some other check. Armies will
enslave their country, after they have bled for it; therefore they
must be checked by an armed nation; funding systems bleed their
country, and unless they are more patriotick than armies, they
seem to be an object of equal danger.

The army mode of enslaving the nation, is not left to the exclu-
sive control of election. Military men are excluded from legisla-
tures, and whilst the general government may raise an army, the
states may arm, officer and discipline the militia.

If banking is inconsistent with the positive rules of our constitu-
tions, or adverse to their general principles, the laws upon the
subject are void. But supposing it only transfers property unfairly,
and to be as dangerous to liberty as funding, it cannot plead
national necessity as a subterfuge against annihilation; and what
friend to free government would hesitate to annihilate the power
of borrowing, if there was a certainty that the national defence
would never render it necessary? But it can plead charters; the
Lord deliver us from charters! Admit that the banking system
ought not to have existed, yet these sanctions for evil say that it
shall continue to exist.

A history of charters would afford vast amusement and instruc-
tion to nations; it would terminate in ascertaining, that orders
have practised as insidiously behind these, as behind altars. Such
as are improvidently granted by nations, or corruptly by govern-
ments, are said, like the oracles, to be sacred; but those obtained
by nations or individuals from orders, are disregarded or des-
troyed, as interest or ambition dictates. English municipal law,
applies to the charters to be revoked in favour of orders, the term
obreptitious, implying, that they were obtained by surprise, or by
a concealment of their effects; in which cases they are to be vacated.
But it has no term or process, recognising a right in nations to re-
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sume improvident grants, or to annul those made by the govern-
ment, contrary to national rights or publick good. Admitting,
however, that the people of our Union have no right to save their
liberties against an host of charters, unless a precedent to justify
it can be found (a doctrine as correct, as that they have no right
to the Union or their policy, because they are unjustified by pre-
cedent) this English law furnishes such a precedent.

Orders in England constitute the sovereignty; the people, in the
United States. The sovereignty of orders annuls charters for sundry
causes; the sovereignty of the people may therefore, even accord-
ing to precedent, annul them for the same causes. No cause could
be more completely within the reason and scope of the English
doctrine, than one, which would tend to the destruction of the

sovereignty of orders in that country; whatever tends to the des-
truction of the sovereignty of the people here, is equally within its
scope and meaning. And the right of the sovereignty here to annul
obreptitious charters, is stronger than it is in England, because
there the charter may be the act of the sovereignty itself; here it
can only be the act of the agents of the sovereignty, responsible, of
limited powers, and having no power directly or indirectly to
change the nature of the government by obreptitious charters.

Bank charters, in a vast variety of views, fall within this English
law doctrine, unless the reasonings of this essay are incorrect. Who,
for instance, was aware that this was a mode of indirect taxation?
And who believed, that at this moment the United States were
paying five millions worth of their property, annually, to a small
portion of their people, for a fictitious currency?

These law charters, however sanctioned by legal forms, are
never genuine national law. National will, in free governments, is
the only genuine sanction of law. The will of the legislature, is the
instrument for proclaiming this sanction. If a legislature should
pass a law charter, for advancing the exclusive interest of the legis-
lative body, or of some other combination of men, at the expense
of the national interest, both rnoral and pecuniary, it obviously
makes a false proclamation, and the question is, whether the
genuine sanction of law, or this false proclamation, ought to l_e
most sacred. Without leaving our subject to consider the device of
consecrating these spurious laws, beyond the genuine, and even
beyond constitutional law itself, it falls within it to consider the
character of a separate or exclusive interest, which invariably dic.
rates them.
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It is happily hit off unintentionally by Mr. Addison in his third
Spectator, where he personifies publick credit, by a virgin, en-
throned on gold in the hall of the bank of England; surrounded by
funding laws; delighted with contemplating them; timorous; a
valetudinarian; suddenly withering; suddenly reviving; converting
whatever she touched into gold, which would as suddenly vanish
or become tallies, if she was affrighted; fainting and dying at the
sight of a commonwealth; and revived by monarchy.

By mistaking the exclusive interest called funding, for publick
credit, Mr. Addison has described the character of paper stock.
Gold, and not virtue, is the terrestrial deity of this allegorical being,
so improperly represented as a virgin. She admits promiscuous
and loathsome embraces to acquire it. Wealth rises as if by magick
around her, as around fraud and theft. It disappears upon the
least rustling of danger; as a robber hides his booty. She is timorous
from conscious guilt. She is a sickly moral being, because she is
formed of bad moral principles. She faints and dies under a com-
monwealth, because she cannot live within the pale of common
interest, and can only subsist on its destruction; and she is revived
by monarchy, a congenial being, which aids this fearful, sickly,
fainting, reviving, magical and wicked being, by surrounding her
with consecrated law charters.

Contrast genuine and honest publick credit, with this thievish
spectre, and assign the privilege of consecrating taw, to general or
exclusive interest, as the result shall indicate which of the two is
the purest legislator.

Genuine publick credit is enthroned, not upon gold gathered by
law into a bank, but upon property distributed by industry. It is
greatest, where national debt is least. It flows from national wealth
and prosperity, not from the wealth of corporations enriched by
exclusive privileges. It creates gold by industry, not by magick;
and saves it by valour, not by hiding; it is a healthy moral being,
because it is formed of good moral principles; and bold, because it
is honest. It flourishes under a commonwealth, and dies under a
monarchy. Hostile principles cannot live in union and friendship.
National credit and corporation credit must consort each with its
like. They are respectively killed and revived by monarchy and a
commqnwealth, because a government founded on the principle of

"minork-y accords with one, and that founded on the principle of
majority, with'the other. Corporation credit, artificially created
by law and orders, unite and cohere, from an identity of origin and
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nature. National credit, arising from fair industry and national
wealth, can only unite with a free and equal government.

All partial interests, capable of procuring or sustaining a law,
belong to the family of this virgin .described by Mr. Addison. Of
the two sisters of this family which have appeared in the United
States, funding and banking, one only is now heaping up gold by
magick, and figuring in legislatures. She is adored as a beauty, and

the other execrated as a hag; although the family likeness is so
strong, that they pass for twins. As the fate of the general interest,
depends upon this amour between the government and the twin
sister of Mr. Addison's virgin, the consequences of endowing her
with the privilege of passing consecrated laws or law charters, as
her English sister has been endowed, are referred to the reader's
consideration. Liberty was nearly smothered in the embraces be-
tween our government and Mr. Addison's virgin; the amour going
on with her sister will hardly revive it. But let us return from the
political features of the subject, to calculation. The annual exports

of the products of the United States, have been supposed to amount
to about forty millions of dollars, and the bank capital to about
fifty; and we have endeavoured to prove, that the five millions
paid annually for bank paper, cannot be reimbursed by any addi-
tional price bestowed by it on our exports. This glimpse of the
manner in which banking, in its infancy, enriches agriculture and

manufactures; in its maturity, becomes a clear light. By the return

of I8o 3 to the British parliament, the official value of British
manufactures or exports, was less than twenty-four millions ster-
ling, but their real value was estimated by the minister at forty

millions. Suppose the quantity of bank paper, publick and private,
circulating in England, to be about five hundred millions. It re-
ceives between twenty and thirty millions, for enriching those,

who export forty millions worth. The agriculture and manufac-
tures of England, are enriched also in the same mode, by the sister
of banking, so recently eulogised in this country for possessing
these qualities. Above five hundrea millions of debt stock, receives
annually more than bank stock. Of what is paid to two other mem-

bers of the same family, named patronage and hierarchy, we have
no account; but exclusive of the sum paid to hierarchy and bank-
ing, by manufactures and agriculture, to get rich by the bounty
of this generous family, the supplies of the same year ex_eded

seventy millions sterling; so that the scheme of paver and patron-
age, when matured, takes from a nation about one hundred
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millions sterling, to enrich agriculture and manufactures, by en-
hancing the price of forty millions worth of their commodities.

And after paying all this money, it remains a question, whether
bank currency does not moreover diminish prices, to enrich capital-
ists, at the expense of agriculture and manufactures. In i8o3, the
United States contained something more than one-third of the
people of Britain, and exported much more than a third of her
official exports, and nearly that proportion of her estimated ex-
ports. The exports of Great Britain were swelled by the estimate of
the minister, very far beyond the official returns; and those of the
United States, are rigidly confined to them; therefore it is highly
probable, that the value of exports, from the two countries, in rela-
tion to the number of people, did not fall short on the part of the
United States. Britain then, with a vastly greater proportion of this
stimulating and enriching stock, exported the same or a less value
of commodities, in relation to the number of people, than the
United States. This is only to be accounted for, by balancing the
exclusive advantages she possesses in fertility of soil, in manufac-
tural perfection, in machinery and in rich provinces; with a draw-
back, arising from paper currency. Except for some drawback,
these immense advantages, ought to have been accounted for in
the comparison, by an immense superiority of exports in relation
to the numbers of people in the two countries. As they are lost, it
affords the strongest evidence against the assertion, that paper cur-
rency will excite industry, enrich manufactures or agriculture, or
even benefit commerce.

How can it do either, when paper stock draws from the national
labour, more than the whole value of what it exports? How can it
fail to be the most oppressive tax gatherer, when it is able to take
from a nation more than it sells? If it is admitted to be a tax when

it takes all, does it cease to be a tax, when it takes a part? The ten
hundred millions of bank and debt stock, has made every soul in
England worth to paper alone, eighty pounds sterling. Adding to
the drafts of paper, those of patronage, civil, military and religious,
the value of each soul to the system of paper and patronage, is
about one hundred and fifty pounds sterling. The American and
West-India slave owners are not task-masters, if this system, which
has made freeborn Englishmen of threefold value to itself beyond
African slaves, to their master, is not a task-master.

This stupendous mass of paper has been raised from a founda-
tion_as imaginary, as that of the earth in Indian fiosmography. A
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man, by becoming a law-maker, contrives to make the reputation
of wealth more profitable to him than wealth itself. If a true
opinion as to one's wealth, ought not to plunder a nation, the
rights of falsehood are thus made greater than the rights of truth.
The means used by the credit men in England, to lay industry
under contribution, are used by the men of actual property in the
United States, to lay themselves under contribution. The richest
interest in the United States, is the agricultural. It does not hold
by the tenure of its land, a shilling of the credit which sustains
banking; and the small portion of bank stock it possesses, bears no
proportion to its landed property. Yet it first mortgaged itself to
enrich a poor speculating interest by the funding system, under the
delusion of supporting a false national credit; and it again mort-
gages itself to enrich a banking interest, under the delusion, that it
receives, and does not pay the profits of appreciating paper in the
last, as in the first form.

In other countries, if the rich are knaves: they are not blind to
their own interest. They inflict taxes, direct, indirect and intricate,
of which they pay a part; but they take care to receive most or all.
If these taxes are paid to armies, churches, navies, pensions or
sinecures, they are received by the rich or their children. The
paper interest in England, is willing, to pay a small part of the
enormous tax, drawn from the nation by paper stock, because it
receives all; and the landed interest of the United States, is willing
to introduce this fathomless mode of taxation here, because it pays
nearly all, and receives a small part.

In the United States, the civil offices cost but little, and do not
exceed the legitimate necessities of civil government. We have no
armies, churches, navies, pensions or sinecures, contrived for the
purpose of conveying to the richest class of citizens, the money
drawn directly or indirectly from the nation. Stock, bank and
funded, are the only modes hitherto used for drawing money from
the many for the few; and the rich agrarian law-makers have most
unskilfully suffered the money thus drawn to pass into the pockets
of fallacious wealth. It is nearly true, that the rich class in England
pay some and receive all; and that the rich class in the United
States pay all and receive some. The first, fleece labour and in-
dustry for themselves; the other, fleece themselves for paper craft.
Had the landed interest of the United States, laid out the nine
millions a year, which it gives to bankers and certificate buyers, in
a church, an army and a navy, it would have made a provisiofl for
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its younger sons, like the rich classes of other countries, according
to the wisdom of this world; all other rich classes combine their
own interest and prosperity with high taxes; but to combine its
own decay and ruin with taxation, by paying to paper stock nine
millions a year, of which it receives but a trivial proportion, is a
species of acuteness in the landed interest of the United States,
according to the wisdom of no world that I know of.

It is true, that if the landed interest, in creating this annuity, had
kept it for itself, corruption, oppression and party spirit would have
been the consequence; such being the unavoidable effect of giving
away by law, a sum of money annually, eighteen times more valu-
able than the Yazoo speculation; but as the landed interest pays
the chief part of this annuity, it had the best right to receive it; and
its sons, crowned with mitres or with laurel, might have cultivated
virtues which adorn or benefit society. In how many revolutions of
Mercury, would stock beget subjects for a Plutarch?

Had the nine millions been laid out in official patronage, instead
of stock patronage, the amount paid by the nation might have
terminated there. But banking, besides its dividends, possesses a
power of causing the quantity, and of course the value of currency
to fluctuate, by which it may impoverish and enrich, or tax and
patronise, to a vast amount beyond its dividends; of this the nation
can get no account. It is a power equivalent to incessant adultera-
tions and purifications of specie, by an absolute monarch. Coin
adulterated, or paper multiplied, buys less. Coin purified, or paper
diminished, buys more. It would be dangerous for the strongest
despotism to gather wealth, by causing gold to fluctuate, between
twelve and twenty-four carats, several times a year. If this despot-
ism was a merchant, it could by such a power, buy and sell the
commodities of its subjects at what gain it pleased. The carat of
paper money, fluctuates with its quantity, and this fluctuation is at
all times within the power of banking, and frequently produced.
Being capable of greater repetition, it can enrich and impoverish,
beyond any practicable alternate adulteration and purification of
coin, for the benefit of a corporation or a despotism. Paper cur-
rency can be made better and worse more frequently by the magick
of a bank, than specie by the furnace of a monarch; but although
the banking adulterations can do so much more work, yet we do
not believe it because we do not see the process, and only see the
effect, in their amassing wealth with a rapidity and duration, far
beyond adulterations of coin in any mode hitherto discovered. If a
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king of England should call in forty millions of specie, and pay it
back in adulterated money, so as to rob the nation of twenty; that
freeborn people would probably cut off his head; and the same
wise-born people, are quite contented to be robbed of a larger sum
annually, by the same principle.

To illustrate the facility with which this may be done with paper,

in a stockjobbing way, better than with specie, in a despotick way
(as a chymical process, in the moist and dry way, can produce the
same result) let us suppose the managers of banking to be buyers
of the staple of a country; wheat for instance. When the crop comes
in, the price will be kept down, by appreciating or purifying paper
currency, by lessening the quantity. Under this influence, those

who work the furnace, buy. The loss, like adulterations of specie,
fails upon ignorance and industry. It is a law of maximum, or for
fixing prices, except that an interested party regulates them, in-
stead of a government.

This incessant fluctuation, in the intrinsick value of bank cur-

rency, is at least more likely to favour cunning, knavish, calculat-
ing speculation, than simple, honest, thoughtless industry. Those

who settle the carat of this currency, are buyers; upon what prin-
ciple to be found in human nature by the grossest credulity, can
they be possibly induced to use this power, for the purpose of en-
hancing the value of the commodities they buy?

If the government of the fluctuation or carat of bank currency,
was in the hands of a native mercantile interest, such an interest

would undoubtedly endeavour to gratify the love of gain, by

using it to buy as cheap, and to sell as dear as it could; and it would
be to a considerable extent successful; but although it would appro-
priate to its own use, the whole mass of gain transferred by this
fluctuation from the other interests of society, yet the nation would

possess the consolation of reflecting, that its loss remained at home,
and would return to it, the species of retribution, arising from
individual splendour, munificence and luxury. But if a foreign
capital should acquire an influence over the quantity, fluctuation
or carat of bank paper, the wealth collected by it will be drawn

to a foreign country. This is not all the calamity. If such a foreign
capital or interest, should be the buyer of our exports, a power over
the quantity or carat of bank paper, will enable it to diminish the

exportation price, for the benefit of itself, and its own country. The
degree of influence held by British capital over American banks,

cannot be estimated. Whatever it is, a correspondent degree of
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effect must follow. It can diminish the prices of our exports both
here and in Britain, and increase the English profit on re-exporta-
tion. The whole diminution it can cause, in the price of any article,
is its gain and our loss. If in the article of tobacco, for instance, this
gain is made on re-exportation to other countries; if on that of
cotton, on its return, in a manufactured state, in a large amount,
to this.

A variation in the value or carat of money, defeats its genuine
end, and usefulness. It is the measure of all property, as the bushel
is a measure of grain. Permanency makes measures the vehicles of

justice; fluctuation, of fraud. If a fixed measure for some articles of
property, will dispense justice and discourage fraud; a fluctuating
measure for all articles of property, must dispense fraud and dis-

courage justice. False weights and measures will corrupt morals,
and a corruption of morals, will overturn governments founded in
good principles. If such is the effect of a fraudulent mode of weigh-

ing and measuring property, by scales and measures, capable of
being examined by the senses, and easy of detection; what will be
the effect of measuring property, by a fraudulent mode, beyond
the reach of the eye, and only to be detected by patient and deep
investigation? Fluctuating money makes all weights and measures
false. By extending and diminishing price alternately, the utmost

evil of false weights and measures is produced. A few men, whose
interest it is to do so, can cause the carat of bank currency, to fluc-
tuate without control, account or punishment. When it diminishes
the price of property (wheat for instance) twenty-five per centum,
the effect to the seller is the same, as if the buyer had secretly added
one fourth to the capacity of the bushel; when it increases the price

co-extensively, the effect to this buyer, now the seller, is like cutting
off one fourth of the same capacity. And the managers of the fluc-
tuation, or carat of the measure, may thus gain twenty-five per
centum, unjustly, by each operation.

A fluctuation between the two steadiest measures of property,

gold and silver, has at some periods trenched considerably upon
fair dealing, and produced oppressive consequences; adultera-
tions of coin, are partial and temporary aggravations of these
consequences, which are never long endured, because the process

is physical, and easy to detect; and fluctuations of bank paper,
from which the same effects in their utmost malignancy and per-

manency must follow, are endured, because the process of detec-

tion is metaphysical.
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If the senses cannot perceive, that the same moral cause will
produce similar effects; and that ira fluctuation in the measure of
property, by the two first modes, brings oppression, its fluctuation
by the third will also bring it; let the mind reflect upon the follow-
ing supposition, congenial with this third mode. Suppose a cor-
poration, exclusively possessed of the knowledge of assaying metals,
to be endowed also with the right of coinage, without check or
control, or any knowledge in the nation, as to the quantity of
money made, or what it was made of. This corporation would
resemble banking in all its aspects but one. A banking coinage, by
managing fluctuation, or frequently changing the measure of
property, may sell dear and buy cheap; it can throw alloy into
paper, by the medium of quantity, and take it out by the medium
of scarcity, at the national expense; but the coining corporation
have no means of extracting the alloy thrown into gold or silver,
without suffering themselves. Herein the cases differ. The coining
corporation, can only fleece the nation by putting in the alloy, but
the paper corporation can fleece it by taking out as well as by
putting in the alloy. This power is an invisible agent, who pares,
clips or sweats property at every contract, by making its measure
contract or dilate according to his interest.

A nation must have permanent standards for measuring power
and property, and perfectly understand their capacity, or cease to
be free. If a legislature, though annually elected, can invent a
measure, for transferring either to themselves or their faction, they
will make it as capacious as they please. The office of our constitu-
tions, is to take this identical power from our legislatures. A bushel
of money absorbs power, or a bushel of power, money, as a bushel
of sand does water.

By fraudulent modes of measuring property, nations are univer-
sally enslaved. Thus the feudal system enslaved. The fraud con-
sisted in accumulating land in the hands of a few, under pretence
of compensating these few for defending a multitude. The papal
hierarchy became a tyranny from a fraudulent mode of measuring
property on earth, by the artifice of selling heaven. Patronage
generates despotism, simply from being a fraudulent mode of
measuring property; it is not an empty office, but the wealth which
it transfers or measures out from the many to the few, in which its
tyranny consists. All these are modes of oppression, only because
they are fraudulent modes of measuring property. They are in-
direct, but money is the direct mode of this mensuration. Though
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money is limited to specie, and should possess the steady value of a

known and fixed carat, yet these indirect modes enslave nations, by
measuring out property unfairly. But if money, the direct mode of

measuring all property, can be made to fluctuate in value or capa-
city, by a few corporations, the operation in transferring and
accumulating property, must be infinitely more rapid, than the
operation of any indirect mode; and the effect infinitely more
certain. It is this operation which terminates in tyranny, whether
it is produced, directly or indirectly, by fraud, accident or pre-
tended necessity. By ending in accumulation, sufficient to beget a

separate interest, the tyranny follows of course. Whether banking
therefore is founded in fraud or honesty, in deception or sincerity,
is unimportant to the inquiry. So long as it is a mode of measuring
property unequally by law, and not by industry, capable of be-
getting a separate interest in a nation, it must produce the effect
produced by the feudal, hierarchical and patronage systems; be-
cause the effect of all three flowed from their being modes of

measuring out property unequally by law, so as to beget a separate
interest in a nation. Throughout the history of the civilized world,
the admeasurement of property by industry, has bred patriots; by
law, traitors to the liberty and happiness of nations. Will the form
of a caliber, render a ball propelled by the same force, harmless?
Principle is the powder which produces the effects of moral artil-

lery. The powder of banking is precisely the same, with that used
by the feudal system, hierarchy and patronage, to batter human
liberty; namely, a distribution of property, not by industry, but by
law. Wherein consists the oppression of monarchy and aristocracy,
except in being such modes of measuring property? Wherein con-

sists the fraud of these modes, except in making this distribution,
by the unjust measures, law, and fluctuating adulterated money,
instead of leaving it to be made by the just measures, industry, and
money of a steady and known carat?

We have supposed the case of one state, erected by congress into

a corporation, with the exclusive power of supplying the others
with bank currency. Let us subjoin to the supposition, the idea of
the incorporated state being mercantile, and the others, agricul-

tural. How forcibly are the effects illustrated, of a power in one
dealer, to regulate the-value of the currency, or the capacity of the
measure, by which the price of property is regulated for both. The
whole agricultural interest, unadulterated by any commixture

with the banking interest, occupies the precise place of the unprivi-
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leged states. In the case supposed, the oppression would not be
borne for a moment; because the suffering being would be equal
in union, sagacity and power, to the inflicting being. It is borne
in the case existing, because the suffering beings, are unequal in
union, sagacity and power, to the inflicting beings. Individual
ignorance, passion and folly, is no match for corporate knowledge,
calmness and cunning. To let loose upon a nation, a faction, en-
listed and disciplined by charters and avarice, for the purpose of
gathering money of individuals, is a project, equivalent to that of
letting loose a veteran army upon an undisciplined militia.

Banking exclaims, let individuals shift for themselves. A band of
conjurers or robbers, requires only that individuals should be left
to shift for themselves. Individuals can never defend themselves

against associations. The design of government, is to protect indivi-
duals against these very associations. The tyranny of fraud is not
less oppressive, than that of force. All national grievances act upon
individuals. A redundancy of circulating paper stock, collecting an
enormous tax, must act upon individuals, like other, national
grievances. If the ten hundred millions of such stock in England,
was suddenly converted into specie, whatever would fly away to
other countries, would be the portion of currency, useless, and
therefore oppressive to the extent of the tax it gathered. The specie
expelled by bank paper from the United States, was made by that

paper a redundancy of currency, useless, or it would have re-
mained; the tax paid for a paper redundancy, which cannot
follow the specie, is an oppression similar to the English. We see
in the example of England, the errour of an opinion, that the
quantity of a paper currency will be regulated by national wants;
we see in America, that bank currency soon expels as redundant,
a sum of specie currency, and takes its place to a far greater
amount; we see that this redundancy, though unnecessary and per-
nicious, can gather wealth for a separate interest; to what amount,
England has laboured in vain to discover, for a whole century.
What expedient can individuals use to avoid these calamities?

Let individuals shift for themselves. What is this, but to exclude
them from the benefits of government and society? Unassociated,
the bitter beverage, prescribed by the paper capitalists to the
English mariufacturers, must replenish their cups. There, capital
thrives, and labour starves. Here, industry has hitherto regularly
gained from capital possessed by idleness. This wholesome opera-
tion will be reversed, as in England, by factitious capital, able to
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tax and out-thrive industry. It can as easily become the master of
the industry applied to the earth, as of that applied to the products
of the earth. The portion of a nation subject to supply the income
of a paper capital, is not in fact in a state of society. Union or
association implies equality. But what equality exists between in-
fliction and suffering, between extortion and payment? Can a
society or association be formed of a party of masters and a party
of slaves? Those associated by law, cry out, 'let those out of this
legal society shift for themselves.' Gentlemen, our policy intended
to give an equal chance to us all in shifting for ourselves. Throw
away the law charter tubes, contrived for sucking subsistence from
those at work, as the vampire sucks blood from those asleep. How-
ever insensible we are of the operation, as you distend we contract,
and must dwindle into your slaves, if the process continues. If it is
right that individuals should be left by government to shift for
themselves, why is the enchanted mantle of law charter drawn
over you, which makes those under its cover flourish, and withers
all within the reach of its shadow?

When Walpole and the whigs invented the paper system of
England, the increase of nominal price it promised, pleased the
nation, and established the party. Inquire now of the nation, what
pleasure the system gives them, and you are answered with groans.
A party, called federal, in the United States, repeated Walpole's
experiment with some success, by exhibiting to the nation the
phantom of additional price, and giving to stockholders real wealth
and power, at the national expense. And a party, called republican,
incited by the pecuniary and political success of these progenitors,
are repeating the same experiment, to gain the same substances, by
an exhibition of the same phantom. Yet it is notorious, that it is the
circulator, and not the receiver of bank notes, who grows rich. No
corporation even asked a legislator, for the privilege of receiving
paper. The British nation belong to paper stock, and not paper
stock to the British nation. The whole juggle is managed according
to the arithmetick of Laputa. Suppose a nation raises a certain
quantity of exportable commodities, measured by the universal
standard, gold or silver, bank projectors pretend to increase the
quantity to what extent they please, by substituting a paper
measure. And if they can increase them a jot, by altering the mode
of measuring them, it is confessed that they can increase them
without limitation. For this project, the nation at first pays the
projectors five millions worth of the commodities measured by the
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old standard. Thus the nation lose, and the projectors gain already
an eighth part of these commodities. As the paper is increased, the
opulence of the projectors and the impoverishment of the nation,
correspondently follow. When the projectors gain twenty millions
annually, the nation loses half its exportable substance, for a
numerical phantom, by which to measure the other half. England

gives the whole substance for this phantom. It is Wood's project in
a worse form, as his half-pence contained some copper.

The engines of Archimedes destroyed the Romans, whilst they
could not see from whence their fate proceeded. Moral engines are
for the same reason concealed from those on whom they play. And
these moral engineers, more skilful than Archimedes, often per-
suade their victims, joyfully to stretch out their necks to the stroke,

like Turkish fanaticks, under a persuasion that it will waft them
to paradise.

Taxation is a power, infinitely dangerous, and liable to abuse in
the hands of a separate interest. In England, the noble interest
cannot even propose a money bill. In America, the banking in-
terest taxes, raises or diminishes these taxes, and publickly divides
its collections, of about five millions annually, under charters for

long terms, without the knowledge or control of the people, or
their representatives. Patriotism is even more fusible than cort-
science, in money. We know that those who rob nations, do really
feel as if they were virtuous and honorable men, and would scorn
to steal a shilling. Hence the danger of exposing ourselves to be
taxed, directly or indirectly, by an individual or a corporation.
Feudal barons were liberal, and hierarchical dignitaries, charit-

able. Yet they oppressed nations by their privileges, with a good
conscience. This is the best morality to which banking can aspire.
Our policy has exploded it, by considering the criminality of in-

juring a nation, as amplified beyond that of injuring an individual,
by the whole additional extent of the mischief.

Between accumulation by banking, and division by excluding

perpetuities and promogeniture; between exclusive chartered in-
terest and general social interest; between publick and corporate,

or party influence over legislatures; no resemblance in principle,
no sympathy exists. They are all contraries and antipathies. A
republican will deride Mr. Adams's idea, of forming a quiet, per-

manent and happy government, with contrary and unfriendly
principles; and attempt himself to reconcile enmities, inspired by
clashing pecuniary interests, at least as malevolent as those in-
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spired by orders. Exclusive privileges, for gathering money,
produce parties more hostile to each other, and consequently to
human happiness, than exclusive honorary titles. From the spirit
of discord and injustice, infused into nations by titles, arise the
objections to Mr. Adams's system. Is this spirit most malignant
whetted upon the warm and flexible bosom of honour, or upon the
cold and hard liver of avarice? In what unexplored depths of intel-
lect, is to be found the patriotism and consistency of zeal, against
and for the same evil principle, selecting its most aggravated forms
both for reprobation and eulogy?

Wealth, it was observed, absorbed power, as sand does water.
Another figure may place the idea in a stronger light. It attracts,
contains and discharges power, as clouds do the electrical fire.
Nothing can withstand its bolts. Wealth accumulated by legal
means is here spoken of; that within the reach of human industry,
being like genial clouds, as incapable of attracting a dangerous sur-
charge of the moral, as such clouds of the subtile physical fluid.
Can Congress and the state legislatures, consistently with our
policy, create by law, this electrical machine, able to shock or
destroy our constitution?

Words hold principles, as sieves do water. In the words therefore,
and not in the principles of our constitutions, parties seek for the
chartering power. There, although a power in Congress, to bestow
an exclusive banking charter on all the citizens of one state, could
not possibly be found, all parties have found a power to bestow it
on a few of them, or on a few aliens. And under this construction
of the words of constitutions, not containing a single word relating
to banking, people are fined, henged and imprisoned with the
common consent of judges, juries and lawyers, out of imitation to
the English stockjobbing system. If legislatures can destroy politi-
cal law or constitutions, by any mode not verbally prohibited, the
exclusive right of the people to pronounce this law, or to establish
constitutions, is a shadow; as a specification of every mode for des-
troying constitutions by law, is impossible. In this right consists
their sovereignty. The people may call as many conventions as
they please for fixing the principles of their government, but these
principles can never be fixed, if legislatures can destroy them in
any mode not ,verbally prohibited. All our constitutions, recognise
and labour to fortify this right of the people; therefore an indirect
legislative mode of destroying it, must be equally unconstitutional,
with a positive law for that purpose.
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If banking charters, like all other modes for measuring wealth
by law, will change the nature and principles of governments, they
are as unconstitutional, and as subv¢rsive of the sovereignty of the
people, as a law for creating a king or an order of nobles. The five
millions at this time taken annually from the people by these in-

struments, have already begotten a political power able to influ-
ence governments. This magnet for attracting power, grows daily.
Anticipate its effects, by contrasting the accumulation it may end
in, with an equal division of property. Would the political effects
of the' two measures be the same? Would these contraries generate
contrary forms of government? If they would, then both are in
substance, political or constitutional law, and legislatures have as
little right to pass banking laws, for the accumulation, as agrarian
laws, for the division of property.

If it is contended, that the state and general legislatures, cannot
pass laws for dividing property, but that they may pass laws for its
accumulation in the hands of a chartered interest; or that laws
either for the division or accumulation of property, are of an honest
and genuine municipal nature, without possessing a capacity to
model power, and change governments; and if these assertions can
be proved, we must proceed to the following argument.

The formation of society, and the alteration of its constituent
rules, are admitted by our policy to be rights exclusively lodged in
the people, in which rights the government they establish have no
share. It is also admitted, that the rights subsisting previous to the
compacts called constitutions, all remain, except those relinquished
for the sake of forming the government. Banking diminishes these
remaining rights, by transferring a portion of them to a new society,
not formed by the people. But the government has no power to
touch rights, not surrendered by the people for its formation. It
was lately stated, that if a legislature can by law form a new
society, to draw money artificially from the rest of a nation, that
the residue of the old society was no longer in a social state. By the
association of the people, the principle of an equality of rights may
be asserted and established. By the association of the government,
the contrary and artificial principle of exclusive privilege, may be
asserted and established. Property, by the association of the people,
may be placed under the protection of the first principle; by the
association of the government, it may be exposed to the depreda-
tions of the second. The first association makes an entire nation;
the second divides that nation into two, privileged and unprivi-
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leged. The object of one, may be the general good; of the other, to
make the general good subservient to private avarice. Both their
principles and ends may be precisely opposite. Suppose this new-
formed little nation, had been invested by government with a
power of waging war, against the lives of the associates under the
old compact; would it not have violated the rights never surren-
dered by the people to the government? Do charters to a few, for
waging war against the lives or against the property of the rest,
differ in principle? Do not both equally violate the rights never
surrendered by the people of the United States in forming govern-
ments? Where is the difference between taking away the arms or
the wealth of the great nation, and giving them to the little nation?
Is it not obvious, that a new association, by which either is affected,
however called, overturns the old association? From that moment,
no association but the new exists; because its operation makes the
old association inoperative. The government which contrives, will
adhere to the new compact, against the old, contrived by the
nation. Those without the new society, to which the government
has deserted, belong to no society; and those within it, belong not
to the old society formed by the constitution, but to the new one,
into which they are formed by law.

To illustrate the ease with which the principles of the society,
established by the people, may be destroyed by a banking fabrick,
reared by law, let us suppose Congress to create a bank, in which
the state governments should receive allotments of stock, equal or
superior to the state expenses. As it would be easy, by such an
institution, to suppress" all other banks, the capacity of this engine
to produce an income adequate to the end, is unquestionable.
Would it not commute the constitutional policy established by the
people, for a new policy growing out of such a law? All the old
checks and divisions of power would be overthrown. The pecu-
niary dependence of the state governments upon the people, would
cease. The independence in their allotted spheres of the state, on
the general government, would also cease. The state governments
would become wholly dependent on Congress for money, by the
disuse of the people to their taxes, which like poison administered
in honey, would be too pleasant for ignorance to resist. Congress
would see and use the influence thence arising, and the state
governments would be such checks upon the general government,
as those receiving salaries at his will, are upon a king. A charter of
the general government would give money to the state govern-
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ments, to gain a power inconsistent with the charters by which
both were created. The political consequences of a proposal to sub-
ject the state governments to a pecuniary dependence upon the
government of England, would be at once perceived. Is there more
danger that they will merge into the English government, than
into the general government? Would political or constitutional

changes grow out of the remote cause, and none out of the near
one? Let us suppose that the general government should be made

dependent for revenue upon bank stock under state law charters,
and the people to be thereby trained into the habit of paying
nothing towards its support. Would it have an influence upon our
constitutional policy and endanger that government? If such
would be the effect of placing the general government under a

pecuniary dependence upon state charters, the effect of the con-
verse of the proposition is certain.

If a foreign government should acquire such a pecuniary influ-
ence over the state governments, the considerations, that no politi-

cal or pecuniary connexion existed between it and otir people, and
that it did not procure money for the state governments at their
expense, by spreading a corrupted faction among them; would

present a feeble resistance to its destructive effects upon our policy;
but no considerations equally consolatory occur in the case of a
similar influence, possessed by the general governmeht. The state

governments being bribed to favour the minority nation created by
the general government, a triple combination necessarily becomes
the real government, and representation would be used as its in-
strument, just as it is used in England. Corruption would settle
down from the head to the foot of the nation.

If banking would change our form of government in the sup-
posed mode, it demonstrates the capacity of law for that end. If it
could thus influence legislatures, it demonstrates its capacity to
form individuals into corrupt factions. And if it would be danger-
ous to any society, should a foreign nation create a corrupt faction

by a pecuniary influence within its bowels, it is more dangerous to
it that its own government should do so, for the reasons by which
the danger of an influence, foreign or domestick, over the state
governments, is graduated.

The course of reasoning pursued by this essay, results in the

definition, that a transfer of property by law, is aristocracy, and that
aristocracy is a transfer of property by law. Mr. Adams's book is
eminently instructive, by proving that aristocracy has every where
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generated calamitous struggles between those who gained, and
those who lost property. Besides the unavoidable atrocities of en-
riched and impoverished factions, Mr. Adams proves by a multi-
tude of examples, that the same aristocratical policy, will induce one
or the other of these factions to destroy every vestige of free govern-

ment; the enriched, to fortify their fraudulent wealth and power;
the impoverished, to flee for refuge against many tyrants, under
one. It is true that the banking mode of introducing these mis-
chiefs, like the balancing, will ascribe them to an inartificial tex-

ture of the machine, but it will not gain the long credit of other
aristocratical principles, because its superior rapacity will hasten
it on towards the usual catastrophe of political fraud.
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Section the Sixth

THE GOOD MORAL PRINCIPLES OF THE

GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES

understanding the defects of our policy, we are enabled to
correct them; by understanding its beauties, we shall scorn the
delusive attractions of its ostentatious rivals. Its actual dispensation
of more happiness than any existing competitor, demonstrates its
superiority to the existing world; and testimony gathered from
tombs, by title, orders and exclusive interest, or fashioned for the
purpose which induced priests to fashion oracles, is not equally
credible. The Augustan age itself, invoked by monarchy to con-
front with republican government, is like the golden one, a fiction.
It was moulded by those who received, not by those who supplied
the exactions of monarchy. A despotick and artful man, did not
corrupt the talents of one age, to buy truth for the use of another.
Truth is never disclosed, except by talents which are independent,
and inquiries which are freer. Augustus was the monarch of the
whole learned world; Lewis X IV was the monarch of France. Had
France contained the learning of the world, the age of Lewis,
would have furnished the same evidence in favour of monarchy, as
is furnished by the age of Augustus. We only know th_/t the reign
of Lewis exhausted the adulation, the purses and the liberty of his
subjects, because it is described by persons, neither his sycophants
nor slaves. Of the Augustan age we now judge from such materials,
as posterity would have done of the reign of Lewis, upon the exclu-
sive evidence of his venal panegyrists or dismayed dependants.

It is by travelling from the court to the cottage, that the effects
of political principles upon human happiness, can be computed.
Hence, existing nations, can only confide in existing cases. The
cottager has no historian to commemorate his misery, and the his-
torian of the prince is bribed to hide it.

Soldiers and statesmen think the French and English forms of
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government the most perfect, because they are the most partial to
their own professions; and strive to bend all freer forms towards
these models best contrived for their own gratification, because
that effect is the logician which defines their patriotism. The policy
of the United States was contrived for advancing the prosperity of
an entire society; but it cannot be preserved against the power and
arts of soldiers, statesmen, or separate interests of any kind, except
by discovering the principles of government calculated to dispense
general good, with the same acuteness by which the creatures of
legislative partiality, discern whatever will transfer wealth and
power from nations to themselves.

The moral, like the physical world, is subject to system and
regularity. It is not left by Omnipotence in a state so chaotick, as
that the same moral cause, should now produce good, and then
evil. Men do not entrust their sheep to wolves, because it is
fabled that once wolves were not carnivorous. The description of
monarchical governments, by the minions of its frauds, or the
candidates for its treasures, is entitled to the same credit as the
description of the wolf in the fictions of poetry.

The fact we have assumed, lies before the senses of the reader.
Let him look at the monarchies of the present age, and then at the
United States. Let him listen to the groans of other regions, and the
exaltations of America. Let all his senses go in quest of comfort and
wretchedness. Each on its return will testify 'that the effects of our
policy are infinitely better, than those of any other.' The compari-
son at this time spreads over a vast variety of governments, founded
in force or fraud, but exhibited in sundry modifications of facti-
tious orders; it therefore brings the whole group to the test of one,
founded in a selection of good, and an exclusion of bad moral
principles. The success of our experiment, confronted with an host
of miscarriages, bestows upon its title to pre-eminence, the utmost
degree of demonstration, of which the case is capable.

The grateful task of ascertaining the principles, which have pro-
duced effects incomparably beneficial to the United States, is left
by Mr. Adams to be discharged. Instead of their vindication, pro-
raised by the title of three volumes, he casts a glance towards the
contour of our governments in one volume, leaves them in repose
throughout two, and defends contrary principles in all. Compelled
directly or indirectly to assail the principles of our policy, because
they lay in the way of his system, a caricature or travesty appeared,
when we expected a defence.
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Mr. Adams considers our division of power, as the same prin-

ciple with his balance of orders. We consider these principles as
opposite and inimical. Power is divided by our policy, that the
people may maintain their sovereignty; by the system of orders, to
destroy the sovereignty of the people. Our principle of division is
used, to reduce power to that degree of temperature, which may
make it a blessing and not a curse; its nature resembling fire;
which uncontrolled, consumes; in moderation, warms. The prin-

ciple of its division among orders, is to erect an omnipotent power,
able, like an irresistible conflagration, to consume every thing in

its way.
This radical errour forced Mr. Adams to overlook the prime

division of power, between the people and the government; the
federal division of power between the general and state govern-
ments; and that beautiful division of election, by which an ochlo-

cracy or mob government is prevented; and to convert the sub-
ordinate divisions of power, which are only details of these superior

principles, into sovereign orders and virtual representation.
Without either stating or discussing the principles of our policy,

Mr. Adams concludes, that they ought to be changed, because com-
motions and revolutions perpetually attend factitious orders or ranks. To
ascertain this fact, he cites all the memorable forms of government,

comprising the principle of factitious orders, furnished by the his-
tory of mankind; and having indubitably proved it, he infers that
our policy is bad, because it has rejected that principle.

The surprise which such an inference would naturally excite, is
assuaged by the address of substituting a theory of the British

system of government, for its real operation. The sophistry of
reasoning from a comparison between theory and practice, is ob-
vious. The most perfect operating government, may be made to
look defective, compared with a fabrick, reared by the imagination.

And by calling this imaginary fabrick, the British government, all
the old prejudices in its favour are ingeniously ensnared, by the
Aristotelian artifice of hypothetical systematizing. The mind can'

only be freed from these fetters by comparing realities.
The history of ancient times is hardly more weighty, opposed to

living evidence, than the wanderings of fancy; it is invariably
treacherous in some degree, and comes, like oracle, from a place

into which fight cannot penetrate. We are to determine, whether
we will be intimidated by apparitions of departed time, frightfully
accoutred for that purpose, to shut our eyes, lest we should see
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the superiority of our policy displayed, not in theory, but in prac-
tice; not in history, but in sight.

Mr. Adams reasons from hypothesis and theory, in his defence
of factitious orders. He establishes by complete testimony, the fact,
that political evil has been universally their associate; but instead
of suffering this effect, to lead him to such orders as its cause, he
attributes it to their inartificial adjustment. Such reasoning is the
errour of ancient philosophy, exploded by Bacon. Rejecting hypo-
thesis and theory, he travels by effects to causes, and from causes
to effects. To the use of this correct mode of reasoning it is owing,
that other sciences have advanced so rapidly since the time of
Lord Bacon; whilst political philosophy remained unimproved
until the American revolution, because it assumed ancient theories
for settled facts.

The basis of our policy, like the basis of modern philosophy, is
the constancy of nature, in her moral, as well as in her physical
operations. A frequent or long concomitancy between cause and
effect, establishes a particular fact, from which we are enabled to
infer a general law. A concomitancy between hereditary orders or
exclusive factitious interests, and political misery, has constantly
apppeared throughout the annals of human nature; and a con-
comitancy between political equality and political happiness, has
endured in America, for the space of thirty-five years in above
thirteen separate governments, making an experience equal to
four hundred years, to which ought to be added near two centuries
previous to the revolution, not in theory, but in fact. Hence neces-
sarily results a general law, unless nature, in her moral operations,
pursues principles the reverse of those, to which she strictly ad-
heres in her physical; and is capricious, arbitrary and inconsistent.
If the fact we contend for is ascertained, and if from this fact a
general law is discovered, it then becomes as certain and inevitable,
that political misery, will be an effect of hereditary orders or facti-
tious interests, as that fight will be the effect of the rising of the sun.
Let the intellectual, like the material philosopher, reason from
facts, and the phenomena of mind will become as well understood
for temporal purposes, as those of body.

A law of nature constitutes truth. This would suffice for human
use, if we were unable to discover how it became a law, as is fre-
quently the case. If these orders or interests tend to excite, not the
good, but the evil qualities of man; the _oral power which enacts
the law, and the impossibility of its abrogation, both become mani-
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lest. It is as unnatural to expect, by artificial means, to cause such
orders or interests to produce peace, justice and happiness, as that
any artificial arrangement of a society composed of lions, wolves
and bears, would prevent the effects of their natural qualities; be-
cause the natural qualities of moral beings (if the expression is
allowable) such as hereditary orders and separate factitious in-
terests, are not less certain and unchangeable, than those of these
beasts.

The inability of mere form or artificial arrangement, to defeat a
natural law, even of the moral kind, is demonstrated in the experi-
enc_ of the United States. These forms or arrangements have been
frequently changed, and are different among the states. But the
irresistible'power of the moral principles common to all, compels
every modification to be subservient to its will. And the good effects
under different forms, produced by the good moral principles of
all, are an evidence, that evil moral principles cannot be made to
produce good moral effects by the force of form or artificial
arrangement; it would be as possible, that a less mechanical power
should control a greater.

A theory or hypothesis, cannot pretend even to plausibility, un-
less it is deduced from some general law of nature. One which sets
out upon the foundation of hereditary orders or alienable exclusive
privileges, violates the law, which has determined that talents shall
not be inheritable, nor merit transferable. Let us endeavour further
to apply this observation to Mr. Adams's system, by comparing it
with the aga:arian theory.

The idea of Lord Shaftesbury, adopted by Mr. Adams, is, 'that
the political balance of orders cannot be adjusted or maintained,
without a balance of property.' The perpetual changes among the
holders of land, the most permanent and unchangeable species of
property, render this ingredient unattainable. And yet its attain-
ment is obstructed by fewer difficulties, than a permanent and
equal distribution of power and mental capacity, necessary to
perfect the system of orders. As the system proposes to produce
good effects, upon no other condition than that of violating
and controlling several irresistible laws of nature, it is invariably
unsuccessful.

A political equality of rights among men, on the other hand, is
founded in a general law of nature; and yet even this simple and
natural system is declared to be unattainable, by those who con-
tend for the possibility of a political equality of rights among
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orders. That which they assert cannot be effected between two
individuals, though it naturally exists, is proposed to be accom-
plished between orders, composed of multitudes.

The ingredients of Mr. Adams's theory, consist of an equality or
balance of property, power and understanding, between orders
comprising a nation. And yet all the disciples of the theory, will

exclaim against the mischief, folly and impossibility, of levelling or
balancing property among individuals.

I agree with them in a disapprobation of levelling property by
law; but the difference between us is, that I object to the levelling
principle itself, whilst they approve of its application to effect their
theory. I contend that the folly and mischief of enriching orders,

such as the feudal and the paper, at the expense of a nation, is at
least equal to that of levelling property among individuals; and
that the impossibility of maintaining the equality they approve, is
as great as that of maintaining the equality they condemn.

Now if Mr. Adams's theory of a balance or equality among
orders, consists of three ingredients, neither of which is attainable,
according to the laws of nature, it is itself a phantom of the
imagination; and yet the imagination which fosters it, asserts that
the system of an equality of rights, naturally existing, and actually

operating, is impracticable. The hypothesis of orders, to exist itself,
resorts to one fiction, ' a king cannot die;' and to destroy a success-
ful rival, to another, 'an equality of civil rights cannot live.' But

several complete experiments, as effectually overturn .the latter
fiction, as a multitude have the former.

The excellencies of our civil policy, and the defects of all others,
cannot be estimated, unless the language used to explain them is
well understood. To the efforts already made for impressing a
correct perception of the principles on which the reasoning of this
essay is founded, we will therefore add another. To understand,
we have analyzed the intellectual world into two classes, good and
evil; and to discover the members of each class, we fix their quali-
ties, not by the hypothetick, but the practical mode of reasoning. If

the fact appears by a satisfactory experiment, that the political
moral being, called hereditary order, or that called exclusive privi-
lege, begets the evil effects of avarice, ambition, faction, commo-
tion, tyranny, or any others, we assign them to the evil class. And if
by the experience of America, the fact appears, that an equality of

civil rights, produces moderate government, or any other national
benefit, we assign this moral being to the good class. Having dis-
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covered by their phenomena the classes to which these beings be-
long, we conclude, that no human ingenuity can change the class
or the nature of any individual, any more than it could change the
nature of a physical being. And that it is as obviously erroneous to
assert, that hereditary order, or exclusive privilege, will bless man-
kind, as that water will burn them.

The possibility of effecting a classification of the beings or indivi-
duals of the moral world, and of assigning each to his proper class,
by an impartial and careful investigation of phenomena, with a
degree of accuracy, exceeding even the classification of the vege-
table kingdom, is not incomprehensible. And its importance seems
to have been suggested by divine intelligence, in having implanted
in every breast, an auxiliary for the head in the prosecution of this
science, of acute discernment, and instinctive integrity.

Such a work, however, was neither within my powers nor design.
To arrange a few of those moral beings, called political, by the test
of facts; and particularly those of which the American policy and
Mr. Adams's system are compounded; to ascertain the difference
and the preference; and to detect any fugitives from one class to
the other, is the utmost I propose.

Besides hereditary order, and exclusive privilege, placed at the
head of one class, we have swelled it by the moral beings, called
legal religion, legal freedom of inquiry, accumulation of power,
patronage or corruption, ignorance, virtual representation, judi-
cial uncomrol, funding, and political families, or an oligarchy of
banks.

In the opposite class of moral beings, we have placed an equality
of civil rights, freedom of religion, and of inquiry, division of
power, national influence or sovereignty, knowledge, uncorrupted
representation, and actual responsibility. This enumeration of a
few individuals is used to explain our reasoning, and not as includ-
ing entire classes.

We have attempted to prove, that the evil class, cannot be made
to produce good effects, nor the good class, evil; and the superi-
ority we contend for, on behalf of the policy of the United States,
consists in this, that it is compounded chiefly of the good, whilst all
other governments have been compounded chiefly of the evil class;
so as to account for the blessings of the one, and the mischiefs of the
other; and to produce both a shining pattern and a shining beacon.

The same mode of reasoning appeared calculated also to awaken
publick vigilance, against the most dangerous means of changing
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the nature of a government. It may have been compounded of
moral beings, selected with integrity and wisdom, from the good

class; but by transplanting into it by law, individuals from the evil
class, these exoticks must change its nature. For instance; let us
look at our own policy, as it stood immediately after the adoption

of the present general government, and contemplate the features
or moral beings, to be seen in the faces of the several constitutions,
of which it was compounded. Transplant into it a sufficient portion
of executive patronage to influence Congress; a banking oligarchy
without a distinguishing badge, influencing election; judicial
irresponsibility; religion, printing and speaking, regulated by law;
an unarmed militia and a standing army; or any system of legisla-

tion congenial with monarchy or aristocracy; and say if our policy
would be unaltered. The change would be owing to an interpola-
tion of political moral beings into it, taken from a class opposite to
that which furnished its original materials.

It is necessary to keep in sight our policy, Mr. Adams's system,

and the actual English government, to illustrate or explain the
principles contended for. In all Mr. Adams's authorities, we find
orders, titles or exclusive privileges in some shape; but in none, the
exact and permanent balance, without which Mr. Adams's admits
them to be a curse. Vicissitude, and not permanency, is their

essence, as determined by experience, and a constant succession of
revolutions is the dispensation they yield. The alternation was

rapid among the Italian republicks. The aristocratick scale, whilst
loaded with wealth, talents, perpetuities, and superstition, pre-
ponderated against the democratick, lightened with ignorance. In
England the first being unladen by alienations, and the second
rendered more weighty by wealth and knowledge, an approach
towards a balance begat evils, which drove that country for refuge
into the aristocracy of the third age, composed of paper, patronage
and armies. Experience declares, and Mr. Adams acknowledges,
that the theory of balancing orders, has never generated the effects

which Mr. Adams thinks it capable of generating; whilst the theory
of a division of power, for the express purpose of subjecting govern-
ments to nations, has unexceptionably succeeded in the practice of
each of the states, and of the United States. This double experience
defines the nature of the moral elements, both of the American

and Mr. Adams's policy. Ours, by suppressing the evil principle of
privileged orders, begets none of those calamities, swarming about

every experiment founded in his. His, t_klug the balancing prin-
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ciple for its basis, has laboured in vain to draw good out of it, by
the artifice of measuring out power, or the excitement to tyranny,
equally between orders. Ours does not trust to evil for good; his
admits each order, separately existing, to be a political devil; but
asserts, that three devils, may by the menstruum of mutual
jealousy, be turned into one God. Ours conceives that a political
deity ought to be made of eternal moral virtues, and not of
fluctuating human vices.

The only use which the theory of ranks or orders has been pleased
to make of the laws of nature, is drawn from the existing inequality
among the talents and qualities of men. Enough has been hereto-
fore said upon this subject; and it is only mentioned to suggest, that
the degrees of this inequality, are compressed by this theory into
three, not by the suggestion of nature, which with the intervention
of education, displays them at this day, as numberless, but by the
arbitrary will of hypothesis. The magick contained in the number
three is the magick of habit, not of nature. Human qualities are
infinitely more divisible. In England, a triple natural division is
said to exist. There they have a king, lords, commons, judiciary,
army, paper system and hierarchy. In India, titles and tribes are
endless. In Rome, the first theory consisted of a king, patricians,
knights and plebeians. In America, we see power, legislative,
executive and judicial; but these are so far from comprising the
mass of political power, created by our system, as to be themselves
subordinate to a division of power, between the people and the
government; to a division of power between the general and state
governments; and to the sovereignty of the people. Hence this
number is no less arbitrary and unconnected with any principle in
nature, when applied to power, than when applied to orders.

The more power is condensed, the more pernicious it becomes.
Divided only into three departments, such as king, lords and com-
mons, it can easily coalesce, plunder and oppress. The more it is
divided, the farther it recedes from the class of evil moral beings.
By a vast number of divisions, applied to that portion of power,
bestowed on their governments by the people of the United States;
and by retaining in their own hands a great portion unbestowed,
with a power of controlling the portion given; the coalescence of
political power, always fatal to civil liberty, is obstructed. Small
dividends are not as liable to ambition and avarice, as great divi-
dends. Self interest can only be controlled by keeping out of its
hands the arms with which it has universally enslaved the general
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interest. But it universally gets these arms by persuading mankind,
that the danger is imaginary, and the remedy useless; and hier-
archy, feudality, hereditary orders, mercenary armies, funding and
banking, have successively inflicted upon them, the expiations of
an opinion so absurd.

Nature, says Mr. Adams, suggests, nay dictates, the system of
three orders. As to the United States, he satisfies this natural law,
by legislative, executive and judicial orders; as to England, by
king, lords and commons; making judicial power a natural order
here, but not in England. The natural fight of self government and
natural orders, cannot associate. Our policy is erected upon one
principle; Mr. Adams's upon the other; and a defence of his, can-
not be a defence of the policy of the United States.

By contrasting the division of power resorted to by our policy,
with Mr. Adams's idea of a triple division by nature, a wide
difference will appear. By our policy, power is first divided between
the government and the people, reserving to the people, the con-
trol of the dividend allotted to the government. The dividend
allotted to the government, is subdivided between its two branches,
federal and state. The portion of this subdivision, assigned to the
federal government, is again subdivided between two legislative
branches, two executive branches, and two judicial branches;
judges and juries; all enjoying specified powers independent of each
other. The portion assigned to the state governments, is distributed
in quotas still more minute, many of which will be omitted, be-
cause of the various modes pursued towards this end, by different
states. We find two legislative branches, two executive, and two
judicial. A power of such magnitude, as to be relied on for national
defence, immediately dependent on the people, and generally
removed far from a subserviency to any other division; this is the
militia, officered by the people, or by the county courts; trying
offenders by its own courts, or holding commissions during good
behaviour. Patronage, a formidable power, is divided in a multi-
tude of ways, the chief of which consists of portions exercised by
the people, by legislative bodies, and by a variety of inferior courts.
Ineligibility is a species of division of power often resorted to. And
throughout the whole distribution, our policy, as if on purpose to
subvert the hypothesis of a triple natural divisio n of power, has in
a multitude of instances, invested the same organs with different
powers; such as legislative branches, with judicial and executive
powers.
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As the government is divested by a multitude of divisions, of the
ability and inclination to tyrannize; so by the multitude and
variety of its elections, our policy cleanses the sovereignty of the
people of those defects incident to its aggregate exercise; conclud-
ing that power, untempered by division, exercised by nations or
their governments, is invariably the scourge of human happiness.

What do we discern in this system of division to justify the
hypothesis of three natural orders, or three natural classes of
powers? To which of these classes can the division of election be
assigned? But if a doubt should remain, let the reader reflect upon
the inconsistency between natural powers or orders, and their
responsibility. In providing for the responsibility of political power
of every complexion, our policy denies the truth of the position,
which asserts, that political power is created by nature.

It establishes, with unexampled ingenuity, a double responsi-
bility; of the people to the government, and of the government to

the people; the division of election, is the basis of the one, and the
division of the powers of government, of the other; by the first, the
danger of a physical accumulation of power, and by the second,
the danger of its moral accumulation, is obstructed; to prevent the
people from acting in ,mass against the government, under the im-
pulse of passion; and the government from acting in mass against

the people, under the impulse of avarice and ambition. The divi-
sion of election renders it difficult to turn the people into an
ochlocracy; and the division of the powers of government, renders
it difficult to turn the publick officers into an aristocracy.

Political errour contains two extremes, both of which are happily
guarded against by the principle of division; and it would make
but little difference to the nation whether it was plunged into one,

by abolishing the responsibility of the people to government; or
into the other, by abolishing the responsibility of the government
to the people. Just as the devastation of a furious torrent, and the
exsiccation of a vertical sun, are both destructive, and both pre-
vented by the divisions of a stream, according to the ingenious

system of irrigation.
It is important to inquire, whether the right of instruction is

attached to the fight of election. Neither the moral right of any
species of principal to employ agents, nor the moral duty of agents
to conform to the instructions of principals in discharging agencies,
is denied. Obedience to monarchical, aristocratical, military,

legislative, judicial, and all individual instructions, from principals
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to agents, is universally enforced by dismissi0n, sentence, fine,
imprisonment and death; and disobedience is considered as
illegal, immoral and void. It is also agreed, that the duties of
agency, implied or expressed, allowed to kings, to conquerors and
to beggars, and enforced by the axe, the musket and the forum,
belong also to the species of sovereignty existing in the United
States.

A constitutional declaration, that duty was an adjunct of agency,
would have been as absurd, as that heat was an adjunct of fire.
The qualities by which a thing is defined, must be included in that
thing; and an assertion, that an insurance against fire, did not in-
clude an insurance against heat, would be equivalent to an asser-
tion, that an agency did not imply an obligation to fulfil its duties;
or a right to raise armies, a right to arm them. Political law could

not have deprived agency of its attributes, without extinguishing
it; because, stript of its duty to its principal, its nature is as com-

pletely changed, as the nature of despotism, stript of its power.
The sovereignty of the people arises, and representation flows,

out of each man's right to govern himself. With this individual
right, political structures are built. Individuals, in forming a
society, may arrange their rights in such forms as they please. They
may, like the Greeks, lodge legislation in the society collectively;

and they may, in that case, allow a representative to an absent
individual. Would this representative be the agent of the individual
who deputed him, or of the rest of the society? Would those per-
sonally present enjoy their shares of the legislative power, and
absorb as a majority the shares of those represented; or would each

_,legislator be the agent of the majority of the society? Neither of

these intentions could, consistently with the supposed policy, exist,
because the majority could not be ascertained, except by counting
the individuals of the society. The English house of lords, with the
right to vote by proxy, is such a nation. The proxy is subject to the
instructions of his principal, and owes no duty to the majority.

Or suppose a society constituted in imitation of the Roman
inodel, with legislation condensed into centuries, each entitled to

vote personally, or by its representative. Would the representative
of a century, be the agent of the majority of centuries, by which he
was not deputed, or of the century by which he was; and how
could this majority be known, except by ascertaining the opinion
of each century? If no century could vote by representation, each
century in voting would be exercising not a trust but a right; nor
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could it be the agent of a majority, because in every question the
majority could only be ascertained by the votes of the centuries;
and an agent cannot exist before a principal. If all the centuries
legislate, not in person, but by rewesentatives, the representative
could not owe the duties of agency to the majority of centuries,
both because his principal did not, and also because it is as impos-
sible to ascertain this majority, as in the last case; this can only be
effected by counting the votes of the centuries, personally, or by
representation. Thus a duty to obey the instruction of an ideal
majority, would divest the representative of the character of agent,
and transform him into a despot, at liberty to pursue his own ambi-
tion, interest, caprice or vanity, without regard to any principal;
and under pretence of loyalty to a nonentity, convert representa-
tives into a succession of despots over real majorities.

Societies may give legislation whatever form they prefer. They
may legislate by the majority of individuals. They may allot them-
selves into centuries or districts, and legislate by a majority of
sections. Or they may legislate by representatives deputed aggre-
gately or by sections. If they legislate in person, aggregately or in
sections, this real nation cannot be considered as the minister of an
ideal nation. If they legislate by representatives, chosen aggre-
gately or in sections, the members of the society, are as much prin-
cipals, whilst acting as electors, as they would have been acting as
legislators, had they not resorted to representation. The idea that
the whole society, acting aggregately or in sections, exercises only
a ministerial authority, and not an inherent right, is not sustain-
able; because self government cannot be the donation of the
society which it creates; and if election is a resource for exercising a
natural right, and not the author of that right, this resource for
preserving, could never have been intended to destroy the right,
whether it was exercised individually or in sections. Voting in
sections is as compleat an exercise of the natural right, as voting
individually. Election by sections, is equivalent to aggregate elec-
tion. And by dividing election into sections, the rights and duties
of principals and agents are also divided, because there is no other
social principal to depute or to instruct. Laws made by centuries
or districts, each having a vote, or by the agents of each, are bind-
ing, because the society has adopted such modes of ascertaining
the social majority; and the adoption of one mode, proves that no
other exists. A division of the mode of exercising the natural right
of self government, is extremely different from a division of the
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right itself. The first is indispensible in a large territory, from the

impossibility of assembling the nation at one place, for the pre-
servation of the right. But to cut the right itself asunder, and to

lodge only half, or less than half, with the divisional mode for
exercising and saving it, would certainly kill the whole. It is
compounded of the powers of naming and instructing its agents.
The instructing moiety is better than the naming moiety, as the
right of naming an agent is no security if we cannot influence him;
nor is it of much consequence who names him, if we can. If the
divisional mode of exercising the right of self government, can only
contain its form, but not its substance; and the aggregate mode
has been determined by experience, to be unsuccessful in small,

and impracticable in large countries, the conclusion is, that the
right itself must die. It can be held but not exercised aggregately,
and it can be exercised but not held divisionally.

The objection to the district right of instruction, is founded upon
the idea, that a nation, though it divides election, retains aggre-
gately the right of instruction. But all natural rights are individual,
and this individuality is the substratum of our policy. It has not

moulded this individuality into an aggregate right of instruction
but it has moulded it into a right of district election, without com-
mitting the errour of withholding the natural appurtenance of
election, and breaking up the relation between principal and agent,
to bestow on itself the following hideous aspect. If the electing,
punishing and rewarding district, and this national majority,
under which rebellious agency pretends to take sanctuary, should
give contrary instructions, the chastening provision of our policy,
according to the idea of an aggregate right of instruction, would
have been an alternative between committing a crime with im-

punity, or suffering a punishment for patriotism. The aggregate
majority would hold a right without the remedy, and the district
the remedy without a fight. But it is overlooked that majorities and
their rights are creatures of social compact, and not endowed .by
nature with political power. They are compounded of men, ex-
cluding women; of adults, excluding minors; of landholders,

excluding those who have no land; and in a multitude of ways.
However compounded, they are a social being, and no social duty
can accrue to any majority, but to one established by social com-
pact, because no other majority exists possessed of any political
right. Admitting then the right of the majority to instruct, the
right accrues to the social majority, and wherever that exists in the
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form of sections or districts, the mode by which it can exercise its

power, must be through the form in which it exists. Thus only can
it elect, and thus only instruct. Any other species of instruction,
instead of a social, would be revolutionary or rebellious. An appeal
by the representative from the organized majority, to an ideal dis-

organized majority, is therefore a violation of the duties of agency.
And instruction from such a source, would be contrary to the social
compact; inconsistent with the moral relation between agency and
duty, and between crime and punishment; and as impracticable
as aggregate election. It is, however, necessary to consider, whether
a right in the social majority to instruct its agents through its
moral, covenanted and practicable channels, is necessary to pre-
serve the sovereignty of the people, or of a republican form of
government.

Out of the natural right of self preservation, sovereignties of all
forms have collected the same right, as inherent without the for-
mality of a positive stipulation. There never has occurred the least

occasion to convince an aristocrafical or monarchical sovereignty,
that periodical agents, above their immediate control, would
speedily subvert their sovereignties. Who ever thought of preserv-
ing life, by a perpetual obligation to swallow all the drugs adminis-
tered by a periodical succession of doctors? Would not free nations
soondie of their doctors, when the highest fees are gained by the

most poisonous prescriptions? And to what purpose would the
epoch of election return, after freedom was dead? It is a question
of fact precluding argument. History abounds with the treasons of
agents towards nations. Denmark recently, and France before our

eyes, were betrayed to tyranny by elected legislative agents.
Without denying to our species of sovereignty the right of self

preservation, we are perplexed as to the modes of exercising this
right by blending sovereignty with agency; and the demonstration
of the integral sovereignty of districts, as to legislation, is somewhat
obscured by the idea of degrading them into agents, without dis-
cerning that it would exalt lower agents into sovereigns. Like the
electors of the president and Maryland senators, once accoutred in
the garb of agency, districts become subordinate, and evanescent;

and our sovereignty is dissolved, or embalmed by verbal syrup
into a mummy, retaining only a periodical nomination of sove-
reigns. No species of sovereignty can subsist, without subsisting
attributes equal to its preservation. I am speaking of social sove-

reignty, and not of the natural right to resist oppression; oforgani-
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cal, not of irregular remedies. The natural right appears through-
out history, to be the least successful guardian of liberty, and as
frequently the author as the destroyer of tyranny.

An independency of district instruction, is assumed upon Mr.
Adams's doctrine of virtual representation. That doctrine recog-
nises hereditary usurpers, as national representatives; the British
parliament as representatives of America, and each district agent
as the representative of an entire nation. Virtual representation
and a balance of orders or powers, are twin labourers for trans-
forming our division of election and of power, into instruments for
working ends contrary to those they were intended to produce. In
search of power, it destroys subordination and social order. Every

civil functionary, starts up into a representative of the entire
nation, none owes obedience to any other superior, and the general
and constable, have an equal right with the district member, to
assume the independence it bestows.

An incapacity of political law for producing the subordination
of its agents to the sovereign power, would produce the same
effects, as an incapacity of civil law, for producing the subordina-

tion of individuals to the government. Murder, rapine or theft,
would be but badly restrained, by an advertisement to culprits,
that they might wallow in wickedness for four or five years with

impunity, after which the power of committing further crimes
should be taken from them. Kings, though not among the wisest of
sovereigns, never thought of this species of civility to deputies as a
security for sovereignty. A chain of subordination from sovereign
power downwards, is necessary for its preservation; and instead of
snapping asunder the link between sovereignty and its highest

agency, it ought to be the strongest, because that agency is
uniformly its destroyer, whenever a new sovereignty is erected
upon the ruins of the old. Otherwise the sovereignty in its interval
oftorpidness, must submit to behold its agents, like Persian satraps,
go to war with each other for itself. What, for instance, can preserve
the rights and duties attached to the presidential agency, against
Congress, but the sovereign of both? If the sovereign is unable to

protect some agents against the usurpations of others, the powers
of all will gradually fall under the regulation of force and cor-
ruption, and ambition or casualty will supplant compact. Even

mutual corruption might cement legislative and executive power,
in a league to destroy the popular sovereignty of our system, if it
cannot act constitutionally at all times for its own preservation.
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Publick opinion is felt even by despotism. The best eulogy of
printing, is its facility for applying it. Election by districts is
selected by our policy as the cleanest channel for conveying it. If
party gazettes were more chaste vehicles ,ofpublic opinion, why
were they not entrusted with the selection of legislative agents? If
they are less so, why is election to be stript of the appurtenant fight
of instruction, except to contaminate and discredit publick opinion,
and to convert representation into a despot? The best channel for
electing publick opinion, must also be the best for instructing pub-
lick opinion. And if popular sovereignty is even limited to that
definition, the best mode of destroying it, would be to destroy, one
after the other, the best channels by which it can be conveyed.

If state legislatures are to be considered as holding each a divi-
dend of an aggregate sovereignty, their right to instruct their
senators in Congress, would be equal to the right of a district to
instruct its representative. But if each state constitutes a distinct
sovereignty, its right of instruction is equal to that of an entire
society. It being admitted, as its form demonstrates, that this
senate was created for the purpose of preserving state sovereignty.

Oaths of agents are prescribed to enforce, not to destroy the
duties of agency. If a popular sovereignty, and its appurtenance,
instruction, exists in our policy; and if no such sovereignty can be
found in it except in the district form, the fidelity required by
oaths must be due to that form of sovereignty, and not to one
which only exists in the imagination of the swearer. Because, if the
swearer could fashion the oath to his own conscience or judgement,
under the pretext &its binding him to pursue the publick good, as
indicated by these guides, instead of conforming his conscience and
judgement to the established policy, the oath would not perfect,
but dissolve the obligations of agency, and leave him at liberty, if
he supposes it will benefit the nation, either to disregard instruc-
tions, or to legislate for the introduction of monarchy. If the oath
is only a pledge of loyalty to pre-existing duties, these duties thus
confessed by the oath are evidence of principal and agent, insisted
upon by the imposer, and admitted by the taker, which suffices to
refute the idea borrowed from monarchy, that our government is
our sovereignty; and also to demonstrate that our sovereignty re-
sides elsewhere. The punishment of rejection on a new election, is
an additional proof that our policy by the oaths of fealty, so far
from contemplating the idea of a loyalty of the swearer to himself,
recognises a superior invested with power to apply a remedy for
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the insufficiency of the oath. And though the insufficiency of this
remedy itself to compel obedience to instructions, is urged as an
argument against their force, yet it is of the same weight with the
assertion, that these oaths also are without obligation, because the
mode of compelling obedience to them, is as imperfect as the mode
of compelling obedience to instructions. The imperfection of a
remedy, is no argument against the right. The Saxon weregild, of
fifty shillings, was a better security for the right of living, than an
empty periodical election would be for the right of living free; yet
the ability to pay the fine, so far from justifying the fight to murder,
suggested the necessity of a better remedy. A moral code, can only
be perfected, by-providing new remedies against crimes, when old
ones become insufficient. The right to life is not destroyed, by an
imperfect remedy for its preservation; and if the oath of loyalty to
our sovereignty, with the punishment of rejection on a new elec-
tion, are imperfect remedies for preserving the sovereign right of
instruction, new remedies, and not an abandonment of the right,
can only preserve our moral code, called political law.

As representation was intended to express, not to subvert publick
opinion, our policy resorts to sundry expedients for making repre-
sentatives the genuine organs of certain districts, and for prevent-
ing them from degenerating into representatives of themselves, or
of their own consciences, vices or follies. This degeneracy is a sub-
version of the republican maxim, that the right of national self
government rests in the majority; and transfers that right to a very
small number of individuals, by using the maxim itself as the
instrument for its own destruction. Representation by districts,
being the only social mode of ascertaining the will of the majority,
and each district exclusively possessing the means of infusing its
will into its own representative; an end which our policy every
where labours to attain; the will of a majority can never be con-
stitutionally ascertained, except through the regular organized
channel for that very purpose; for if instruction by districts, is not
a pure indication of the publick will, neither can election by dis-
tricts be so; and no genuine mode of ascertaining it exists.

Let us now compare our beautiful system of dividing election,
agency and power, with the multitude of forms of government
quoted by Mr. Adams. Where do we see in it the aristocratick and
plebeian castes of Rome or Florence, arrayed against each other by
trivial accidents, by the vile arts of factitious demagogues, or by the
viler dishonesty of separate interests or exclusive privileges? It is in
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vain that Mr. Adams is forever quoting the mischiefs produced by
any system of government, having factitious orders, armed with
the motives and passions which murder and burn; or separate
privileges, armed with statutes to plunder and tax; or national
mobs, under the lightning of an orator's eye, within the melody of
his voice, and drawn into ruin by all the chords of sympathy; un-
less he can make us discern these orders, privileges or mobs, in our

policy. These must be created, before his cases or his inferences will
apply. Shall we create orders and exclusive privileges, to discover
the acc.uracy with which Mr. Adams has described their effects?

It is the absence of these political causes, and an ignorance of
their effects, which has constituted a degree of political happiness,
throughout seventeen nations, unexampled in history, and un-
equalled in duration; adding together the space of each experi-
ment. So that Mr. Adams's very language is new and strange to us.
He talks perpetually of the aristocratick and democratick interest.
An use for this computation will be the era of those calamities,
which have constantly attended it; and of the application of Mr.

Adams's precedents.
To the regularity of the phenomena, reducing these conclusions

to moral certainties, for the sake of those who love authority, we
will subjoin one of an eminent English author. Russell, in his
Modern Europe, observes, 'But an equal counterpoise of power,

which among foreign nations is the source of tranquillity, proves
always the cause of quarrel among domestick factions.'* This
counterpoise of power, among three domestick factions, is the only
basis of Mr. Adams's hopes; if he should succeed, it is, says Russell,
a constant prelude to a warfare between these counterpoised fac-
tions; if he fails, Mr. Adams acknowledges, that the predominant

faction becomes a tyrant. Was it the accomplishment of the
counterpoise in Mr. Adams's numerous cases, which regularly pro-
duced Russell's consequence?

Had a balance of power, among orders or factions, caused tran-
quillity, its absence would have caused broils and tumult. Tran-

quillity is one of the phenomena, arising from the unbalanced
sovereignty of a single order; and broil and tumult are phenomena,

which have ever attended a division of power among orders.
Democracy was quiet under the feudal aristocracy, the church
estates under the popes, the plebeians under the late government
of Venice, and the peers of England are quiet under patronage,

* Modern Europe, v. 2, 4Io.
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paper and armies. But whenever an equipoise of power, or an
approach towards it has existed, as among the Grecian states, at
Rome, among the Italian republicks, and formerly in England
between the king and the nobility, civil war and bloodshed ensued.

It is impossible, that a balance of power among orders, should
produce the same effects, as the preponderance of one. As the
causes are widely different, so will be their consequences. And it is
unphilosophical to conclude, that the moral beings, ambition,
avarice, rivalry and hatred, breathed into orders, by an equipoise,
will, like the fear breathed into the people by despotism, beget
political tranquillity.

Between the noxious alternatives, a warfare of orders and the
quietism of tyranny, antiquity could discover no resource. The
oscillations, both of political philosophy and vulgar prejudice, have
been perpetual from one to the other, because miseries which have
passed away, are gradually forgotten by miseries which are en-
dured. And science, in this case, has been welded to ignorance, by
the anguish of a common feeling, without searching for a remedy
in the resources of intellect.

The new idea of rejecting both alternatives, was reserved for the
new world. Instead of being a pendulum swinging between two
curses, and capable of no enjoyment, except that which a change
of pain may afford, the United States have rejected both the calm
despotism of one order, and the turbulent counterpoise of several.
Oppression, rivalry, civil war, ambition, and the whole tribe of
moral effects, incident to these alternatives, will either disappear
with their causes, or tinctures of such effects will be so many intel-
lectual beacons, notifying to the nation of good moral beings, that
their natural enemies are about to invade them.

It was reserved for the United States to discover, that by balan-
cing man with man, and by avoiding the artificial combinations of
exclusive privileges, no individual of these equipoised millions,
would be incited by a probability of success, to assail the rest; and
that thus the concussions of powerful combinations, and the sub-
version of liberty and happiness, following a victory on the part of
one, would be avoided.

How fortunate it is, that the two systems are so visibly marked
by distinct principles, that wilfulness only will be able to view
encomiums on one, in any other light than as censures of the other.

It must however be admitted, that in our constitutions and
political disquisitions, a struggle between the light of our revolu-
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tion, and the clouds of previous habits, is also discernible. The
numerical analysis, a balance of orders or of powers, and a social
compact between nations and their governments, often bewilder
us, so as to exhibit reason and prejudice, striving for a reconcilia-
tion. Our policy, says one, abhors and rejects orders of men; but,
replies the other, it loves and creates orders of power; as if power
could exist abstractedly of men. The didactick, dependent, sub-
servient judicial power, is blown up to occupy a niche, in imitation
of the English balance, as children imitate cannon, by the help of
bladders; and Lepidus is associated with Augustus and Anthony,
for the sake of a triumvirate of orders of power, though he never
can become a candidate for empire. Thus judicial power may be
debauched without tasting the pleasure of sin; and the nation is
seduced into a reliance upon one balance against oppression, as
heavy as the thunder of the Vatican and the terrors of excom-
munication, opposed to tbae power of Bonaparte. And for the
imaginary social compact between the king and the people, one as
imaginary, is also conjured up, to shoot other old errours into our
new system of policy, by the shuttles of old phrases.

The balancing system arose out of the ancient opinion, that the
power of a government was unlimited. The American revolution,
in exploding that opinion, subverted its consequences. The dis-
covery of limitations upon the power of government then made,
was improved to great extent in the establishment of the general
government, and demonstrates, that the two modes for preserv-
ing a free government, are distinct and incompatible. Unlimited
power could never be estimated or balanced, because the human
mind cannot embrace that which has no limits; but specified and
limited power, can easily be divided, and its effects foreseen. A
nation, possessed of a mountain of gold, which should bestow the
whole upon three ministers, trusting to their broils for its liberty,
would pursue the old policy; by keeping the mass of its mountain,
and entrusting agents with occasional sums, to be employed for its
use, the new. The property in power, claimed by orders, causes
their efforts for its increase; and these efforts constantly produce
the incurable defect of that system, by proving the point upon
which it rests its value to be unattainable. Agents, pretending to
no such property, are not exposed to the same temptation; nor can
their frauds and usurpations avail themselves of specious but
spurious pretensions. The abuses of the old policy will therefore
often find refuge in honest opinion; the inexorable and patriotick
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adversary of those committed under the new. Every deduction of
power from a compact between a nation and its government, is
incompatible with the fight of self government; nor can a policy
which admits the first, be founded in the same principles with that
which asserts the second. No contractor, with the right of self
government, can exist. A social compact, which is only an union
of individuals, for the end of creating a government, ceases on the
accomplishment of this end. The political society created by a
constitution, is the only existing society, and the government is its
agent; but under the natural individual fight of self government,
this political society itself may be dissolved. Until dissolved, it is
the master of the government, or the real political sovereignty; but
the natural fight of self government, is superior to any political
sovereignty. The ancient notion of a social compact between
nations and their governments or monarchs, alone sufficed to cor-
rupt them. A right of construction being involved in the character
of a party to this imaginary social compact, it might easily be
modelled into an inexhaustible treasury of power, by the party
always active and able to mould it into any form; whilst the party
always sluggish, could never find it a powerful champion for
liberty. For this ancient species of compact, our policy has sub-
stituted a chain of subordination, suspended from its principle of
the fight of self government. Our political sovereignty is the first
link, and our government the second. The original right exercised
its superiority over the social sovereignty previously existing, and
over the whole herd of fictitious compacts between the people and
the government, or between the states, or the states and the Union,
at the last establishment of a general government; none of these
governments had any agency in their own creation, or in that
work. The state governments did not surrender, but the people
transferred a portion of power, without their consent, from them
to the general government, from the plenitude of the right of self
government. Had any social compact existed, to which govern-
ment was a party, it would by this transfer, have been violated. If
these governments should frame compacts between themselves,
even for self preservation, it would violate our policy, because it
would impugn the sovereignty of the existing political society, and
also detract from the national right of self government. Our politi-
cal legislation depends upon the same plain sanction with civil
legislation; superiority and subordination. Uncorrupted by imagi-
nary compacts, the right of the general or state governments to
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break the Union, though by mutual consent, disappears; nor can
the interpolations of these imaginary compacts or balances into
our policy, whilst the national supervision of its governments and
armies, by election and a 'well regulated militia' remains, have
any effect but to countenance the errour, that the government of
the United States is a monarchy in disguise.

Religion, like politicks, has been inclosed within certain dogmas,
out of which the human mind was long unable to push its opera-
tions. The contest between the grossest errours and the plainest
truths, was long and doubtful, after its first glances. Guile and
treachery, which constitute the philosophy of errour, caused an
English archbishop to resort to mimickry, relicks and ostentation,
under pretence of perfecting a religious reformation, just as the
political reformation of the United States will be perfected, by the
doctrines we have been contesting. Doctrines, which would con-
duct our civil reformation almost back to the errour it destroyed,
as happened in the case of the English hierarchy. A comparison
between these revolutions would furnish to our subject many
illustrations, but we must content ourselves with that between our
policy and Mr. Adams's theory.

One commences its justification in the language of paradox, by
asserting 'that separate interests beget an union of interest.' The
other uses that of common sense, 'a common interest is union.'
One boasts of an ingenuity, capable of equalising political weapons
among orders, with such dexterity, as to tempt them into hostili-
ties, without end and without object. The other thinks it better
to exclude the combatants themselves, because their battles add
nothing to human happiness; and because the boasted skill in
measuring the weapons, has in no instance produced the miracle
(like the suspension of Mahomet's coffin) of a perpetual battle and
never a victory.

Contrast and superiority, were so visible in a comparison be-
tween these ultimate principles, as not to escape Mr. Adams's
penetration. Foreseeing that an opinion might prevail, unfavour-
able to the idea of producing a common interest by dividing a
nation into sects, or a good sailing ship, by cutting her into three
pieces; and to the project of perpetual hostilities between factions
without mischief or victory; he assails our policy at its root, for the
purpose of proving it defective, at the same place where he sees an
incurable defect in his own.

Nedham's doctrine 'that the people were the best guardians of
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their own liberty,' presented Mr. Adams with an opportunity to
try this experiment. He therefore replies, 'that the people are the
worst enemies to themselves.' Hence, though warring or conquer-
ing orders, should appear to have been enemies to the people in
all ages, still they might be an alleviation of the superlative enmity.

This idea of justifying a system upon the argument of a natural
self enmity in man, is as strange as that of producing unity of
interest by division. The surprise it excites, is not diminished, by
supposing that the enmity meant by Mr. Adams, was the result of
errour or ignorance. In the present state of mankind, no arrange-
ment of orders, could produce a freedom from errour, or an
exclusiveness of knowledge. The aristocratick order, therefore,
whether this enmity is deduced from a supposed self hatred in
human nature, from errour or from ignorance, would as probably
constitute 'the worst enemies to themselves,' as the popular; and
hence this argument against one order, applies with equal force
against another. The application theoretically is equal, but practi-
cally unequal. If the calamities aristocracy has drawn upon itself
in all ages, by crimes and vices, have been more voluntary than
the sufferings of the people, this order is more justly chargeable
with self enmity.

The mode by which Mr. Adams provides against this self
enmity in the people, is no less pleasant and paradoxical than the
enmity itself, or the idea of uniting a nation by dividing it into
orders. Having contended for a natural aristocracy, as strenuously
as old Filmer (whose notions Mr. Adams calls superstitious and
absurd) did for natural or divine kings, but being unable to say
'1o! it is here, or lo! it is there,' he is at length obliged to have re-
course to a convention, to come, artificially, at a natural aristo-
cracy. He draws a veil over the self hatred, folly or ignorance of
the people, (whichever he means) and allows them self love and
wisdom for one occasion only, provided that occasion be an estab-
lishment of his system of orders. After which, self love, wisdom and
capacity to take care of themselves, are, like the bones of Lycurgus,
to be considered as lost for ever; and as nature has decreed that
they cannot be recovered, the system of orders is ingeniously
furnished with a sanction for its perpetuity, infinitely stronger than
the spartan oath. Does reason or zeal dictate this project?

Our policy does not conceive that nature will sometimes create
an aristocracy, and at others, by refusing to do so, leave its creation
to the people. It does not believe that she deprives mankind of the
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qualities necessary for self preservation, and yet enables them to
judge correctly of Mr. Adams's intricate theory. Nor that she
qualifies nations to erect governments for the purpose of establish-
ing their liberty and then disqualifies them for keeping these
governments to their duty. The idea, that the people may be once
friends, but ever after enemies to themselves, is as remote from our

policy, as from nature.
The reader is warned not to misunderstand the application of

the principle of division, as used by our policy and Mr. Adams's
theory. Our policy divides power, and unites the nation in one
interest; Mr. Adams's divides a nation into several interests, and

unites power. By our policy, power having been first sparingly
bestowed on the government, is next minutely divided, and then

bound in the chains of responsibility. This discloses its opinion,
that each part of political power is dangerous to liberty; and be-
came the whole is of the nature of its parts, the entire government
is subjected to the right, asserted by our policy, and admitted by
Mr. Adams to be capable of once doing good; the right of the
nation to influence or change its government.

Our policy does not confide the powers withheld by the constitu-
tion, to the protection of any theory of balances. The government

is not made amenable to itself. If it usurps a power withheld, by
whom is it to be restrained? 'Not by the people, (says Mr. Adams)
they are no keepers at all of their own liberties.' And upon the
credit of such an assertion, he contends for a government of orders,
as if power would be a safe cenfinel over power, or the devil over
Lucifer. But our policy considers the physical force 0f an armed
nation, and the moral force of election and division, as better

cenfinels. Both arms, and the right of suffrage, ought however to
be taken from the people, if they are their own worst enemies. The
hypothesis which rejects the idea of a moral gravitation, and

asserts that parts of the same entity naturally repel each other, is
thought by our policy to be unphilosophical. Hence it infers, that
it would be as wise and prudent to entrust national liberty to the
exclusive care of three guardians, all composed of political power,
as a bag of money to three thieves. According to Mr. Adams's

system, three thieves can never carry offthe bag of money, because
they can never agree about its division. Parts of power and of
knavery, attract each other and coalesce like drops of water: drops,
however, may be kept asunder, but rivers will soon form a sea.

To excuse this striking defect in the system of orders, Mr.
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Adams produces their virtual responsibility. This acknowledges
the defect. The question therefore is, whether the remedy is suffi-
cient. Virtual responsibility (as it was termed by the British
parliament) can only be enforced by civil war; whilst actual
responsibility may be enforced without it. Their difference is
demonstrated in the cases of Lewis XVI, and the second President
of the United States; and the preference, in relation both to the
nation and the magistrate, is obvious.

Against the oppressions of Mr. Adams's hereditary representa-
tives, nations have no remedy but physical strength; against those
of temporary representatives, the moral force of opinion suffices.
The first remedy can never be legally exerted, because no govern-
ment will make laws to punish itself; to avoid which, these heredi-
tary representatives invariably disarm the people, and so make the
remedy for the coercion of this virtual representation quite nominal.
Its use is moreover prohibited by the dreadful avenger of rebellion.
Restrained by the dangers which beset it, the physical strength of
a nation moves only in the paroxysm inspired by long suffering
or extreme peril; and it is to the overthrow of reason, by this
paroxysm, that the frequent disappointments of national exertion,
to enforce virtual responsibility, are to be ascribed.

By our policy, actual responsibility is preferred to virtual, or to
speak correctly, nominal. Conscious of the danger arising from the
physical force of mercenary troops, it insists upon the necessity of
securing to the nation the only safe protector of moral or political
power, in an armed militia; to prevent responsibility from rebelling
against nations, by the same means used by monarchs and orders,
to prevent nations from rebelling against them. Under the protec-
tion of the physical power of a militia, the moral or political power
reserved by our policy to the people, acts legally and peaceably, by
opinion and election; and the reason of the nation can have re-
course to a degree of reflection and deliberation, unattainable
during the confusion, the dangers, and the crimes of civil war.
Without a sound militia, all popular rights, including election it-
self, must become tenants at will, of monarchical or aristocrafical
landlords.

Of the nature both of virtual and actual responsibility, no nation
ever experienced evidence equally complete with ours. The multi-
tude of cases, in which the states have enforced the latter, has given

them infinitely less trouble, than any single enforcement of the
former. When it shall require as much blood, treasure and misery,
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to remove a bad president or a bad governour, as to remove a bad
king, we shall have exchanged our actual, for Mr. Adams's virtual
or hereditary responsibility.

The doctrines of Mr. Adams, which have suggested several of
the preceding remarks, are exhibited in the following quotations,
that the reader may determine whether their construction is correct.

'It is agreed,' says he, 'that the people are the best keepers of
their own liberties, and the only keepers who can be always
trusted; and therefore the people's fair, full and honest consent to
every law, by their representatives, must be made an essential part
of the constitution: but it is denied that they are the best keepers,or any
keepers at all of their own liberties, when they hold collectively or
by representation,the executive and judicial power, or the whole un-
controlledlegislature.'*

'An hereditary monarch is the representative of the whole
nation, for the management of the executive power, as much as a
house of representatives is, as one branch of the legislature, and
as guardian of the publick purse; and a house of lords too, or a
standing senate, represents the nation for other purposes.'t

It is impossible to utter a more positive censure of the policy of
the United States than the first quotation. It asssails the doctrine
of conventions, which invests the people, by representation, with
unlimited power. It assails all our constitutions, under which the
people, by representation, possess an uncontrolled legislative and
executive power. And instead of the sovereignty fully, fairly and
honestly allowed to the people by our policy, it limits their rights
to the subordinate privilege of consenting to law. A law is irrepeal-
able by consent, and one, obtained by surprise, manacles a nation
forever. This forlorn privilege of consent, accords with the English
system, and beyond it all ought to be passiveness on the part of the
people, according to Mr. Adams; if the polite concession of a
nominal responsibility *to them, does not in reality soften the
assault upon the sovereignty of the people, as being only a naked
compliment of a right without a remedy.

That Mr. Adams meant no more, results from a slight compari-
son of the two quotations. By one, it is said, 'the people are no
keepers at all of their own liberties when they hold by representation
the executive and judicial power, or the whole uncontrolled legisla-
five.' By the other, that hereditary monarchs and a house of lords,
are in their functions, representatives of the nation.' It is extremely

• Adams's Defeflee,v. 3, 293. I" Ibid., v. 3, 367•
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difficult to discern a valuable representative quality in a king and
house of lords, which the people cannot hold, without losing them-
selves the quality of being 'keepers of their own liberties.' And yet
the whole drift of Mr. Adams's reasoning goes to prove, that this

aerial responsibility, which is so thin as not to be discernible
between the assertions of the two quotations, is preferable to solid
and real responsibility.

But the theory of orders neither promises nor owes any species
of responsibility to the nation. It literally claims an uncontrolled
executive power. This is a manifest difference between that theory,

and our policy. Ours proposes an union of interests among equal
citizens, and subjects the government to the will of such an union;
that, a disunion of interests among equal orders, and subjects the
nation to the will of this disunion. One looks for freedom and

happiness, by making it the interest of the controlling power to be
free and happy; the other expects freedom and happiness, from a
controlling power, compounded of ambition, jealousy and hatred,
the gratification of which is the interest and aim of each part of the
composition.

This moral being, jealousy, is magnified by the theory of orders,
into an excellent and safe political principle, for its own use; and
reprobated with equal zeal, whenever it is used by a nation.
Nothing more strongly marks the character of the system than
such language. Conscious that it owes no responsibility, it forbids
the nation to be jealous of the government, and requires it to con-
fide in the jealousy of the government of itself.

The jealousies of nations and factions are however different
passions. The first is inspired by a love of liberty; the other by
ambition and avarice. The first is extinguished by the virtues of
justice and moderation, and returns love and respect; the other
can only be gratified by power and pillage, never can be extin-
guished, and returns hatred and contempt. The first is demon-

strated in the existing relation, between the united nations of these
states, and their governments; the other, by the eternal discord
among orders. That discord breeds malignant, treacherous, and
violent tempers to fill the magistracy. Are men, rendered miserable,
by such evil moral qualities, the best agents for rendering a nation
virtuous and happy? Is the school of dissimulation, the school of
liberty?

The history of England itself, is as fruitful in the effects of a
jealousy among orders, as any other example quoted by Mr.
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Adams. It exhibits a series of efforts on the part of the nobles, to
become independent of the crown; on the part of the crown, to
become despofick; and on the part of the commons, to subdue the
king and nobility. And we see that gallant nation, after toiling for
centuries in the cause of liberty, take refuge from a system,
founded in a jealousy of orders, to one, founded in the corruption
of its representatives. The most perfect experiment, hitherto made,
(as Mr. Adams believes) of balanced orders, is deserted for a system
of force and fraud, as an amelioration of its malignity. And the
issue of the system of orders in this celebrated experiment, simply
is, that whilst these orders are guided by jealousy, the nation is
distracted, and when united by paper and patronage, it is
plundered.

The constant termination of the system of orders elsewhere,
and its catastrophe in England, proves that a balance of power
among them, is an unnatural speculation; it is invariably dis-
ordered by a tendency towards some one simple principle of
government. The question with the United States, was, whether
they would try the mixed system of orders, andbe conducted by
this medium to one of these simple forms; or whether, instead of
committing their fate to accident, they should plant it in good
moral principles.

They saw that the mixtures of orders, without any exception,
after suffering the most agonizing throes, had brought forth
monarchy, the ancient aristocracy, ochlocracy, or the modern
aristocracy of paper and patronage; and that it had in no instance
produced national self government. They preferred that simple
principle, which the system of orders has never produced. And our
computation lies between the preservation of this principle, and a
painful travail, through the organ of orders, to one of the principles
it generates.

Because certain publick functionaries, convene in different
chambers, or are invested with different powers, for the purpose
of preserving the principle of national self government, Mr.
Adams concludes that we originally adopted a very different one.
An errour, which forcibly displays the power of opinion over
maxim and precept. Self government, a maxim of nature, and a
precept of our constitutions, has seen opinion, under her banner,
bringing up the troops of contrary principles, to.effect her destruc-
tion; whilst she was told to her face, that she did not exist, and
could only be created by a balance of power among three orders.
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When she sees an ambitious and mercenary army, possessing the
exclusive military power of a nation, converted into patriots by
metaphysical lines, for dividing it into three detachments; then let
her believe, that three orders, exclusively possessing civil power,
may also become subordinate to national will.

Unity, harmony and proportion, are as necessary in politicks, as
in the drama, musick or architecture. A tragi-comical government,
a Corinthian capital over a Dorick column, jarring dissonances,
mingled with soft notes, an aristocratick democracy or a monar-
chick aristocracy, destroy sympathies, proportions and melody. It
is consistency which produces perfection in arts and sciences. Let
us proceed to inquire, whether it is to be found in either of the two
rival systems we have frequently compared. And first, we will look
into that composed of orders.

It charges human nature with an insubordinate mass of evil
propensities; thence it infers a necessity for vast power to curb
them; and it bestows this vast power upon human nature. Great
power often corrupts virtue; it invariably renders vice more malig-
nant. Is human nature made worse, a good corrector of human
nature? Is vice cured by the strongest temptations? History every
where contributes evidence, distinctly replying to these questions.
In proportion as the powers of governments increase, both its own
character and that of the people becomes worse.

Our system does not attempt to restrain vice by provocatives to
vice. In destroying the evil principle, inordinate power, it has des-
troyed a cause of more vice, than human nature has ever perpe-
trated from any other cause. Having cut off the most copious
source of vice, by disabling a government from committing more
iniquity than it can prevent, it finds no difficulty in curbing the
petty class of municipal offences. It has not been induced by the
fact, that one individual will sometimes injure another, to estab-
lish the cause of all those dreadful atrocities, which sweep away

the liberty, the property, the virtue and the existence of nations.
The project of hereditary systems, is to destroy the morals of one

part of a community by power, in order to preserve the morals of
the rest, by despotism. Hence it is compelled to multiply punish-
ments for crimes which it causes; and to defend itself against
punishment, for having caused the crimes which it punishes. It
corrupts the morals of the few, under pretence of restraining the
vices of the many; and this corruption is a source of more vice than
it restrains.
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Our policy takes a wider range. It is not so miserably defective,
as to make one part of a nation worse, for the sake of making
another better. It considers government as intended to improve
the manners and happiness of the whole nation; and instead of
leaving half its work undone, proposes to finish it, by providing for
the manners and happiness of those who govern, as well as of those
who are governed. It applies the reason for civil government, not
partially, but generally; not to particular orders, but to nations;
not to individuals, but to totals. This reason simply is, that the
restraint of accountableness, improves the manners and happiness
of mankind. Unable to see a distinction in nature, between man
and man, our system has made that happy discovery, by which the
salutary restraint of accountableness, may be extended to every
individual of a nation. Instead of leaving some men to the guidance
of an uncontrolled will or in a state of nature, it subjects all to law;
and instead of sublimating the evil qualities of human nature, to
their highest degree of acrimony, by power unrestrained, it sub-
jects it in as well as out ofoftice to government. It does not attempt
to prevent a viper from biting by irritation.

Whether man is naturally virtuous or vicious, is a question,
furnishing, however determined, no just argument in favour of
hereditary systems. If the most transcendent virtue is hardly proof
against the seduction of exorbitant power, these systems, in their
own defence, ought to prove, that mankind are by nature virtuous.
If he is vicious, his restraints ought to be multiplied in proportion
to his power to do mischief; if virtuous, it strengthens the reasons
derived from self love, for leaving moral power, where nature has
placed physical.

Estimated by its sympathies, human nature discloses a vast pre-
ponderance of virtuous sensations. It spontaneously shrinks from
an expression of rage, and is drawn towards one of joy; whilst
ignorant of the cause of either; because one is an emblem of vice,
and the other of virtue.

Horrible or impious, as the atomical philosophy may be, it can-
not be more so, than the idea of a natural depravity in man,
rendering him unfit for self government. One doctrine assails the
existence of a God; the other, his power or goodness. If man, the
noblest creature of this world; if mind, the noblest attribute of this
creature; are both incorrigibly imperfect; the inference that the
world itself is a bad work, is unavoidable. Man's case is hopeless. If
he is the creature of malignity or imbecility, and doomed to be
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governed by fiends, naturally as bad, and artificially made worse
than himself, where is his refuge? Shall he fly to the hereditary
system, which teaches him to despair; or adhere to one, which in-
spires him with hope? The hereditary system! which having almost
exclusively exercised the office of forming the human character
since the creation of the world, very gravely urges as a reason in
favor of its regimen, that its work is detestable.

Upon this wretch, man, however wicked he may be, nature has
unequivocally bestowed one boon. This blessing, the hereditary
system proposes to deprive him of; our policy uses it as the prin-
ciple of civil government; it is the right of self preservation. No
other government, ancient or modern, has fairly provided for the
safety of this right. In all others, it is fettered by compounds of
orders or separate interests; by force or by fraud. Between govern-
ments which leave to nations the right of self preservation, and
those which destroy it, we must take our stand, to determine on
which side the preference lies. A coincident view of happiness and
misery, will presently transform this line, into a wide gulf, on the
farther side of which, we shall behold the governed of all other
nations, expressing their agonies. Shall we go to them, because
they cannot come to us?

The restraint of governours, or the laws impressed on them by
the nation, termed political, in this essay, constitutes the essential
distinction between the policy of the United States, and of other
countries. Machiavel, in deciding that a 'free government cannot
be maintained, when the people have grown corrupt;' and in
admitting monarchy, 'to be the proper corrective of a corrupt
people,' has reasoned from false principles to false conclusions,
because he had not discerned this distinction. He supposes orders
proper to maintain liberty, whilst the people are virtuous; and that
they are hurtful, when the people become corrupt; and taking it
for granted, that liberty cannot exist without virtue, nor without
orders, he dooms all nations to orders or to monarchy. If virtuous,
he saddles them with political orders; if vicious, with an avenger
instead of a reformer. History has neither related, nor fable
feigned, that monarchs or demons reform the wicked committed
to their durance. His errour lay in an utter ignorance of restraining
governments. He never considered whether a corrupt nation might
not establish a free political system, as avaricious mercantile
partners establish just articles of partnership; and that it would
be the interest of the majority to do so, because slavish political
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systems, inevitably prey upon majorities; nor whether this interest,
united with common sense, would not induce majorities, since they
cannot be lasting tyrants themselves, to absolve themselves from

tyranny. Orders and national virtue united, says Machiavel, pro-
duce liberty; but if virtue disappears, liberty ceases. Others, split
up this dogma. Virtue, say they, will produce liberty; and without

it, liberty cannot exist. Orders, says Mr. Adams, will produce
liberty. If in the case of the compound dogma of Machiavel, virtue

and liberty disappear, whilst orders remain, the orders were not
the cause of the liberty. If the virtue and liberty remain, after
orders disappear, as in America,, the orders caused neither the
virtue nor the liberty. And if orders will produce liberty, accord-
ing to Mr. Adams, the necessity for virtue to preserve liberty does
not exist.

This confusion arises from the substitution of moral artifice,
which may be good or bad, for good moral principles. Virtue, or

moral goodness, may overpower an evil moral artifice, and for a
short space preserve national liberty, against the assaults of a bad
form of government. National virtue, pervading both the gover-

hours and people, like individu$l virtue, is a sponsor for happiness;
and whilst political writers tell us that an assembly of good moral
principles, embraced by the term virtue, will produce their natural
effects, they say nothing in favour of evil moral artifices. The
general acknowledgement of the capacity of good moral principles
to correct a bad form of government, is a vast encouragement to

expect from them a capacity to correct bad governours; and hence
our policy has resorted to the good and virtuous moral principle of
responsibility, or a strong code of political law, which can exist and
operate upon governours, if the nation understands its interest, at

whatever degree of virtue or corruption it may be stationed, in fact
or in theory.

If orders (a moral artifice) should become corrupt, they are then,
says Machiavel, hurtful to liberty; and he recommends one of these
corrupt orders, a king, as a cure for the hurt. Bolingbroke observes,
'Instead of wondering that so many kings, unfit and unworthy to

be trusted with the government of mankind, appear in the world,
I have been tempted to wonder that there are any tolerable;'* and
'a patriot king is a kind ofmiracle.'_ If the moral artifice, 'orders,'

should become corrupt, Machiavel's remedy is Bolingbroke's
miracle. These are ranked among the first class of political writers.

* Patriot King, p. 88. _ Ibid., p. xx7.
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'Nothing can restrain the propensity of orders to hurt liberty, but
virtue,' says Machiavel. 'Good kings are not to be expected by the
laws of nature,' says Bolingbroke. Yet they concur in favour of
orders. Each decides against his own reasoning, because both being
enslaved to the old tenet of the one, the few and the many, neither
contemplated the abolition of orders or monarchy, nor the inven-
tion of a sound restraint upon the vices of governments, now practi-
cally illustrated in every state of the Union. In fact, neither of them
saw the difference between a moral artifice, and a moral principle.
Bolingbroke's alternative, of an elective or hereditary monarch, is
unnecessary, because both are evil moral artifices, which may be
superseded by a political system, founded in good moral principles.
If inconveniences appear in the United States on the election of
presidents, it will only demonstrate that we have approached too
near to the moral artifice, called an elective monarchy, and that
we ought to recede _om this bad moral artifice, nearer to the good
moral principle of a division of power. Neither of these writers
entertained the least idea of a policy founded in fixed and good
moral principles, and have only laboured like Bayes, in his dance
of the sun, the moon and the earth, to invent new postures for the
triumvirate of the old political analysis.

Bolingbroke says, 'that absolute stability, is not to be expected
in any thing human; all that can be done, therefore, to prolong
the duration of a good government, is to draw it back, on every
favorable occasion, to the first good principles on which it was
founded.' Does he mean by carrying a government back to good
principles, to carry it back to monarchy, aristocracy, democracy, or
to some mixture of them? Such was not his meaning, because these
human contrivances are not principles themselves, but founded in,
or deduced from principles. And whether either, or any mixture of
two or all, is founded in good or bad moral principles, is the im-
memorial subject of political controversy. If he did not mean that
a decaying government should seek for regeneration in some one
of these human contrivances, the moral nature of which remained
to be tried by the test of principles; or that the test was its own
subject; he has explicitly admitted the existence of a political
analysis, both the ancestor and judge of the ancient analysis of
governments, and also of every conceivable form which can be
invented. Upon this anterior analysis, the policy of the United
States is founded. We resort to it as the test by which to discover
whether either member of the old forms of government, or an)"
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mixture of them, is good or bad. It is not a fluctuating, but perma-
nent tribunal. Its authority is divine, and its distinctions perspicu-
ous. And if it shall supersede the erroneous idea, that mankind are
manacled down to monarchy, aristocracy or democracy, as the
only principles of government, the effect of diminishing the in-

stability of human affairs, by a resort to unchangeable principles,
may be fairly anticipated.

Without considering 'good principles,' as distinct from forms of
government, a return to them, for political regeneration, could not
convey a single idea. A government may commence in monarchy,
aristocracy or democracy, and degenerate from either to another.
Recessions to and from all forms of government may take place,
and therefore these forms could not be intended by 'good prin-
ciples,' because these fluctuating recessions would, under that idea,
make all forms good, and all bad.

The inability of the old analysis to define a good form of govern-

ment, and its destitution of some beacon by which to steer back to
the harbour of safety, from an ocean of corruption, is thus apparent.
It only tells mankind, when unhappy under monarchy, aristocracy
or democracy, to go back from one to another, or to some mixture
of them. Whereas the analysis of this essay, by arranging govern-

ments according to the principles in which they are founded,
discloses the mode of their preservation in a state of purity, and
also the way to restore that purity whenever it is impaired.

Although the idea of going back to first good principles has been
repeated into a maxim, it is seldom honestly explained or applied;
nor has it ever been confessed, that the phrase explodes the old,
and suggests a more correct analysis of governments. Its correctness

and power is illustrated, by supposing that sedition laws, or a
chartered stock aristocracy, are deviations from our first good
principles. How is the deviation to be discovered? By launching into
the ocean of the old analysis and its mixtures? No. By bringing it to

the test of the new analysis, founded in moral principles. If it is
thus discovered, how are nations to return to their first good prin-
ciples? By taking refuge in monarchy, aristocracy, democracy, or a
mixture of them? No. By repealing laws deviating from its first
good principles. One of these illustrations will also serve to display
the errour and fraud of the artifice, by which mankind have been

persuaded to subscribe to the following syllogi_sm--' Man cannot
possess free government, unless he is virtuous; but he is vicious;
therefore he cannot possess free government'--so ingeniously in-
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vented, and so comfortably recommended in all ages, by patriotick
kings, ministers and nobles. Now if the banking system is a mode,
however ingenious, of oppressing a maj9rity , that majority, how-
ever corrupt, may remove the oppression. And if the corruption
itself, shall have been chiefly produced by the oppressing system,
as is generally the case, then the removal of the oppression, is
the true remedy for the corruption. Not so, say Machiavel and
Montesquieu; virtue being gone, freedom has fled beyond the
reach of a nation, and oppression or monarchy is the remedy.

The interest of a vicious majority to remove oppression from
itself, is as strong as if it was virtuous; and the coincidence between
its interest and reformation, is a foundation for an honest politician
to build on. If avarice and fraud are propagated by laws for amass-
ing wealth at the expense of a majority, the pecuniary interest of
this majority to destroy these laws, is the strongest ground for
effecting a reformation of the corrupt manners they have produced.
And the just laws of a vicious majority, in self defence, will have a
wide influence in the re-establishment of virtue; whereas no cor-
rupt minority whatever, composed either of orders or separate
interests, can be actuated by self interest to enact just laws, the
best restorers of good manners.

There are two considerations which sustain this reasoning.
First, that man is more prone to reason than to errour. Secondly,
that he is more prone to self love than to self enmity. Notwith-
standing the first propensity, every man, however wise, is liable
to err; and an occasional errour of a wise man may ruin a nation.
The general propensity of the whole species, will usually impress
its own character, upon a general opinion, and is undoubtedly
less liable to errour, than the conclusions of an individual. It is
safer to confide in this propensity, than in individual infallibil-
ity. One exists, the other does not. One is ever honest, the other
often knavish. The force of self love, is as strong in majorities,
as in an individual, but its effect is precisely contrary. It excites
one man to do wrong, because he is surrounded with objects of
oppression; and majorities to do right, because they can find none.
Their errours of judgement are abandoned, so soon as they are
seen, whilst the despotism of one man is more strongly fortified for
being discovered. The old analysis intrusts great power to indivi-
duals and rninorifies; and provides no mode of controlling their
natural vicious propensities. Our policy deals out to them power
more sparingly, and superadds a sovereign, whose propensity is
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towards reason, and whose self interest is an excitement to justice.
Such is the competitor of the sovereign of the old analysis, of which
even its advocate, Bolingbroke, admits, that a good one would be a

miracle. To avoid reasons, so strong in favour of our species of
sovereignty, kings, nobles, and even mobs, have claimed a divine

right to govern, because there existed no ground between the right
of self government and authority from God. It was obvious, that a
nation, like an individual, could never become a tyrant over itself,
and therefore all abuses of good moral principles, whether in the
form of the ancient analysis, or of the modern aristocracy of paper
and patronage, find means to control and defeat national self

government, either by the impiety of fathering tyranny upon God,
or by the fraud of admitting but evading its pretensions. And
though it is at length confessed, that nations have a right to destroy
tyrants, the difficulty of finding a tyrant willing to be destroyed,
remains. Monarchy, aristocracy, hierarchy, patronage, and ambi-
tion, still urge every plea, however false, which transient circum-
stances may render plausible; even the paper aristocracy of the
United States, though constructed of republicans, would surrender
the sanctity of tyrannical kings, to secure a sanctity for tyrannical

charters; and whilst it strives to find refuge for the latter, under
some good word, joins in dragging the former from under the
throne of God himself.

Although there is no middle ground between national and
divine civil government, Montesquieu's position, 'that virtue is
necessary for the preservation of liberty,' has long deluded the
world into a state of indecision. If it means that the members of a

society cannot form equal and just laws for self government, unless
these members are virtuous, it is false; but if it meam that liberty
cannot be preserved without virtuous laws, it is true. That vicious
men can constitute themselves into a society by laws, free, just and

virtuous respecting themselves, is proved by the associ_/tions of
nobles, priests, merchants, stockjobbers and robbers, which are
contrived, whether the members are virtuous or not, to preserve
individual social rights. And that virtuous men cannot constitute
themselves into a free society, by oppressive, unjust and vicious
laws, is obviously true. As fraudulent laws enslave a virtuous

nation, just laws will preserve the liberty of a vicious one. It is in
the governing principles, and not in the subject to be governed,

that the virtue or vice resides, which causes the freedom or oppres-
sion. But kings, nobles, priests and stockjobbers, have transposed
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this idea, and insisted upon the necessity of virtue in the subject to
be governed, to create pretences for vicious laws to feed their own
appetites.

A nation cut up into orders or separate interests, cannot exert
national self government, because the national self no more exists,
than a polypus, after being cut into four or five pieces, which
forage in different directions or upon each other. Suppose it dis-
sected into four, the ennobled, military, hierarchical and stock;
which of these could pronounce any other opinion than its own?
Each would constitute a distinct moral self, and could only enter°
tain opinions, naturally flowing from its own moral nature; the
ennobled, military, hierarchical and stock selves, must as neces-
sarily have opinions, distinct from each other, as the English,
French, Spanish and German nations. And these opinions would
be more frequently contradictory, than the opinions of those
nations, because the interests of domestick factions would more
frequently clash.

The experiments for balancing power among the nations of
Europe, produce effects analogous to those for balancing power
among orders. Europe cannot be formed into one quiet govern-
ment, because the different nations, having different interests, can-
not form one political being. The supposed project of Henry IV. of
France, for moulding Europe into such a being, was therefore
chimerical. Political orders, are as distinct and as inimical nations,

as those of Europe. Of course they have never been compressed
into one nation, having one interest, one will, and one self, all
indispensable to self government; but like the scheme of balancing
power among the European nations, that of balancing it among
privileged orders, produces plots or wars without end, until they
end in a conquest and tyranny by one.

A nation cut up into separate factitious moral beings, is com-
pelled to use the means for enforcing municipal law, used by
France and England to enforce European law. The contest for
predominance among privileged orders, can only be restrained by
standing armies, and these at length determine it, by declaring for
one. Constitutions are only treaties between orders, where they
exist; and these treaties, like those between nations, are broken or
evaded, whenever it is the interest t_fany party to break or evade
them. Accordingly, the history given by Mr. Adams, and by all
others, of these orders or artificial nations, proves, that they are
constantly making and breaking treaties, and that they have
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universally been more treacherous, cruel and malicious towards
each other, than natural nations.

Mechanical or habitual applause, cannot preserve the policy of
the United States. It can only be saved by thoroughly understand-
ing wherein its excellency consists. If it does not consist of a com-
mon interest, let any other eulogist point out its distinction from

the policy under which men have hitherto groaned. If it does, and
if its capacity for preserving free and national self government, is
thence derived, it follows, that laws for cutting up the nation into
distinct interests, will essentially destroy, without changing a letter
of our constitutions, or a shadow of our forms of government.

But having discovered, that the superiority of our policy consists
of an exclusion of separate interests, able to create factions; that the
good or the detriment of the community, may be the subject of
inquiry in the several departments of governments; it will be easy

to detect laws, appearing in the questionable shape of deserters
from the region of evil moral principles, and fraught with separate
interests, or contrivances for distributing wealth.

Of this nature, we have considered banking laws. They create
an order, having above fifty millions capital, most of it consisting
of nominal stock, called credit; a privilege of emitting national
money; and the power of banishing national coin, of governing
commerce, and of deciding the fate of mercantile individuals; it
draws five millions annually from national labour; and is able to

influence elections, and to corrupt legislatures. Is it for the good or
the detriment of bankers, borrowers, creditors or debtors? are

questions, which pilfer nations, and stain the statute book; whereas
it is our policy to keep it clean, because upon its purity depends

the national freedom and happiness.
The history of Lacedemon exhibits a correct idea of a distinct

order; that of England, of a distinct interest. The order of nobles,
was the master of the order of Helots; not individually, but as an
order. From one order, the other drew its subsistence directly, be-

came it was ignorant of the ingenious paper mode of taxation. The
paper interest of England, is also the master of property and labour,
not individually, but as an order; from these it draws its subsistence,
not directly, like their Spartan prototype, but indirectly. Both end
in the same results; each bestows leisure and plenty on one order or

interest, and labour and penury on another. But the latter operates
the most powerful effects. It outstrips its compeer. In a former part
of this essay, a calculation was made of the hold it had gotten upon
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the people of England, which is left behind whilst I am writing.
The growing taxes, sinecures and dividends, will probably make
each free born Englishman, worth three or four times as much to
the stock order, as each base born Helot was to the Spartan, by the

time this essay shall be read, if it ever is read.
Let us return from this digression, if it be one, to the comparison

we have undertaken. Mr. Adams's system is incapable of a division
of rights between a nation and a government. This idea is incom-
patible with hereditary, but conformable to responsible power. It
is incompatible with natural orders, but conformable to natural
rights. And it is incompatible with the opinion, that the people are

no guardians, but conformable to the opinion, that they are the
best guardians of their own liberty. Therefore his system annihi-
lates that sacred effort of our policy, to withhold powers useless or
pernicious; and to secure rights necessary for the preservation of
liberty, or without the office of governments. Among these, the
rights of bearing arms, of religion, and of discussion, constitute of

themselves a measureless superiority in our policy, over any other,
unable, by reason of different principles, to place them beyond the
reach of government; as we shall presently endeavour to prove.

Ifa nation surrenders all its rights to a government, it cannot be
free. Freedom consists in having rights, beyond the reach and in-
dependent of the will of another; slavery, in having none. The
form of the master, or his having three heads or one head, does not
create the slave. It is on account of the opinions; that nations
might be made free by the form of the master, and that the powers
of a government are incapable of limitation; that they have been

so universally enslaved. From this point, a glance discerns the wide
difference between our political system, and the British or Mr.
Adams's. The parliament, or orders, are theoretically and practi-
cally omnipotent. Such is the doctrine of the British government

and of the British lawyers. The government possesses unlimited
power, and the nation has no rights independent of the govern-
ment. The reverse is the principle adopted by our policy. It con-
tends, that the power of a government may be limited, and that the

people may have rights independent of the government.
To assert, without enforcing this doctrine, would be equivalent

to its relinquishment. Even Mr. Adams is willing nominally to

admit it, in his virtual representative quality of hereditary orders.
This idea is an admission of national rights independent of govern-
ment; but it confides them to the custody of the idea only. How far
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_hey have been actually secured by hereditary power, in discharge
of its supposed representative duties, depends upon a fact, to which
all history testifies.

Our policy, dissatisfied with an unfruitful intellectual acknow-
ledgment of the theoretical truth of this doctrine, has sought for
the means of making it practically useful. It does not rely upon the

most positive verbal renunciations of absolute power, or acknow-
ledgments of national rights, without means in the hands of the
nation, adequate to their enforcement.

Here the attention of the reader is requested. We believe that

one mode only of limiting the power of governments, and securing
the rights of nations, within the reach of human nature, exists. To
this, our policy, and no other, has resorted. Its abandonment,
would be a surrender of the doctrine, and the erection of a despot-
ism, however the government is formed; ifa nation without rights,

and a government without restriction, constitute a despotism.
Therefore, the only existing mode of preventing it, deserves a more

attentive consideration than any other human invention.
It consists simply in uniting the sovereign, physical and political

power in one national interest. If any uncontrollable political
power is held by a government, it will instantly seize upon an
equal physical power by means of mercenary armies. But by com-
bining the supreme political power with the natural physical
power of a nation, seasonable exertions of the first, will peaceably
prevent the ruin of the other. This union is effected, by a sound
militia and elective systems. The sovereign, physical and political

power, being thereby inseparably united, national self government
is perfectly secured. If one half of this sovereignty is transferred to
mercenary armies, and the other half to balanced orders or sepa-
rate interests of any kind, they unite for mutual safety against the
nation, from which both moieties are taken. Election, without her

ally, a national militia, and united with standing armies, heredi-
tary orders, or separate interests, such as banking, becomes an

instrument to inflict their will Equally unavailing to preserve
liberty, is a militia, made subject to a political power beyond its
influence, because such a power can disarm, neglect, and subject
it to an army of its own.

A nation is both a natural and a moral being. Its natural powers
we call physical, its moral, metaphysical or political. If it is de-

prived of its physical power, it is like a man possessed of reason,
bound; if of its intellectual only, it is like a maniac, unbound. Ifa
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nation is allowed the uninterrupted possession of either, it will get
the other. Yet if it loses one, it will lose both; because usurpation is
never safe with one only. Therefore an attempt to deprive it of
either, confesses an intention to deprive it of both. If the attempt
begins with an army, it ends with destroying the political power of
a nation; if it begins by assailing its political power, with orders,
separate interests or corruption of any kind, it ends with an army.
A man who surrenders his reason or his body to another, is soon
forced to make both conformable to that other's will. To prevent
mental slavery, our policy reserves to the nation intellectual rights,
or the use of its reason; and to prevent physical slavery, it reserves
to the nation, the military power, in an armed and organized
militia; knowing that it must retain both or neither. By retaining
both, a nation is a physical and intellectual being. By losing one,
it becomes a being quite anomalous to human nature; physical,
and not intellectual, like a corpse; or intellectual, and not physical,
like a ghost. By losing both, it is annihilated, as having neither a
physical nor intellectual power.

We cannot condescend to enter the lists with the wicked artifice

of destroying nations, by a fraudulent use of words and phrases;
such as licentiousness, sedition, privilege, charter and conventicle;
because a nation, capable of being subdued by these feeble instru-
ments, is incapable of liberty, as a man is of long life, who can be
persuaded to hold out his throat to the knife of an assassin, lest he
should cut it himself.

It would swell this essay" beyond the contemplated size, to
enumerate and explain all the rights held by the people of the
United States independently of their government. Such a work
would however be extremely useful, for instructing us in the prin-
ciples of our policy, and for demonstrating that these rights are so
linked together, that not a single link can be removed, without
materially impairing the strength of the chain.

But the dexterity of the artifice, which inculcates an opinion,
already contested, that if the link of election remains, it will alone
constitute a security for liberty, as strong as the entire chain of
these rights, induces me to select the rights of a real national militia,
and of a freedom of religion, of speech and of the press, both to dis-
play the vast superiority of our policy over any other, in their
recognition; and also to prove that the strength and efficacy of the
right of election, is itself dependent on the real operation of other
rights.
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It is a principle of our policy, that the military should be sub-

ordinate to the civil power. Why was this subordination required,
and how is it to be enforced? It was required on account of the
universal insubordination of mercenary armies, to every species of

civil power, not their accomplice in oppression. Not that soldiers
are more cruel, avaricious or tyrannical than priests, stockjobbers
or nobles, for the contrary is the fact; but because a military is a
separate interest, subsisting on the nation. The militia being nearly
the nation itself, is the solitary appendage of civil power by which
this principle of our policy can be enforced. If it is rendered in-
competent to this end, election, a mere moral power, has no re-

maining ally able to save it, and hence almost every composition,
constituting the code of our policy, has asserted the indispensable
necessity of a well regulated militia.

The supremacy of civil power over military, is a stipulation in
vindication of national self government, or a sovereignty of the
people. We know that from the beginning of the world to this day,
the military sovereign has universally been the civil sovereign, and
therefore our policy never intended to sever civil and military

power, so as to invest the people with the first, and to divest them
of the second moiety of sovereignty.

Let us suppose a nation to have held both a civil and military
sovereignty, one by election, and the other by an armed and
trained militia; and that the latter was at length transplanted into
the hands of its government, by disarming and disorganizing the
militia, and raising a standing army, under any pretence Whatso-
ever. The people retain the civil, and the government has gotten

the mifitary sovereignty. Is election without its ally, what it was
with it? A nation voting under the protection of an army raised by

its own government, is not a new spectacle. We see it in France.
A protector is unexceptionably a master. A naked permission to
keep and bear arms, is an insufficient ally of election or civil

sovereignty. Doctor Franklin indeed used it as a resource for evad-
ing the religious scruples of a Pennsylvania assembly, but found it

an inadequate defence against the feeble incursions of ignorant
savages; and it would be infinitely less adequate to restrain the
daring usurpations of an artful government. Without a' well regu-
lated militia,' the military sovereignty of a nation, exactly re-

sembles its civil sovereignty under a government of hereditary
orders. Hereditary kings and nobles, says Mr. Adams, are civil
representatives of nations; well, let standing armies become their
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military representatives, and both their military and civil sove-
reignty will stand on the same ground, and reap the fruits of the
same species of representation.

Neither the British nor Mr. Adams's system provides for any

species of military sovereignty in the people. The English orders
disarm the people. Mr. Adams acknowledges their sovereignty, is
silent as to a militia, and gives them hereditary representatives.
Our policy endeavours to combine a real militia with an elected
temporary representation. It is whimsical to hear the British system
talk of the sovereignty of the people. A lunatick only, can be per-
suaded that he is a king, by a crown of straw.

It is remarkable, that almost all governments, having a power
to raise and pay standing armies, have neglected a militia. A
power of resorting to the first mode of self defence, has created in-
surmountable objections to the second. Congress has power 'to

raise and support armies,' and 'to organize, arm and discipline the
militia.' Like other governments possessing the first, it has been
unable to discover any mode of executing the second. The pro-
found wisdom and admirable foresight of our policy, in providing
a remedy for this indisposition to create a sound militia, merits an
encomium, in which none other, ancient or modern, can pretend

to any share. Other systems of government, in bestowing a power
to raise mercenary armies, have bestowed an indisposition to culti-
vate a militia; ours has left with the state governments a power to
cultivate a militia, and withheld from them that of raising mer-
cenary armies. As no governments can exist without military pro-
tection, and as a militia constitutes that, to which alone the state

governments can resort, they must make it adequate to the end or
perish. Viewed as rivals, the general government seems to have
possessed a distinct, and the states an obscure idea on this subject.
By protecting them with a mercenary army, and neglecting the
establishment of a sound militia, the general government would

inevitably become the judge and jury of the state governments;
because they have no mode of effecting a subordination of the
military to their civil power, except,by a well regulated militia.
The history of the world exhibits but a single nation which has

maintained its independence against conquerors. It was inferior to
its enemies in number, possessed a worse country, and is impri-
soned by the ocean. But being unable to maintain mercenary
armies, and forced to resort fo national self defence, the twin

brother of national self government, its militia won the crown of
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bravery by a long course of splendid actions, and the nation, the
exclusive honour of never having been subdued.

The ability of our policy, to leave to men a perfect right to con-
science, is an advantage which the system of orders has never been

able to reach; and when we see that system unable to secure this
right, so extremely foreign to the office of governments, and so
extremely valuable to the happiness of men; the conclusion, that
the theory itself is unable in its nature and principles, to secure to
nations or individuals any rights whatsoever, which the govern-
ment cannot invade and destroy, is unavoidable.

By our policy, mankind possess the right of worshipping the
Creator of the universe; by the English, they are compellable to
worship the God by law established. By one, revelation is assigned
to the paraphrase of the head and the heart; by the other, to that
of pains and penalties. By one, an expectation of individual retribu-
tion, is considered as a good reason for leaving each man to work
out his own salvation; the project of the other, is to take a chance

for national salvation, by compressing a whole people within the
pale of one faith. It is unaccountable, that the same system, should
with equal zeal exert itself against the division of national interest,
as to eternal concerns, and against its union as to temporal. If a
common interest in the next world is so desirable, why is a nation
to be cut up in this, into orders and exclusive privileges?

An idol of metal or stone, differs from an idol of the imagination,

in being more permanent and comprehensible; and its worshipper
possesses an inestimable advantage over the worshipper of an idol
of the imagination, in being able to convert it into an emblem of
any object of adoration he pleases. Dogma, more cunning than
wooden gods, deprives the conscience of this resource. The Pagan

mythology was ingeniously rendered a complete liberty of con-
science, by considering each idol as emblematical of some divine
attribute; and he who worshipped all, only paid his adorations to
all these attributes. Neptune was an emblem of the Deity's power
over the ocean; Minerva, ofhisjttstice; Ceres, of his bounty.

Hence arose the difference in temporal consequences, produced
by solid and imaginary images; namely, festivity and mildness;
bloodshed and persecution. The fancy is unable to adorn hideous
tenets, with the agreeable illusions inspired by the Venus of
Praxiteles, nor can the mind evade their recognitions by mental

substitutions. We can substitute a supernatural being for a solid
image, but we cannot substitute an abstract proposition, for a
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different abstract proposition; therefore the moderns have en-
dured death in every form, rather than render homage to the idols
of the imagination; whilst the ancients yielded to the illusions of
art; or exercised the resource of converting the idols of the hand,

into types of whatever supernatural beings they chose. Hence the
ancient solid images or idols, were easily admitted and adopted,
without embroiling nations or exciting malevolence among indivi-

duals; whilst metaphysical images or idols, engender remorseless
hatreds, incessant persecutions, and sprinkle the earth with
human blood.

Ancient atheism, or God as by law established, required only an
external or ceremonious worship of a visible idol; modern atheism,
or God as by law established, requires an internal or conscientious
worship of an invisible idol. 'Bend your body,' said one tyrant;
'Bend'your mind,' says the other. 'I will punish you,' said one, 'if
you do not perform certain gestures which you can perform.' 'I

will punish you,' says the other, 'if you do not believe certain
• dogmas, which you cannot believe.' One said, 'I have with my

hands made a God, you shall see him, and externally worship
him.' The other, 'I have with my fancy made a God, whom you
cannot see, or a tenet which you cannot believe, which you shall
worship internally.' Modern atheism is incomparably the most

tyrannical, and has accordingly provoked incomparably most re-
sistance. It requires of man to mould his mind and annul his
convictions.

It can also manufacture instruments for effecting its ends, in-
finitely more destructive than the ancient. Zeal is whetted by the

imagination into the utmost keenness. Praxiteles would more

easily be persuaded, that his statue of Venus was not a goddess;
than Origen, that his dogmas of the pre-existence of souls, and that
Christ was to be again crucified to save the devils, were errours.
The stuff of which physical idols are made, may be analysed and
comprehended; but that which is the basis of metaphysical idols,

is always beyond human understanding, whilst it is still liable to
greater agitation by the idea of a ghost, than from a real stump.

The art of governing the deity is cultivated for the sake of
governing men. If a government or a church should by its man-
dates directly regulate the temporal and spiritual dispensations of
the Almighty, the burst of derision would be universal; but laws
establishing tenets, tones, gesticulations and ceremonies, for the

purpose of indirectly regulating these temporal and spiritual dis-
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pensations, are slyly resorted to, became they gratify man's lust
of power, and flatter his aversion to a reliance on a life of moral
rectitude for salvation. Laws, dictating the mode of influencing the
deity, are declarations, that the deity shall be influenced by law.
And the conspiracy between the priest and the proselyte, is
founded in the compact, that the priest will learn the proselyte to
govern the deity, if the proselyte will suffer the priest to govern
him. Besides, true religion will not do the work of tyranny, like an
heated and beguiled imagination. Tyranny wants persecutors, not
advocates of truth and virtue; to gain these, it makes gods and
religions. Is tyranny able by its laws to bring the King of Heaven
down to earth, and convert him into its instrument? If tyranny
cannot coerce the true God, into an instrument of its vices, then
the gods it uses must be false.

The same governments and hierarchies, which eulogize Daniel
in their prayers, "imitate Nebuchadnezzar in their actions; they
set up dogma for his image; and pains, penalties or tythes for his
furnace. The Spaniard who reads of this furnace with horrour,
dances at an auto de fe with transport. And the governments
which erect the modern furnace, contrived to consume without
fire, believe the dogma, for the sake of which they harass and
torture mankind, as faithfully as the Babylonian did the divinity of
his image.

Although the atheism of images, has been less mischievous than
the atheism of dogma, the additional malignity of the latter, is
only an exacerbation of the same principle. It is as presumptuous
in you, to require me to worship the manufacture of your head as
of your hands; your imaginary or solid idol; and it would be
wicked in me to do either. But there is less tyranny and impiety in
worshipping the solid image, because the mind has a refuge in its
emblematical nature. Had Henry, Mary and Elizabeth, set up
solid images, by a Babylonical proclamation, containing a disclo-
sure of the power of mental substitution, many martyrs to polemical
dogma, would have escaped the flames.

When a government usurps a power of legislating between God
and man, it proves its'elf to be an atheist. If it believed there was
any God, it would be conscious of the vice and folly of making one;
if it believed there was any revelation, it would see the vice and
folly of construing it by laws, which are not revelation; if it is be-
lieved that GOd made man, it would acknowledge that man could
not make GOd.
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Religion is God's legislation. He alone dispenses its sanctions,
and these sanctions are mostly of another world. Were the govern-
ments of this earth, to legislate for the inhabitants of the moon, the
absurdity and inefficacy of such laws would be less, than laws for

taking care of human souls, by settling the rights of God, and the
religious duties of man. If man, by his laws, can regulate his duties
to God, he can increase, diminish or expunge them; and has more

power over the deity, than Canute had over the ocean.
This aggravated species of sacrilege is perpetrated by govern-

ments to gratify ambition or avarice; but they endeavour to hide
their true design, under the pretence that it is good policy to make

a vulgar, that is, a false religion by law. It is but a vulgar kind of
veneration for the deity, which supposes, that the bulk of mankind
can be better governed by man's frauds, than by his truths. The
idea, that God made a true religion only for a few learned men,
and gave them a commission to make false religions for the vulgar,
from time to time, supposes that the deity was unable to legislate
for the great mass of his creatures. By reserving truth for the

learned, and cheating the ignorant into virtue, religion is con-
sidered as necessary for the first class, and superstition as sufficient
for the second, without any divine authority for the discrimination.
But governments do not perceive the high encomium they thus
pass upon the people, by admitting, that the light of religion is

necessary to check the propensity of the wise for vice, and that the
blindness of superstition is unable to corrupt the propensity of the
vulgar for virtue. And thus discover that they foster a delusion in-

capable of making men better in this world, or happier in the next,
from their own secret avarice, ambition and atheism.

Governments and hierarchies have annexed a sanctity to the
utensils of religion, which they will not allow to religion itself. To
protect these utensils, artfully blended with their usurpations, they

have invented the term, 'sacrilege.' They are too holy and sacred
to be altered, taken away or applied to any temporal purpose. Less
delicate with religion, they form and transform it, for wicked

temporal ends; and the only good one they pretend to expect from
the trade of religion-making, is, that the veil of a treacherous or
deluded concurrence, drawn by law over a nation, will produce
good order and morality. Are deceit, purchased by office, or im-
posed by fear, and ignorance produced by fraud, good nourishers
of moral virtues? Will habitual insincerity to God, habituate us to

sincerity in our commerce with men?
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A new species of political atheism or polytheism is making its
appearance, and gradually gaining ground among mankind, more
specious, insidious and dangerous than the old. It is that of making
government the patron of the whole tribe of tenets or metaphysical
idols, existing, or capable of being invented. We will suppose only
an hundred of these in a nation, each pronouncing the rest to be
damnable errours. You shall adventure your soul, says a govern-
ment, upon a lottery, wherein the chances are an hundred to one
against you. Why are men driven by law into this injudicious
species of gambling? Because governments believe in neither of
these metaphysical idols, and gain power by patronising all. Had
they believed any one to be the herald of salvation, they would
have exhibited some preference for truth, or at least have forborne
to coerce men by penalty into an election, deterringly fortuitous.

A polytheism of tenets would probably have appeared as ridicu-
lous to the ancients, as their polytheism of wooden idols does to
us. Without settling the point of plurality, between physical and
metaphysical polytheism, they might have considered it as more
likely that all their gods existed, than that all our contradictory
tenets were true; and they might have urged the emblematical
nature of their system, to shew that it was less polytheistical, than
a political patronage of a pantheon of tenets. A government which
assumes this patronage, is less theocratical, and more atheistical,
than one which assumes the patronage of a polytheism, composed
of solid images of various divine attributes. Its object must there-
fore be power and not truth.

This new species of atheism or polytheism (for the patron of
many contradictory tenets or religions, must either believe that
there are many gods or no god) under the garb of toleration or
liberality, conceals a political instrument of tenfold malignity to
human happiness, beyond the ancient. Ancient governments, by
the aid of one superstition and one priesthood, were able to destroy
civil liberty; what then will not modern governments effect, by the
aid of many contrary tenets, and many priesthoods? By the ancient
polytheism, the people were united, by the modern, they are
divided. Under the ancient, governments destroyed civil liberty,
by corrupting one priesthood; under the modern, a patronage of
many priesthoods will produce the same effect. The power of
governments, arising from the corruption and influence of many
priesthoods, produced by its patronage of a polytheism of meta-
physical deities, will infinitely surpass any power, arising from a
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polytheism of physical deities; because of the rivalry among these
tenets and their priests. This will render each separate priesthood
more influential over its sect, and more subservient to the pleasure
of the government. Whereas Jupiter, Mercury, Diana, and the
rest of the heathen deities, in the shape of images, to the learned
were emblems, and to the vulgar appeared as friends; exalted by

the imagination into intellectual beings, united in convocation,
and arranged in subordination, whose little disputes or amorous
adventures never destroyed the peace or good humour of mankind.

The union of the priesthood under ancient superstitions, formed
a powerful, and occasionally, an useful check upon the government;
and although like any other order, it was prone to coalesce itself
with it, to deceive and oppress the people; yet an ancient priest-

hood constituted a balance conformable in principle to Mr.
Adams's system, and productive of similar effects.

All the controversies between hierarchies and governments and

their several fluctuations of power, are witnesses to the truth of this
observation. A balance of power between a government and a
hierarchy, produced with critical exactness, the same effects as its
balance between other orders. The two orders were constantly in
a state of war, for the purpose of subjecting each other; or united,

for the purpose of oppressing the people; and their warfare pro-
duced occasional ameliorations of the hard and regular tyranny
arising from their union.

No such amelioration can occur, from a priesthood and a nation,
cut up into jealous and inveterate religious orders or castes, by a
multitude of tenets; when patronised and managed by a govern-
ment. These divisions would in time constitute so many castes of

China or Indostan, over which, western, like eastern governments,
would preside with absolute power; because they will be made to
deprive a nation of its unity or self, and destroy the idea of a
common or publick good, as effectually, as its division into civil
orders or castes. Such a divided priesthood, instead of a check upon
tyranny, would become its instrument. And under pretence of im-

partiality between God and Baal, the government would draw
inexhaustible recruits from both.

The oppression resulting from a mass of legal pecuniary religious
rights, orders or privileges, will ultimately become the same as that
which would result from a mass of legal pecuniary civil rights,

orders or privileges. Mercenary armies, and most corporate bodies,

belong to the latter species of moral beings; and a patronage of
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government over the whole priesthood of a nation, composing one
church or many churches, to the former; but both are of the same
moral nature, and will operate the same moral effects.

The denunciation of exclusive privileges, titles, and an inter-
position with religion, by the policy of the United States, was sug-
gested by the consideration, that such rights or powers, commence
or terminate in despotism. One of the reprobated powers is exer-
cised by charters, and another is advocated by the doctrine, that
government ought to patronise all metaphysical idols. But neither
the perpetrated nor intended violation is chargeable to our consti-
tutional policy; that labours to leave wealth to be distributed by
industry, and salvation by God; and abstains throughout from the
idea of a power in government to regulate either by law. By leaving
to every one a fair chance to work out his temporal and eternal
welfare, it excites merits called forth by no motive, when govern-
ments assume the dispensation of both.

The constitutions of the United States, have renounced the
practice of creating by law, moral duties, temporal or eternal, in
the shape of exclusive privileges or religious tenets, because they
deemed it equally oppressive to enrich the priesthood of fraud as
the priesthood of superstition. Had they been formed by atheism,
they would have seen no objection to one species of manufacture;
nor to the other, had they been formed by paper systems, patron-
age or orders.

From an opinion, that there is really a God, our policy has in-
ferred, that he has established some mode of inculcating virtue,
preferable to human frauds; that there is no occasion to kill or
persecute one another on the score of religion, because God needs
no champion to assert his honour or to avenge his quarrels; that-
at this time of day, martyrdom would be lunacy, and saintship,
under the banner of a dogma, intolerance; and that it is a profana-
tion of religion, to make it an instrument, to gratify avarice or
ambition.

Governments have almost universally inculcated opinions con-
trary to these, and irreligion and insincerity have been the fruits of
their policy. If we see governments making gods of wood or of
dogma, or settling revelation by law; if the people see them coining
religion into power and money, under pretence of coining it into
good morals; it will teach them also atheism and deceit. As a
cunning government uses religion to cheat a nation, a cunning
man will use it to cheat his neighbour; and in place of its being a
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bond of love, a preceptor of virtue, and the refuge of hope, religion
would be thus made an engine of publick oppression and private
fraud.

Atheism forbids men to look into the book of nature for God,

and asserts its fluctuating fables to be better evidence of his exis-

tence, than his own permanent creation. And it forces men to see
God, not in the sun's light, but in some dark tenet, adapted to a
temporary market.

It is to this hour unknown, whether established or legal religions
have ever carried a single soul into heaven; but there is no doubt
of their having carried millions out of this world. Yet it is under

pretence of making men extremely happy, after they are dead,
that these religions make them extremely miserable, whilst they
are alive; and the compensation for the promised happiness, is
always estimated upon the supposition of its being as certain, as the
suffered misery. Can honesty or virtue have contrived a lottery,
from which men draw oppression in this world, and blanks in

the next; or can impiety exceed the presumption of selling or
bestowing heaven? The polytheism of tenets, or a political patron-
age of the whole tribe of fanatical follies, entangles men more
inextricably in this lottery, than the establishment of a single reli-
gion; one may be true; many, contrary to each other, must all be
false except one. To be oppressed by the whole tribe, to pay the
whole tribe, and to strengthen a government against a nation, by

recruiting its power with the patronage of the whole tribe, merely
to take the chance of being jostled into that, which really bestows
what they all promise, is the speculation proposed by a polytheism
of tenets.

Warburton is the only bishop who has disclosed a religious
candour, equal to Mr. Adams's political honesty. In the first

volume of his Divine Legation, he defines an established religion
to be 'a league between a civil and religious society for mutual

defence and support; to secure the obedience of the people to the
government, in which it is so efficacious as to gain reverence and

respect for tyrants; for giving to a church a coacfive power to

punish intentions by spiritual courts, and thus supply a defect in
civil society, which can only punish acts; as an engine bound to
render its utmost services to the government for its wages; as a

means to prevent the rivalry of sects, by admitting one only to a
share of power and emoluments; as a compact founded in reason

and nature, equally with the original compact between the govern-
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ment and the people; as one to be made between the government
and the largest religious sect in society; as entitled to a test law for
its security against the tolerated sects, now inflamed by the advan-
tages of the established sect; as giving no cause of umbrage to other
sects by its exclusive privileges and emoluments, because rewards
are not sanctions of civil law, wherefore a member of society has a
right only to protection, and magistrates an arbitrary power to
dispose of all places of honour or profit; as preventing the persecu-
tions, rebellions, revolutions and loss of liberty, caused by the
intestine struggles of religious sects.' And he concludes, 'in a word,
an established religion, with a test law, is the universal voice of
t_lure.'

Nature, according to the bishop, dictates an establishment of
one religious sect; according to Mr. Adams, of three civil sects; and
according to both, for the purpose of preventing persecutions,
rebellions, revolutions and loss of liberty. She dictates, according
to one author, that no regard is to be paid to truth in the selection
of the established religion; according to the other, that no regard
is to be paid to talents, in selecting kings or nobles; preferring the
size of the sect to the one, and lineage to the other. Warburton
utters the religious policy of the system of orders, and that system
adheres to the religious policy of Warburton. A complete parallel
would disclose an indissoluble affinity, but as the reader knows,
that though God has made a diversity of opinion a quality of
human nature, the bishop says, that nature dictates the establish-
ment of one religion, or a repeal by man of this diversity; and that
though nature appears to take very great care, not to signalize
particular families with royal or noble marks, Mr. Adams says she
dictates an establishment of orders; he will need no assistance in
discovering the indissoluble union between a political system,
comprising orders, and a religious system, comprising an estab-
lished sect; nor in estimating the value of the policy of the United
States, from its not requiring any association with political atheism.

The world is indebted to Mr. Jefferson for an argument, con-
den_sed into a law, and recorded for the use of posterity in the
statute book of Virginia, which political atheism has never yet
adventured to face. Like the serpent, uncovered in its lurking
place, it indeed hisses at the hand which removed the concealment.
But the long acquiescence in the principles of this law, may be
fairly considered as having ripened them into maxims, asserted by
our policy, and establi._hed by experience,
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The religious policy of orders considers man as a perishing physi-

cal being; and treats him with errours and idols, as a savage is
amused with beads and trinkets; that of the United States, con-
siders him as a moral being; and inspired with a hope that his

attainments are not concluded in this world, encourages him to
look towards truth and God. The old theory believing there is no
God, usurps the regulation of the intercourse between its phan-
toms, soul and deity, by laws operating upon body; because it
discerns no danger in using religion to bribe, deceive and oppress;
the new, believing that there is a God, shrinks from the impiety of

thrusting laws between God and spirit, which neither can be made
to obey; because it expects retribution in another world, for its
doings in this. Such laws, by the old system, are called pious, by
the new, impious frauds. The old system pretends to govern God
and spirit; the new humbly subordinates itself to God; the old,
because it believes in neither; the new, because it believes in both.

In short, the deity of the old political theories is admitted by them-
selves to be 'a pious idol;' whereas the deity of the policy of the
United States is the eternal God.

And yet this old atheist, the universal advocate of an opinion
that a pious fraud is a deputy for GOd, capable of managing men
better than GOd himself, exclaims, that a new atheist has risen up

in the new political theory; just as exclusive privileges accuse
equal rights of an enmity to private property. The priests of the
idol and the privilege are equally clamorous to transfer their own
guilt to innocent avengers, for the same reason; atheists and in-

vaders of private property themselves, they endeavour to repel
truth by odium. Savages deify the author of evil; but they do not
demonize the author of good. If neither of the combatants should

be furnished with an army 'of mercenary troops, we may certainly
foresee on which side victory will fall; but if we seduce from their
principles, the honest proselytes of our policy, by offering them
bribes to enlist under the banner of the old atheist, one other
demonstration will be added to the fate of Socrates, of the insecu-

rity of virtue and innocence exposed to fraud or folly.
A belief in a deity and in the existence of the soul, is consistent

with the religious policy of the United States; and a disbelief in
both, with the religious policy of almost all other governments.
The reader will recollect, that we arranged governments into two

classes; as being universally founded in, or drawn from good or

evil moral principles. Theocracy must be the creed of one class,
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and atheism of the second. The advocates of good moral principles
such as truth, freedom of religion, knowledge, limitation of power

and equal rights, cannot be atheists; and the advocates of evil
moral principles, such as fraud, force, ignorance, despotism and
exclusive privileges, cannot be believers. By their fruits ye shall
know them.

The infidelity, in which the old political theories are all founded,
is visible both in their formation and practice. They commence
with forming religion, in a mould constructed by politicians. And
they practise fraud and force, because politicians never believe
religions constructed by themselves. Freed from responsibility by

atheism, oppression and blood are ordinary items of their opera-
tions; and they use religion as a cold tyrant to inflict the one, or a
fanatical butcher to shed the other.

Not less visible is the faith of the political theory of the United
States. It was that faith which placed religion above the reach of
the politician, that it might not by his arts be transformed from a
consolation into a scourge. By the same faith, was our theory guided

to associate itself with a catalogue of moral principles, precisely
contrary to those used as accomplices by the old theories. It would
be doubly inconsistent to allow faith to political theories, which
make religion a pander for avarice, ambition and tyranny; and to
deny it to one, which rescues it from this shameful servility. False
religion, like false honour, is easily detected by discovering its

source in prejudice, passion or fraud, and not in moral rectitude.
Both, goaded on by an ignorant infatuation, or a wicked pride,
expect heaven and fame for inflicting evils on mankind or on them-

selves. Both profess, boast, destroy and dissemble. The fanatick
and the duellist are the same characters; devotees of vice or errour,

and contemners of morality and truth; who pervert honour and
religion into cabalisfical terms, to bewitch, deceive, and torment
themselves and others. How wonderfully astonished must these

characters be, after a life of mutual contempt and execration, to
discover their exact identity?

Mr. Adams has omitted to contrast the American and English
systems, in relation to religion; and to acknowledge, that the free-

dom it enjoyed under the one, was incompatible with the prin-
ciples of the other. The English, is one of those old theories, which

makes gods or religions by law; and it is essential to this, as well as
to all governments composed of orders, to coerce the mind into

one opinion, religious and political; these orders being equivalent
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tO a set of anatomists, for carving the faces of all mankind into one
shape; except that the instruments which cut the mind, inflict
more pain than those which cut the flesh; and that it is easier to
mould matter than spirit. The necessity of a system of orders for
the mind-carving policy, is as demonstrable from their nature as

from experience. Such systems can only operate according to the
minds of their component orders. The operation of these three
artificial minds, must control the minds of individuals, or these

orders would cease to govern, and the system terminate. Its
essence consists in substituting three artificial minds or interests,
for a natural mind or interest. If a government is founded in the

first, it destroys the latter; if in the latter, it destroys the first. The
natural mind and interest must of course be carved into a shape,

suitable to the artificial mind and interest. The necessity of this
substitution to the system of orders, for the sake of existence, is the
true parent of its double-faced idols, called church and state. And
hence religion in England is contrived for the temporal salvation
of three artificial minds, neither of them existing after death, in-
stead of the eternal salvation of the souls of men. ,

Orders seldom admit that their powers are deduced from the
people; they deduce them from inheritance, unwritten compact, or
time immemorial. The rights of man being thus lost in the rights of
orders, it is obvious that an individual cannot retain any species
of right, not even the right of conscience, because it is the principle

of orders, that nature gives man no rights at all; and that all his
rights are conventional or legal. Such being the case, if it is the
will of a government of orders, that the conscience of an individual

should be cut into any shape whatsoever, it would be preposterous
for him to assert that it ought not to be done, and that he ought

not to be punished for having a conscience which he was obliged
to take from an almighty power. He would be silenced by learning,
that under the theory of orders, there are no natural rights.

Religious freedom, or the right of keeping our consciences, is
compatible with the policy of the United States, because the
natural mind or will of man is not controlled by the artificial mind
or will of orders; and because it admits man to have derived rights
from nature, as well as from law. Having rights, men, when form-

ing governments, may relinquish or retain such as they please; and
by so forming a government that the natural mind of man, shall
not be controlled by the artificial mind of orders, this natural mind

will be able to preserve the natural rights connected with it;
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whereas if this natural mind is controlled by the artificial mind or
will of orders, no natural right whatsoever can remain, because
there cannot exist together, a natural and an artificial sovereign.

It is important to discover the reason, why the system of orders,
in every form, has invariably moulded religion into an engine for
its own purposes, lest it should be imagined that this feature of that

policy, might be obliterated by Mr. Adams's new idea of the
responsibility of orders, as hereditary representatives.

A nation is no more a nation, after it has lost its unity, than a

man would be a man, cut up into pieces. Divided into orders and
interests, it is turned into several nations, separated, not by geo-

graphical boundaries, but by legal lines drawn between different

privileges, or between privilege and degradation. The nations re-
siding on each side of these legal boundaries, will hate each other
far beyond any degree of animosity, which can exist between
nations geographically divided; because the legal boundaries must

benefit and injure; whereas the geographical may do neither. The
former create in some proportion the relation between master and
slave, and excite correspondent passions; the latter are perfectly
consistent with the relation between equal friends. Accordingly,
nations or individuals living on different sides of geographical
lines, may sometimes love each other; whilst orders on different

sides of legal lines, always hate each other.
How then can Mr. Adams's idea of the responsibility of orders,

save for a nation the freedom of conscience? There is no moral being,

after it is divided into several moral beings of distinct interests, to
enforce this responsibility. The natural mind, acting by election,

is superseded by a legal mind, guided by the interest of orders.
Suppose he intends that the rights and privileges of these orders

shall be settled by a constitution. This is no more than a treaty
between these artificial and legal nations. And if such nations hate
each other more sincerely and constantly than natural nations,
treaties between them will be more frequently violated. In fact,
orders never make such treaties, without instantly commencing

their violation; and it is owing to the impossibility of forming a

treaty which they will observe, that Mr. Adams throughout his
erudite researches into their history, has found them constantly at
war. It is not unnatural that he should be inflamed by the ill
success of all others, to evince his diplomatick skill in forming a

new treaty; but a nation is under no such emulative impulse to

become the subject of the experiment.
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If orders cannot be kept from hostilities, secret or open, by
didactick stipulations, can it be expected that they will forbear to
use the most powerful political weapons? They are political beings
themselves, and no political being, having a power to use religion
as an instrument, has ever failed to exert it. The only security con-

sists in withholding this power from political beings; but this can-
not be resorted to in the case of orders, because they are sovereign

themselves, and disclaim the idea of allegiance to any superior.
There being several nations intermingled together, under a

treaty for securing to, and excluding privileges from each, the
defence and enlargement of these privileges will be their first

interest; every means will be resorted to for these ends; and the
more absurd and oppressive the privileges are, the more violent
and wicked will these means become. A noble nation and a

plebeian nation, or a banking nation and an unprivileged nation,
will necessarily terminate in an oppressing and an oppressed nation.
These legal nations hate each other as mortally as white and black
nations mingled together. One of them will constantly endeavour

to plunder another. Robbery is the invariable design of a confeder-
acy of legal privileges, and the retaliation it finally provokes is
still more heinous. The wars between the whites and blacks of

St. Domingo, being transitory, were inconsiderable in point of
mischief or horrour, compared with those between legal nations,

called orders, detailed by Mr, Adams. To make inimical interests
friendly to each other, by the theory of balances, is more difficult
than to establish harmony between different colours, because men
will contend more malignantly for substance than for shadow.

Under the policy of the United States, the moral individuality
of the nation being preserved by the elective mode of giving effect

to its will, by an unity of rights, by its sovereignty over the govern-
ment, and by the militia system, such a moral being may retain
for the members which constitute itself, the liberty of conscience;
but this becomes impossible after separate interests are substituted

for united; after the government becomes the sovereign of the
people; or after a mercenary army becomes the sovereign of the
militia.

Freedom of religious opinion, is another link of the chain of
rights, necessary to preserve election. If a government is invested
with a power to inflict on the mind religious coercion, it will add

political. And if it can mould opinion by force to suit its interests
or designs in one case, it will do it in the other. The freedom of
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opinion is an indivisible right. If a government can split it at all,
it may by frequent divisions destroy its strength. And as this free-
dom is the essence of election, whenever it is impaired in the case
of religion, election itself receives a wound; which again illustrates
its dependence for efficacy, on the preservation of other rights.
Good and evil principles attract or gravitate towards each other,
and are as incapable of exchanging places as matter and spirit.
Political orders are therefore naturally unable to associate with
religious liberty, because this instils brotherly love; those,
brotherly hatred. Indians imagine that a Deity and a devil unite
in the government of the universe. And a union between the good
principle of religious liberty, and the evil principle of sovereign
orders, in the government of a nation, would exemplify this savage
philosophy.

Upon none of this important ground has Mr. Adams ventured
to tread. As to the freedom of conscience, the dearest right of
human nature, he is silent. Silence was less injurious to his theory,
than a confession, that religious liberty could only exist with the
principle of national self government; because a sovereignty of
orders annihilates a real national mind, and substitutes for it three
artificial minds.

Before this subject is concluded, it is suggested to the reader,
that rights retained by nations, as unnecessary for governments,
constitute our most useful division of power. The rights of con-
science and of the press, deprive governments of much power, to
be otherwise drawn from superstition and ignorance. Besides these,
the people of America have endeavoured to keep in their hands a
great extent of political ground, forbidden to government. All this
territory is lost at once by introducing the sovereignty of orders. It
will also be lost by laws gradually encroaching upon it; such as
laws for cutting off the provinces of free inquiry and militia defence;
by regulating the press, and by standing armies. The first mode of

. getting rid of the whole catalogue of human rights, is not less cer-
tain than the second; it drives men gradually towards slavery, by
law, as the Indians are driven towards the ocean, by encroachment.

From among the rights retained by our policy, we have selected
those of self defence or bearing arms, of conscience, and of free
inquiry, for two purposes; one, to shew the vast superiority of our
policy, in being able to keep natural rights necessary for liberty
and happiness, out of the hands of governments; the other, to
shew that this ability is the effect of its principles, and beyond the
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reach of Mr. Adams's system, or of any other, unable to reserve to

the people, and to withhold from governments, a variety of rights.
Of the three selected as illustrations, the right of free inquiry re-
mains to be considered.

Caligula's appointment of his horse to the consulship, is both an
illustration and a mockery of the idea of national sovereignty,
without the freedom of utterance; and a nation, the members of

which can only speak, and write as government pleases, is exactly
this consular sovereign.

But although the rights of the horse and tl_e nation may be
equal, their happiness will be unequal. The thoughts of the horse
being under no legal control, he retains this natural source of

pleasure. Man's thoughts, suffered to flow, furnish the purest
streams of human happiness. Dam'd up by law, they stagnate,
putrify and poison. To his characteristick qualities of speaking and
writing, all man's social discoveries and improvements are owing.
Qualities which distinguish him from the brute creation, must be
natural rights; and those which are the parents of social order,
must be useful and beneficial. Why should governments declare
war against them?

Expression is the respiration of mind. Deprived of respiration,
the mind sickens, languishes and dies, like the body. It flourished
in the climates of Greece and Italy, whilst it could breathe freely;
it has decayed in the same climates, according to the degrees of
suppression it has suffered. Wherever it can breathe freely, mind
seems to begin to live; swells, as if by enchantment, to a sublime
magnitude; and suddenly acquires wonderful powers.

The objection against a free respiration of mind, is, that it may
occasionally emit from its lungs (according to our metaphorical
license) noxious vapours. The same reason is infinitely stronger for
smothering body; its lungs constantly emit noxious vapours. If we
deprive mind of health or life, because its breath is sometimes
noxious, let us adhere to the principle and finish the work, by
smothering body also. Had they so existed, as to be capable of
separate destruction, which species of murder would have been
entitled to the first degree of guilt? Estimate mind without body,
and body without mind. Behold an idiot! Let not those pretend to
religion, who would poison or murder mind, but not poison or
murder the body of an idiot. Do they perpetrate the first crime, to
prove that they will abstain from the second?

The long stationary state of political science, previous to the
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American revolution, must have been owing to some peculiar
cause, which enabled other sciences to outstrip it. And there is no
cause so peculiar to political science, as a legal prohibition of dis-
cussion. Mind, as to this science, was fettered; as to others, free.
The commencement of the American revolution, knocked off
these fetters, political science bounded forward, and a government

was formed, which is at this moment the solitary political object of
universal commendation. Few prefer even the government under
which they live, to ours; none, any other.

The opinions i_ several state constitutions, in favour of mental
emancipation, being so construed as to expose mind to legislative
fetters, the good sense of mankind had in this as in many other
instances, preceded precept in exploding errour. Political prosecu-

tions for opinion had become as obsolete as those for witchcraft,
before the general constitution obeyed publick opinion, by declar-
ing their inconsistency with free government; and before the sedi-

tion law endeavoured to drive political science into a retrocession
of centuries, for the sake of reviving them.

The third section of the third article of the general constitution,
had been deeply rooted in the natural right of free utterance, before

the public solicitude required its farther security, by the third
amendment. The utterance of any opinions could not constitute
treason. Irreverence expressed for our constitution and govern-
ment; falsehood or reasoning to .bring into contempt and overturn

them; were not thought politically criminal. Instead of being con-
demned to punishment, they are shielded against prosecution.
What could the constitution do more, for the vindication of an un-
limited freedom of utterance, than expose itself to this license?

Could it have intended to defend one officer of the government by

criminal prosecutions, against the freedom of opinion, after having
subjected the whole government to its inspection? We should,
under an ignorance of its source, have attributed the constitution
to beings more inconsistent and romantick, than those whose

errours were limited by human folly, had it exposed its own life to

preserve an indispensable principle, and relinquished the same
principle, to preserve the reputation of an individual. If such is the

text of the constitution, three volumes written by a president, for
the purpose of destroying our policy by hereditary orders, and laws
for prosecuting sarcasms against the same president, may both be

justified by its construction.
The criminality of bringing a president into contempt, consists
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of its indirect tendency to destroy the government; a direct attempt
to destroy the same government cannot be less criminal. If an in-
direct attempt by writing or speaking was punishable, a direct
attempt of the same kind would not have been shielded against
punishment. He who reads Mr. Adams's sarcasms upon election,
and eulogies upon hereditary orders, will qonfess, that they are as
well calculated to bring a government, founded in one principle
and reprobating the other, into contempt, as those uttered against
one of its temporary officers.

Reverence for a magistrate, is frequently contempt for a con-
stitution. The contempt of the English nation for James II. arose
from a reverence for their form of government. A contempt for
principles, and a reverence for men, conducted the French nation
to the issue of that revolution. It is the policy of all despotick
governments, enforced by sedition laws. In Turkey this policy is
perfect. In England, where this policy is less pure than in Turkey,
to assert that the king, by corrupting two branches of the legisla-
ture, was destroying the principles of the government, would be
morally true and legally false; and to assert that each order main-
tained a constitutional independence of the others, would be
morally false and legally true. Legal truth, by the sedition law
policy, is moral falsehood; the alternative lies between betraying
the principles of a good government, or submitting to be con-
sidered as libellous, seditious and traitorous. It proposes to us to
wound our consciences, by becoming traitors to our constitutions;
or to be rewarded with bodily punishment for constitutional
loyalty. Truth and falsehood under such laws, unexceptionably
mean praise and censure of men in power.

These murderers of discussion, knowledge and patriotism, en-
grave upon their tomb, 'that private citizens have neither the
right nor capacity to canvass the measures of government.' Men
are advised to institute governments to secure their rights, not to
destroy them; for this purpose, they are allowed to possess all the
rights and talents of human nature; and the ministry who preach
this doctrine, no sooner climb by it into power, but they very
gravely tell the same men, that they have neither talents nor rights;
that they cannot distinguish between pleasure and pain; and
therefore that there is no occasion for them to write or speak either
truth or falsehood, upon a subject which embraces all their rights,
and regulates most of their pleasures.

Such is the language of orders and privilege in every form. Into
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such politicians, orders and privileges transform patriots. They
assail truth and knowledge, because truth and knowledge assail
them. They stigmatize discussion, because it leads to discovery.

They foster ignorance, because it is blind.
Every attempt by a government to control free discussion, indi-

cates fear and jealousy. Jealousy by a government of a nation, is

always criminal, because a nation cannot usurp its own rights; but

jealousy by a nation of a government, is always laudable, because
a government may usurp the rights of the nation.

Criticks, to good writers, are friends; to bad, foes. Bad writers
call them malicious demons; good, court their examination, be-

cause they consider the praise of ignorance as ridicule. Good and

bad governments, regard free discussion, as good and bad writers
do criticks; being the only impartial judge of governments which
can exist, one kind preserves, the other destroys it, for the same

quality.
Some governments which do not avow despotism, are not so

hardy as to deny the right of free discussion; they only defeat it.

They allow or punish criticisms upon themselves by their own will
and pleasure. A criminal who makes the law, selects the jury,
settles the evidence, and pronounces the judgement, may safely
come to trial. A subordinate member of a government, cannot be

made an impartial judge of his superior's merits. A king of England
boasted, that he could have what law or gospel he pleased, because
he could appoint, promote and translate judges and bishops.
Would these judges and bishops impartially try such kings?

A judge of the United States, possessed of an embassage, or
capable of receiving one, would be an English bishop holding in
commendam, or expecting translation. An instance of such a

bishop, uninfluenced by the government, is regarded with admira-
tion. Sedition laws subject publick discussion to this species of

holiness; are its decisions infallible, because they may be always
foretold?

It is obvious that nations are the only juries qualified to try

governments. Can they decide justly without discussion, and with-
out facts, except those admitted by the culprit? Will the ambition
and avarice of factions be recited in their own laws? or will these

factions enact their frauds into justice, as they do idols into gods?
When laws pretend to make gods or truth, we may certainly expect
idols and falsehood. Factions will never make truth by law, for the

sake of detecting or punishing themselves. The instant a govern-
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ment is guided by avarice or ambition, it degenerates into a
faction, which makes laws to punish the opinions of others, and to
hide its own crimes. Vice is even less likely than errour, to subject
itself to punishment.

The chains which bind nations to the block of slavery, have
been forged of such strength, that it is a prodigy to break them
without calamities almost as terrible. Between these chains and
such calamities will continue to lie the election of mankind, unless
a force sufficing to break the former is discovered, capable of effect
without begetting the evil of civil war. No such force has occurred
to the mind of man, except the freedom of discussion. If power
shall seize on the press also, what will men gain by the art of print-
ing? This noble art itself, will rivet and not break the bonds of
despotism. Under the direction of a government, it will operate
upon civil liberty, as oracles did upon religious. The press will lie
like the oracle, when a government directs its responses; and the
success of falsehood, protected against investigation, is illustrated
by the influence of oracles for centuries.

The preservation and use of language, are the benefits gained by
mankind from the art of printing. Refined and fixed, religion and
science need no longer be stored under locks, liable to rust, and
keys perpetually changing their shape. Hieroglyphick, sanscrit
and corrupted latin, the only previous depositaries of both, have
been superseded by printing; and rivers of truth and reason began
instantly to clear away the dust and cobwebs in which they were
involved. Religion, as most important, preceded the sciences in
extracting truth and reformation from the art of printing; and
when we see her no longer like a blood stained fury, we almost
lament that this soul and body saving discovery, had not been
revealed with the gospel. Why should the science of government
be retained in the bondage, which for ages could demonize reli-
gion, and obstruct knowledge? and are not the fetters of sedition
laws, as strong as those of latin, sanscrit or hieroglyphick?

An argument used against free discussion by governments, was
first used by the Pope of Rome. It would excite sedition and civil
war. A world of experiments have ascertained, that the propensity
of mankind is infinitely stronger to bear bad governments than to
subvert good. This propensity for politicial obedience, is streng-
thened by free discussion, on behalf of good governments, by the
influence of the merit it discloses; and weakened under bad, by dis-
dosing their vices. On behalf of which will its suppression operate?
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Suppose, both that the people are inclined to turbulence, and
governments to tyranny. Yet, for one evil inflicted by turbulence
upon governments, one thousand have been inflicted by tyranny
upon nations. To suppress free discussion from an apprehension of
an evil, rare and temporary; for the sake of fostering one, frequent
and durable; would be obviously unwise. But when we find reli-

gion cured of its fury by free discussion, may we not confidently
consider it as a cure also for political rage; and the true panacea
both for the tyranny of governments and the turbulence of the

people; and that to surrender its benefits for fear of its evils, would
be like surrendering the benefits of the sun, because of its noxious
exhalations?

Such a surrender would be a substitution of the correlative vice

for the opposite virtue. Resistance and submission to tyranny are
relatively contraries. Resistance is a generous and active principle,
inspired by a love of mankind, which makes all the efforts designed
to advance the publick good; it is the sole defender of human

liberty, and reasoning is its best and safest weapon. Ought the

patriot, resistance, to be disarmed, and metamorphosed into the
slave, submission? This patriot never draws a sword, unless he is

robbed by law of free discussion. Compare the erect, open and
manly countenance of one principle, with the downcast, gloomy
and fearful visage of the other; and use the limner, free discussion

or sedition law, to paint your own face, according to your own
ideas of beauty.

Free discussion will instruct the publick mind, in what is just or
excellent in government, as it refines the taste and judgement of
mankind in relation to other sciences. And publick officers will be

compelled to conform their characters, as authors do books, to
this refinement. The license of the press, like the license of the

stage, will be corrected; and even the frauds and tyranny of news-
papers, will at length be resisted by this correct, trusty and inexor-
able tribunifial power; which will learn to pronounce its veto
against deviations from the principles of free government, with the

same skill it discloses in detecting deviations from the principles of
other sciences. Without it, the best principles may slide into the

worst; the liberty of the press itself might be perverted; and printers
might become tyrants under the cap of liberty. This might be
effected by extracting from the liberty of the press, the right of
producing condemnation, by withholding the means of defence,
or of killing unheard. But this species of tyranny too enormous for
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governments to claim, would be soon detected by free discussion,
as a fraud upon principle, to which it would at length bring back
culprits, by opening to defence the channel of accusation.

God has not by sedition laws, prohibited to man the free
examination of his works; but man 'cloathed in a brief authority,'
arrogantly extorts a species of reverence, which the deity dis-
claims. 'Consider my works; I have given you reason and left it
free.' Such is the law of the creator. 'Reverence my qualities; pre-
sume not to consider my works; use your reason according to my
will.' Such is the law of a creature. It is a law which idols in every
shape enact, because free inquiry would never mistake them for
gods. Governments resort to sedition laws, for the same reasons
which induce many dealers in newspapers to obstruct free inquiry;
to hide their frauds, and make themselves idols.

When a fraud commences its operations, it is annoyed by truth
and knowledge. To meet these enemies in the open field of fair
discussion, would be its ruin. It therefore avoids this species of
combat, by calling it sedition. This misnomer parries detection, by
persuading mankind that the only mode of making it, is a greater
evil than the fraud itself. And by ingeniously drawing the alterna-
tive between the fury of sedition and the good temper of knavery,
the latter is placed in the most favourable light. Whereas, had
fraud confessed, that knowledge could never abound without free
inquiry, and that ignorance invited imposition and tyranny with
inevitable success; it would have been obvious, supposing that free
inquiry tended to beget both knowledge and sedition, that a good
and an evil were preferable to two evils, ignorance and tyranny,
the fruits of its suppression. Fraud strives to hide the long chain
of moral effects attached to each of the principles; knowledge and
ignorance; because it would find sedition an appendage of the
latter. During above thirty years, since their independence, less
mischief has been done in the United States by sedition, than fre-
quently in Turkey, during the same period, in one day.

Free inquiry, national interest, and national power, united, can
seldom produce sedition, because it can have no object. Power,
united with these associates, never thinks of entrenching itself
behind sedition laws, whilst united with orders or exclusive privi-
leges, it flees to them for refuge. Therefore the policy of the United
States both permits and requires free inquiry, by which knowledge
is advanced, whilst the system of orders permits and requires sedi-
tion laws, by which knowledge is suppressed.
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If free inquiry or discussion may be abused, so may religion and
the power of speech. Ought religion and speaking to be suppressed,
because an abuse of one, produces idolatry, and of the other, lying?
Every good has an alloy of evil. It is the case with life itself. Shall
we destroy social freedom, for the sake of destroying its alloy,
calumny? We can destroy this and all other temporal evils by
death; and we can increase them by an enslaved press. What is the
wisdom of that policy, which brings upon men an host of foes, in
order to destroy one?

The only abuse pretended to be checked by sedition laws, is the
promulgation of falsehood. Their efficacy for attaining this solitary
end, is questionable. An exclusive privilege of lying in a predomi-

nant party, is a premium for its encouragement; and an equality
in the right between rival parties, may produce a reciprocal check.

Detraction and flattery also afford some correction to each other,
and diminish the mischiefs produced by the exclusive agency of
either. The zeal of governments against detraction has caused
them to overlook the malignity of flattery without its check. The
falsehood of one, deducts from the falsehood of the other. Leave

flattery without the subtractor, detraction, and the quantity of
falsehood is increased, both by the natural disposition of flattery,
and also by an artificial excitement of that disposition. Thus also
sedition laws create more falsehood than they destroy, and of a

more pernicious nature. If they destroy the species of falsehood,
which calumniates individuals, they create that called adulation to

governments; and to destroy a small evil, foster a great one. The
delirium provoked by the sweet poison, flattery, is often assuaged
and even cured by the bitter antidote, detraction. The medicine,
however acrimonious, may not be invariably useless to individuals;
and it invariably, as to governments, produces the wholesome

effect of causing them to turn their eyes upon themselves; a

spectacle which the mirror of flattery never justly reflects.
Sedition laws are as often suggested by a love of truth, as reli-

gious laws, by a love of God. The former enlighten men politically,
as the latter do religiously. Civil liberty flows from one policy, in
streams as copious, as religious does from the other. A restraint of

religious discussion by law, is exploded in the United States, be-
cause idolatry, fraud and oppression, are the fruits of this restraint.
Will a restraint of political discussion, produce knowledge, truth
and liberty? Have we torn this mantle of imposture from false

gods_ wherewith to enrobe false patriots?
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Having submitted to the consideration of the reader a few general
arguments to prove, that for the preservation of civil liberty, sound
policy dictates an unlimited freedom of discussion, concerning
magistrates and their measures; and that if the magistracy can
restrain discussion, human reason, instead of being a check, will
be made an accomplice of usurpation; it behoves us now to view
the question under the particular policy of the United States.

Without stopping to explain the consequences of a common
power in the general and state governments to make and modify
sedition: to declare the same words to be false and penal there,
and true and meritorious here; and without anticipating the mutual
reprisals to be expected, from these pretended cruisers after truth,
detached by aggression or defence into their respective territories;
let us come at once to the fundamental principle of our policy and
constitutions, and consider whether it can be sustained, under a
government regulating publick opinion, by law, judges and juries.

A nation, to retain rights, or exercise self government, must be
an intellectual and political being. Thinking is as necessary to a
body politick, to enable it to shun evil and obtain good, as to any
other reasonable being. If a monarch, an aristocracy, or a parlia-
ment, possess the sovereignty of a country, a doctrine that these
sovereignties should not think, speak or discuss, except according
to such rules as should be prescribed to them by the people, would
be equivalent to the doctrine, that a nation possessing the sove-
reignty, should not think, speak or discuss, except according to
such rules as should be prescribed to them by a monarch, an
aristocracy or a parliament. In both cases the sovereignty would
be transferred from the automatical to the prescribing power.

Suppose an aristocracy to hold the sovereignty, and the rest of a
nation to assemble and prescribe to it rules for thinking, speaking
or discussing, enforced by punishments to be inflicted by judges of
national appointment; if such a regimen would transfer the sove-
reignty from an aristocracy to the people, it follows that the same,
only reversing the case, will transfer it from the people to any
political power, however composed, which can thus prescribe and
enforce, as to them.

This demonstration is ingeniously evaded, by resorting to the
representative quality of our policy, and thence inferring, that
such rules or laws are to be considered as the act of the people, or
of the sovereignty itself, by its representatives; or as restraints im-
posed by one's own will, upon one's self.
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Under this decoy, every measure of the government, intended
directly or indirectly to transfer the sovereignty from the nation to

itself, might be hidden. There can hardly exist a degree of sagacity,
unequal to its detection.

Election and representation may be united with a sovereignty of
orders; it cannot therefore of itself constitute a sovereignty of the
people. Election and orders act together under the English policy;
there, election disavows the existence of a sovereignty of the people;
here, to cover assaults upon this sovereignty, it is said to be consti-
tuted by election, and exercised by representation. In England,
say the disciples of the same political system, representation helps

to take sovereignty from the people, and bestows it upon the
government; but in America, representation takes it from the
government, and bestows it upon the people. In England, suffrage
and sovereignty are considered as distinct, and suffrage is allowed
no portion of sovereignty; here they are considered as one and the
same, by those who are for giving the sovereign power to the
government, merely to amuse the people with its shadow,

By allowing to the people that species of sovereignty, which can
be found in suffrage and representation, and no other, it results,
that the people may be deprived of free discussion without injuring
their sovereignty; according to the facetious corollary: that if I
choose a sovereign, I am myself a sovereign. But, rejecting this
mode of reasoning, and allowing to nations a fight of self govern-

ment or a national sovereignty, anterior to suffrage; the primitive
of suffrage itself and the antecedent of law; it realizes a national

free right of discussion, as radical as the right of self government
itself, because the one cannot exist without the other.

Illustrations of this reasoning may be drawn from the English
parliament. Though the house of commons is the creature of

suffrage, this very house denies to its elector, any portion of sove-
reignty, and constitutes, with the other orders, the sovereign power.
In its character of sovereignty, it exercises the fight of free discus-
sion, because this fight is essential to sovereignty. Deprived of it,

the house of commons would constitute no portion of a sovereignty.
Deprived of the same right, the people can constitute no portion of
a sovereignty. The people have suffrage and representation in
England, but not free discussion; and the parliament without the

two first, and with the last, possesses the sovereignty. It is thence
evident, that the sovereignty of the parliament arises from the fight
of free discussion, and the want of sovereignty in the people, from
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the loss of that right. Parliamentary will, opinion and sovereignty,
is of course substituted for national. The parliament restrains
individuals by sedition laws, upon the same principle that the
people of the United States restrain governments, political depart-
ments and publick officers, by constitutions. The English nation
suffer, what the American people inflict; namely, political re-

straints; because that nation is the subject of parliamentar T sove-
reignty, and our government is the subject of national sovereignty.
Sovereignty only is competent to inflict, and subjection to suffer,
political regulations and restraints. Monarchs never think of im-

posing these regulations and restraints upon themselves, by con-
stitutions or sedition laws, because sovereignty is unable to restrain

sovereignty. My will to-day, cannot bind my will to-morrow. If
the prior will should resolve to punish the posterior, the resolution
would be abrogated by the posterior will, whenever the period of
punishment should arrive. If an absolute monarch should by elec-
tion constitute a power, and invest it with a right of inflicting upon
his intellects, whatever political r_straints and regulations this
elective power pleased, the destruction of his sovereignty would

follow. The fallacious idea, that election will secure sovereignty,
has cheated many nations of liberty, but not a single monarch of
despotism.

We must stop for a moment to explain to the reader what is
meant by 'political rules and regulations.' If he should recollect a
distinction formerly stated, between political and municipal law,
he would presently discern the force of our reasoning. By one, it
was said, governments are regulated; by the other, individuals.
The latter species of law, comprises the whole scope of legislation,

which a free nation can part with; the former, it must forever retain
and pronounce, or cease to be free. The treacherous art of blend-

ing these objects is exercised by sedition laws. They profess to
regulate individuals, but design to regulate the form of govern-
ment. They are nominally municipal, and operatively political
law. The dictator over discussion, is a dictator over decision.

Volumes of cases might be cited, in which nations have gradually
lost their liberty, by an insidious introduction of a political regi-
men, under a municipal title; and these cases forcibly recommend
to the United States a wakeful memory of the solemn truth, that
every government which can innovate by civil upon political law,
is despotick.

The Opinions under discussion, are, that the elective policy
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transfers sovereignty from the electors to the elected; that every
act of a representative government is an act of the nation; and
that the nation possesses only that imperfect and evanescent species
of sovereignty, the right of suffrage.

If representation destroy.s that which it implies, namely, sub-
ordination, then it can annul or alter constitutions; and if the act

of their representatives is the act of the people, representation
constitutes a sovereignty incapable of limitation. Necessity com-
pels us to consider our policy or constitutions upon a supposition,
that these opinions are true or false. If they are true, these constitu-

tions are subject to the sovereign representation. If they are
false, then the existence of a sovereignty over representation, is
demonstrated.

The imperative style of our political decalogues called constitu-
tions, implies the existence of some superior power, whose organs
they are; whilst the doctrine, that this power, by having thought
and spoken once, had lost the right of thinking and speaking
forever, is equivalent to an assertion, that the Deity, by prescrib-

ing the Mosaick dispensation, had forfeited the right of prescribing
the Christian.

Ifa sovereign power, by one declaration of its will, does not lose
its sovereignty, it must retain also an unlimited freedom, in what-
soever is necessary towards any future declaration of its will; other-
wise its first will, must be its last will.

An intellectual political being, differs essentially from an intel.
lectual physical being. The first can only think by speaking and
writing, as it is compounded of many individuals. If it is not

allowed to think freely, it can never decide or act according to
its own will, since its will can only be discovered by freedom of
expression. This position is demonstrated by considering the pro-
cess, necessary to form the opinions of a body politick and of an
individual. A comparison of ideas is necessary in both cases. The
body politick being composed of many distinct minds, cannot

compare its ideas, except by collecting them through the external
mediums of speaking and writing, or by free discussion; whereas

an individual can compare his ideas, by the internal operation of
thought. An individual may therefore decide, or discover his opinion,
because no human law can prevent him from thinking or compar-

ing his ideas; but a body politick may be prevented from knowing
or exercising its opinions, because human laws can prevent it from
thinking, by free discussion, either to fix or to discover them.
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Sovereignty is an intellectual political being. In Britain, it is
parliamentary; in America, national. Publick opinion, ought to
rule, according to our policy; parliamentary, according to hers.
Had the English king possessed a power, to regulate by penalties,
the discussions in the house of commons, its freedom of opinion
would have been equivalent to the freedom of national opinion
here, under such a power in the government. If each individual of

the parliament, was confined separately in a dungeon, and brought
out once a year to give a silent vote, parliamentary opinion and
sovereignty would be, what national opinion and sovereignty be-
comes, under an inhibition of free discussion. Conferences by
stealth, would be modes for discovering publick opinion in a wide
territory, even less effectual, than the echo of those groans, which

would resound among the cells of these incarcerated parliamentary
sovereigns.

The argument for depriving nations of the right of thinking, by
speaking and writing, is, that a nation may have bad thoughts.
An individual may also have bad thoughts, and the same argu-
ment would, if it could, put an end to his thinking. Members of the
British sovereignty, may also have bad thoughts, but they are sup-
posed to be overbalanced by the good. Imperfect man's best pros-
pects, must be confided to a preponderance of good thoughts, in

respect to sovereignties, governments and individuals; and to de-
prive either of thinking, lest the thoughts should be bad, would cut
off the prospect of deriving any good from the subject of this
deprivation. It is moreover an ineffectual remedy for the evil,
because no prescribing power can be found, which may not itself
have bad thoughts. Governments must have infinitely more bad

thoughts than nations, because they can acquire wealth and power
by their bad thoughts; whereas nations, by theirs, can only gain
misfortune or despotism. Nations err undesignedly. Governments
are liable to the same source of errour, and it also pours in upon
them through the sluices opened by ambition, avarice, and a great
variety of human vices, which sleep least under the strongest in-

citements to awake. To cure the propensity of human nature for
vicious projects, by constituting a dictatorial power over the right
of thinking and discussing, in which the same propensity exists, in
its most aggravated state, is plunging into the ocean, for fear of
berg drowned in a bucket of water.

We have been endeavouring to illustrate the defect of Mr.
Adams's system, and of all others constituted of orders, by shewing
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the inefficacy and ambiguity of the sense annexed by them, to the
expressions, 'national fights and national opinion;' rights, sup-
posed to be secured by an incapacity of acting from intellectual
conviction; and opinion to be formed without thinking by a free
comparison of ideas.

National rights and opinions, held or moulded at the pleasure of
governments, are the creatures of a species of political transub-
stantiation, which declares it to be heresy, not to believe, that the

opinion and will of a government, is the opinion and will of a
nation. That bread and wine, are indeed flesh and blood.

National rights and national opinion, cannot really exist, with-
out powers for defending the one, and organs for expressing the
other. The system of orders must shew these or confess that they
have provided for neither, and that it uses the terms as decoy
phantoms to delude nations within its grasp. The policy of the
United States, exhibits its militia, its right of bearing arms, its

rights retained, its right of instruction, and its inclusive right of
abolishing the entire government.

Our policy, considering a nation as possessing rights it cannot
alienate, secures its will and ability to protect them, by moral and
physical means. It provides election, attempered by free discussion,
as a moral mode of subjecting governments to the sovereignty of
the nation, and not to subject the nation to a sovereignty of the

government. And it provides a militia, as the physical mode for
securing obedience to the moral means by which the will of the
nation is disclosed. Like twins growing to each other, either of

these guardians of national sovereignty perishes, if the other ceases
tO exist. Sedition laws destroy one, and standing armies the other.
Either, therefore, terminate in despotism; a militia deprived of its
intellectual associate, presently becomes a maniack, who must be

disarmed and guarded by a mercenary army, which confines him
to a bed of straw, and feeds him upon bread and water. And
intellectual freedom, severed from its physical friend, is John the
Baptist preaching to a wilderness. United, they are the body and
soul of popular government, just as free will and a standing army,

are the body and soul of monarchy. Destroy the body or soul of
either, and the whole being dies.

If these reasonings are correct, the inconsistency between a
sovereignty of the people, and a power in government to regulate
the thoughts or discussions of this sovereignty, is such, as to render

it impossible that both qualities can subsist in one government.
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One of them must be unequivocally surrendered by a candid
politician, unless he can devise a species of dual sovereignty, upon
the principles of the Athanasian creed. Even then his political
creed would fall short of the perspicuity of its model, if he allowed
the sovereignty of government, to regulate by sedition laws the
sovereignty of the people. He would have to prove that a political
almighty, could beget a more potent almighty.

The existence of national sovereignty is asserted every where by
the policy of the United States, and under its auspice the general
constitution sought for a sanction by the terms, 'We the people.'
Rob it of this sanction, and what is its obligation? Or suppose the
people had as unequivocally relinquished, as they have exercised
their sovereignty by that instrument, still the question would have
turned upon the power of one generation, to surrender a natural
right of another.

Admitting this power to exist, and admitting also. that the
establishment of a government is a virtual surrender on the part of
the people of their sovereignty, according to the ideas of Mr.
Adams, and of all those who assert, that on this event, sovereignty
deserts its old habitation, and transfuses itself into a new one; just
as some conjurers can shoot their souls out of one body into
another. Allowing these concessions to be true, a new dilemma
arises from an idea heretofore suggested. The people had estab-
lished governments previously to the erection of the general
government; and if this act causes a transmigration of the soul of
sovereignty from a nation, the people had no remaining sove-
reignty to transfuse into the general government. This doctrine
would make the state governments sovereigns, over which the
people could not more rightfully place a sovereign, than they now
can over the general government. Thus the only sanction of the
federal government, consists in the doctrine of popular sovereignty;
or that governments are agents, and not masters. Deprive it of this,
and it becomes a rebel against the sovereignty of state govern-
ments. Mr. Adams both laboured to plant state policy in British
principles, which deny any species of sovereignty to the people;
and testified in favour of the sovereignty of the people, by allowing
the federal to be a legitimate government.

As the federal government cannot legitimately exist, except by
admitting that the people are the sovereigns of governments; so the
system of orders, or checks and balances, cannot exist, except by
admitting it to be the sovereign of the people. National sovereignty
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would throw into confusion all the weights, and unhinge the
whole architecture of the checks and balances. Accordingly, no
instance has occurred of orders, admitting themselves to be bound
by popular conventions, as did the state governments in the case of
the federal constitution. Thus we discern, that sedition laws are
consistent with the system of orders, for the same reason which
makes them inconsistent with the policy of the United States. The
sovereignty of orders being maintainable, only by reserving to
itself free discussion, and imposing restraints upon the people, it
follows, that national sovereignty is only maintainable, by reserv-
ing free discussion to the people, and imposing restraints upon the
government. The rapture with which we contemplate the exclu-
sive ability of our policy to subject government to limitations,
would excite ridicule, united with the doctrine, 'that the power
upon which the enforcement of these limitations depended, could
be bound in legal chains, by the power upon which they were to
Operate.' These beacons, erected in our political territory, to warn
us of an enemy's approach, would be dead lights, if law should
prohibit the only mode by which they can be kindled.

If our constitutions admit the sovereignty of the people; if the
federal government is erected on that foundation; and if no species
of sovereignty can exist without freedom of will and of discussion;
it follows, that laws for restraining or regulating discussion, are
axes which cut up our policy at its root.

Had national sovereignty been a splendid phantasm, as its
enemies contend, it could neither have been seen, assailed or de-
fended. Without adverting to its works in the United States, it is
sufficient to inquire, why its grave and learned enemies, have en-
gaged so earnestly in a warfare with an unsubstantial spectre. The
renowned knight ofLa Mancha himself, was unable to make giants
out of nothing. A dream of infatuation, does not possess the power
of creation, nor can a shadow overturn a tree.

Many political writers, including Mr. Adams, assail the prin-
ciple of.national sovereignty, by paying it obeisance, not for the
purpose of yielding to that, but to induce that to yield to their
systems. As a phantasm, a dream or a shadow, they do it homage;
they only object to it, as a being of substance, efficacy and activity.
It is said, that publick opinion will have its weight even in despo-
tick governments, merely to prevail on it to submit to them.

The slow and whispered admonitions of publick opinion, to
tyranny, are struggles of nature for her fights, excited by acquisi-
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tions of knowledge; like the efforts and uneasiness of a strong man,
long confined in darkness, excited by a ray of light. Upon every
appearance of these struggles, orders and exclusive privileges cry
out, that kings, aristocrats, priests and privileges ought to unite,
and confine her in stronger bonds. What is thus feared, flattered
and fettered, cannot be a shadow. Had it been a shadow, it would

not have been regarded and treated like a strong man in pursuit
of his rights, by those who withhold them.

If national sovereignty may be assailed, it may be defended.
Said an American general to his men,' you see those fellows yonder,
if you don't kill them, they will kill you.' By the same terms, the
attention of national sovereignty or publick opinion, would be

correctly and emphatically directed to orders and exclusive privi-
leges. This would be incorrect, says Mr. Adams's system; orders
and exclusive privileges do not kill publick opinion, they only gag
her with law, and point at her breast the bayonets of a standing
army, lest she should use force to free her intellects. Still this system
asserts, that publick opinion will have an influence over despotism
itself. Stephano gags Trinculo, lest he should speak; cuts off his

fingers, lest he should write; and imprisons him for groaning; yet
Trinculo retains an influence over Stephano, arising from an
apprehension of his escape. But an image, sometimes worshipped
and sometimes whipt, by its savage subjects, is a less miserable
sovereign than Trinculo.

The effects of a sovereignty of law over discussion and opinion
are multifarious; all of them are sappers of the principle of national
self government. A few more will be adduced.

It begins, by making it criminal to calumniate a form of govern-
ment; it proceeds, to make it criminal to calumniate those indivi-
duals invested with most power, and most subject to the crime of
usurpation; and it ends by making every species of writing and

speaking criminal, tending to obstruct the avarice or ambition of
the power which legislates, or which can influence legislation. Thus
governments make of calumny a sponge, to expunge their own
crimes. They affect to take the side of truth to hide falsehood, as

they do the side of religion, to hide the frauds of hierarchy. An
attempt to aid by penalties the cause of religion and truth, is a
proclamation of imposture. These champions have ever found
them their enemies. The penalties which extorted Galileo's re-
nunciation of his discoveries, attempted to fix and flatten this
earth for t.ruth's sake. Laws for regulating truth and religion, like
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Samson's hair, strengthen as they grow; and governments not
being blind, are at length enabled by them to pull down the
fabricks, election and militia; and instead of being buried in their
ruins, to convert them into castles for oppression.

Suppose such laws should make it criminal to calumniate some
officers and not others; will not those unprotected by the law, be

more responsible to publick opinion, than those it covers? Will not
election operate more forcibly as to those whose qualities it can
sift by free discussion, than as to those whose qualities cannot be
canvassed with equal safety? It might be made as dangerous to
speak irreverently of a president's posteriors, as it was of old to
look upon the 2Egis of Minerva.* Every one can correctly estimate
the value of a right of discussion, free in relation to a constable, but
restricted in relation to a president.

The pleasure of the government may leave those officers exposed
to free discussion, or amenable to the sovereignty of the people,

who can do no mischief; and cover those against it, who can over-
turn our policy. This pleasure may allow this sovereignty, more
freedom of discussion as to the same officers in one year than in
another, in imitation of the suspensions of the habeas corpus act in
England. In short, this pleasure may diminish or increase the in-
formation and power of this sovereignty, according to its own

views; and if there should be factions, it may easily allow more
freedom to one facfioa or portion of this sovereignty, than to
another.

Such a subject sovereignty or counterfeit republicanism, is pre-
cisely that held by the people of England, France and Turkey; and
that conceded to all nations by the theory of orders. Wherever

such a theory becomes a government, the sovereignty of the people
becomes a theory. Whether national sovereignty or self govern-
ment is converted into theory by parliaments, judges, juries,
primps and Botany bay; or by national assemblies, soldiers and

Cayenne; or by the koran and the sabre; all are equally the instru-
ments of usurpation and tyranny used to repel the lashes ofpublick
opinion in proportion as they are merited. The English govern-
ment can inflict perpetual imprisonment, in defiance of their

boasted habeas corpus, without trial, upon any member of Mr.
Adams's theoretical national sovereignty it pleases, should he

* The ease of Baldwin in New Jersey, here alluded to, ought to be preserved
as a monument, to remind the United States, of the short work of sedition laws,
in destroying the freedom of speech.
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endeavour to exercise his sovereign function, by proving, that the
government was oppressive and ought to be changed; whilst his
species of the sovereignty of the people, and their species of habeas
corpus provision, would lie in his book, and among their statutes,
as pictures of lifeless and forgotten rights.

Usm'pation, perpetrated or designed, invariably resorts to sedi-
tion laws, because by suppressing discussion, it defends itself against
suppression. What! Are these laws also defenders of national sove-
reignty or self government? Will they, like Swiss soldiers, fight
equally well for spurious or for legitimate sovereignty? Will a
suppression of discussion, be equally serviceable to a sovereignty
which lives upon free discussion, and to one which cannot live,
until free discussion is dead? Can an usurper and a nation secure
sovereignty by the same code?

The friends of sedition laws will not be able to answer these ques-
tions, without first proving that freedom of writing and speaking is
unfriendly to every species of sovereignty, whether of the people or
of orders, whether spurious or legitimate; and its suppression co-
extensively favourable to all, however dissimilar in principle. It
will be impossible to do this, so long as the relation between cause
and effect shall subsist in the moral world.

Sedition laws have been used in all ages to defend governments,
because the idea of the sovereignty of the people, or of national self
government, was never well understood, unequivocally asserted,
or successfully practised, except in the United States of America.
This old way of maintaining forms of government, would be more
likely to renovate them, than to invigorate our new policy. By
transfusing it into their body politick, the United States will prac-
tise the Medean method of changing their age, ingeniously re-
versed; they may suddenly transform their political youth, health
and vigour, into the old age, infirmity and decrepitude of some
ancient policy.

The idea of a sovereign subject to law; the idea of a responsi-
bility, which can impose penalties on an investigation of its acts;
and the idea of a publick opinion, whilst every member of the
publick is liable to be committed to prison for expressing an
opinion; a publick opinion buried in the grave of silence; these
ideas must be found in our constitutions, to empower our govern-
ments to govern the right of free discussion, by armies or laws; by
generals or judges. That the people never entertained them, is
demonstrated by dissolving and creating constitutions, with a
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deliberation enlightened by discussion, for the purpose of discover-
ing publick opinion.

These conspicuous proofs of national capacity to express an
opinion, and the supreme authority of that opinion, undeniably
demonstrate that our policy is founded in the idea, that national
sovereignty is either a natural or social principle, and our constitu-

tions unequivocally assert allegiance to be due to it, both from
their creatures, governments; and even from themselves, the
creators of governments. It follows, that the amendment to the

general constitution, respecting the freedom of religion, speaking
and writing, or any other part of it, cannot be so construed, as to
bestow upon government a power inconsistent with its elementary
principle. Such a mode of reasoning, would only be a repetition of
the idea ofcntting offa king's head, by virtue of his authority; and

if a stagnation of free discussion will as effectually kill the moral
being, national sovereignty, as a stagnation of blood would the
physical being called a king, then sedition laws are as favourable
to national sovereignty, as the decapitation of kings to monarchy.
The circulation of rational ideas by free discussion, is as much a
vital principle of the one, as the circulation of the blood of kings is
of the other.

There is a strong resemblance in some measures taken against
each other, by contrary political principles. The head of Charles
was assailed by the axe, under his authority, under protestations of

loyalty to monarchy, and under the pretext of reforming abuses.
National sovereignty, the head of our policy, has also been assailed
even by opposite parties, acting under its authority, under pro-
testations of loyalty to this sovereignty, and under the pretext of
preventing sedition. It is wiser to strike at the head than at an
inferior member, when a revolution is contemplated. A proposi-

tion to put out one of Charles's eyes, or to change the ratio of
representation here, would probably have excited greater opposi-
tion than more deadly measures. By striking at a vital part, success
ends the war. As republicanism aimed at the vital part of monarchy
when she struck Charles's head, monarchy aims at the vital part of

republicanism, by striking at free discussion. Deadly enemies strike
at mortal parts.

If the third amendment to the federal constitution, was not in-

tended to destroy the elementary principle of our policy, an effort

to place .that policy beyond the reach of the imperfection of
language, and the sophisms of construction, is the only remaining
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intention, which can with any colour be ascribed to it. Religion,
speaking and writing, were placed beyond the power of law, be-
cause the first appertained to the sovereignty of the deity, and
the two last to the sovereignty of the people. Why does not the
constitution reserve a right to think? Because that faculty could not
be taken away, and it was reserving a national and political faculty,
which could be taken away; being that, by which alone nations
can supervise governments, retain sovereignty, or perform political
functions.

A political national mind, required a protection against the
usurpation of governments. The mind of an individual was beyond
its reach; but a congeries of expressions constituting national mind,
was within it. If the latter species of mind does not exist, how in-
consistent are those, who talk of national opinion. Where does it
reside? It is not the opinion of an individual. It is not the opinions
of any number of separate and solitary individuals. If it can exist
without discussion, it cannot without disclosure; and the freedom
of speech and of the press, is as necessary for the latter purpose, as
for the former.

An objection is urged against the idea of national sovereignty,
with a degree of plausibility, unable to avoid the detection of a
degree of consideration. Are not the people, it is said, subject to
law; and is not their sovereignty inconsistent with this subjection?

The repetition necessary to answer this objection, is not painful,
because it will impress a principle of the last importance to the
policy of the United States.

The people, by our policy, are considered as possessing two
capacities, political and civil. Under one, they are susceptible of
the rights which nations can exercise; such as those of forming, re-
forming and supervising governments. Under the other, they are
susceptible, individually, of such rights and duties, as an individual
may hold or owe. As an individual cannot hold or exercise the first
class of rights, a nation must be considered in the light of an asso-
ciated, political and moral being, or these rights can neither exist,
be held, or exercised.

The first species of capacity we assign to the people, operates
between them and governments; the second, between governments
and individuals, and between citizens. It is our policy to subject
the whole field of this second capacity to legislation, and to exclude
it from the whole field of the first. La_ is allowed to regulate right
and wrong in the latter cases, but not between the nation and its
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government. It cannot form a new government. The right to do
this being held by nations, and not by governments or individuals,
is evidence that nations hold rights in a moral and social capacity,
not subject to law. A form of government being anterior to law,
cannot be created by it; and the social rights of nations, cannot be
destroyed by political laws, concealed under municipal titles, if
law cannot create a form of government.

An unsubjected sovereignty, composed of subjected individuals,
is the supposed inconsistency upon which the objection rests.

And yet the same inconsistency, if it be one, exists in the system
of government, chiefly admired by the objectors themselves. The
British sovereignty is unsubjected, and is composed of subjected
individuals. Every member of the parliament of which this sove-
reignty is composed, including the king himself, is subject to
municipal law. Where then is the absurdity, inconsistency or
impolicy, of composing a sovereignty of subjects? It is, in fact, the
common and plain case, of an individual, holding corporate rights,

and owing corporate duties; or of a corporation, which governs its
members, and yet is governed by them.

The idea, that a nation must necessarily be divided between

sovereignty and subjection, to form a government, allotting one or
a few to the first principle, and the mass of the people to the second,

is precisely the barbarous opinion, which has always made tyrants
and slaves. The whole merit of the British system, consists in a

partial refutation of this opinion. That this refutation did not go
as far, whilst it acknowledged the principle of ours, arose merely
from the orders and separate interests in which the nation was
split, some of whom used it to gain the substance of liberty for
themselves, and to amuse the people with its shadow.

The English system captivated the nation, in disclosing the
borders of republican principles, by lodging sovereignty in orders;
ours has only passed these borders, and gotten into the country
itself, by lodging it in the nation, instead of orders. Both orders
and nations are composed of subjects.

The repetition with which we threatened the reader, consists of
the illustration furnished by this reasoning, to the distinction for-
merly taken between political and municipal law. The power pos-
sessed by its members over a corporation, represents one; that

possessed by a co_oration over its members, the other. If a
minority of this corporation, invested with limited powers to

transact certain special affairs for the whole, should restrict or
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destroy the right of the majority to discuss and censure their con-
duct, it would be exactly a sedition law under our policy, and from
that moment the nature of the corporation would be changed.

The chief beauty of the English system, is said to consist in the
restraints of orders upon each other, by mutual jealousy; but the
animosity inspired by it, has disfigured the national good by many
a scar. The chief beauty of our policy, consists of a mutual power
in the people and government, to restrain each other, by political
law on one hand, and municipal on the other; these powers do not
clash; the first is influenced by national good, and the _econd by
private justice; and neither by the ambition, jealousy or hatred of
orders. These two systems are clear mirrors reflecting their effects;
it is only necessary to look into them, to decide the preference.

The affinity between the freedom of religion and of discussion, or
between the right of an individual, to provide for his eternal, and
of a nation, to provide for its temporal welfare, has coupled them
in one sentence, and confided both to one security; so that the
government possesses an equal right to regulate religious and
political discussion, by fine and imprisonment. Glance your eye,
reader, at courts and juries, composed of opinion, religious or
political, to try opinion. Do you not see hierarchy or faction, ambi-
tion or avarice, superstition or tyranny, invariably pronouncing
sentence? A trial of opinion can never be fair or just. Whoever is
of my opinion, acquits, of an adverse, condemns me. Where nature
disables us from judging impartially, it forbids us to judge at all.
The right of A to condemn B, is no better than the right of B to
condemn A; and a clashing right cannot be a right in either.
Monarchy, aristocracy, democracy, and sects, religious and politi-
cal, judge of each other's opinions, as the Pope judged Calvin;
Calvin, Servetus; the independents, Charles; and Cromwell, the
independents; the precise species of judging at which the sacred
prohibition discloses itself to be levelled, by its reference to the
probability of retaliation--'Judge not, lest ye be judged.'

Whether any consanguinity originally exists or not, between the
freedom of religion and of discussion, the similarity between the
moral effects of such freedom in relation to both, is evident.

Wherever churches regulate religious opinion, and governments,
political, persecution rages, pecuniary burdens multiply, blood
flows and wretches bum. An abandonment of the regulation of
religious opinion, discloses the effects of a similar policy with regard
to political. Both species of regulation are exterminated by our
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policy, and we happily know only from books, that both prefer
flattery to truth, persecution to liberty, and the money of the
people to their happiness.

In the execution of religious sedition laws, each sect, when in
power, appeals to its own party to determine, whether the com-

plaints of their opponents are not excessively unreasonable. 'They
are allowed,' says the law-maker, 'to preach freely, provided they
will preach truth, and they ought not to preach falsehood.' 'No-
thing can.be more reasonable,' is the response of the law-maker's
party to _e law-maker's appeal.

If the abolition of religious sedition laws has abolished religious
wars, why may not the abolition of civil sedition laws, abolish civil
wars? Admitting a similarity in their nature and consequences, a
discovery by which the tongue and the pen are made to fight all
the battles of religion, will probably be able to confine political
combatants to the same weapons.

The experience of the United States furnishes a multitude of

precedents in favour of this opinion. Constitutions and govern-
ments have been frequently made and destroyed, without war,
commotion or inconvenience. But it was done in the absence of

sedition laws, standing armies and rich monopolies.
These moral beings are generally contemporaries; either is soon

followed by the others. The climax of their appearance in the
United States has preserved its uniformity. A funding system, a
sedition law, an army. So unfounded is the idea, that authors of

sedition laws design them to preserve publick tranquillity, that
they never fail to provide armies to quell the commotions, which
they foresee that these laws will excite.

If it is true, as we have hitherto contended, that free discussion
is the creator, the preceptor and the organ ofpublick opinion; the
guardian of national sovereignty and of religious freedom; the
seedsman of political knowledge, and the guarantee of moderate

government; this precious jewel in our policy is rendered inestim-

able, as another link in our chain of national rights, necessary to
bestow efficacy upon election. Our policy and experience, must
either overturn Mr. Adams's system, or be overturned by it. To
his system, armies, patronage, paper and sedition laws are con-

genial, because sovereignty is lodged in orders. These, consisting
of a minority, and possessing only a factitious and fraudulent sove-

reignty, need such auxiliaries. They must of necessity resort to
armies, patronage, privileges, corruption and sedition laws, or
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surrender the sovereignty. These are suitable to a sovereignty of
orders, because they impair or destroy the sovereignty of the
people. But our system renders armies, patronage, privileges, cor-
ruption and sedition laws unnecessary, by placing sovereignty in a
majority, which needs no auxiliary, can find none, is able to defend
itself, and attracts no enmity from a better title. A transition from
the sovereignty of the people to the sovereignty of a government,
is a revolution only to be effected by artificial accumulations of
power or wealth, by armies, patronage, privileges, paper or sedi-
tion laws; of course these instruments are mortal enemies to our
policy.

We will take leave of this subject with the following observation.
The design of substituting political for religious heresy, is visible in
the visage of sedition laws. A civil priesthood or government, hunt-
ing after political heresy, is an humble imitator of the inquisition,
which fines, imprisons, tortures and murders, sometimes mind, at
others, body. It affects the same piety, feigned by priestcraft at the
burning of an heretick; and its party supplies such exultations, as
those exhibited at an auto da re, by a populace; and the same
passions and interest which furnish cruelty to fraud and supersti-
tion, banish commiseration from avarice and ambition, towards
those guilty of the unpardonable heresy of opposing their designs.

It is remarkable that the individual, so instrumental in disclos-
ing the wickedness and folly of the notion, that the reputation of
the deity needed the protection of heretical laws, became also an
example to prove, that the reputation of governments and publick
officers, did not need the protection of sedition laws. Whilst we see
the shafts of calumny falling harmless around human integrity, we
conclude, both that they can never reach celestial perfection, and
also, that human virtue ought to recoil from an ally, whose resem-
blance to the ugliest foe of religion and piety, is so exact.

We now proceed to the consideration of two features of the
federal constitution, which have been claimed by the theory of
orders, and even renounced by that of self government. If either of
these opinions are correct, then this essay incorrectly maintains,
that the will of a majority is our elementary principle. It is said,
that the form of the senate, and the rule, that three-fourths of the
states should concur in amending the constitution, are violations
of that principle; and that aristocracy is interwoven with our
policy, in the power of a minority through the states or the senate,
to arrest amendments and to pass laws, Had this assertion been
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true, our system of reasoning would have required the arrange-
ment of these features among the defects of the general constitu-
tion; on the contrary, we shall arrange them among its beauties,
and endeavour to prove their strict conformity with the policy of
the United States.

Let us first consider, whether the senate is in fact deformed, as
some think, or embellished, according to others, with aristocratical

qualities.
The federal government is the creature of two kinds of beings,

which I will call physical and moral. Meaning by physical beings,
the individuals of the United States; and by moral, the state

governments. Our elementary principle in forming a government
compounded of both, was equivalently used as the best resource
for preserving the rights of both. Accordingly, both popular

majority and state majority are resorted to by the constitution of
the United States, upon similar principles and for similar ends.

The principle of equality was applied to strong and weak states,
as it was to strong and weak men, because each was free; and that
freedom brought all to a level in treating or confederating, just as
freedom levels individuals of unequal size, in associating. But its
beneficial effects outstrip those produced by its application to
individuals, because of the wider range of social happiness arising
from a society of nations, than from a society of individuals. And

this principle has effected the supposed project of a French king to
unite or associate Europe, as to more nations, and over a wider

space, without war, expense or force; although a love of the union
and a hatred of political equality often meet in the same breast,
because it is not perceived that the object of our affection was be-

gotten and subsists by the object of our abhorrence.
Without a federal will, to be ascertained by a majority, peace

could not be preserved among the confederates, no separate exis-
tence of states could have been retained, and our new and effica-

cious division of power, between the general and state govern-
ments, must have been abandoned. And without a popular will, to

be ascertained in the same mode, the natural right of self govern-
ment would have been lost.

The senate being formed for the first end, its democratick com-

plexion is equivalent to that of the house of representatives, consti-
tuted for the second. Both the wills provided by the constitution to
operate upon the general government, are intended to produce the
government of a majority, to be determined by the principle of
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equality; and the state governments being of unequal strength,
democratical and popular, it could not have been intended, be-
came it was not possible, that they should infuse aristocratical
opinions into the senate. Just as an assent of the people to constitu-
tions by conventions, cannot be considered as flowing from an

aristo, crafical source, although given by a few persons. A nation
has been considered as a moral or political being, capable of
opinion, will and sovereignty. States, are nations. When several of
these are associated for some ends, and unassociated for others,

distinct orders of political beings exist, created by distinct associa-
tions. Our policy provides organs to bestow efficacy on the opinions
of both, because their existence itself can only be known or pre-

served by their opinions; and the senate was made the organ of
those moral beings called states, to prevent the separate social exis-

tence of each, from being swallowed up by a society of all. The
people have constituted themselves into two associations; of states
and of their union. As these moral or political beings, infuse into
our government its spirit, one for some purposes, the rest for
others; and as all of them are composed of the same intellectual
beings; a construction which supposes, that our policy expected
both democratical and aristocrafical influence to proceed from the

same intellectual source, is as unphilosophical, as to expect hot and
cold breath at the same time, from the same nostril. Separate
interests only, and not national opinion, can furnish a government

with opposite and contending impulses. If the states are not aristo-
cratical beings, how can they produce an aristocratical being?

It is as foreign to the intention of our policy, to create a monarch
as an aristocracy. The president is the compound creature of the
equality of states and the equality of man, both of which are in-
fused into the mode of his election, for the purpose of preserving
both; and in his legislative capacity, he is equally exposed to the

control of the popular and state representatives. Thus doubly sub-
jected to the principle of equality, by which both these bodies are
constituted, it would be doubly inconsistent with our policy, should
he imagine himself to be a king.

This idea is in some degree violated, by the practices of district
or legislative electors; the latter of which makes state will, and the

former, general will, the electors of a president; and it is observed
with great accuracy, by that of choosing electors by the people of
a state, in the mode of a general ticket. This mode compounds and

blends botl_ the will of the people and the will of the states, and
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confers an influence in the election of an officer, who has most
power to assail or defend both, upon the principle of equality as
applying both to the states and to the people. Whereas this union
of influence between state equality and human equality is de-
feated, by state electors which exclude the one, and by district
electors which exclude the other, from a share in the election of
the president; and the exclusion of either from an influence over
the officer, by whom it is most endangered, will weaken its means
for self preservation, and create means for severing the union
between friends, neither of whom can probably exist without the
other.

But the district mode of election, is far more inconsistent with
the principles of our Union, than that by state legislatures; be-
cause, in that mode, state will, though one of the parties to the
union, loses its whole influence; whereas, in an election by state
legislatures, popular will retains an influence upon the election of
a president, equivalent to its influence over these legislatures. And
as a state influence in this election, is a great security to the divi-
sion of power between the states and the general government, the
loss of it would endanger all the securities for a free government,
arising from that division.

The importance of this subject will justify an effort to explain
our meaning by different language. It has been invariably con-
tended, that the people are the source of all the sections of our
government. They have formed themselves into two societies, state
and general. In establishing a general government, they have de-
fended both these associations of their own, by constituting that
government of three organs; one appointed by themselves in their
popular capacity; another appointed by themselves, by representa-
tion, in their state capacity; and the third, appointed by them-
selves, partly in their popular and partly in their state capacity. If
the responsibility of the third organ to the nation, in each of
its social characters, is equal, the end of our policy is perfectly
attained; if unequal, it is in a degree defeated. By legislative elec-
tions of electors, the state association, by district, the general
popular association, acquires an unequal share of influence over a
president. Either is a tendency adverse to our policy; the first,
towards disunion, the second, towards consolidation. An election
by a general ticket, blends, unites and reconciles these two capaci-
ties or associations, more completely than either of the other
modes.
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If it is proved, by the division of the legislature between general
and state will, and by imparting to each species of will an influence
over executive power, that the intention of our policy was to pre-
serve and defend both the state and general associations; how can
the opinion, that the senate was modelled upon aristocrafical

principles, be maintained, except by shewing, that an aristocracy
is calculated to preserve the democratical state associations?

The ingenuity with which state and general will is blended in
the construction of the general government, displays an intention
of preventing the evil of a rivalry between the two orders of govern-
ments; would the introduction of an aristocratical order into one,
have been consistent with that object?

A short comparison between the aristocracies of the first, the
second and the third ages, and the senate of the United States,
will convince us, that as the senate possesses no quality common to
these aristocracies, so a common epithet cannot be applied to

both. Superstition, title and paper; consecration, inheritance and
fraud; sacrilege, irresponsibility and stockjobbing; and a corporate
or party interest feeding upon the people; constitute the characters
of these successive aristocracies. It cannot be imagined that the
constitution discloses an intention of copying some one of those
originals by neglecting to preserve a single feature of either in the
formation of the senate. With less foundation still, has Mr. Adams

maintained the existence of the aristocratical principle, in state
senators.

If it is proved that the senate of the United States, neither is nor
was intended to be, an aristocratical body, but the representative
of the political beings called states, as parties to the general
government, upon democratical, equal or self governing prin-
ciples; it follows, that it is organized upon the selfsame principles

of equality, democracy, representation or self government, which
pervade our whole policy. It is the representative of the moral or
political beings called states, as the other branch of the legislature

is, of the people; and it votes by the rule of majority. It is the band
of the union by preserving equal rights to great and small states, as
a fair government does to rich and poor men; and it so far receives
our eulogy.

But so far from intending to weaken the objection against the
long period for which its members are chosen, the considerations
which entitle the senate to our approbation, shed new force
upon it.
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If the senate is the representative of the beings called states, why
should it not be at least as amenable to the will of its constituents,
as the representatives of the people? The publick good is as deeply
involved in the rights of states, as in the rights of individuals. The
states have been made parties to the Union by the people; and
power necessary to preserve the rights with which they are intrusted

for the publick good, could not have been designedly withheld.
Those most strenuous for the aristocratical complexion of the

senate, are most deeply impressed with the fear of frequent elec-
tions; and yet they are willing to allow to the people a frequency
of election, which they deny to the state governments. What! do
they confess that governments are worse electors than the people?
Or if they deduce the supposed aristocrafical spirit of the senate,
from a supposed aristocrafical spirit in its electors, is the danger
three times greater from aristocratical, than from popular electors?
If to the simple computation of time, we add the difference of

responsibility, between a gradual and an entire change of a repre-
sentative body, the rates of confidence in the people, and diffi-
dence in the state governments, as electors, are still farther in-
creased. It will be also seen from such a computation, that it is
infinitely easier for the representatives of the states, than for those
of the people, to betray their constituents to a consolidating prin-
ciple; and that the responsibility of the senate to the states, though
the chord by which the union itself is intended to be secured, is too

feeble to inflict any considerable degree of stricture upon human
conduct.

A still stronger view of this subject exists. The popular and the
federal, are the principles of the general government. The federal
principle is not allowed the intellectual or moral means for self

preservation, of frequent election, or of recalling its deputies, or of
an entire change of them at one period. By weakening the means
of confederation to defend itself, this chief principle in the struc-
ture of the general government, is particularly exposed to the
frauds of its natural enemy, consolidation; because its means of
defence are merely moral, and ought of courae to have been at

least equal to the moral means of its co-principle, supported by the
physical force of the people.

As the responsibility of their agents, is the only means whereby
the federal parties to the government can enforce their will, or

defend their rights, there is no danger in making it effectual. An
intellectual control over federal deputies, may be sati_ly entrusted
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to state governments, unarmed and influenced by the people, as
the best mode of counteracting designs to destroy the union; de-
signs, which these governments will most effectually detect and
defeat.

We may take stronger ground yet. Hitherto we have chiefly
exhibited the states and the people in a kind of contrast, in order
to make our reasoning understood; but by forbearing the distinc-
tion, the argument becomes more forcible. The general govern-
ment is the creature of the people only, established to preserve
their fights in their double capacity, as the state and federal sove-
reign. Responsibility is therefore equally due to them in both these
capacities. If it is less in one case than the other, one class of rights
are safer than the other. And if one is left to depend on the quali-
ties of individuals, whilst the other is secured by placing these
qualities under the discipline of the sovereign power, then one is
hazarded upon the old principles of government, and the other
secured by the new. Is it the interest of the people to lose either
the state or the general government; or do opposite principles
produce an equal degree of security?

The more a nation depends for its liberty on the qualities of
individuals, the less likely it is to retain it. By expecting publick
good from private virtue, we expose ourselves to publick evil from
private vices. This miserable tenure which has scourged the world,
has been exchanged by the United States for the restraints of
political law, among which an effectual responsibility is the
strongest. Is not this as necessary for men in power, called senators,
as for men called representatives? The world has been enslaved by
depending for liberty on the uncontrolled passions of individuals;
we have enjoyed freedom, by controlling these passions. Every
body makes good state governours where executive power is most
restricted. Will the state rights of the people be best secured, by
committing them to the custody of the passions of such individuals,
as may form the senate, or to an effectual responsibility to the
guardians of the rights themselves? To the ancient system of con-
tiding in human vices, or to the modern, of confiding in strong
political law to control these vices?

If the moral principle of equality, was intended to exist among
the states, an effectual mode of securing it, accords with this inten-
tion. Whether a seven years' independency of electors, secures the
faithfulness of representatives to good, or exposes them to evil
moral principles, is demonstrated in a branch of the British
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government. Are the people of that country made free and happy
by representatives, as responsible as those the states elect here?
The effects to be engendered here by a moral cause, such as exists
there are there demonstrated. If the degrees of responsibility are
the same, the effects must also be the same; and supposing a

septennial power to change an entire chamber of representatives
at one period, to be one year more valuable in point of respon-
sibleness, than a sexennial power of changing it at three equidistant
periods, these degrees are the same.

The opinion, 'that the mode prescribed for amending the con-
stitution of the United States, does not pursue the principles of
democracy, self government or majority,' is met and contested by
the arguments used to explode a similar objection to the structure
of the senate. States being considered as entitled to equal rights,
and the people of the United States having rights also independent
of state governments, it was necessary to obtain the consent of all

these rights to amendments, in pursuance of the principles said to
be violated by the mode adopted. Amendments, inflicted by a
majority of the people and a minority of states, or by a majority of
states and a minority of people, would have violated the natural or
political equality, either of individuals as members of the general
national society, or of the same individuals, as members of the state
national societies. To violate neither was the object of the constitu-

tion, and therefore a mode of amendment, sanctified by the con-
sent of a majority of both of these free, equal and independent
parties to the union, was adopted.

The people of the states, treated and united as independent of
each other, surrendered a portion of their independent rights, into
a common treasury, and retained another portion. The contract

derives its force, not from the consent of a majority of states, but
from the separate consent of each. If the moment the contract was
signed by these independent parties, it had been subject to
modification by a majority of states, the common treasury of
rights, might have been plundered; if by a majority of people, the
state rights retained, might have been invaded. The first would

have erected an aristocracy, by making a majority of states and a
minority of people, masters of the majority of the people of the
United States. The second would be the case of a minority of the
strongest men joining together after forming a society, to compel a

majority of weaker men, to submit to such alterations as they chose
to make. The destruction of popular government, was not the
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motive for the confederation. The federal and popular expressions
abounding in the constitution, prove it to be a compact, both
federal and popular, requiring the happy expedient of securing a
concurrence both of the federal and popular will, to amendments

for self preservation; had popular will dictated these amendments,
state self government, the federal ingredient of the constitution,
would have been destroyed; and had federal will dictated them,
national self government, the popular ingredient of the constitu-
tion, would have been also destroyed.

But if the senate are not responsible to the publick will through
the medium of the states, they may defeat by less than a majority,

the united will of three-fourths of the states, and a majority of the
people, to amend the constitution; and drive them to the re-
source of calling a convention; the result of which any one state
may refuse to concur in, because then each state will resume its
original right to refuse or consent, as being independent of each
other in negociating the terms of a new union. The concession by
each state of this independency to three-fourths, suffices to shew,
that a majority of states had no claim over the rights of each state,

except from concession; and that each state might annex such
terms to its concession, as it pleased. A power over the indepen-

dence of each, is by each conceded to three-fourths. A quadruple
alliance might, upon the same principles, be made amendable by
three of the parties.

To the exclusive power of the senate over the president, to its

being a sublimated medium of popular will, and to its being the
guarantee of state rights, is to be added its power over the conces-

sion of each state's independency to three-fourths of the states, as
a new and weighty reason for its being more responsible than a
British house of commons. If an abbreviation of representative
tenure, would be a wholesome emendation under a monarchical
policy, a republican policy, seconded by considerations arising
from the peculiar structure and powers of our senate, must loudly

demand it. By frequent election or a power of fecal, publick
opinion will be breathed into the senate, through the lungs of state
societies; and then publick opinion, and not the private opinion of

thirty or forty individuals, will constitute as it ought and alone
can, the restraint of executive power, the protector of state rights,

and the judge of amendments to the constitution. These are func-
tions belonging to nauons, and to the discharge of which, indivi-

duals are incompetent, having a capacity only to convey the
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publick opinion, which is itself the real power. A body of men,
upon which publick opinion cannot effectually stamp its impress,
never fail to pass off the false political coin of private opinion,
under the forged name of publick. The forgery is discovered, and
the counterfeiters are compelled to use armies, superstition, penal
laws, and paper corruption, to make the base coin pass. The pub-
lick can only become the tutelary guardian of the senate, and the
senate the genuine organ of the publick, by means of the power and
confidence which an effectual responsibility to the nation, through
its state sections, will create.
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Section the Seventh

AUTHORITY

CONFIDENCE is a substitution of the understanding and honesty
of others for our own; authority, the understanding and honesty so
substituted. Whether this substitution belongs to the good or to
the evil class of moral principles, is the same question in another
shape, with the controversy for preference between the policy of
the United States, and that of every other country. Monarchy,
aristocracy, hierarchy, privileged orders, and all parties and fac-
tions, political or religious, being founded upon the substitution of
the understanding and honesty of others for our own; and the
policy of the United States, upon the use of one's own understand-
ing and honesty.

From the fact, that the inducements of nations to defraud or
enslave individuals, are infinitely fewer than those of individuals
to defraud or enslave nations, our policy has inferred, that the
judgement and honesty of a nation, is more likely to produce its
own liberty and happiness, than any other judgement or honesty
which can be substituted for it, either of a king, an order, a patriot,
a party, a demagogue or a faction. Authority asserts the contrary.

Authority is subject to fraud and errour; national judgement, to
errour only. Nations have no motive for deceiving or injuring
themselves; authority, so many for deceiving or injuring nations,
that it seldom or never fails to do both. A nation never knowingly
adopts or adheres to an oppressive measure; authority is so entirely
addicted to this vice, that it is constantly its original design, or
final effort; and the first pretension to the dictatorship it usurps,
is an advertisement that it is already a knave, or will finally be-
come a tyrant.

If authority should miraculously possess integrity, it is more
liable to capricious errours and absurd prejudices, than national
judgement. The wisest man is never free from these humiliations
of human vanity, but he can never convince the majority of a
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nation, that his humours are wise. National opinion shields man-
kind against the afflictions arising from individual caprice and
prejudice, to which authority exposes them; and therefore it is a
wiser, besides being an honester standard of truth.

We may without much difficulty discover our own opinion, but
not one in a thousand can possibly know the opinion of the
authority in which he confides. Like a river, it commences in a
diminutive rill, which is swelled in its course by innumerable
turbid and nauseous additions, until not a drop of the original
fountain, can be obtained; whilst confidence must still swallow the
contaminating compound, and allow its impurities to be transub-
stantiated into holy water. The supposed fountain is even often
quite dry; and a river wholly deceptious is formed, without con-
taining a single drop from the source it claims, to raise an artificial
current, for conveying, not the nation, but demagogues or knaves,
into a good harbour. It is not therefore matter of any astonish-
ment, that most publick measures derived from authority, end in
repentance.

Wherever authority guides a nation or a political party, there
cannot be a national or party principle, opinion or measure. It
converts nations into the engines of an aspiring individual or a
faction, for enslaving themselves; and parties into beasts, to be
ridden by a few artful men into office. To this surrender of national
and party principles and opinions to authority, is to be super-
added, the stupidity of corrupting the object of confidence itself,
by assuring it of indiscriminate support. Propelled by this pre-
posterous admonition towards its natural bent, authority very
soon abolishes the distinction between principles, parties are con-
verted into mere ladders to power, and election is restricted to the
barren right of saying which ladder shall be mounted; so as to pro-
duce, not a check, but an excitement of the authority to make the
most of present power. Authority moulds men into the same kind
of moral beings, whether it is bestowed by a free or an oppressed
nation, by a patriotick or a slavish party, because the same moral
effects proceed from the same moral causes; and hence, however
derived, its apprehensions of the alternation to which it is exposed
by election, produce to confiding nations the same misfortunes.

All the truth in the opinion 'that knowledge is the best security
for liberty,' lies within its capacity to detect the fraud of authority,
and to retain the contrary principle, self government. Our policy
draws the liberty we enjoy from one principle; authority is the
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source of the present state of other countries. The comparison
would at once awaken the credulity, by which nations are induced
quietly to put on the yoke of authority, were they not perplexed by
its false and constant claims to national gratitude. Would to God
some standard could be established to detect the fraud of magnify-
ing publick services, up to the value of national liberty. When
were those rendered by George Washington exceeded by any
individual? Yet if the publick services of all other citizens during
the same period, were poised against his, the disparity would
satisfy every future patriot, that he ought to submit to an example,
which graduates the highest publick services, by a scale, far short
of justifying bad precedents and sacrifices injurious to nations.

Authority is similar to monarchy or aristocracy, in preferring
the abilities and interest of one or a few, to the abilities and interest
of all, as the ground work of government. It is similar to an elective
monarchy or aristocracy, in being the creature of national or party
confidence. But it is more pernicious to good government than
elective monarchy or aristocracy, in being more mortal; it cannot
outlive the man to whom it is attached, and may die before him.
The struggle to depose and transfer it is so perpetual, that an
interval of repose can seldom occur; and the permanent state of a
nation guided by it, resembles the temporary state of an elective
monarchy at the epoch of election. Successions of authority, like
the waves of a troubled ocean, perpetually roll along over each
other, and the instant one is buried, another rushes into its place,
and speedily follows on to the grave. The excessive mortality of
authority demonstrates its incompetency for the government of a
being, which seldom or never dies. The longevity of a principle,
ought to be equal to whatever is entrusted to its care. Can a living
nation secure its liberty and prosperity by confiding it to a perish-
ing authority? The vital defect of hereditary monarchy, is the mor-
tality which exposes nations to the fluctuations in the characters of
men, and deprives them of the benefit of unchangeable principles;
and the vital remedy for this defect, is still more adverse to the
greater degree of fluctuation in the principle of successional autho-
rity. It lies in fixed good moral principles, and genuine sell'govern-
ment, capable of living as long as the nation, and wisely confiding
for happiness in that which can live as long as itself.

The whole moral world cannot afford so perfect a coincidence
of phenomena, for ascertaining the true value of any moral prin-
eiple, as in the case of authority. C_esar, Cromwell and Bonaparte
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obtained degrees of democratick authority, never reached by
others. The parties which bestowed them, by substituting confi-
dence for judgement and conscience, were of the highest demo-
cratick orders, and proved to be the completest instruments for
tyranny. The whig and tory parties of England in possession of
authority, uniformly pursue the same measures; and unpossessed
of it, uniformly avow patriotick opinions, for the sake of obtaining
an opportunity to violate them. The republican and federal parties
of the United States, are evidently clambering towards the system
for consigning a nation to the constant spoliation of a successive
authority, more aggravating to vicious passions, because more un-
settled than monarchy itself.

Far from correcting the abuses with which they charge each
other, their leaders, trusting to the pernicious doctrine of confi-
dence and authority, will convert their mutual abuses into mutual
precedents. Neither parties nor individuals will voluntarily dimi-
nish power in their own hands, however pernicious they have
declared it to be in the hands of others, because if they are vicious,
they are willing to abuse it, if virtuous, they presumptuously con-
fide in their own moderation; therefore abuses can never be cor-
rected, where confidence and authority have subverted national
principles.

As authority generates the same effects upon all men, the men
are not blameable, because it is obvious from the constancy of the
effects, that the force of authority is irresistible by human nature.
If a physician mingles poison with wholesome food, not he who is
poisoned, but the physician who poisons him, deserves punishment.
If a nation poisons parties or individuals, or its own government,
with confidence and authority, the nation which applies the
poison, and not those who cannot avoid its effects, is blameable;
and therefore the moral law is strictly just, which recompenses
with arbitrary sway, those poisoned by confidence, and punishes
the poisoners themselves with slavery. The same inexorable moral
law brings similar private guilt or folly to the expiation. Indivi-
duals, like nations, who substitute in the management of their
servants, confidence and authority for an inquisitive scrutiny and a
strict responsibility, are exposed to pillages, which justly transfer
their estates to those whom they have thus corrupted.

As the guilt of nations in betraying posterity to oppression by
yielding to authority, is inevitably punished by their own subjuga-
tion, the severity of this punishment constitutes a proof of the
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badness of the principle, satisfactory to all who believe in a superin-
tending providence. Parties who corrupt their leaders and subject
themselves by the same evil principle, are punished with still
greater severity. Like herds of swine, they are fed with grain or
garbage, until they are fit for slaughter; this is never deferred a

moment after the conjuncture is ripe, lest they should escape; and
without remorse, they are always put to death by the tyrants of
their own creation. Thus the great democratick leaders, Caesar,
Cromwell and Bonaparte, dispensed justice to their stupid parties.
Caesar, a courtier, originally raised them for their end. Cromwell, a
fanatick, was stubbornly honest, but authority melted that honesty,
becausse human nature cannot resist the moral law which imposes
new opinions with new circumstances; and he served the party he

adored, as Caesar served the party he despised. Bonaparte, origi-
nally neither a statesman nor a fanatick, happening to float upon
accident up to a momentary authority, demonstrated by the use
he made of an unpromising conjuncture, how fatal a heedless
though trivial confidence may be, to the nations and parties by
whom it is bestowed.

It is wonderful that the human mind should have been able to

detect the impostures founded in the authority of Gods, and re-
main blind to those founded in the authority of men; that it should

despise oracles pretending to inspiration, and surrender its judge-
ment and conscience to authority pretending to none; and that it
should worship dying men, after having ceased to worship living

spirits. An hundred volumes might be filled with the fatal effects
to nations and parties, in ancient and modern times, from sacrifi-

cing their own principles, consciences, judgements and interests, to
authority; but leaving them to the recollection of the reader, we
will proceed to quote a few cases to shew the influence of circum-
stances upon the soundest heads and the purest hearts; those best
grounds for any pretensions which authority can advance.

Almost every eminent man who has appeared in governments
tinctured with liberty, might be quoted as an authority against

the opinions by which he was raised; but the habit of setting out
with free and proceeding to slavish principles, is so common, that
a contrary case, rare, if not singular, is first exhibited to the reader.
Dean Swift, in his prime, was a tory, a statesman, a priest of the
high church party, and a violent opponent of the whig principles.

In his retirement, uninfluenced by ambition, this profound politi-
cian sent to his fi'iend an abstract of his political opinions, to be
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found in Pope's works, vol. 6, p. 12o, which is transcribed as an
evidence, both of the force of passions and circumstances upon our
current opinions, and of a concurrence between this able man
when uninfluenced by these passions and circumstances, and
several important doctrines of these essays.

'I had,' says Swift, 'a mortal antipathy against standing armies

in times of peace; because I always took standing armies to be only
servants hired by the master of the family for keeping his own
children in slavery; and because I conceived that a prince who
would not think himself secure without mercenary troops, must
needs have a separate inWrest from that of his subjects. Although
I am not ignorant of those arbitrary necessities which a corrupted

ininistry can create, for keeping forces to support a faction against
the publick interest.

'As to parliaments, I adored the wisdom of that Gothick institu-
tion, which made them annual; and I'was confident our liberty

could never be placed upon a firm foundation until that ancient
law was restored among us. For who sees not, that when such
assemblies are permitted to have a longer duration, there grows up
a commerce of corruption between the ministry and the deputies,
wherein they both find their accounts, or to the manifest danger of

liberty? Which traffick would neither answer the design nor ex-
pense, if parliaments met once a year.

'I ever abominated that scheme of politicks (now about thirty

years old) of setting up a monied interest in opposition to the
landed. For I conceived, there could not be a truer maxim in our

government than this, that the possessors of the soil are the best judges of

what is for the advantage of the kingdom. If others had thought the
same way, funds of credit and South Sea projects would neither have
been felt nor heard of.'

Further to illustrate the force of passions and circumstances upon
current opinions, and to recommend the work of an author of no
fame, by exhibiting its concurrence with one other of high reputa-
tion, the following dissertation, the original of which is now before

me, written by Mr. John Adams during the revolutionary war, is
exhibited to the reader. As correct extracts not taken from this

copy have occasionally appeared in the newspapers, its diffusion
as a model for government, is a proof both of care in the composi-
tion, and of its great credit with the author and the patriots of
those times.

'If I was possessed of abilities equal to the great task you have
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imposed upon me, which is to sketch out the outlines of a constitu-
tion for a colony, I should think myself the happiest of men, in
complying with your desire: because, as politicks is the art of
securing human happiness, and the prosperity of societies depends
upon the constitution of government under which they live; there
cannot be a more agreeable employment to a benevolent mind
than the study of the best kinds of government.

'It has been the will of heaven, that we should be thrown into
existence at a period, when the greatest philosophers and law-
givers of antiquity would have wished to have lived; a period,
when a coincidence of circumstances, without example, has
afforded to thirteen colonies at once an opportunity of beginning
government anew from the foundation, and building as the_
choose. How few of the human race have ever had any oppor-
tunity of choosing a system of government for themselves and their
children! How few have everhad any thing more of choicein government
than in climatet These colonies have now their election, and it is

much to be wished that it may not prove to be like a prize in the
hands of a man who has no heart to improve it.

'In order to determine which is the best form of government, it
is necessary to determine what is the end of government. And I
suppose that in this enlightened age, there will be no dispute, in
speculation, that the happiness of the people, the great end of man,
is the end of government, and therefore that form of government
which will produce the greatest quantity of happiness is best.

'All sober inquirers after truth, ancient and modern, divines,
moralists and philosophers, have agreed that the happiness of man-
kind, as well as the real dignity of human nature, consists in virtue;
if there is a form of government whose principle andfoundation is virtue,
will not every wise man acknowledge it more likely to promote the
general happiness than any other?

'Fear, which is said by Montesquieu and other political writers,
to be the foundation of some governments, is so sordid and brutal
a passion, that it cannot properly be called a principle, and will
hardly be thought in America a proper basis of government.

'Honour, is a principle which ought to be sacred: But the
Grecians and Romans, pagan as well as christian, will inform us,
that honour at most is but a part of virtue, and therefore a feeble
basis of government.

'A man must be indifferent to sneer and ridicule, in some

companies, to mention the names of Sidney, Harrington, Locke,
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Milton, .N'edham,Neville, Burnet, Hoadly; for the lines of John
Milton, in one of his sonnets, will bear an application, even in this
country, upon some occasions.

'I did but teach the age to quit their cloggs,
By the plain rules of ancient liberty,
When lo! a barbarous noise surrounded me

Of owls and cuckoos, asses, apes and dogs.

' These great writers, however, will convinceany man who has thefortitude
to read them, that all goodgovernment is republican; that the only valuable
part of the British constitution is so; for the true idea ofa republick is,
an empire of laws_ and not of men; and therefore as a republick is
the best of governments, so that particular combination of power,
which is best contrived for a faithful execution of the laws, is the
best of republicks.

'There is a great variety of republicks, because the arrange-
ments of the powers of society are capable of many variations.

'As a good government is an empire of laws, the first question is,
how shall the laws be made?

'In a community consisting of large numbers, inhabiting an extensive
country, it is notpossible that the whole should assemble, to make laws. The
most natural substitute for an assembly of the whole, is a delegation of
power, from the many, to afew of the most wise and virtuous. In the first
place then establish rules for the choice of representatives: agree
upon the number of persons who shall have the privilege of choos-
ing one. As the representativeassembly should be an exact portrait, in
miniature, of thepeople at large, as it should think, feel, reason and act like
them, great care should be taken in the formation of it, to prevent
unfair, partial and corrupt elections. That it may be the interest
of this assembly to do equal right and strict justice, upon all occa-
sions, it should be an equal representation of their constituents, or
in other words equal interests among the people, should have
equal interests in the representative body.

'That the representatives may often mix with their constituents,
and frequently render them an account of their stewardship, elec-
tions ought to be frequent.

'Like bubbles on the sea of matter borne

They rise, they break and to that sea return.'

'These elections may be septennial or triennial, but for my own
part I think they ought to be annual, for there is not in all sdente a
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maxim more infallible than this, where annual electionsend, there slavery
begins.

'But all necessary regulations for the method of constituting this
assembly, may be better made in times of more quiet than the
present, and they will suggest themselves naturally, when thepowers
of governmentshall be in the hands of thepeople'sfriends. For the present
it will be safest to go on in the usual way.

'But we have as yet advanced only one step in the formation of
a government. Having obtained a representative assembly, what
is to be done next? Shall we leave all the powers of government to
this assembly? Shall they make and execute, and interpret laws
too? I answer no; a people cannot be long free, and never can be
happy whose laws are made, executed and interpreted by one
assembly. My reasons for this opinion are these.

'A single assembly is liable to all the vices,follies andfrailties of an
individual. Subject to fits of humour, transports of passion, partiali-
ties of prejudice; and from these and other causes, apt to make
hasty results and absurd judgements: all which errours ought to be
corrected, and inconveniences guarded against by some controlling
power.

'A single assembly is apt to grow avaricious, and in time would
not scruple to exempt itself from burdens which it would lay upon
its constituents, without sympathy.

'A single assembly will become ambitious, and after some time
will vote itself perpetual. This was found in the case of the long
parliament: but more remarkably in the case of Holland, whose
assembly first voted that they should hold their seats for seven
years, then for life, and after some time, that they would fill up
vacancies as they should happen, without applying to their con-
stituents at all.

'The executive power cannot be well managed by a representa-
tive assembly, for want of two essential qualities, secrecy and
dispatch.

'Such an assembly is still less qualified to exercise the judicial
power, because it is too numerous, too slow, and generally too
little skilled in the laws.

'But shall the whole legislative power be left in the hands of such
an assembly? The three first at least of the foregoing reasons, will
shew that the legislative power ought not to be wholly intrusted to
one assembly.

'Let the representative body then elect, from among themselves
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or their constituents, or both, a distinct assembly, which we will
call a council. It may consist of any number you please, say twenty
or thirty. To this assembly should be given a free and independent
exercise of its judgement, upon all acts of legislation, that it may
be able to check and correct the errours of the other.

'But there ought to be a third branch of the legislature: and
wherever the executive power of the state is placed, there the third
branch of the legislature ought to be found.

'Let the two houses then by joint ballot choose a governour.
Let him be chosenannually. Divest him of most of those badgesof slavery
called prerogatives. And give him a negative upon the legislature.
This I know is liable to some objections, to obviate which, you
may make him in a legislative capacity only president of the
council. But if he is annually elective, you need not scruple to give
him a free and independent exercise of his judgement, for he will
have so great an affection for the people, the representatives and
council, that he would seldom exercise this right, except in cases,

the publick utility of which would soon be manifest, and some such
cases would happen.

'In the present exigency of American affairs, when by an act of
parliament we are put out of the royal protection, and conse-
quently discharged from all obligations of allegiance; and when
it has become necessary to assume governments for immediate
security, the governour, lieutenant-governour, secretary, treasurer
and attorney general should be chosen by joint ballot of both
houses.

'The governour, by and with and not without the advice and
consent of council, should appoint all judges, justices and all other
officers, civil and military, who should have commissions signed by
the governour and under the seal of the colony.

'Sheriffs should be chosen by the freeholders of the counties. If
you choose to have a government more popular, all officers may
be chosen by one house of assembly subject to the negative of the
other.

'The stability of government, in all its branches, the morals of
the people, and every other blessing of society, and social institu-
tions, depend so much upon an able and impartial administration
of justice, that thejudicial power should be separatedfrom the legislative
and executive, and independentupon both; the judges should be men of
experience in the laws, of exemplary morals, invincible patience,
unruffled calmness, and indefatigable application; their minds
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should not be distracted with complicated jarring interests; they
should not be dependent on any man or body of men; they should
lean to none, be subservient to none, nor more complaisant to one
than another. To this end they should hold estates for life in their
offices, or in other words their commissions should be during good
behaviour, and their salaries ascertained and established by law.

'If accused of misbehaviour by the representative body, before
the governour and council, and if found guilty after having an
opportunity to make their defence, they should be removed from
their offices and subjected to such other punishment as their
offences deserve.

'A rotation of offces in the legislative and executive departments
has many advocates, and, if practicable, might have many good
effects. A law may be made that no man shall be governour,
lieutenant-governour, secretary, treasurer, counsellor, or repre-
sentative, more than three years at a time, nor be again eligible
until after an interval of three years.

'A constitution like this, of which the foregoing is a very imper-
fect plan, naturally introduces general knowledge into the com-
munity, and inspires the people with a conscious dignity becoming
freemen. A general desire of reputation and importance among
their neighbours, which cannot be obtained without some govern-
ment of their passions, some good humour, good manners and
good morals, takes place in the minds of men, and naturally causes
general virtue and civility. That pride which is introduced by such
a government among the people, makes them brave and enterpriz-
ing. That ambition which is introduced into every rank, makes
them sober, industrious and frugal. You will find among them
some elegance, but more solidity, a little politeness, but a great
deal of civility, some pleasure, but much business.

'Let commissions run thus, "Colony of North Carolina, to
A. B. greeting, &c." and be tested by the governour.

' Let writs run "The Colony of &c. to the sheriff &c."
'Let indictments conclude "against the peace of the Colony of

North Carolina, and the dignity of the same" or if you please
"against the peace of the thirteen united colonies."

'We have heard much of a continental constitution. I see no

occasion for any but a Congress. Let that be made an equal and
fair representative of the colonies, and let its authority be confined
to three cases, war, trade and controversies between colony and
colony. Ifa confederation was formed, agreed on in Congress, and
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ratified by the assemblies; these colonies, under suchforms of govern-
ment andsuch a confederation,would be unconquerableby all the monarchies
of Europe.

'This plan of a government for a colony, you see is intended as a
temporary expedient under the present pressure of affairs. The
government once formed, and having settled its authority, will
have leisure enough to make any alterations that time and experi-
ence, and more mature deliberation, may dictate. Particularly, a
plan may be devised, perhaps, and be thought expedient, for
giving the choiceof the governourto thepeople at large, and of the counsellors
to thefreeholders of the counties.But be these things as they may, two
things are indispensably to be adhered to; one, is some regulation
for securing forever an equitable choice of representatives; another,
is the education of youth both in literature and morals.

'I wish, my dear sir, that I had time to think of these things
more at leisure, and to write more correctly. But you must take
these hints rough as they run. Your own reflections, assisted by the
patriots ofaVorthCarolina, will improve upon every part of them.

'As you brought upon yourself the trouble of reading these crude
thoughts, you can't blame your friend.'

Principles and convictions are expressed in this dissertation, in
ideas and language, as strong, as plain, and undoubtedly as honest,
as in the book of the same author upon the same subject; his mind
must have attained to its maturity at the time of the first composi-
tion; and the force of the difference between a struggle for liberty,
and an enjoyment of a rich executive office, only remains to
account for the different appearance of the same principles and
the same words to the same mind, at different times. A few re-

marks will sufficiently display this difference.
In the dissertation, the sovereignty of the people is unequivo-

cally asserted, as the basis of society and civil power. Representa-
tion is made its substitute, from the impossibility of holding national
assemblies. And being drawn from this origin, its perfection is
made to consist in thinking, feeling, reasoning and acting like, and
being an exactportrait in miniature, of thepeople at large.

Mr. Adams's later system is bottomed upon orders, two of them
hereditary, incapable of thinking, feeling, reasoning or acting like
the people at large; and yet exercising a complete sovereignty, as
in England.

The dissertation contends for the frequency of election, its
application even to executive power, for securing its responsibility;
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and the infallible truth of the maxim, that 'where annual elections
end, there slavery begins.'

The system renounces two thirds of the principle of election for
hereditary orders, and advocates the idea of unelected virtual
representatives, never to mix with thepeople, accountfor their steward-
ship, or be,

'Like bubbles on the sea of matter borne,
To rise, to break, and to that sea return.'

And asserts that elections ought to be rare; that they produce
every vice; and that they bring the worst men into power.

Both in the dissertation and the system, the impolicy of accumu-
lating all civil power in one assembly is justly insisted on. In the
first, election is considered as sufficient to produce a division o
power; and the people, as being able to split their agencies, and
not compelled to consolidate them into one mass. In the second,
hereditary orders are eulogized as the only remedy for such a
political evil. The argument used against a single assembly is, that
'it is liable to all the vices, follies and frailties of an individual.'
Or, in other words, like a king. Then a king or an individual must
be liable to all the 'vices, follies and frailties' of a single assembly.
Mr. Adams was forced to use one of these political beings, as a
mirror to reflect the deformity of the other. But forgetting their
similitude, he becomes in his system the admirer of that, selected
in his dissertation to exhibit a single assembly in an execrable light.

The dissertation urges an annual election of an executive or
governour, as the means of securing his 'affection for the people,
the representatives and the council.' The system recommends an
hereditary executive or a king, as the means for securing his affec-
tion for the people. One recommends a rotation in offices; the other
that they should be for life and inheritable.

The dissertation asserts, that the constitution it proposes, would
introduce knowledge, inspire the people with dignity, good
humour, good morals, good manners, virtue and civility; that it
would make them brave and enterprising, sober, industrious and
frugal; and that ifa confederation was formed only for the cases of
war, trade and controversies between the colonies, they would,
under such forms of government, be unconquerable by all the
monarchies of Europe.

The system transfers these eulogies to the English form of govern-
ment; and recommends that monarchy, as particularly well con-
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trived for war, although it was one of the European group of
monarchies, defied by the dissertation, with an unarmed American
democracy, not containing one-twentieth of their number.

In advocating the doctrine of compounding a government with
orders, Mr. Adams has omitted to consider the moral principles of
such forms. Except that he insists upon the evil principle, jealousy,
as an effect of these forms, likely to produce harmony and peace.

The moral principles, fear and corruption, are not more sordid,
base and brutal, than jealousy between political orders. Fear, cor-

ruption and jealousy, are essential principles of every hereditary
system, past and present. In his dissertation, Mr. Adams indig-
nantly rejects the idea of founding a government in a principle,
sordid, base and brutal, and considers virtue as the 'principle
and foundation of government most likely to promote general

happiness.'
Two ideas are suggested by his considering virtue as a principle

of government. One, as requiring a virtuous nation; the other, as
only requiring a virtuous government, or one founded in good

moral principles. The former idea is most common; the latter, most
correct. The principles of a society may be virtuous, though the
individuals composing it are vicious. Vicious beings may severally
wish for security against vicious beings, and this can only be ob-

tained by good moral principles. The moral being called govern-
ment, is instituted to restrain the vices of man, as a moral being
also. Its morals must be more perfect than the morals of man, or
it can never make him better. And although man is its author, yet
an author can compose a better system of morality, than his own

example exhibits.
At this era of the world, avarice is man's predominant vice. It

can only be gratified at the cost of man, and of the major number
of men. These ma;orities have an interest and a power to defend

themselves against it, by virtuous, just or equal principles of
government; and societies composed of avaricious members must
be founded in these principles, to afford the utmost gratification
to the avarice of the majority, because it cannot gain so much by

unjust laws for pillaging a minority, as by just laws for suppressing
pillage. In all partnerships for gain, banking or commercial, care
is taken to prevent one or a few of the members, from gratifying

their avarice at the expense of the rest. Avarice propels the

partners towards this precaution. The same principle, the same
interest, and the same motive, propels nations to save their liberty
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and property from ambition and avarice. By the cases quoted, we
see that an avaricious society can form a government able to de-
fend itself against the avarice of its members. It requires such a
government more than a benevolent society. Thus men can form
a government, able to restrain the vices of man. The more vicious
he is, the more he needs a virtuous government. Cities being more
vicious than the country, require a more virtuous form of govern-
ment. Accordingly, they are generally obliged to ask, and mon-
archy to grant, charters for civil government, founded in republican
principles; because the necessity for a good government, becomes
more urgent as the people become more vicious; just as the worse
the partners, the better must be the articles.

It is a consolation to observe, as a vicious majority can only
defend itself against vicious minorities, by founding society or
government in good, just and equal moral principles, that the
interest of vice is enlisted on the side of virtue; and suggests the
establishment of such forms of government, as will produce a
benign influence on private morals. It would be as foolish in
a national majority, to enable one or a few of the members to
defraud or oppress the others, as in a banking or commercial
majority.

Mr. Adams, in the dissertation we have copied, by contrasting
virtue and fear, as principles of the moral being called government,
discloses a correspondence with the doctrine of this essay; which is,
that a government and its laws, ought to be founded in good moral
principles, to advance the interest of a vast majority of mankind,
however vicious they may be.

If virtue, as a basis of government, be understood to mean, not
that the principles of the government, but that the individuals
composing the nation must be virtuous, then republicks would be
founded in the self same principle with monarchies, namely, the
evanescent qualities of individuals. But interest is a better and
more permanent basis. Its wonderful capacity for concretion be-
stows on noble orders, hierarchies and stockjobbers, power for
oppression, and loyalty to each other in defrauding; and why may
it not also secure the fidelity of nations to themselves, though com-
posed of people equally as vicious? Mankind being now too wise
to suffer governments, founded in superstition or fraud, to go on
undetected, must either submit to an armed force able to defy

knowledge and protect guilt, and become less free as they grow
more wise; or use their knowledge, to discover and secure their
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interest. Because the speculations of errour, and the tongue of
flattery, have assigned to republicks, the virtue of the people, and
to monarchies, honour, as necessary principles; are we to believe
that tyranny causes the human mind to sparkle with more brilliant
honour than freedom; and that freedom teaches the catalogue of
humble and meek virtues resulting from oppression, better than
tyranny? Or surmounting an authority, overturned by every day's
experience, conclude, that bad men may take care of their interest
as well as good men, make as good social bargains, and as success-
fully apply virtuous principles to forms of government?

Mr. Adams's expression is, 'that virtue must be the principle of
a republican government.' Of the government, not of those who
live under the government. He means that the government must
be constituted upon virtuous or just principles, and not upon
fraudulent or unjust. In conformity with this idea, in his disserta-
tion, he calls executive prerogatives 'badges of slavery;' and yet
by his system he considers them as bulwarks to defend the people.

In his dissertation, Mr. Adams utters a panegyrick upon several
authors, who had written against the English monarchy. He pro-
nounces with asperity the full competency of those writers to con-
vince any man, 'that all good government is republican;' and he
removes every doubt, as to the sense in which he uses the term, by
observing, 'that the only good part of the British constitution is
republican.' And yet a great portion of one volume of Mr.
Adams's work, is dedicated to the refutation of Nedham, one of
the eulogized authors, in language nearly as rough, as that applied
in the dissertation, to those who would not be made republicans
by Nedham's arguments. In defence of his dissertation, Mr. Adams
relies upon Nedham; in defence of his later system, he endeavours
to confute him. In his dissertation, he deduces a form of govern-
ment from Nedham's position 'that the people were the best
guardians of their own liberties;' in his book, from the position,
'that the people are their own worst enemies.'

Mr. Adams's idea of judicial power, as expressed in the disserta-
tion, accords with the principles of this essay. The judges, says he,
'should not be dependent on any man or body of men; they should
lean to none, be subservient to none.' For this end, he proposes to
give them commissions during good behaviour, and to subject
them to the judgement of one branch of the legislature, on the
accusation of another.

We agree in the utility of judicial independence and impar-
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tiality. The independence meant by Mr. Adams, and by all other
politicians, in speaking of judicial departments, never refers to a
sovereign power, but to a man or body of men, clothed with some
political function. The end of judicial independence, is to shield
the judges against the influence of the creatures of the sovereignty,
and the sovereignty against the evils of this influence, and not to
supersede the sovereignty itself by one of its creatures. Not partia-
lity to a nation, but to a faction or an individual, is the evil to be
prevented by judicial independence.

As partiality to a nation, on the part of judges, is not the evil;
independence of the nation, is not the remedy. The evil, partiality,
and the remedy, independence, both refer to delegated power, and
not to national sovereignty; and are converted, by transferring
their allusion to wrong objects, into a political caricature. Judges,
independent of nations, lest they should be partial to delegated
power; and subject to the appointment, patronage and removal of
delegated power, lest they should betray nations!

Upon this ground, it has been urged, that judicial independence
of a nation, will not shield judges against partiality for a man or
body of men in power, or against becoming instruments of usurpa-
tion in the hands of governments; and that trial by impeachment,
was not calculated to suppress the passions of men, to ensure an
impartial judgement, or to allay in the minds of judges every
apprehension of a man or body of men.

On the contrary, it was contended that a judicial responsibility
to the nation, could only obtain for judges, independence of a man
or body of men clothed with power. And that the want of publick
confidence, naturally attending an absence of responsibility, with
executive appointment, promotion and patronage, and legislative
accusation and trial, would produce the dependence and partiality,
deprecated by Mr. Adams, and too often displayed by experience.
It is in the mode only of obtaining the same end, that the disserta-
tion differs from this essay.

After all it is admitted, that Mr. Adams's change of opinion, can
have no influence upon the argument, except to remove the ob-
stacle of his authority, against an impartial consideration of the
question. It was a weight too heavy for a subordinate rate of talents
to bear, and therefore recoursewas had to a powerful auxiliary.

But facts are not altered by a change of political opinion. They
continue immutable. Those asserted in his dissertation by Mr.

Adams, are as true now as they were then; and they were then
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true, or he would not have asserted them. As they cannot be re-
tracted, one, subversive of the ground work of his reasoning in
favour of orders, is a fair and powerful argument.

'How few (says he) of the human race, have ever had any thing
more of choice in government than in climate!'

If this forcible exclamation is true, as it undoubtedly is, it
follows, that few governments, if any, except those of the United
States, have been the result of national will and intellect; and that
his mountain of quotation cannot be applicable to our govern-
ments, which were produced by national will or intellect.

A transition by the United States, from force, fraud or accident,
to human will and intellect, as the source of government, was the
event which justified Mr. Adams in applying the terms 'enligh-
tened age' to the era of our revolution; and in felicitating himself
upon existing, at the period 'when the greatest philosophers and
lawgivers of antiquity would have wished to have lived.' Had they
risen from their graves at that time, they would have joined their
labours to his, in drawing government from this new source; at
least it was this unprecedented event which caused Mr. Adams to
think, that the sages of antiquity would, if they could, have lived
altogether in the United States, at the era of the revolution.

But if they could now rise from their graves, how sorely would
they feel the mortification of finding, that Mr. Adams himself had
given up national opinion as a source of government; and had
gone back in search of political improvement to forms, with which
it had as little to do, as with climate!

The discovery, that the moral effects of accident, fraud and
force, were better than the moral effects of man's free intellectual
powers, would either have exceedingly humiliated these sages, or
they would have denied the fact, and have placed before the
United States a picture of all the governments, not the result of
free intellect, to compare with the only government which is so.

Orders would be the most prominent feature in the whole of
these arbitrary or accidental governments; and no instance would
appear of their having ever been created by free national intellect.
Mankind have been scourged for ages by these self created beings;
the United States have preferred free will and intellect to this
scourge; and the question is, whether they will revolt from their
own understandings, for the sake of having as little choice in their
government as in their climate.

If the circle of ages has exhibited all polished nations, except one,
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without choice as to their forms of government; and if most or all
of these disinherited nations, contained noble or separate orders;
can time make stronger the evidence, to prove, that these orders
were in reality the usurpers of the birthright belonging to nations,
and that the solitary nation, so fortunate as to preserve it, owes its
prosperity to their absence?

It thence follows with a degree of certainty, seldom attainable in
argument, that the United States, once seduced into the establish-
ment of a limited monarchy, or a monarchical republick; or suffer-
ing a paper order or interest to acquire an influence over their
governments; would, thereafter, like other nations, find govern-
ment as imperious as climate, and never more exercise a right of
choice.

Mthough Mr. Adams's dissertation is replete with sentiments
adverse to his system of orders, and concurring with the principles
of this essay, one more only will be particularly quoted.

America, says he, has been favoured by heavenwith the power of
choosing, changing and building government from the founda-
tion; and in this enlightened age the happiness of the people is
allowed to be the end of government.

If this power is really a favour from heaven, it would be no proof
of the wisdom or piety of the present age to return it to the state of
abeyance, in which it resided, until the United States obtained the
possession and benefit of it. A successful vindication of the right to
draw government from the sources of intellect and will, is the proof
adduced by Mr. Adams of the light of the present age; remnants of
feudal darkness will obscure this light; because it is impossible for
a nation divided and distracted by orders, peaceably and deliber-
ately to make, mend, destroy and renew forms of government, as
intellect and will may dictate. And if Mr. Adams's rapture and
adoration were proper, in contemplating the blessing of self
government, so new and wonderful that he ascribes it to the imme-
diate interposition of heaven, ought the present generation to con-
elude their thanksgiving, by requesting the deity to resume his
benefaction?

The next instance of the force of circumstances on the human
mind, to which we will advert, for the sake of ascertaining the
value of authority and the folly of confidence, results from a short
comparison between an address to the people, gratuitously pro-
posed by Mr. Jay whilst president of Congress, on the I3th of
September, 1779, and unanimously adopted by that body, with a
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passage in the Federalist or Publius, a book partly ascribed to this
gentleman.

The indignation against the British form of government, and the
ardent affection for ours, which the first breathes, are not con-

sidered as of much weight, except to prove that their principles
were different; because, although Mr. Jay's conviction at the time
is evinced by his resorting to the deity as a witness of it, yet convic-

tion may be certainly raised and lowered by zeal, as well as by
circumstances.

Without availing ourselves therefore of Mr. Jay's eloquence, we
shall only draw out of it a few cool opinions and simple facts. He
considers 'equal liberty as our principle of government, our rulers
as the servants and not the masters of the people, and our govern-
ments as founded in freedom; the British monarchy as crumbling

into pieces, the parliament as venal, the country as oppressed, the
people as destitute of publick virtue, and the government as
violating the rights of mankind.' And after contrasting the English
and American forms of government, in his forcible style, he em-

phatically concludes, that one is the tyrant, the other, the servant
of the people. It was the object of the address, to inspire the United
States, by this fact, with perseverance in the prosecution of the
war. Therefore, both Mr. Jay and the Congress must have dis-

agreed with Mr. Adams, in the similarity between the two forms,
for which he so laboriously contends; or in his opinion, that the

people addressed were enlightened.
The Federalist contains an eulogy of the English form of govern-

ment, infinitely transcending the compliment paid to it by Mr.
Adams and incapable of augmentation. Mr. Adams's similitude
between ship-building or navigation, and this complicated moral

machine, allowed to it only a comparative degree of excellence,
which might have been extended by substituting a watch, or at
least a spinning machine moved by fire, as the object of compari-
son. But the Federalist, by an ingenious use of Montesquieu, exalts
it to the station among governments which Homer occupies among

poets.
If the invective in Mr. Jay's address, and the eulogy in the

Federalist, flowed from the same pen, the subjection of the human
mind, in its highest perfection, and utmost maturity, to circum-
stances, is here again demonstrated; and in this demonstration, is

exhibited the folly of expecting to find a steady patriot in a slave
to uncontrollable events.
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The same book has furnished us with the finest definition of that

species of patriodsm, imbibed or bestowed by confidence and
authority. The allegiance of its supposed authors to its tenets was
destroyed by circumstances, upon the very heels of promulgation;
and they arranged themselves in political opposition, whilst their
tenets, through the blind submission of confidence, and the des-
potick power of authority, acquired the singular felicity of main-
taining an orthodoxy with hostile parties; each of which assailed
their antagonists from the same quiver, and as ardently believed in
their own patriotism, as inimical fanaticks who are the dupes of
leaders, do in their own sanctity.

Though integrity, talents and elegance of style, were unable for
a moment to retain, against the force of new circumstances, the
adherence of only three political doctors to their own prescription;
yet fidelity to our constitution was mutually allowed by opposite
parties to this fortunate composition; each only claiming for itself
an adherence to the constitution and its paraphrase, and charging
its antagonist with a violation of both. Either this fidelity or one of
these accusations is necessarily unfounded; yet confidence has
hitherto been unable to discern its errour.

To me, this authority for opposite principles, appears to be
planted in the ancient analysis of governments, to be neatly culti-
vated with the English doctrine of checks and balances, and to be
highly adorned with all the comely theories of limited monarchy,
invented between the accession of Charles I. and the death of

William of Orange; but never actually practised; theories, in-
debted to the corruption by which they are defeated, for the false
evidence of their supposed operation. Like a foreign silk, em-
broidered with flowers of gold and silver, its splendour on one side
conceals the defects of its workmanship; and its insufficiency for
use and comfort, as well as its hidden deformities, can only be dis-
covered by adverting to the other. The English writers during the
specified period, contain whatever is to be found in the Federalist;
but all their theories sunk, as soon as they were promulgated, in a
vortex of corruption; and the nation has drawn from them an
overwhelming addition to its burdens. What is to keep the same
doctrines from the same fate, or shield the United States under
their guidance, from the same effects? Our genuine native policy,
being woven with strong homespun threads of plain principles,
untamed by a fragile foreign glossy manufacture, more likely to
ruin than to improve its texture, exposes us to none of those calami-
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ties drawn by England from a system, resorted to by the Federalist
for the explanation of this policy. By its capacity of operating
without the help of bribery and corruption, it discloses its radical
difference from a system, so Universally allowed to require such
assistance, as to have inspired its votaries with a notion, that this
bribery and corruption constituted its chief excellence; in truth,
there lies no medium between this opinion and a surrender of the
system itself. To avoid a dilemma so unpromising, the wide differ-
ence between a derivation from fixed moral principles, or from
fluctuating mixtures of monarchical, aristocratical and demo-
cratical orders or powers, is contended for throughout this essay.

The truths, with which the book we are speaking of abounds,
have probably so far covered the errour of deriving the general
constitution, from the idea of the old analysis, commingled in
imitation of the English system, as to have infused some drops of
this foreign poison into the laws of the United States. It considers
a constitution as defective, where the whole power is lodged in the
hands of the people or their representatives.* It represents the British
standing army as harmless._ It calls a distinction between a con-
federacy and a consolidation of the states 'more subtle than
accurate.'+ It asserts that English liberty by the revolution of 1688
was 'completely triumphant.'§ It ingeniously defends mercenary
armies,** and it declares 'that in the usual progress of things, the
necessities of a nation in every stage of its existence, will be found at
least equal to its resources."_" These, and a multitude of similar
doctrines, swallowed by both the parties which have divided the
nation between them, in the sweet but poisonous pill of confidence,
must necessarily have bestowed upon legislation, a tone not per-
fecfly in unison with the genuine policy of the United States. What,
for instance, could a nation suffer, or tyranny extort, between an
eternal payment and dispensation of resources equal to its ability?

It was unfortunate that so great a mass of zeal, integrity and
talents, should have been expended at the juncture of a contro-
versy, calculated rather to inspire the ingenuity necessary to win a
victory, than the cool inquiries necessary to discover truth; and
that party collisions should subsequently have deprived it of the
liberty of applying to this controversial composition, the test of a
candid revision. I believe that one of the supposed authors at least

• No. 8, p. 43. t No. 9, P- 5I. +*No. ix, p. 65, 67.--No. 24, p. I54.
§ No. 29, p. i87. ** No. 47, P. 93. _f_fVol. 2, No. 4l, p. 4o. Tiebout's
edition, I799.
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does not approve of all its doctrines; and the occasion which pro-
duced them having passed, neither the feelings of its authors, nor
the gratitude and applause of the publick, ought to undergo any
change, from an effort to preserve the policy of the United States,

which this book so eminently contributed to introduce; suggested
by a conviction, that however it may abound, like Mr. Adams's,
with republican principles, these, mingled up with the principles

of the British form of government, constitute such a picture of our
policy, as Christian precepts mingled with the fictions of Mahomet,
do of Christianity.

The safest repository of the authority created by political confi-

dence, would be a philosopher, abstracted from the influence of
station, of party, of avarice, and of ambition. But even this rare
character, seduced by genius, excited by a love of literary fame, or
inebriated by hypothesis, is often the author of splendid errours,
destined, however they may be admired by a taste for elegant

composition, to be detected by common sense. If the scrutiny and
wisdom ofpublick opinion is necessary to restrain the honest flights
of imagination, can its application to the corrupt artifices of self
interest, and the stubborn prejudices of station and power, be
safely dispensed with? If the general good sense, is necessary to
correct disinterested individual capriciousness, can this unhappy
quality be sanctified by an union with irresistible temptations?

Godwin and Malthus, philosophers of talents, accomplishments
and integrity, unsurpassed by any of their contemporaries, supply
us with illustrations of this best title to political confidence and
authority.

Godwin, by equalising both knowledge and property, proposes
to remove every obstruction to population; and Malthus demon-

strates that this effect would destroy the design of Godwin's system.
And from this demonstration he draws the conclusion, that popula-
tion can only be kept within the capacity of the earth to feed it, by
positive laws or by misery. These are probably among the best
written books which have ever appeared, and both authors retain

the fairest reputations; yet one is a text book for mobs, and the
other for tyrants. Both the systems of these adversaries, are built
upon fragments of human nature. Godwin's, on its good moral
qualities, exclusive of its evil; Malthus's, on a single animal quality,
exclusive both of its other animal qualities, and of all its moral
qualifies.

The arguments used by Malthus to destroy Godwin often recoil
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upon himself. Your moral system, as we both confess, says Malthus,
will place human nature in a state extremely favourable to popula-
tion. Wherefore? Because population is regulated, as Godwin con-
tends, by moral causes. If this unqualified admission destroys
Godwin, it must also destroy a system built upon the contrary idea,

that human population is regulated by food. By your division of
property and knowledge, says Malthus, you will remove want and
misery, the checks upon population, which mast of course become
redundant, because these checks are removed. But I propose to
remove want and misery by a law to prevent procreation. Well,
does not the redundant population as certainly follow, whether
want and misery are removed in the mode of Godwin or of
Malthus?

It is true that Malthus, aware of the objection, whilst he allows

to man's moral nature a great influence upon population to destroy
Godwin, so blends this admission with the entire dependence of
population on food, as to support the latter idea throughout his
book. And as one system considers mind as the despot of matter,
the other considers matter as the despot of mind. Whereas the fact
is, that with or without civil government, population has never

been able to overtake the capacity of the earth to yield subsistence;
and therefore it is probable, that all the operations of food and
population, or of mind and matter, upon each other, are regulated
by some unalterable natural law. At both extremities of man's
moral state, the urban and the savage, we find its traces. Rather an
excess than a want of food, is generally met with in cities; and
where a want of food is produced by a savage state, it is never
owing to an incapacity of the country to produce it. The checks

upon population in both states arc therefore moral. Countries, in
which a few savages starve for want of food, afford abundance for
an hundred fold population, of a different moral character, as has
been demonstrated in North America.

The cases of a rapid population after plagues, are weaker than
those of a rapid population, after the expulsion of savages, by all
the difference between gaining the possession of an improved and
an unimproved country. Both cases are regulated by the different
moral impressions of wealth and poverty upon human nature. A

colony from London, settling in America on its first discovery, and
the remnant of a plague, would both lose and acquire many moral
qualities deeply affecting population; and in both cases the moral

character which excites the population, flows from a multitude of
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causes independent of food. If there are human situations which
suspend the moral qualities calculated to impede population, and
others which awaken them; and ifa certain degree of populousness
never fails to awaken them; then population being graduated by a
natural moral law, there is no need of the artificial laws proposed
by Malthus to check it; nor any grounds for an apprehension that
Godwin's system could have overturned this natural law. It could

only come at it by effecting several impossibilities; but Malthus,
alarmed, brings into the field a new impossibility to arrest a foe

who can never appear. Godwin proposes to equalise wealth and
knowledge among all men; Malthus to equalise food and procrea-
tion almost as extensively; and Mr. Adams to equalise wealth and
power between three political orders. Thus we see at one view
three great authorities, agreeing in principle, at war in fact, and
each proposing to effect similar impossibilities. One offers to root
out self love and all evil human qualities, and to plant equal and
universal knowledge and benevolence where they grow. Another

offers to control the least governable human passion at the most
inauspicious epoch; and the third offers to maintain an equality of
wealth and power between jealous rival parties. It is as practicable
for mankind to change, as to suspend their nature for twenty years.
The human qualities proposed by Malthus to be subdued, are un-
doubtedly as unconquerable, as those proposed by Godwin to be

subdued. Indeed, these authors seem to agree that they are more
so. Godwin, by relying on reason for suppressing selfishness;
Malthus, by resorting to law for suppressing love.

It is more likely that man's errours should overlook nature's
powers, than that his wisdom should outstrip her foresight. All her

resources are not explored, and it assails a sound maxim, to expect
the invention before the necessity. The recent use of cotton, im-
proves upon wool in economy, far beyond the improvement of
wool upon skins. And until we see the improvements of agriculture

exhausted by population_ a system of inexorable oppression to pre-
vent men from starving, will by its elegance, only more forcibly

display the insecurity of resting upon authority.
This authority bursts upon the poor of England with a new

oppression. To the system for distributing wealth and poverty by
law, an exclusion of those to whom the latter is assigned, from the

pleasures of relationship, friendship and love, lest they should be
starved by this artificial poverty, is an admonition, both of the end
to which that system leads, and of the coldness with which even
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philosophy can look upon such an end. The more eminent a
political authority becomes, the more awfully it operates as an
admonition. Malthus teaches us, that the English system of distri-
buting wealth and property, in modes which the United States
have begun to imitate, instead of leaving that distribution to
industry, will devote one part of a community to death by famine,
or to the necessity of living above half their lives, without affec-
tions and without mind.

The creation of a poor class by law, and a refusal of alms from
law, to prevent a redundant population, would very forcibly illus-
trate the difference in point of benevolence, between indirect
slavery to a separate interest, and direct slavery to an absolute
master.

The terror of a plethora of population, and the hope of obtaining
wealth by a plethora of paper stock, concur in defrauding man of
his liberty and property. By the first, he is represented as sailing in
an ocean of atmosphere, with a limited stock of food on board, and
he is told that nothing can save him from famine, but a power in a
few of the crew, to regulate the births and deaths. The second
asserts, that the same minority, by modifications of rage and ink,
can multiply wealth or the means of supplying his wants, without
limitation. It happens, not unfrequently, that the same individual
believes, both that the earth is inadequate to the production of
bread sufficient to meet pop_ation, and that paper can produce
endless wealth. As if nature had forgotten to provide subsistence
for her creature, man; and remembered to provide it for his
creature paper stock. Nature! who like the fates, is ever spinning
and cutting, whose business is production and destruction, and
who has worked equally hitherto, with both her hands.

The first of these chimerical systems, by infusing a feverish zeal
for educating a whole nation, has rather checked than encouraged
the progress of knowledge. Projects for turning all men into philo-
sophers, advance knowledge, as those for turning all metals into
gold, advance wealth. Godwin's system is an enchantress; Mal-
thus's, a gorgon. But it is equal to mankind, whether they are
enticed into ignorance and slavery by the captivating imagination
of equalising knowledge and property, or terrified into it, by the
dread of a redundant population.

A theory built upon the whole, and not upon a part only, of
man's moral character, can constitute a real foundation for a
government; just as earth, not vapour, must be a foundation for a
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house. Mr. Godwin deserts the practicable remedies of division of
power and responsibility, by which the evil portion of man's nature
may be controlled, for the impracticable idea of rendering this
control unnecessary, by changing that portion of his nature. Mr.
Adams insists, that this portion of the human character will for-
ever adhere to man; but rejecting, with Mr. Godwin, the use of a
division of power and responsibility for its control, he proposes a
balance of wealth and power, among inflamed orders. And Mr.
Malthus founds his moral theory upon a single physical quality, to
regulate which, a stronger government would be necessary, than
any which has yet appeared. He proposes to introduce the papisti-
cal system of celibacy, without the wealth or the concubinage, by
which it was made practicable.

Mr. Godwin's and Mr. Adams's systems have yet a further
resemblance to each other. The first author proposes to render
responsibility for restraining the evil portion of human nature un-
necessary, by curing selfishness with a balance of knowledge and
property among men. The second, to render it unnecessary, by
curing selfishness with a balance of wealth and power among
orders. One nostrum, is a cure for all mankind; the other, for the
few composing governments. The only difference between them is,
that one balance has never succeeded, and the other has never
been tried. Our policy, differing from the projects of curing all men
of the evil qualities of human nature, by a balance of property and
knowledge, according to one philosopher; or of curing only govern-
ing men of these evil qualities, by a balance of wealth and power
among orders, according to the other, proposes to subject this bad
portion of human nature to a strict discipline, by Civil and political
law; or a code of laws, able to reach the delinquencies of those im-
perfect beings who govern, as well as the delinquencies of those
who are governed. Godwin's system proposes to render account-
ableness unnecessary. Mr. Adams's applies it partially, ours univer-
sally. They resemble religious systems, declaring that all men, a
few, or none, ought to be exempted from the sanctions of religion.
Our policy is bottomed upon the old idea that men had two souls,
one good the other bad; Mr. Adams's, upon the idea of forming a
government of three souls, all bad, as being inspired with jealousy
and hatred against each other. If one good and one bad soul make
a being, requiring all the varieties of legal and political responsi-
bility, what is to be expected of a being compounded of three bad
souls, without any responsibility? Or how can the favourers of the
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system of balances justly ridicule Godwin, on account of his pro-
ject for casting out man's bad soul by reason, when they propose
to neutralise or destroy the good one by hereditary power and
jealous orders?

Mr. Adams, in availing himself of the authority of Aristotle, as
being 'full of the balances,' furnishes us with another illustration
of the subject we are discussing.

That ancient philosopher assigned the legislative power to the
people at large; the executive, to the magistrates; and the judica-
tive, to the tribunals of justice. These magistrates and judges were
to be appointed by the people. This species ofmixt government, he
supposes to be adapted for one city; and he adds, that the govern-
ment of an agricultural people, ought on the other hand to be
popular.

The inconclusiveness of these ideas is obvious. They propose that

magistrates should be magistrates; and judges, judges. They sup-
pose a more popular government, than one wherein the whole

people legislate and appoint all publick officers; and they are desti-
tute of any artificial arrangement of power, either by balancing
co-ordinate bodies of men, subjecting all publick officers to national
control and sovereignty, or dividing it into manageable sections.

The idea of a political trinity, coequal, could never have entered
into the head of Aristotle, because his magistrates, being elective,
were not co-eternal with the people; and being artificial, the archi-
tect might demolish as well as build. He would as soon have

imagined, when a statuary had finished three statues, that these
statues naturally swallowed up the statuary, as when a nation had

created three orders of power, that these orders naturally swallowed
up the nation.

Aristotle, being ignorant of Mr. Adams's idea of making a

government out of three repellant principles, or compressing three
such principles into an unity (a doctrine infinitely more miracu-
lous than an unity among three homogeneous principles,) literally
states the sovereignty of the people, as the source, creator and
master of every species of check and balance, capable of being
extracted from his garbled sentences by amplifying construction.

The gravity with which this authority is urged by a gentleman
of Mr. Adams's erudition, shews the rashness of confidence, and
the following quotation will fix its value. Aristotle's Rhetorick

contains this passage. 'Minerva preferred Ulysses; Theseus,
Helena; Alexander was preferred by the Goddesses, and Achilles by
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Homer. If Theseus did no injury, neither Alexander. And if the
Tyndarid_e, neither Alexander. And if Hector equalled Patroclus,
Alexander equalled Achilles. There are persons against whom no
judgement is to be given, as princes.' The Goddesses were the
virtues, supposed by the mythology of the times, to be the makers
of Gods.

Authority is frequently corrupted by a subjection to authority,
and the influence of Alexander must have operated as strongly
upon Aristotle in favour of monarchy, as that of a wealthy and
powerful banking aristocracy all around him, undoubtedly did
upon Adam Smith. These ingenious men, in labouring both to
satisfy the mandates of authority, and to save their own opinions,
have spread obscurity and indecision over the latter, as the plainest
declaration of war, upon which a philosopher could adventure,
against the military conqueror of ignorant nations, or the paper
conqueror of an enlightened people. Could influence re-absorb
what it has infused into the writings of these great men, one would
probably appear to be an enemy to monarchy and the other to
aristocratical establishments, in all their forms. Aristotle himself
says, 'those who are constrained, speak far more untruths than
truths.' And he countenances our conjecture, by a definition of
law, in which, distinguishing between common law and prescribed
law; meaning by the first natural justice, and by the other human
institution; he defines the latter to be 'the common consent of a
city,' instead of referring to monarchy, or a sovereignty of balanced
orders, as its source. And (agreeing with Mr. Adams in the disserta-
tion we have transcribed) he says, ' For thus the people being able
to confer honour on whom they please, will not envy those who
receive it; and eminent men will exercise probity and sincerity, to
gain the esteem of the people.' The people, not privileged orders,
are to draw eminent qualities from eminent men. How? By elec-
tion and responsibility, or by rejecting the government of authority,
and exercising self government. A monarchy made out of Aristotle,
as girls make a peacock by patching together shreds of silk, in the
face of his unequivocal preference of a popular government for an
agricultural people, would be a perfect emblem of authority.

Religion or patriotism by deputy, is the cause of the errours and
mischiefs of both; and parties or individuals, pretending to be
pious or patriotick, because they believe another to be so, are
universally knaves or fools. The most ignorant, unenslaved by
authority, discerns goodness by the light of his conscience, and dis-
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tinguishes between an easy and a hard government, by the light of
his senses. But authority, by depriving us of conscience and sensa-
tion in religion and government, causes such calamities as are
encountered by a blind man who is a lunatick. It assures us that
human reason can neither select a religion nor a government, for
the sake of making a tyrant of this very reason. It confines us to
revelation and to nature, as the authors of its dogmas, but refuses
to our human reason a capacity to construe either, that it may
construe both by its human reason, to enslave and defraud ours.
And being in its own essence a tyrant, its followers, whether
prompted by knavish zeal or pious folly, are as really the slaves and
instruments of tyranny, and will as certainly degenerate into the
vices and baseness of slavery, as the followers of Peter the hermit,
or of Bonaparte the conqueror. Parties are unwarily admitted to
be natural and wholesome to republicks, though republicks are
constantly destroyed by parties. Without the debasements of confi-
dence, and the frauds of authority, their existence would be seldom
felt, and the slavery they draw upon nations, would be never suffered.

If men will plant liberty in individual imperfection and mutabi-
lity, instead of planting it in the permanency and perfection of
principles, it must perish. The tools of patriots frequently become
the authors of more evils, than the slaves of tyrants. A republican
government cannot live upon monarchical diet. Free governments
are destroyed by confidence and authority. Can a more dangerous
habit befal the people or parties of the United States, than one
which is the constant prelude of slavery?

We have suffered authority to call forth in self defence her
stoutest champions. She has summoned to her assistance, an
orator, a saint and a hero; the English and American parties of
whig and tory, federalist and republican; and six philosophers of
unsurpassed integrity and talents. Yet these formidable auxiliaries
only serve to rivet the conclusion, that the common sense and
common honesty of a nation, is both a wiser and honester source
of government than the authority of saints, kings, philosophers,
heroes, orators, parties, factions or separate interests in any form.
Nor do I know a maxim, the belief of which would be a better

security for li.berty, than that no nation can longpreserve afree govern-
ment, if it is guided by the capricesorfrauds of authority in the enumerated
shapes or in any others; nor can it be enslaved,except by commutingnational
understanding and honestyfor a dependenceupon this humoursome,fickle,
selfish, ambitious, and dishonestmoral being.
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Section the Eighth

THE. MODE OF INFUSING ARISTOCRACY

INTO THE POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES

AMONO civilized people, no species of tyranny can exist, without
the help of aristocracy; because intricacy must keep pace with
knowledge, to conceal or defend oppression, to which no nation
ever submits knowingly and willingly. The weakness of simple
monarchy is so extremely visible, that upon the first emergence of
a nation from profound ignorance, it is compelled to call in the
help of aristocracy. It has never been able to find any other ally,
because it can have no common social interest; and being there-
fore forced to purchase allies with property and privileges taken
from the rest of a nation, these allies must of course be aristocracies
in fact, under whatever form they are reared. Aristocracy existed
without monarchy, in Greece, Rome and Venice, by the help of
superstition, bravery and a complication of contrivances; but at
present, it appears every where, though in different shapes, as the
engine of monarchy, because of certain changes in man's moral
character. In France and Turkey it is military; in Spain it is made
of a superstition so powerful, as to have exposed the nation to the
loss of its independence, for the shadow of monarchy; in China, it
is made of superstition, civil privileges and military power; and
in England of paper stock, military power and patronage. Aristo-
cracy is no where agrarian. And wherever it has taken deep root
in any form, an agricultural interest has ceased to be known or
even spoken of, as having any influence in the government.

Whenever the lands of a country are so divided, as that the
weight of a few landholders is not perceivable in the government;
or so that the majority of the nation belong to the agrarian interest;
no species of aristocracy, partaking in the least degree of a landed
interest, can possibly be introduced.

Minority is an ingredient, without which no aristocracy can
exist. A feudal king and his barons, possessed of nearly all the lands
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of a country, were a minority, constituting a landed aristocracy,
living upon the rest of a nation. But this species of aristocracy being
destroyed in England by a division of lands (though individual
landed fortunes there, still greatly exceed any here) a new species
of aristocracy became necessary to sustain monarchy in that
country, in which a landed interest has been so far from keeping
an ascendancy, that it has been unable to get a just share of
representation.

The crown, aided by the remnant of the feudal aristocracy, after
contending against the principles of civil liberty, introduced by the
Puritans into the English policy, being defeated, abandoned this
prop of monarchy in that form; and revived it it_the form of paper
stock and corruption, so as to have undermined all the fortresses
erected against its power, and made itself stronger than it was
before it was reduced.

A minority capable of subsisting upon a majority, being an
essential quality of aristocracy, the landed interest of the United
States, so far from being susceptible of any portion of aristocratick
power, is precisely that interest which must inevitably furnish sub-
sistence and privileges for an aristocracy here in any form; because
it is a majority, and incapable of subsisting upon any other interest.

The foetus of aristocracy here, can therefore only consist of the
same qualities, which have grown up into a giant in Britain. These
are paper stock, armies and patronage. The question is, whether
the landed interest of the United States, as it cannot constitute an
aristocratick order between a king and the people, had not better
unite with the other popular interests, to strangle in its cradle any
infant visibly resembling this terrible giant?

The modern species of aristocracy neither wants nor fears titles.
In their absence or presence, in France and in England, its opera-
tion on the side of executive power, is the same. It can operate in
the United States, as it does in France, without titled orders; and
Mr. Adams's project of the balances is unable to prevent it from
operating, as it does in England with them. A didactick aristo-
cratical body, is no check, without solid power. If the power is
derived from representation and responsibility, it is not aristo-
cratical; if from corruption and patronage, it is the tool of a
monarch. And a naked constitutional precept would be as strong
a check upon actual power, as a naked didactick aristocracy. A
French senate, an English house of lords, and the conscript fathers
under the Roman emperors, are examples of these assertions.
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These examples display the justness of Lord Shaftesbury's and Mr.
Adams's opinion, as to the necessity of a balance of property
among orders, to enable one order to balance another in power.
The nobility in England can no longer balance the crown, because
its property is lost. The senate in France cannot balance the em-
peror, for want of wealth. The Roman emperors succeeded the
conscript fathers as plunderers of the provinces. It results, that a
noble order here, could not balance executive power Or the people,
unless endowed with the same ingredient. Money and arms are the
instruments of power. Mr. Adams's system, without its means or

principles, could never work according to his hopes. Its essential
principle or means is; that the noble order must be endowed with
wealth. Mr. Adams ought to have told us from whom this wealth
is to be taken, and of what it is to consist.

Let us suppose that it is to consist of land, for the sake of flatter-
ing the erro.ur of some landholders in the United States, who
conceive that their interest leans towards an aristocracy. It will

require one-third of the lands of the Union, to give a landed aristo-
cracy weight or power sufficient to answer its purpose. Suppose
also, that the zeal of landed men in favour of a landed aristocracy,
should induce them to part willingly with one-third of their lands
to obtain it, and consider what retribution would be made for the
sacrifice.

The late aristocrafical order of France was a landed one. It

derived its power from possessing a third of the lands. And it used
this power to shelter its own lands from taxation, and to shift the

publick burdens from its own shoulders, upon those of the rest of
the people. Even a landed aristocracy must possess the essential
quality of feeding upon all except itself. Besides, every landholder,
in nurturing the errour that his interest leans towards a landed

aristocracy, has many computations to make; such as, whether it
is likely that all considerable landholders will be made lords; or in
case of a selection of two or three hundred individuals to constitute

a noble landed order, whether it is likely that he will be one.

Whether such a body can be any thing but the infamous instru-
ment of a tyrant, unless it is endowed with sufficient property to
give it weight; and whether he is wilting to give up one-third of
his lands for that purpose.

If it would be improvident in the landed interest of the United
States, to part with one-third only of its lands, to gain the benefit of

an aristocracy capable of some agrarian sympathy, what must be
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the foresight of mortgaging the whole, to rear up an aristocracy of
stock corruption and patronage, capable of none? England answers
the question. But undeterred by her cries to forbear, the landed
interest of the United States, with exclusive skill or folly, is mould-
ing heavy ordnance to play upon itself, and whittling down its
own armies into pocket pistols. Perpetuity and primogeniture are
its heaviest artillery against stock monopoly. With these, the
English landed interest has fallen before it; and the American,
without either, provokes the combat. The landed interest of
England foresaw its disaster, and fell against its will. The singular
management has been reserved for the landed interest of America,
of cherishing contrary principles, both tending towards its own
subjugation; one, a division of lands; the other, an increase of
stock, armies and patronage. And whilst it would grudge one-
third of its lands to create a sympathizing aristocracy, it subjects
the whole to be for ever fleeced by law, without stint, to create an
inexorable one.

The favourers of monarchy, are so entirely convinced of the in-
efficacy ofa didactick king or nobility, that they will never attempt
to introduce either. They will make these orders with solid and not
with imaginary materials. With wealth, armies and patronage.
These are the trees, which, when planted and suffered to grow,
will produce the fruit of course. They are exceedingly difficult to
eradicate, after they begin to bear. And when mature, upon touch-
ing the bud, the fruit bursts forth in its highest flavour.

The policy of the United States must see, and not wink upon
this reasoning, if it expects to last. The landed interest being in-
capable of becoming an aristocracy itself, must unite with the
other natural interests of society in maintaining a republican
government, or submit to an aristocratical monarchy of which it
cannot constitute a part. It can possess no essential weight or
power, except under a form of government which shall exclude
orders, because it cannot become an order itself; and became it

must pay and not receive the corruption, found by experience in
England, necessary to keep a government of orders together. It is
yet able to make a master for itself in any shape it may fancy; or to
pluck the mask from the Proteus, aristocracy, whether it lurks
under a coronet, a mitre or paper stock.

It is hidden so artfully under the last, that it is hard to exhibit it

in bodily shape. No escutcheon is hung out. No ensigns are un-
furled to mark its march and its victory. And we must resort to Mr.
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Adams's book to find a badge, designating stock aristocracy with
as much correctness, as a crown designates a king.

This badge he affixes to it in the following maxim: 'Money,
which all people now desire, and which makes the essential instru-
ment for governing the world.'* By bestowing on a banking
interest 'the essential instrument for governing the world,' you
enable it to govern. Every separate interest, able to govern, does
govern. And every separate governing interest, being a minority,
must also be an aristocracy.

Let the landed interest compare Mr. Adams's maxim and his
system with each other, and it will see the force of this reasoning,
and his inconsistency in proposing to make orders by conventions,
in the face of his own maxim. What could these orders effect

without 'the essential instrument for governing the world?'
Would the landed interest supply or' receive this essential instru-
ment? and will not this instrument make governours of a stock
order, as it does of others? Suppose two orders, one poor and didac-
tick, the other possessing the instrument for governing; where
would the power settle? The system of dividing lands and amass-
ing a paper interest, creates these orders. Titles and superstition
have ceased to constitute aristocracy, among commercial and en-
lightened nations. Are we not in this class? Shall we then expose
our policy and freedom, to the only instrument which creates
aristocracy, among enlightened nations, and be content with de-
fending them against title and superstition, which are no longer
instruments of tyranny?

The landed interest of the United States, being indissolubly
betrothed to commerce, has been considered as so completely
covering the interests of the society, that it is used in several states
as a substratum of civil government, recognised as republican, by
the guarantee in the federal constitution. And where the range of
suffrage is wider, but attended either by a greater portion of bank
stock or executive patronage, the tendency towards monarchy or
aristocracy is more visible, than where suffrage has been in some
degree limited to land, but attended with less stock or patronage.

Popular governments and popular principles could not thus
flow from the landed interest, if it possessed aristocratical quali-
ties. Majorities only sustain such principles and governments. By
sustaining them, the landed interest appears to cover a majority.
Because it covers a majority, it does sustain them; it being impos-

* Vol. 3. P. 36o.
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sible for a majority to maintain itself by oppressing a minority.
Even the Goths and Vandals, sought for plunder among great
nations, not among little clans less wealthy than themselves.

The extent of our country would alone suffice to prove, that our
]anded interest cannot be an aristocracy or a monarch. Had the
whole earth formed one nation, with the lands divided as they are
in our portion of it, such a landed interest would have been as
capable of constituting an aristocracy, as the landed interest of the
United States. It would have been the world itself; where would
there have been other worlds, to bear its oppression or obey its
power? Here it is the nation; where could it find subjects upon
which to exercise an aristocratical spirit? If any species of master
interest should be interpolated upon our policy, it cannot therefore
be the landed; the alternative of which is limited by the laws of
nature, to equal rights in a free government, or passive obedience
under an arbitrary one.

We lose truth in names and phrases, as children lose themselves
in a wood, for want of geographical knowledge. Because titles have
been frequently annexed to aristocracy, it is erroneously imagined
to be made by titles; and the thing dreaded can creep in, under an
imagination, which cheats us into a belief, that its road lies through
titles only. Lords without wealth, are an aristocracy, exemp!ified
by the hierarchical power of American bishops. Individual wealth,
not derived from an exclusive interest, is so far from participating
in the spirit of aristocracy, that its contributions must at least be
equivalent to its ability, and its interest is therefore repugnant to
every pecuniary oppression.

Even its disbursements through the medium of tenants, would
operate as diminutions of rent, and form deductions from its in-
come. And this species of individual wealth, constitutes the whole
mass of power and talents, by which the poor and uninformed are
secured in their rights and liberties, under the bond which unites
all persons having the same interest. The prejudices arising from
words, darken the mind so generally against a perception of real
qualities and principles, as to justify us in recalling to the reader's
recollection, a few cases to expose the frailty of,uch precipitate
conclusions.

The Lacedemonians had two kings; but the government was
aristocratick. The Athenians had a king archon; bu 1the govern-
ment was democratick. The Roman government was called indis-
criminately a commonwealth or republick, whether its complexion
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was aristocratick, democratick or monarchical. In all its stages, the
English government has been called a limited monarchy, whether
the barons were masters of the king and people, the king of the
people and barons, or a paper fabrick of the rest of the nation. The
words 'king or republick,' do not make a monarch or a free
government. Nor do the words 'duke, marquis, bishop,' make an

aristocracy. It is made by principles and qualities. A separate
interest in a minority, is one principle or quality, which makes an
aristocracy; and a mode of extracting wealth by law from the rest
of the nation, another. Neither riches without a separate interest,

nor a separate interest without riches, can in the present state of
things make an aristocracy.

Mr. Adams has cautioned us against the abuse of political
phrases, whilst he reiterates the expressions 'a mixed government;
checks and balances; middle orders,' without explaining the quali-
ties or principles necessary to make those checks, balances or

middle orders; or considering the influence upon this theory, from
armies, patronage, corruption, the poverty of a nominal middle
order, or the enormous wealth of a separate interest. Had Tacitus
undertaken to recommend the government of the Emperors to the
Romans, he would in like manner have used the terms consul,
senate, patrician, plebeian; and by suppressing the qualities of

these orders, he might have easily proved, that a limited monarchy
existed under the Roman emperors, as well checked, balanced and
provided with middle orders, as that existing under the corrupt
system of England.

As governments change, names represent different things, but
are often retained to gull prejudice and varnish tyranny. For this
end, the names of senate, consul and patrician remained in Rome.

For this end, the name 'parliament' remains in England. In
neither case, was 'free and moderate government' preserved; and
in both, oppression was the effect of real changes under old names.

Mr. Adams has even called the English form of government
'republican;' but if the United States should slide into it for that

reason, they would act as the Athenians would have acted, by giving
to Glitomachus (who had been branded with infamy) the command
of an army, because his name signified 'illustrious warrior.'

The hooks of fraud and tyranny, are universally baited with
melodious words. 'Passive obedience' was a bait sacrilegiously

drawn from scripture. 'Church and state,' from a fear of popery.
' CAleeks and balances, and publick faith and credit,' are still more.
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musical baits, and however harshly 'patronage, corruption, paper
stock and standing armies,' may at first sound, even these words
are at length thought by some to contain much secret harmony.

Fine words are used to decoy, and ugly words to affright.
'Security to private property' is attractive. '.Invasion of private
property' deterring. The invader of course devoutly uses the first
phrase, and indignantly applies the second to those who oppose
him. Where is there an instance of an invasion of private property,

equal to that effected by the paper system of England? As its
greatest invader, it has of course been the loudest advocate for its
safety.

'Energetick government' is a phrase happily chosen to please
honest men, and to beguile nations of unmanageable power. Under
the agreeable jingle in the antithesis, between 'protection and
allegiance' was long hidden a large reservoir of arbitrary power.
Of the same family is the ancient idea of'a contract between the
king and the people.' Implying equality, either party might con-
strue this contract, and the active power of construction being in
the hands of kings, they made all their own actions, fulfilments,
and such actions of the people as they pleased, breaches.

There is edification and safety in challenging political words and

phrases as traitors, and trying them rigorously by principles, be-
fore we allow them the smallest degree of confidence. As the ser-
vants of principles, they gain admission into the family, and thus
acquire the best opportunities of assassinating their masters, should
they become treacherous. That useful and major part of mankind,
comprised within natural interests (by which I mean agricultural,
commercial, mechanical, and scientifick; in opposition to legal and
artificial, such as hierarchical, patrician, and banking) is exclu-
sively the object of imposition, whenever words are converted into
traitors to principles.

The good words 'order, a sacred regard for private property,
national credit,' have made the British government bad; and the

good word 'truth' makes sedition laws. The same words, faithful
to principles, would protect private property against stock, keep a
nation out of debt, destroy sedition law, and, in short, be the allies
of honest and moderate government.

Thus the word 'energy' may be an ally of freedom or despotism.
The energy of monarchy is distinct in its qualities and end from the
energy of republicanism. One is made of orders, stock, patronage
mad armies, to maintain the power of a government over a nation;
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the other of equal rights, taxation for national use, division of
power, publick opinion and a national militia, to maintain the
power of a nation over a government. Monarchical energy, is a
Delilah, knowing that the great strength of free government lies in
republican energy, and omitting no opportunity of shaving it
away, to make room for itself. When it has once bound or blinded

the popular Samson, however he may chance to take vengeance
of his enemies, he is generally crushed in their fall.

Between the introduction of aristocratical, and the expulsion of

republican energy, there is an interregnum of principle, which
requires great acuteness for the preservation of property. Aristo-
cratical principles favour artificial property, such as paper stock,
office, and corporate privileges; republican, substantial property
obtained by industry and talents, and not by law and sinecure.
One species of this property preys upon the other. And it requires

some judgement to change property, as the nature of its protection
changes; to escape from the drudgery of industry and talents, and
to share in the luxury of stock, office and privilege.

Principles, congenial to aristocracy (among which monopolies
of wealth by law have been universally esteemed) are huntsmen in
pursuit of republicanism, to strip her of her plumage. Will she

turn and defend herself, or like a foolish bird, expect to escape by
shutting her eyes upon her enemy?

It is extremely important that private property should be clearly
ascertained, to withstand the assaults both of those who would

abolish it by mobs, and of those who would defraud it by law to

create an aristocracy. Civilized society is dissolved by the enthusi-
asm of one party, or corrupted by the knavery of the other; and it
is the policy of our system to guard against both. To apply this
policy to the preservation of the ligament upon which its own
preservation depends, the nature of that ligament ought to be
thoroughly understood.

The fruit of labour or industry, is an unequivocal species of
private property; is that also an unequivocal species, which takes
away this fruit? If a law, which enables A to transfer to himself

B's unequivocal private property, may boast of the protection it
gives to property, by securing B's to A, oppression and fraud may

upon the same ground justify their most atrocious actions. And if
laws for bestowing wealth, may be permanent, rigid and insatiable
extortioners, they cannot be also guardians and protectors of
private property.
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Such laws succeed, by seizing upon the passion of avarice, and
bewildering computation. Although a vast majority of mankind
universally lose property by these laws, each individual is at a loss
how to class himself. Deluded by the hope of gain, he submits to an
immoral mode of enriching some, at the expense of others; and
yet by considering whether he is a member of general and natural,
or of exclusive and factitious interests, the difficulty would vanish.
It is easy to determine, whether we subsist by labour, industry or
talents; or by patronage, privilege, sinecure or stock. True private
property, is a political being permanently guided by good moral
principles, because its interest is to do right; spurious, one as per-
manently guided by evil, because its interest is to do wrong. The
enmity between them is exactly that between religion and idolatry.
Laws may be either the accomplices of spurious, or the protectors
of legitimate private property. And the principle by which they
are stampt with one or the other of these characters, ascertains
what private property is. Laws to enable men to keep their pro-
perry, stand exactly opposed to laws for transferring it to other
men. Governments are instituted for the first object, but they strive
to acquire the second. And no government of any form did ever
acquire this second power, without using it to impoverish a nation
and enrich an aristocracy, titled, hierarchical or stock.

A has inherited or earned a sum of money; B, being more
cunning than A, obtains a law enabling him to get A's money,
directly or indirectly; and after he has gotten it, the law guarantees
it to B. Was this money private property in the hands of A? Is the
social sanction which secured it in his hands, less sacred or just,
than the legal sanction which transferred it to B?

If property is admitted to be a social right, it does not follow that
society gives an absolute power over it to governments. Upon this
ground however, sovereigns ingeniously invented forfeitures for
offences, and applied them to their own use. By this feudal fraud,
privileged orders were nurtured. Our policy detected and abolished
this fraud. An invention for the benefit of society, ought not to be
used to its injury. It followed the same principle in a denunciation
of the whole tribe of exclusive privileges, which like forfeitures,
would all serve to feed some order or faction. And having thus dis-
posed of forfeitures, and privileges, it never could have intended to
invest law with a power to apply private property, to a use, to
which it refuses to condemn fines for crimes.

All societies have exercised the fight of abolishing privileged,
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stipendiary or factitious property, whenever they became detri-
mental to them; nor have kings, churches or aristocracies ever hesi-
tated to do the same thing, for the same reason. The king of
England joined the people and judges, in abolishing the tenures
and perpetuities of the nobles; the king and nobles united in
abolishing the property of the popish clergy; the consistory of
Rome suppressed the order of Jesuits and disposed of its property;
and several of these states, have abolished entails, tythes and hier-
archical establishments. What stronger ground can be occupied by
any species of law-begotten wealth, than by these?

Poverty is justly exasperated against the wealth which caused it;
but it temperately contemplates wealth, flowing from industry and
talents, and not from fraudulent laws. It knows that as one man's
industry, cannot make another man poorer; so wealth gotten by
legal means, without industry, must. And if aristocracy is intro-
duced into the United States by legal modes of dividing property,
violent animosities between the rich and poor will attend it, to a
greater extent than in other countries, because the means for con-
trolling them are less.

From the legal frauds by which property is transferred and
amassed, human nature has derived most of its envy, malice, and
hatred. And if the acquisitions of hierarchy, privilege, patronage,
sinecure, bribery, charter and paper stock, have been but seldom
able to inspire it with a sufficient share of these passions, to assail
fraudulent kinds of property; what danger can be apprehended by
genuine private property, defended by all the sanctions which
defend the spurious, with the addition of justice?

The only danger of innocent, arises from an alliance with guilty
property. Such an alliance is assiduously sought for, and artfully
supported, by its pretended friend and real foe. A knave will strive
to associate himself with an honest man, and the latter must dis-
solve the connexion, or risk his reputation. Thus honest property
is exposed to danger by an association with fraudulent property;
and its safety is ensured, by dissolving the connexion. Honest pro-
perty, disunited from a system which deeds away a nation to
individuals or factions, by offices, privileges, charters, loans, banks,
and all the variety of incorporations, will have nothing to fear,
whenever publick .indignation and justice awake. It will both
escape and inflict the fate of its natural enemies, by disdaining to
serve under their banners, or to become the dupe of their frauds.

To the indignation inspired by the fraudulent legal modes for
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acquiring wealth, mankind are indebted for the pernicious and
impracticable idea of equalising property by law. This speculation
has been considered by philosophers, in contrast with its opposite.
It seemed to them more reasonable and just, that property should
be made equal, than unequal by law. Destroy the alternative, by
assailing both its branches with the benefits arising from leaving
property to be distributed by industry, and the argument would
assume a new aspect. It would be discovered, that arts and sciences,
peace and plenty, have never been found, disunited from metes
and bounds. And that hence mankind have preferred that branch
of the alternative which required, to that which rejected them;
considering a system of property, compounded of honesty and
fraud, _s preferable to its abolition.

By artfully drawing the question to this point, legal, factitious or
fraudulent property; comprising every species resulting from direct
and indirect modes of accumulation by law, at the expense of
others; has been able in all civilized countries, to unite itself with
substantial, real or honest property; comprising accumulations
arising from fair and useful industry and talents. The equalising
speculation, by proposing to destroy both, united these two oppo-
site moral beings in a defensive war; just as a good and a bad man
would unite against an assassin, indifferently determined to murder
them both. Had philosophers wisely avoided this snare, and con-
fined the discussion to a discrimination between the useful and

pernicious kinds of property, they would never have given to the
latter the benefit of an alliance by which it is sustained; and might
have long since settled some definition of private property, suffi-
ciently perspicuous, to defend mankind against the pecuniary
oppressions they are forever suffering for want of it. Instead of
associating honest and fraudulent property in one interest, by the
chimerical and impracticable equalising project, they would have
established a rational and practicable distinction, between that
species of private property founded only in law; such as is gained
by privilege, hierarchy, paper, charter, and sinecure; and that
founded also in nature; arising from industry, arts and sciences.
And they would have proved, that the two species constituted two
principles in the world of property, as strictly opposed to each
other, as the two principles in the moral world, one of which is wor-
shipped and the other execrated. Blended, they make up a system
of property, similar to a system of religion, compounded of theo-
cracy and demonocracy.
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Nothing is more remarkable in their contrariety, than that
fictitious property is founded in the principle of agrarian laws,
which it reprobates. The simple objection to these is, that they take
away a portion of one man's property, and give it to another. How
otherwise can the balance of property between orders be effected,
as contended for by Mr. Adams and Lord Shaftesbury? Does it alter

the principle, to transfer the property by means, avowed and
direct, or insidious and indirect? However indirect, yet privilege,
hierarchy, office, paper, charter, and sinecure, are means, by

which the property of some is taken away, and given to others. All
the difference is, that in agrarian laws, or laws for an equal division
of land, the principle is applied between individuals; and in laws
for nurturing separate interests, between orders.

A single effect, observable wherever Mr. Adams's and Lord
Shaftesbury's system exists, of a balance of property between orders,
is quoted to illustrate this reasoning. It is attended by a multitude

of poor rates, work houses and hospitals. Why? Because many
individuals of the most numerous order, being excessively im-
poverished by dividing or distributing property among orders,
would perish, unless provided for by those legally enriched. The
right of the poor to require subsistence from those who have made
them poor, is so strong as to be admitted by the authors of their
impoverishment. An agrarian law, or an equal division of pro-

perty, would not be equally attended by poor rates, work houses
and hospitals, because it would not equally impoverish individuals.
Will it be contended, that laws which impoverish a great number

of individuals, are less atrocious violators of justice and private
property, than laws which impoverish none? We must now discern
that the principle of distributing property by law, is more malig-

nant, when applied to equalise wealth between orders, than when
applied to equalise wealth between individuals. A principle, more
malignant against social happiness, than a general agrarian divi-
sion, cannot be the genuine principle which causes society to guard
private property. Thence we are necessarily driven in search of

some other principle, and if we are right in considering industry,
arts and sciences, as its true sources, a correct definition of private

property, must exclude all the legal modes invented for its division.
Lord Shaftesbury and Mr. Adams strenuously contend, that a

balance of property among orders, is necessary to preserve their
freedom. In like manner, a balance of property among individuals,

is necessary to preserve theirs. The first species of balance, destroys
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the second. The legal distribution of wealth, necessary to preserve
the balance of property, and its dependant, the freedom of orders,
destroys its distribution by industry and talents, equally necessary
to preserve the second species of balance, and its dependant, the
freedom of men. Thus the attainable object of a free government,
is destroyed by the forlorn attempt to keep three orders free, by
balancing wealth and power among them. By transferring, an
agrarian law, invades property. All laws for this purpose, direct or
indirect, are equally its invaders. Those for dividing lands, and for
making sinecures, useless armies and offices, bank stock and hier-
archies, transfer the property of some to others, and therefore all
belong to the same class. If an end of a government is to protect
property, it cannot be an end of the same government to make
these laws, because the two ends are contrary to each other. It
would have as good a right, under a power to protect property, to
make an equal division of it by a direct law, as an unequal division
of it, by indirect laws. Our policy labours to prevent necessary laws
from degenerating into the latter usurpation, by cautiously guard-
ing against excessive expenditures even for publick uses; and it
excludes a right of legislation, for the purpose of transferring
private property from some to others, or for the sake of creating or
balancing orders or separate interests, civil or religious. Laws for
maintaining a balance of property among orders, necessary to
sustain an aristocracy, however disguised, defeat every such prin-
ciple of our policy.

By suffering industry to distribute property, industry will be
created. It teaches no vice. It bestows health and content. It is a

pledge of virtue. It doubles our happiness by enabling us to blend
with it the happiness of others. Its benefits reiterate and spread
like the undulations of the waves. Yet the hags, feudality, hierarchy,
privilege and stock, have successively been preferred as regulators
of private property, to this charming goddess. The distribution of
property by law, first introduces into a government what I shall
call an aristocracy of parties; and an appearance of this species of
aristocracy, is a proof that its pabulum exists. The few who con-
tend for prizes, arrange a nation into parties, who zealously plead
for and against each set of distributees, both having in view the
goods and chattels of the infatuated advocates.

The similitude between party and aristocracy, is explained by
Mr. Hume's distinction between an aristocracy of individuals, and
one consisting of a separate interest; exemplifying the first by the
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Polish, and the second by the Venetian nobility. An aristocracy or
party of individuals, consists of a few Polish noblemen, at the head
of an ignorant and obedient mass of followers. An aristocracy or
party of interest, consists of a conclave of individuals, united for.the
end of defrauding others to enrich themselves. In the same essay
Mr. Hume has said, that free governments are most happy for
those who partake of their freedom, but most ruinous and oppres-
sive to their provinces. They dispense ruin and oppression to pro-
vinces, as the inevitable effect of a separate interest. The certainty
of this moral law, is nearly demonstrated in the relation between
England and Ireland, and quite so in India. If a free government
is converted by a power of distributing wealth by law, into an
oppressive aristocracy of its provinces, every species of aristocracy
or separate interest, must be guided by the same moral law.

The United States exhibit four parties, the republican, mon-
archical, stock, and patronage. The two parties of principle, un-
sophisticated by the parties of separate interest, would discuss with
moderation, and decide with integrity; but the two last, accepted
on both sides as recruits, by an ardour for victory, though known
to be alfies who serve for plunder, empoison them by all the con-
taminations of an interest, distinct from the publick; and by all the
animosities, aristocracies of interest inspire. Aristocracy or separate
interest in our case, at present takes refuge under one and then under
the other of our parties, because it is not yet able to stand alone;
but whilst it is fondling first one and then the other of its nurses,
it is sucking both into a consumption, and itself towards maturity.

It is thus that patronage transforms any party into an aristo-
cracy of interest. The money dispensed by the executive power of
England, creates a powerful aristocracy of interest, unfriendly to
the national interest. The patronage of the President of the United
States, is aggravated by the temptation to employ it for his re-
election. This aristocracy of patronage, arises from a division of
property by law, and the only modes of reconciling it with republi-
can government, are, to settle salaries by a standard, too low to
create a party of interest; or to divide patronage so widely, as to
prevent it from becoming the property of one man, or of one body
of men. People will then cease to enlist under some banner to gain
an office, to elect partisans, and to raise by their own suffrages a
mercenary civil army for the destruction of their own liberties.
The effect of the inconsiderable sum laid out by patronage upon
Congress, reflects with fidelity, the fatal aristocracy of interest to
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be expected from the vast sum, distributed by banking among the
people.

The enlightened author of the life of General Washington,
ascribes the parties in the United States, to the intrigues of Mr.
Jefferson, to French influence, and to other transitory and fluctuat-
ing causes. If his opinion had been correct, these parties would
have disappeared with the supposed causes. But being in truth
produced by the mass of property transferred _by funding, banking
and patronage, creating (to borrow Mr. Hume's phrase) an
aristocracy of interest, they yet exist, because these laws divided
the nation into a minority enriched, and a majority furnishing the
riches; and two parties, seekers and defenders of wealth, are an
unavoidable consequence. All parties, however loyal to principles
at first, degenerate into aristocracies of interest at last; and unless
a nation is capable of discerning the point where integrity ends
and fraud begins, popular parties are among the surest modes of
introducing an aristocracy. The policy of protecting duties to
force manufacturing, is of the same nature, and will produce the
same consequences as that of enriching a noble interest, a church
interest, or a paper interest; because bounties to capital are taxes
upon industry, and a distribution of property by law. And it is the
worst mode of encouraging aristocracy, because, to the evil of dis-
tributing wealth at home by law, is to be added the national loss
arising from foreign retaliation upon our own exports. An exclu-
sion by us of foreign articles of commerce, will beget an exclusion
by foreigners of our articles of commerce, or at least corresponding
duties; and the wealth of the majority will be as certainly dimi-
nished to enrich capital, as if it should be obliged to export a
million of guineas to bring back a million of dollars, or to bestow
a portion of its guineas upon this separate interest.

As a separate or aristocratical interest, is the cause of party in
countries where avarice or reason prevails over superstition and
fanaticism, it follows, that instead of party spirit being natural to

free governments, it is only natural to those, where aristocracies or
parties of interest are artificially created and combined by law;
and that by uncreating these causes, such aristocracies and parties
naturally die. Ambition itself, in the present state of manners,
despairs of gratification, except by the help of a party founded in
interest, which it can create by no mode, except by that of invad-
ing property by law or force. It must hire an army or a legislature,
or both, to gain power. It cannot hire either without money, and it
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cannot obtain money, without associates. If ambition is unable to
form an aristocracy or party, except by violating and transferring
property, it follows, that no other means exist for its formation;
and of course, that its appearance is a proof that property is
violated and transferred. It follows also, that free and fair govern-
ments cannot be subject to party, but such only as have ceased to
be free and fair by the creation of aristocracy, or a party founded

in interest. If this reasoning is true, there is neither wisdom nor
policy, in providing constitutional precepts requiring ambition
and avarice to be quiet; and yet to nourish them by law. It makes
the constitution a blind, from behind which legal parties or aristo-
cracies strike nations.

Orders enslave nations, by making parties; and they are enabled
to make them, by laws for transferring property. If such laws make
parties, and if the party spirit of orders, is the cause of their oppres-
sion; then, though titles are excluded, yet wherever party spirit is

created, the oppression produced by orders is secured. Patrician
and feudal parties were made by conquered lands; church parties
by tythes, offerings and endowments; military parties, by wages;
patronage parties, by offices, bribes and sinecures; and paper
parties, by stock, interest and dividends. All were made by laws
for transferring or invading private property, all are parties or
aristocracies of interest, and all are avoided by forbearing to make
the laws which make them, and in no other way.

Two causes are adduced to shew, that property and not title,
creates the parties or aristocracies which enslave nations. The
whig party was made strong in England, by the paper stock with
which it was enriched and united. In spite of its principles, it was
forced by the regimen of this legal wealth to enslave the nation, by

poisoning the principles it professed to nurture. Hence a modem
whig may believe, that it would have been better for the English
nation, had success followed the landed tories, who would have

strangled the paper system of the whigs in its infancy. If the stock
system of the United States proceeds as it has done for fifty years

more, it will give occasion for a similar computation. This case
proves, that the present state of England, was caused by a party,
formed by a legal and artificial mode of distributing property, and
not by a titled order; and that paper stock was this mode. Paper
stock can therefore make aristocracies or parties, able to overthrow

political principles.
The Cincinnati of the United States could never form a faction
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or party; because title, without fraudulent laws to transfer pro-
perty, is incompetent to such an end; but the funding and banking
system could; because such laws without title, possess this compe-
tency. Even at home we have already learnt, that titles cannot
make parties; that laws for distributing property can; and that such
laws operate under our political system as they do under all others.

The precise principle we are contending for, is resorted to by
the constitution of the United States, to prevent party and faction.
But it is applied only to states, and not to individuals. Partialities
by law, for increasing or diminishing the taxes of a state, and every
species of exclusive privilege, or exclusive burden, between states,
is carefully guarded against. This is done, because laws of either
complexion, would unexceptionably transfer property from the
unfavoured to the favoured states; and would unexceptionably
also create the former into an exasperated, and the latter, into a
fraudulent party, or an aristocracy. This fraudulent party, could
not for a moment deceive states into an opinion, that laws for
bestowing exclusive privileges and wealth upon other states, or ex-
clusive burdens upon themselves, would add to their wealth or
happiness. A state makes but one moral being; its capacity is equal
to the moral beings who would practise this deception; it contains
no inimical ingredients, willing to sacrifice it to another state,
because of its unity as a moral being; nor has its legislature any
interest, to make and hide this sacrifice from the people. It would
therefore instantly decide, that all laws for enriching particular
states, directly or indirectly, were fraudulent and oppressive.

Do not such laws operate between individuals, precisely as they
operate between states? Being fraudulent and oppressive in rela-
tion to individuals, as they are in relation to states, they will also
generate party, faction or aristocracy. It is less violent than a party
of states would be, because the deceptions used to defend the
imposition, have some success among individuals, from their
ignorance, and from the arts of those interested. These causes of
deception do not apply to factitious modes of transferring property
between states, and therefore a state is never deceived, and indig-
nantly resists such laws in every shape.

Suppose, for instance, that congress had invested particular
states, with the exclusive privilege of supplying the Union with
paper currency by banks, and had prohibited the issuing of any
other. Could the states, unpossesse d of a share in the privilege,
have been persuaded that it would add to their wealth, happiness
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or prosperity? They would, in the supposed case, have occupied
the place with all its consequences, of that entire mass of indivi-
duals, unpossessed of bank stock. Yet in an eternity, no civilized
state could have been made to believe itself benefited, by having
the bank paper of the privileged states circulated within it. An
exclusive privilege of furnishing the United States with manufac-

tures would have an equivalent effect.
By excluding partial modes of transferring property by law

between states, the constitution designs to deprive ambition and
avarice of a handle, by which to work up and manage geographi-
cal passions and parties, for their own'selfish ends. How can it be
just and wise, to offer a like handle to ambition and avarice, in a
social union of individuals, by permitting them to transfer and

accumulate property by law, if it is unjust and unwise to admit of
its existence, in the union between the states? If its exclusion in one
case, is calculated to counteract parties, factions or aristocracies,

formed of states, its exclusion in the other, would prevent parties,
factions or aristocracies, formed of citizens. By excluding it in both,
the only tool with which ambition and avarice can undermine and
destroy a free government, can no longer be forged.

If there exists no mode under the constitution of the United

States, by which the government, or some section of it can exercise
partialities between states in relation to property, they will pro-

bably escape the evil of geographical aristocracy. Should a states-
man, an orator, a hero, or a patriot, begin to draw lines of separate
or exclusive interest from north to south, from east to west, along
a chain of hills, or from the source of a river to the ocean; like all

legal frauds for distributing property; they will be merely designed

to enrich some party of interest, at the expense of those whose
benefit is pretended; and as these lines drawn by civil law, invari-
ably mean fraud and avarice, they only acquire the additional
attributes of ambition and treason, when attempted for political

revolution. But if the pretext for such an experiment was ever so
preposterous, yet if it was connected with a partial distribution of
property by law between the states, it would create a geographical

party, as was in some degree illustrated by the effects of the fund-
ing system, and may be illustrated by the influence of executive
patronage. The richer it becomes, the more zealous will districts
be, led by the exertions of fraud which hopes of office or contracts

will excite, to gain the presidency.
The artifice of enemies, and the credulity of friends, in fostering
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anopinion,thatpartyspiritwas naturaltohoncstandfrccgovcrn-
mcnt,prcvcntsusfromdiscovcringthatitisinvariablyproduccd
by dishoncstorambitiousdcsigns,and uncxccptionablyindicates
thccxistcnccofan aristocracyofintcrcst.Mr. Adams allowsthat
partyspiritisa rcgularfruitofordcrs,withoutdeducingitfrom
aristocraticallawsfordistributingpropcrty,allowcdalsoby him
tobcncccssarytothccxistcnccofthcscordcrs.Ifthcnpartyspirit,
ordcrs,or aristocracy,flowfrom thcsamc causc,whatcvcrwill
prcvcntcithcr,willprcvcntall,and whatcvcrwillproducconc,
willproduccthcrcst.As a distributionofpropcrtyby law isthc
common causc,an exclusionofsuchlaws,isthccommon rcmcdy;
and asaccordingtoour idcaofa rcpublicangovcrnmcnt,itcan-
notcxistinunionwiththcscpartiallaws,thcparticsthcyproducc
arc chargcablcto a diffcrcntform of govcrnmcnt,partialto a
scparatcintcrcst,and inprinciplc,aristocratical.
Mr. Godwin hassaid'thatallgovcrnmcntisfoundcdinopinion,

and thatpublickinstitutionswillfluctuatcwiththcfluctuationsof
opinion.'This positionassignsthc publickapprobationto all
govcrnmcn.ts,whichhavccxistcdorcan cxist.Itbcstowsupon an
aristocracyor party,whosc powcr isplantcdinsclfintcrcst,thc
sanctionofpublickopinion;and raiscsthcinflucnccofauthority
tothchighcstpitch.With equaljusticc,hc might have assigncd
thcsamc sanctiontothcpowcr ofa disciplincdarmy,ovcran un-
disciplincdnation.Itisncvcrtheopinionofnationsthatslavcry
isgood;ycttheyarccnslavcd.Nor isitthcopinionofnationsthat
an aristocracyorpartyofintcrcstisgood,butthcysuffcrit,bc-
causcthcindividualsofa gcncralintcrcstcannotbc ccmcntcdin
thcsamc way withthoscof a scparatconc,as thcrcisnonc to
supplythcglue.
Opinionmay inoncscnscbccorrectlyconsidcrcdasthefounda-

tionofallgovcrnmcnts.Thcy arcalldcrivcdfromgcncralorpar-
tialopinion;from theopinionofthcnation,or ofsomc partyof
intcrcst;butasgcncralandpartyopinion,arcoppositcand contra-
dictorysourccsofgovcrnmcnt,onemustbcbad.As moralcncmics,
thcycannotunitc.Minglcd;commotionordcathcnsucs,asinthc
caseofpoisonminglcdwithwholcsomcdrugs.Miltoncouldnot
bringbackSatantoheavenby thebcnignityoftheAlmighty,bc-
causcgood and evilarcincapableofassociating.Even thcliccnsc
ofpoctrydoesnotextendtoa fablccontrarytonaturc.Mr. Adams
contcndsforthismixturc,in thcvcryactofprovingthatithas
universallyfailed.
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General, and not party opinion, is the principle of our policy.
All our constitutions contain efforts in favour of one, and no efforts
in favour of the other. Laws which have the effect of mixing party
opinion with general opinion, correspond with Mr. Adams's policy,
and have ever been fatal to such a policy as ours. They introduce
party interest into the departments of government, and create
intrigues against the general interest; exactly as Mr. Adams proves
orders to have universally done. A stock or patronage interest will
be as selfish, as a noble or religious interest. The publick interest
and the party interest, commence hostilities and continue the war,
until one of them is vanquished; and as defeat has hitherto pur-
sued the publick interest, it is unaccountable that it should be per-
suaded to create a foe, before whose prowess it is destined to fall.

A separate interest, drawing wealth from a nation, and able to
gain an influence in a government, cannot be a republican, any
more than an individual nobleman in the same situation. To the

term 'republican,' the Americans have annexed the modern mean-
ing of general good. The opinion, that parties were natural to
republicks is the creature of the old idea, that republicks could be
constituted of orders or partms. Parties are indeed natural to
governments made of parties. But if we reject this old construction
of the term, which makes it to mean any thing or nothing; we
ought also to reject the old errour, that parties were natural to
republicks, as arising from the errour, which considered govern-
ments formed of parties or orders as republicks.

The antipathy of party spirit to publick spirit, sophisticated
terms, for the purpose of deceiving nations, so that old as the world
is, we still want a political word, to express the idea of national
self government, unadulterated by orders or parties of interest. If
republicanism is allowed to convey the idea of a government
guided by publick opinion and operating for publick good, then
whe_ever a legislature is guided or influenced by the opinion of a
banking party, the government has ceased to be a republick, as
completely as if it was influenced by a king.

Despotisms are more lasting than free governments, because, as
they do not suffer an order or a party possessed of exclusive power
and privileges to exist, they are not subject to party spirit. By
making free governments as little subject to party spirit, they will
probably become more permanent than despotisms. It is excluded
from despotisms, by excluding separate interests, calculated to
plunder, and then dethrone the monarch with his own wealth; and
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it will be excluded from free governments, by forbearing to create
these separate interests, still more dangerous to national wealth
and sovereignty.

The appearance of parties of interest under a despotick govern-
ment, is a proof that a new power has crept in, aspiring to the con-
trol of the despotism. A conflict of course commences, which ends
in the destruction of one of the combatants. The appearance of
such an aristocracy, under a free government, or one founded on
common interest, indicates also the existence of a new power, and
a similar conflict is unavoidable. Despotism will seldom create and
nurture its own foe; free government is frequently seduced to do so.
A despotick sovereignty keeps patronage in its own hands, and
never confers privileges independent of its own will. A national
sovereignty surrenders patronage to an individual, and charters
away exclusive fights and emoluments. The consequences which
would result to a despotick sovereignty from such a policy, do
result to a national sovereignty. Reasoning is at an end, if the same
moral causes, are not allowed to produce the same effects. If
parties under despotisms are in collision with despotick sovereignty;
parties under free governments must be in collision with national.
And if the suppression of a party interest, is necessary to save a
despotism, it must be necessary to save a free government. The
appearance of party is a beacon proclaiming a tendency, which
instantly alarms despotism; and it brings back the government to
its principle by suppressing the inimical tendency. Free govern-
ment has only to be equally vigilant against these inimical tenden-
cies, to live longer than despotism; for as party interest is unnatural
to one in a state of purity, so is it to the other.

Instances without nu_nber might be adduced, to shew, that
separate interest is a thermometer accurately disclosing the pro-
gress of a revolution, both in property and principles; and that
the latter are modelled by fraudulent dispositions of the first. In
England, though titles remain, patrician and plebeian parties have
yielded to a party or aristocracy of interest. Whigs and tories are
melted into one mass, by the same crucible. This crucible is made
of paper stock and patronage. The property it invades, plunders,
and distributes, has begotten new parties, and abolished old prin-
ciples. In the United States, no parties of importance have ever
appeared, except such as arose from paper stock and patronage;
and by this transfer of property, old principles, as in England, will
unquestionably be altered or destroyed.
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If the term 'patronage' was limited to wages for publick service,
legislative, executive or judicial, yet should those wages be made
so high as to produce detriment to the publick, the surplus beyond
the sum required by publick good is fraudulently transferred by
law. In computing them, every consideration in relation to the
receiver of the wages, ought to be excluded, because they are be-
stowed to benefit, not him, but the nation. Even legislative wages,
capable of protracting sessions for the sake of transferring a greater
mass of property, from the payer to the receiver, or of exciting
election frauds may form a secret and mischievous party of interest,
under its own patronage.

The argument, by which plentiful wages are defended, is, the
tendency of law to expel merit and talents from legislatures, and to
throw government into the hands of a wealthy order. This argu-
ment can only be of force in countries, where legal means are used
to create wealthy separate interests. Where wealth is distributed by
industry and talents, and not by law, it will nearly cover the merit
and talents of a country, and no wealthy order can usurp the
legislative power, because none will exist. And high wages, far
from enabling merit and virtue to curb a wealthy separate interest,
are only another motive, and new means, for enabling them to
gain possession of legislatures, by corrupting election.

It is said that Doctor Franklin, convinced that the evils of
patronage outweighed the benefits of wages to publick officers,
would not receive any as chief magistrate of Pennsylvania. Nations
require civil and military services. Militia services are rendered to
great extent without wages, and those paid for them in war, are
regulated by the idea ofpublick benefit, and not of adequate com-
pensation. Parsimony, applied to civil duties, would not fall
heavier on the rich, than it does on the poor, when applied to
military duties. If the chief burden of military service is inflicted
on one class, as a duty, because it is most capable from its number
of discharging it; ought not the chief burden of civil service to be
inflicted on the other, as a duty also, because it chiefly possesses the
talents for discharging that? A standing army of mercenary civil
officers, being as fatal to free government, as an army of soldiers,
the militia principle may be as useful and necessary in the one
case, as in the other.

Wages sufficiently high to protect legislative sessions, are a sine-
cure paid by the publick to corrupt the department of government,
which ought to be the purest. They excite official fraud and arti-
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flee, and subject members to executive influence for the sake of
re-election; and tend in this way towards an aristocracy of interest,
of the species most malignant to free and fair government; namely,
that compounded of legislative corruption and executive influence.

We ought fully to comprehend the distinction between a per-
sonal aristocracy, and an aristocracy of interest, lest we should be
surprised by the one, whilst we are watching the other. Hume's
illustration of the latter by the Spartan aristocracy, would have
been as apt, had that aristocracy extracted its subsistence from the
mechanicks and cultivators, or Helots, by paper stock, as by the
mode it pursued. It had no titles, and was one interest living on
another. The impossibility of providing a balance of property in
the United States, for a personal aristocracy, was explained, to
shew that an aristocratical principle cannot be introduced in that
mode, and if not in that, it can only be introduced in the mode of
an aristocracy of interest. Through principles, and not names, this
species of political power, becomes real and oppressive. Was any
person ever weak enough to discern hierarchy, aristocracy, or
monarchy, in Scotch bishops, the American Cincinnati, or Theo-
dore king of Corsica? Wealth is indispensable to sustain both a
personal aristocracy, and an aristocracy of interest. The first can
never obtain this indispensable principle in the United States,
except they should be subdued by an invading or a native army,
and divided among its chieftains. The second may obtain it, by
means of patronage, corruption, privilege, and paper stock. It may
steal into sovereignty with great rapidity, by selling its influence in
society to the personal or disinterested parties alternately. Every
aristocracy of interest is ardent in this traffick, and a love of power
unhappily induces all political parties (unless they are controlled
by nations) to bestow wealth and credit upon this species of aristo-
cracy, until their own principles are lost in the corruption they
have countenanced to preserve them, and they themselves sink
into a state of subjection to their own instruments.
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Section the Ninth

THE LEGAL POLICY OF THE

UNITED STATES

MONT_SQUIEU'Sanalysis of forms of government, is neither
moral nor numerical. He divides them into 'republican, mon-
archical, and despotick,' and the presence or absence of law consti-
tutes his criterion of liberty and despotism. But having by these
definitions disclosed a partiality for his country, he proceeds to
truth, by proving that civil laws are the instruments for foster-
ing or destroying both free and despotick governments, and that
neither can be preserved, except by an analogy of legal to constitu-
tional principles. Whatever analysis of governments we adopt
must also be an analysis for legislation. If we adopt the numerical,
the same laws cannot be congenial with the three, nor with any
two of its forms; if the moral, it is still more difficult to reconcile
the same laws, with both good and bad principles. The necessity of
civil law, to foster or impair every form of government, makes it
equally indispensable to a free nation and a monarch, to be able
to distinguish its character and effects, for the preservation of liberty
or despotism. A conviction that republican forms beget the first,
and monarchical the second, united with an ignorance of the laws

adapted to the preservation or introductior_ of either, excites the
fermentation of mobs, and ends in the tranquillity of tyranny.

An incapacity to discern the difference between a power to
divide and to protect property, or between a national militia and
a mercenary army, is an incapacity for the preservation of a free
government. As the first member of each contrast corrupts or
enervates nations, .they belong to the evil class of moral principles.
Individuals, parties or governments use all the means placed in
their hands to obtain their ends; and a dependence for defence

upon a mercenary army, renders a nation unable to defend itself.
The jesuitical maxim 'that every thing is lawful to effect good
ends,' makes every thing lawful in the eyes of governments and
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parties, which is necessary to effect their own ends; because self
love convinces all men that their ends are good. Every principle,
bad or good, drawn from the moral qualities of an individual,
applies to a multitude. A power making one man a despot, will
make despots of a party of men; the only difference being, that
one species of despotism resembles a scorching fire; the other, a
consuming conflagration. Parties clothed with evil or despotick
powers, destroy free governments with a rage and rapidity far out-
stripping the capacity of individual tyrants, because many men
can do more mischief than one. This fact demonstrates the incapa-
city of the numerical analysis for informing us whether a govern-
ment is free or despotick, and explodes the hideous doctrine 'that
the will of a majority can do no wrong,' under which parties, in
imitation of kings, often endeavour to hide atrocious legal viola-
tions of good moral principles. Many men can even do more wrong
to one or a few, than one or a few can do to many. This analysis is
still more defective as a criterion of good or bad laws, because
those of its best form are not necessarily good, and no commixture
of its several forms can make arbitrary or fraudulent laws, free or
just.

The principle 'that a government and its laws must be of the
same moral nature to subsist together,' furnishes the only existing
security for the preservation both of a free and an arbitrary form
of government. Monarchy cannot subsist upon republican laws,
nor a republick upon monarchical. The numerical analysis can
inform us, whether we are governed by one, a few, or many per-
sons, but its whole stock of knowledge is expended in the perform-
ance of this paltry office, and it is utterly unable to give us any
instruction as to the mode of preserving the selected form of
government. But an analysis founded in moral principles, fur-
nishes nations with constitutional restraints upon governments,
and with perpetual sentinels faithfully warning them of the
approach of their worst foes; bad laws. It transfers popular atten-
tion from the persons composing the numerical analysis, to the
principles by which it is itself composed; and settles a wise venera-
tion or a just hatred upon the good and bad divisions of these
principles, instead of that ridiculous veneration for a president and
a congress, a king and a parliament, or an emperor and a senate,
which never discloses the approach of a single foe to liberty. A
moral analysis alone can teach nations the only mode of sustaining
a free government. It can detect attempts to destroy our moral
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constitt_tional principles of a division of power between the people
and the government, or between the general and state govern-
ments, by political or civil laws. And it can keep us attentive to the
fact, that a power in a government of any form, to deal out wealth
and poverty by law, overturns liberty universally; because it is a
power by which a nation is infallibly corrupted; and the legisla-
ture, whose laws caused the corruption, is at length forced by the
national depravity, to abridge the liberty of the people; or an
usurper makes it a strong argument, even with good men, for
erecting a despotick government. A power in Congress, for in-
stance, of influencing the wealth or poverty of states by taxing
exports and making roads or canals; or of individuals, by charters;
would be used by successive parties for self preservation, with an
activity, by which government would exchange the duty of pro-
tecting for the privilege of regulating property. The alternative of
receiving or yielding the golden fleece, according to the will of
these parties, would suddenly excite an equal degree of baleful
activity among the people, to gain the one and to avoid the other;
and soon overturn the whole catalogue of moral principles, neces-
sary for the preservation of a free form of government. In what-
ever numerical class a government is arranged, a power of advan-
cing the wealth of one part of the nation, by civil laws, will be used
by its successive administrators to obtain a corrupt influence,
wholly inconsistent with any good moral principles interwoven in
a constitution, and certainly destructive of them.

Every party of interest, whether a noble, a religious, or a mili-
tary order; or created by a corrupting degree of legislative or
executive patronage; or by usurping a power of regulating pro-
perty by means of paper credit, charters or fraudulent wars; is the
instrument and ally of the power by which its interest can be fed
or starved. It must acquire an influence over legislation, both to
do its own work, and the work of the power it serves. It can by
law slip under governments a new substratum, without altering a
feature of the numerical analysis. And it will be invariably pur-

chased at the publick expense, by the political party in possession
of the government, at a rate proportioned to the service it may be
able to render.

This game between political and pecuniary parties, is precisely
the cause by which free, moderate, and honest forms of govern-
ment are destroyed; it inflicts heavier taxation, than any other
species of misrule; and it cannot be carried on, except by a legisla-
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five power to regulate wealth and poverty. In England this power
is complete, and has scattered every where parties of interest of all
sizes, and individuals, paid for their services directly or indirectly
by the political party in power, at the national expense, and ready
to serve any political party whatsoever for pay. Hence arise the
excessiveness of taxation, the parliamentary corruption, and the
frequent wars of that country. None of our constitutions intended
to endow legislation with this power of regulating property, thus
exercised in England, because its effects there demonstrated, that
the moral principles upon which they were built, could not subsist
in union with such a power; and that it would have amounted to a
provision in them all, for absolving the government from the moral
restraints previously imposed. But political parties have attempted
to acquire it in imitation of the English precedents, (which will for
ever be admired by men in power) as in the cases of a legal appre-
ciation of paper stock far beyond the price at which it was pur-
chased, of banks, and of the Yazoo report; and if the system of
changing the principles of a government by laws is not well under-
stood by 'the people, they will go on, and at length make sales of
national property to stockjobbers, if stockjobbers will sell them
support even in the form of a war.

A legislative power of regulating wealth and poverty, is a prin-
ciple of such irresistible ascendency, as to bring all political parties
to the same standard, and to make it quite indifferent to nations,
which shall prevail. It is the solution in which is found the political
identity of the whig and tory parties of England, in the exercise of
power, during their highest state of acrimony; and in which this
acrimony was at length lost.

It is matter of surprise that mankind should owe their greatest
calamities to the two most respectable human characters, priests
and patriots, from a political gluttony, like that of swallowing too
much food, however good. If responsibility to God cannot cure

priests of the vices which infect legislative parties of interest, what
security lies in a responslb'fiity to man? If the love of souls cannot
awaken integrity, laid to sleep by this species of legislative patron-
age, will it be awakened by a love of wealth and power? But nations
have no right to complain, because they corrupt their priests and
patriots by temptations, which human nature has never been able
to resist. Our policy, rejecting a reliance upon either, because they
are men, has endeavoured to exalt political law from a numerical

form, into a science; and to substitute permanent principles for
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fluctuating passions. But if laws can distribute wealth and power,
among individuals arranged in combinations to acquire both; and
if the fashion should prevail of scanning them by party comments,
and not by honest principles; our beautiful experiment of confid-
ing for a free government in good moral principles rather than in
priests or patriots, will be exchanged for a confidence in stock-
jobbers and various other parties of interest.

These parties plead patriotism to ignorance and credulity, and
offer wealth and power to avarice and ambition. The most fraudu-
lent is loudest in professions of zeal for the publick good, and like

the Mississippi and South Sea projects, is often the most successful;
because the vicious principle of creating wealth by law, having
debauched the minds of the audience, no dishonesty appears to be
attached to any excesses of legislative robbery. Audacity or delu-
sion at length inculcates an opinion, that he who refuses to sur-
render his conscience and his understanding to some party, is a
knave or a fool; a knave, in pretending to honesty under a legisla-
tive distribution of wealth; and a fool, for preferring hopeless

efforts to serve the publick, to his own aggrandizement at the pub-
lick expense. Thus the maxims taught by the legal intercourse
between political and pecuniary parties reverse the dictates of
common sense and common honesty. Knaves or fools only, sur-
render their duties and rights to party despotism. Knaves, to get
a share in its acquisitions; fools, because they are deceived. Can

an honest man of sound understanding think himself bound by
wisdom or duty, to give or sell himself to one of two parties,
prompted by interest and ambition to impair the publick good?
Are men bound by wisdom or honour to take side with one of two
competitors, if both are robbers or usurpers? On the contrary,

as neither could succeed except by dividing the national force be-
tween them, a nation of fools only could be drawn into a division,
in which the success of either party, is a calamity to a majority

of both. And as civil government affords wealth and power to
a very small proportion of a nation, if those who reap neither from
it, are seduced into an opinion that they ought to enlist under one

of two small parties contending for both, they are only entitled to
the same character, as being the instruments of their own misfor-
tunes, in all the fluctuations of victory. Parties, like usurpers, ac-

quire nothing from each other. The rich spoils of a gallant but
deluded nation, were the fruits gathered by the whig and tory

parties from the opinion--that it is knavery to adhere to the
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publick interest, and folly to exercise one's own judgement. Thus
election, designed to advance this interest, is converted into an
instrument for parties; and that which is successful, hastens to reap
the transitory harvest by legislative abuses, during the delirium of
victory, until its crimes make room for a rival, equally unre-
strained, which follows its precedents, repeats its frauds, and
experiences its fate. By considering a zeal for party as more wise
or honourable, than a zeal for good or bad laws, a nation is thus
perpetually suspended in a state of political warfare, pregnant only
with aggravations of calamity.

Election in the United States becomes more contemptible than
in England, when degraded by a legal power of regulating wealth
and poverty, into a whig or a tory, a Pitt or a Fox, if it is seduced
by a worthless maxim to commit the crime, for which the English
parliament are wise enough to obtain a valuable consideration. It
appoints the prime minister of our sovereignty. If like the cor-
rupted English interests, which govern the appointment of theirs,
it was well paid for its work; or if like the king by whom this
appointment is nominally made, it was lavishly endowed without
expense to itself." it might boast of having sold its conscience and
understanding for something solid; but to give away both, for a
hollow notion of adhering to a party, that it may be fleeced and
not bribed, would be an act of self abasement demonstrating that it
was unable to distinguish between good and bad principles, and
was of course flattered, despised and cheated. A sovereignty, popu-
lar or monarchical, ignorant of the principles by which it is pre-
served or destroyed, is first a cypher, then a tool, and finally the
victim of its own servants. The folly both of a foolish people and a
foolish king, consists in suffering the attention to be diverted from
the moral nature of the acts and laws of their servants, to the
frivolous names and treacherous professions of contending parties
and rival courtiers.

The evil moral qualities of human nature, as natural to parties
as to man, constitute the evidence in favour of restraining them by
good moral principles, and evince the absurdity, in every case, of
losing these principles in a career after names, to be equivalent to
that of shutting the eyes for the sake of substituting confidence for
seeing. The political party which brought Charles the first to the
block, made sundry good laws for checking the regal, hierarchical,
and titled parties of interest, from which the petition of right for
repairing the usurpations of his two sons, extracted all its merit.
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Yet it soon degenerated into a fraudulent and oppressive party of
interest itselfi This case teaches us, that legislation can change the
nature of a government, without changing its form; that the
numerical analysis, being unable to discern such changes, des-
cribes a government by the same name, after it has undergone a

material change; that without understanding the moral principles
of laws, nations can neither foresee nor regulate revolutions; and

that neither party principles, merits nor names, are a good security
for the continuance of party patriotism.

The pigments of the human character, by which this last fact is
exhibited, are so numerous, that the habit of overlooking them is

like the simplicity of a child, unable to recognise his own image.
Eyes, seeing power eternally corrupting men, and minds, acting
upon a supposition that it does not, make up the foolish compound
which has legislated for the world; and the world has been en-
slaved. The patriots C_esar, Cromwell and Bonaparte, and the
parties whig and tory, federal and r_publican, have acted and
legislated alike, because men are influenced by power as all kinds
of water are by rum. No name nor badge can enchant a man

against a moral law impinging on his nature. If a partridge was
called an ostrich, it would not save him from the talon of the hawk;
nor can a man be shielded against the effects of power by writing
'patriot' on his forehead. Whenever, therefore, the popularity of
parties or individuals, shall free law from a strict examination at

the tribunal of moral principles, a revolution is effected or at hand.
The constitutional power of the president to influence the legisla-

ture by his patronage, and the unconstitutional practice of its

members in influencing the election of a president, might be
moulded into a powerful ally of a system of legislation, neither sug-
gested nor examined by good moral principles. Its tendency is to

weaken, and at length to destroy, the responsibility of the president
to the people; to extend the corruption of patronage in the legisla-
ture, and to defeat the good effects designed to be produced by the
division of power between the legislative and executive depart-
ments. By the constitution of Virginia, a patronage operates

visibly upon the independence of that branch of the legislature,
numerically inferior, because its members can only gain the best
ofllc_s in the state by the favour of the other. A cross patronage

between the president and congress, more than doubles the opera-
tion of this mode of appointment against the principle of dividing
power. In Virginia, the evil is mitigated by the absence of any
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executive patronage over the members of the legislature. But if the
president should become the patron of congress, and congress the
patron of the president, checks would be converted into accom-
plices, and a secret and intricate consolidation of those divisions,
intended to restrain legislation within the verge of good moral

principles, would necessarily ensue. The political sect arising from
this commerce, would resort to law to strengthen an evasion of the
constitution. The obstacles against the institution of titled orders,
would turn its attention towards the creation of parties of interest
in other forms, to secure its power and gratify its wishes. And be-
sides, all the artifices for inflaming the passions of the vulgar, and
bewildering the understandings of the ignorant; an identification
of the government with the nation to free the party in power from
responsibility; a national debt to chain the wealthy to the com-
bination by the same strong ligament which binds them in France

to Bonaparte; a direction of the pubfick admiration to military
men; to reduce those most likely to oppose arbitrary laws, to a state
of inferiority; a neglect of the militia, under the doctrine that it is
unfit to resist foreign armies, so as to make it unable to resist
domestick; a gradual reduction of the state governments to in-
significance; and a perpetual increase of the energy of government,

under the pretext of extensive territory; being all within the scope
of the powers of the general government, will all be summoned to
the aid of any combination between political departments; and a
power of regulating property by law would dig the fosse of corrup-
tion, and render the circumvallation for its defence, impregnable
to its slaves. Against this host of dangers, no security occurs to me,
except a strict scrutiny into laws and all the measures of govern-

ment, by the light of good moral principles.
Our policy has attempted to wrest war from the hands of execu-

tive power, lest it should be used as a means of making legislative

an instrument for advancing its projects, and representation a mask
to conceal them. War is the keenest carving knife for cutting up
nations into delicious morsels for parties and their leaders. It swells
a few people to a monstrous moral size, and shrivels a multitude to

an equally unnatural diminutiveness. It puts arms into the hands
of ambition, avarice, pride, and self love, and aggravates these
passions by erecting the holders into a separate interest, which
without arms has in no shape been made just or honest by the re-

straints of moral principles or didactick prohibitions. It breeds a
race of men, nominally heroes, mistaken for patriots, and really
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tyrants. It enables knaves and traitors to delude the multitude into
a belief that real patriots are knaves and traitors, and thus to force
good men to become the instruments of bad, to avoid the persecu-
tions of this delusion. And without a sound militia, it is more
dangerous to our policy than superstition, nobility, and exclusive
privilege united; because these could only sap it slowly, whilst that
can carry it by storm. Hence this instrument, so well adapted for
its destruction, is attempted to be withheld from executive power.
But no provisions enforce the prohibition, and no precautions
against executive intrigues with party spirit, the influence of
patronage, nor the precipitancy of passions, are resorted to. The
most trivial law is suspended for the president's concurrence, and
the most trivial amendment of the constitution must receive a

chaste national approbation; but a law for war is absolved from
this check, and unsubjected to publick opinion, party legislation
converts the constitutional precaution into an aggravation of the
danger, and restores the knife to the president, freed from any
responsibility for using it. Twenty six per centum of the legislature,
being the dictators of a party predominancy of fifty one per cen-
tum, in virtue of the party loyalty spread by fashion over perjury
and treason, like embroidery over putrescence, holds in fact the
power of declaring war; and political fashion, having thus dimi-
nished the work for the blandishments of flattery, the prejudices
of party spirit, and the allurements of executive patronage, then
covers the real authors of war against responsibility, under the
canopy of a fraudulent majority, and the justification of a national
concurrence, drawn from a false appearance. The gradation of
reasoning, 'that each individual ought to be governed by the
majority of some party; that a majority thus obtained, is a genuine
republican majority; and that it is both the government and the
nation,' seizes upon the amiable and honest respect of the people
for their representatives, and rewards them for their virtues by the
calamities of a war, entered into contrary to the true wishes of
themselves, and of those who have thus sacrificed a virtuous to a
wicked allegiance. Other less important consequences of party
allegiance might have been cited, to illustrate the impossibility of
maintaining a free government, unless the majority of a nation
shall continually try two parties struggling for wealth and power
in a free government, not by prejudices and delusions, which these
parties in their pleadings infuse, but by fixed moral principles.
Being as cornapt as hierarchies or noble orders, and struggling for
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the same objects by which such parties are invigorated, they draw
their qualities from the same infusion; and a nation divided be-
tween them in a constant political warfare, can only win by their
alternate victories that kind of liberty, to be reaped from a similar
warfare under the banners of an order of priests, and an order of
nobles.

Whilst the preservation of a federal form of government, dic-
tated precautions against its subversion by political law, it is left
exposed in a considerable degree to the lever of civil'law and party
spirit united. Had legislative chastity been secured against the
addresses of executive patronage, and laws for making war been
subjected to the concurrence of two thirds of the states, precau-
tions better than those existing might have prevented the differ-
ences between the states, and alleviated the animosities between
the parties, which seem better calculated to foster provincial
hatreds, and the gradual approach of.burdensome government,
than wealth, happiness, and liberty. The didactick state authority
is no match for a power concentrated in a few hands, and able by
law to make war, and to require 'all the revenue a nation can pay.'
Add to this force the power of distributing wealth by law, and the
division of might between the general and state governments,
would be well represented by a giant armed with a scimitar, and
an infant, with a needle. Heavy taxes, loaning, war and legal
devices for distributing wealth and poverty, are the modern scalp-
ing knives, tomahawks and rifles, used by avarice and ambition,
because the more merciful weapons, superstition and nobility,
having been broken by knowledge, more cruel became necessary,
to intimidate, or more expensive, to corrupt her; and mankind
must hence suffer, on account of an accession of knowledge, an
accession of oppression, or piously acknowledge the divine favour,
by reaping from it the greatest of sublunary blessings. Legislation
must either be restrained within the pale of good moral principles,
by the exertion of this modern dispensation; or it must more ex-
tensively than ever resort to bad ones, to suppress its effects. And
neither monarchy, faction, avarice or ambition, will be able here-
after to effect their ends in the mild modes of ancient oppression,
until ancient ignorance is restored, as was evinced by the revolu-
tionary struggles and their termination in France.

Constitutions are often converted from tests for law, into snares
for ignorance, by the ingenious verbal criticisms, to which the
vices, the=errours, and the passions of parties will often resort. If
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the single words 'religion and republick,' are often made to cover
superstition and tyranny, what party can fail to find shelter for any
law under a long constitution; but good moral principles cannot
be made bad by words, nor bad, good. Constitutional powers,
being all subordinate and subservient to the end of preserving a
free and moderate government, do not admit of any constructions

subversive of these ends. If a nation should erect a temple, and
bestow on trustees powers for its preservation, no construction of

these powers could be correct, by which its pillars would be gradu-
ally weakened, and the edifice finally destroyed. Even no power
expressly given, can be constitutionally used to defeat the inten-
tion for which it was given. Congress are empowered to raise
armies and to borrow money; but by using one power to erect a
military aristocracy, like the French, or the other to erect a stock
aristocracy, like the English, they would be guilty of treason
against the constitution, without violating its letter.

In like manner, had an express power to grant charters been
given to congress, it could only have been constitutionally exer-
cised for the support of a free and moderate government, if this
was the primary end of the constitution itself; and its use for the
destruction of this end, would have been a real usurpation, by the

help of a legal fraud. If this reasoning is true, all aristocracies of
interest, military, stock, ministerial, or party, whether created by
laws literally constitutional, by a patronage equally warranted, or
by the struggles between the ins and outs under less faithful
denominations, for the powers and profits of government, being

hostile to the true principles of our policy, are really treasonable,
and wouldat once appear to be so, if they were compared with the
moral principles by which the constitution was constructed, and
the end it had in view. Upon the same ground, the great legislative
power bestowed by most of the slate constitutions, would not suffice

to justify the destruction of the primary end of these constitutions
themselves, by any laws, however justifiable by their letter. The

state and the general constitutions form but one system of policy.
The spirit of this policy, to be only fairly drawn from an inspection
of the whole, is adverse to aristocracy in every form, because it is

not itself an aristocratical spirit. All laws driving into our policy
any portion of this new spirit, will drive out a correspondent por-
tion of the old. But we are not left to infer from the general struc-
ture ofth0se instruments from which we deduce our policy, whether

its end was aristocratical or not. Tides, exclusive privileges or ad-
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vantages, so as to comprise completely the ideas of personal and
pecuniary aristocracies in all forms, are every where exclaimed
against, for the purpose of closing the legislative door against all
such modes of destroying our policy. And the success with which
these positive inhibitions have been hitherto gotten over, by the
constructions of parties of interest in some form, serves to demon-
strate both the inefficacy of political law to restrain such parties,
and the necessity for ascertaining the principles which constitute a
good or a bad government, as a test to which the people may resort
for discovering the tendency of civil law.

The laws for making that which waspurchased for one shilling
worth twenty, and for making these twenty worth thirty or forty,
as stock in the bank of the United States; exhibited so dazzling a
degree of success in the legislative mode of becoming rich, that all
the objections against them as a mode of poisoning our policy, dis-
appeared; and our legislatures suddenly became staples for manu-
facturing anew the political wares broken to pieces by the revolu-
tion. If the English nation, at the accession of William of Orange,
had restored to the crown the fraudulent prerogatives, for exercis-
ing which Charles bled and James was expelled, our legislatures
would have had a precedent for reviving the monarchical policy
of welding aristocracies of interest to our new government in a
thousand forms, by legal distributions of wealth at the publick
expense. Privileges and monopolies, flowing from law, are of the
same nature as if they came from prerogative, like the same poison
poured from different phials. The English declaration of rights at
the revolution, does not more explicitly condemn the oppressions
it corrects, than our state constitutions condemn the principle of
creating aristocracies by legal privileges. This declaration is the
most explicit acquisition obtained by that nation at the expense of
much civil war, in favour of civil liberty, but its benefits have been
defeated by making the statute book. a receptacle for the same
frauds which were formerly recorded in the archives of prerogative.
An hundred laws to create an hundred aristocracies of interest, if
they collect as much money, are the same to a nation, as an hun-
dred of queen Elizabeth's monopoly grants. These laws require
armies and penalties to defend them, live in the United States
upon agriculture, and fear a xnilitia.

No government ever commenced its operations with so pliable a
people, as that of the United States. Among their most firmly
rooted principles, were an aversion for legal privileges, aristocra-
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cies of interest and standing armies; and an affection for agricul-

ture, commerce and the militia. By considering the effects of legal
patronage upon the first triumvirate, and the effects of withholding

it from the second, its force upon national policy, and its capacity
to produce one evil as a cause for another, will be seen. A military
nation, received from the revolution, has been treated for thirty
years with stockjobbing laws; and by throwing away three hun-
dred millions during the same period upon a trifling standing
army, without expending a shilling on the militia, an argument has
been made against reposing in the latter any future dependence.

The difficulty of proving partial laws to be publick evils, in-
creases as the fact becomes more obvious. As feudal castles and the

monkish convents increased, they were thought to _eld to nations
more defence and more charity, as banks, by an increase of their
paper, are said to add to their wealth. The people of England have
rejected the defence of the castles, the charity of the convents, and
now want bread in the most fruitful of all countries, though totter-
ing under the wealth of paper stock. Such is the effect of enriching
capital or cunning by law, of robbing talents and industry of their
natural right to divide property, of conveying away national rights
by irrepealable laws, and of repealing by laws constitutional

principles.
In England the crown lands, though alienated by absolute

deeds, have been often resumed, as a publick right, without the
power of the king to destroy. Laws for enabling chartered aristo-
cracies of interest to raise a revenue, impair the national ability to
defend its liberty; deeds for alienating crown lands, only impaired

the ability of a king to maintain his dignity; perhaps his vices. For
the first species of right, nations receive nothing; the last was often
sold by kings. If the alienation of a fourth of the crown lands was a
deduction from the whole, ten millions collected under laws by
aristocracies of interest from a national ability to pay forty, must

be an equivalent deduction. Can law justly convey publick pro-
perty to enrich aristocracies of interest or individuals, (publick
services being out of the question) though it is forbidden to pre-
rogative, as too fraudulent and oppressive for monarchy? Revenue
is more clearly publick property and a publick right, than those

crown lands. Unhappily for England, her statesmen discovered,
about a century past, that it would sell much better. And after
refusing to be defrauded of the crown lands by the term 'preroga-
five,' in an age more enlightened she has been deluded by the
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terms 'charter and national credit,' into sales of her liberty and
property, under the usual pretexts of statesmen, but really to en-
rich parties of interest, to sustain ministries, and to feed vices ten-
fold in number, and similar in depravity, to those which caused the
alienations of crown lands.

The practice of legislation, in imitation of queen Elizabeth, of
selling charters of privilege, will suggest some remedy against
reviving an old evil in this new mode; and though the same
applause awaits the repeal of law charters, which has been paid
by all historians to her repeal of privilege charters, (because the
receivers or purchasers of national rights, if they are excusable for
the attempt to acquire, can never be admitted to have effected the
acquisition,) yet her precedent will rob it of the honour of first
breaking down the barriers of private avarice, to come at the
publick interest.

'Common consent,' Aristotle's definition of law, is only correct
in reference to societies actually exercising the right of self govern-
ment. Force and fraud are in fact more frequently sources of law,
than consent. Of this, the argument, that a law should remain
against common consent, because it had been enacted by it, is an
eminent instance. Does it require a politician as crafty as the
English judge who invented the mode of docking entails of land, to
teach us how to dock entails of the errours, vices, follies and mis-
fortunes of the dead upon the living? Our common consent is ex-
pressed representatively, in a mode of feudal origin, by which
dead, often legislates against the will of living consent. If the
representative mind consists of three portions, one third can legis-
late against the will of two thirds; if of two, one moiety legislates
against the will of the other. Custom of feudal contrivance, has led
us not only into the practice of sustaining law against the consent
of two thirds, or a moiety of the legislating mind, but even in the
case of the general government, to that of sustaining it against the
consent of an entire legislative mind.

The union is a compact between two distinct minds, state and
popular. The two branches of its legislature, consist of the separate
representatives of these two minds. Its health, peace, and perhaps
its existence, depends upon the consent of both of these minds to
law. If either could retain a law by which it had acquired an un-
foreseen superiority over the other, the dissatisfaction of the en-
snared party would ensue, and the law itself would be a violation
of the federal compact. The constitution provides for the consent
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of both of these minds to law, and a feudal form has introduced a

mode of making it, against the consent of one, and sometimes
against that of both; so that a portion of our laws are derived
neither from consent, force, or fraud, but from the form of stating
a question; a source which Aristotle himself has overlooked.

In a state legislature, composed of two branches representing
one mind or body politick, a concurrence of some portion of this
mind must attend the continuance of every law. In congress, the
representatives of the state mind may prevent the repeal of law,

which will then continue against the will of the entire popular
mind, or against the will of the states, if the repeal is prevented by
the popular representatives. Or if the repeal is prevented by the
president, the law continues, somewhat equivocally on account of
his representative character, against the will of both minds.

A perfect consolidated government guided by the popular mind,
or a perfect federal government guided by the will of the states,
would be very different from the existing general government. To

prevent fraud or accident from destroying by means of law, the
equilibrium between these contracting minds, as established by the
constitution, both should be free, and neither able to retain an

intended or accidental legal advantage over the other. If either of
the political contracting parties composing the union, keeps the
other subject to a law contrary to its will, it is equivalent to keeping

the people of a state subject to a law, although the entire organ of
their will should dissent therefrom. And if self preservation requires

that this entire popular mind, should be able by its whole repre-
sentative to repeal a law, the reason is equally cogent to prove, that
each of the distinct minds composing the union, should be able to

exercise the same power by its similar organ. A power which holds
another to law against its will, is dominant, and inequality or war
must ensue.

The danger from making law by form, contrary to principle, is
greatest to the popular mind. It ought to be less; because that is a
natural being having natural rights, whereas the states are artifi-

cial beings having artificial rights only. But law is the engine of
usurpation upon natural rights, to which the factitious beings
called aristocracies, constantly resort. The contest between artifi-

cial and natural rights is never equal. One band of these com-
batants may win rich and substantial booty; the other can win
nothing. The reciprocity is as unequal in relation to the chance, as
to the stake. The duration and small number of the Senate, affords
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room for more concert and dexterity, in procuring and sustaining
laws favourable to factitious interests, than can be practised by the
house of representatives against them. ._

A strict computation of chances is unnecessary to the argument.

It is enough to shew, that out of an unprincipled form, the great
social evils of disordering the equilibrium of the general govern-
ment, and of quartering artificial burdens upon natural industry,
may grow; and that these evils are unattended by a chance of
equivalent benefits.

As law is the machine used by all factions and aristocracies of
interest, for boarding and capturing both social and natural rights,
an easy mode of recapture will discourage, whereas a difficult one
excites efforts, never fraught with good to human happiness. An

advertisement informing a nation, that whatever can be gotten by
legal frauds shall be sacred, will tend as much to the encourage-

ment of virtue, as one, that such acquisitions from social rights shall
be suddenly reclaimed, would to the encouragement of vice.

Let us view this subject by the light of moral and republican
principles. One branch of a legislature is not invested with a power
of making law affirmatively, in a society exercising self government,

because it cannot express the common consent, on account of
representing only a portion of it. If the reason for prohibiting it
from making law by saying yes, is good, how can the same reason
allow it to make law by saying no? Shall a law continue? Shall a
law be repealed? are the same questions in substance; but English
monarchy and feudality saw the advantages they would gain over

the popular interest by the latter form. It would enable both to
retain every encroachment upon popular rights, by the affirma-
tive will of either, under the garb of a negative erroneously sup-
posed to be inefficacious. The pretence, that this negative was
necessary in a government of orders, for the preservation of each,

is exploded by discovering that such an end would have been much
better" effected by the principle, that no law should continue with-
out the consent of all. This, in a government composed of three
minds or three orders, would have been Aristotle's 'common con-

sent.' And whilst such a principle would have produced the com-
mon safety of these distinct political beings, it would have repressed
the encroachments of either, by affording a peaceable mode of

self security to all, infinitely more effectual for the meditated end,
than the civil wars produced by the defectiveness of the remedy
resorted to.
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Republican and moral principles concur with the language of
all our constitutions, in the opinion, that legislatures are divided
into several branches, not to enable one only to make law against
the will of two others, but to obtain a sounder expression of that
common consent, which is the basis of law in a free government.
Let us imagine these branches to be three, each consisting of an
hundred members; why should one hundred be able to retain law
against the will of two? Suppose there had been only one legislative
chamber of three hundred members; would the negative of one
hundred members on the proposed repeal of a law, have controlled
the negative of the two hundred as to its continuance?

By our constitutions a power to legislate is bestowed, generally,
upon several legislative branches; but the legislature of Vermont
consists of a single chamber. Bestowed either upon several branches
or this single chamber, it is an affirmative power. What reason can
exist why this affirmative power should in substance be acquired
by a moiety or a third of the legislature, when it consists of two or
three branches, and be yet incapable of being acquired by a moiety
or third of a legislature consisting of a single chamber? Legislative
power is bestowed on both in the same terms. Yet in consequence
of the feudal form of putting a question, this moiety or third of the
legislature constituted in the first mode, makes law by retaining it;
whereas no such power can be exercised by the legislature consti-
tuted in the second mode, although the powers given to both are
precisely the same.

Thus a body of men gains out of a form moulded by itself and
subject to its own pleasure, a power to legislate, bestowed neither
by the constitution, nor by republican principles, nor even sug-
gested by sound reasoning, in a government planted in a com-
promise between three orders. When the true question is 'whether
an old law shall continue,' the collateral question 'whether a new
law shall pass,' important only from its incidental influence upon
the true question, bestows upon a negative vote an affirmative
power, or a substantial legislative power, which it could never
exercise by voting affirmatively. And a negative upon a bill by one
legislative branch, supersedes negatives upon the continuance of
a law by two, in consequence of an arbitrary form, in a country
whose policy it is, that law should be the genuine result of common
consent affirmatively enunciated.

This invention of the English orders, transplanted by blind
imitation into our policy, cannot be favourable to this policy, if it
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was favourable to those orders. But it may be highly favourable to
all the legal aristocracies of interest, which may be created to sub-
sist on the common interest, by impeding the recovery of national
rights, conveyed in charters or laws fraught with privileges like
those of queen Elizabeth. And if we should even so far violate the
principles of our policy, as to reduce the people to the station of a
democratick, and to exalt all the charter or privileged men, to that
of an aristocratick order, yet self preservation would require a
negative in each upon law, as the only security against the dis-
orders, invariably produced in the best constructed species of
political balance. It is particularly remarkable therefore, under
a system of government, acknowledging the sovereignty of the
people, and reprobating privileges and exclusive interests, that
laws may be retained against the will of this acknowledged sove-
reignty, after they have been found to operate to a revolutionary
extent, in favour of the reprobated principles. If the form, by
which an anomaly so egregious has been ingrafted upon our policy,
without the concurrence of the sovereign we acknowledge, was
skilfully contrived to yield advantages to the ennobled English
orders, its introduction here is no proof of popular acuteness; and
if this device is found there to be favourable to the sprouts from the
principle of privilege or exclusive interest, in all the modifications
produced by modern manners, its partiality to the family of facti-
tious honour, ought not to excuse its partiality to the family of
factitious wealth, in the eyes of a sovereign who must supply it.

The numerical analysis is incompetent to the detection of real
legislation, by an unconstitutional authority, under a negative
ceremony; but the moral will discern with ease, that it is pregnant
with effects founded in bad principles, or at least in principles ad-
verse to those of our policy. It invests minorities and parties of
interest, with a formidable power of retaining oppressive or
fraudulent laws, which the majority and the publick interest, wish
to repeal. It corrupts the outs or opposition, as well as the adminis-
trators of the government, because the leaders of both are equally
liable to be annexed to some part of interest by wealth or ambition.
And it combines together these rivals, for self preservation, so as to
resemble an army, which the people could not disband except by
its own vote, however its officers may struggle with each other for
command and lucrative employments.

Hence all aristocracies of interest contend, that it should be easy
to pass laws, when we can only conjecture their consequences; and
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hard to repeal them, when these consequences are known; and the
sovereignty of the people, being persuaded that it is impregnably
fortified by a negative against unforeseen evils, and an inability to
arrest such as it feels is gradually inclosed within a circle of long
and perpetual laws, drawn by this negative magician; and finally
becomes a pageant as powerless as the grand Lama; whilst facti-
tious interests become oppressors as tyrannical as his substitutes.

Attempts to reconcile opposite principles are causes of party
spirit and revolution. To sanction law by common consent or pub-
lick will, is one principle; by the wilI of a combination among
parties of interest, another. If the first principle can only prevent,
whilst the other can retain fraudulent laws, it is obvious on which
side lies the ability to make encroachments. One is armed with a
power strictly defensive, and utterly incapable of conquest; the
other with a power of retaining every acquisition it can make, by
its frequent and sudden inroads upon the territory of its honest and
peaceable neighbour.

The unsettled question in relation to the right of instruction,
aggravates the evil of minority legislation, and the moral right of
self government is defeated in both cases by form and ceremony.
In one, the mode of putting a question confers on minorities a legis-
lative power withheld by the constitution; in the other, the mode
of giving the instruction, is also used to confer on the representative
a power of legislating contrary to the will of his constituents; and
yet both the minorities and the representatives acknowledge a
moral obligation to be bound by the wills they respectively defeat.
Although a nation holding extensive territory, resorts to district
election, as the only possible_mode of acquiring the benefits of
representation, it cannot exercise, it is said, the inherent right of
instructing its agents, in the same practicable mode. Had the divi-
sion of election, heretofore celebrated among the moral beauties
of our policy, been rejected, representation must also have been
banished from it. Aggregate instruction is as impracticable as
aggregate election. But supposing that both or either could have
been effected, it was not desirable, if the principle of division is as
salutary in restraining the passions of the multitude as the powers
of a government. And although it is alleged that the risk of re-
election is a sufficient substitute for the right of instruction, it is an
argument so analogous to the notion of thieves, ' that the risk of
the gallows justifies the theft,' as hardly to deserve refutation upon
the still stronger ground, that it would deprive nations of self
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defence whilst their ruin was effecting, upon a speculation quite
useless after it is accomplished. A combination among parties of
interest, founded upon the negative mode of legislation, thus ab-
solved from the supervision and restraint of instruction, might
continue legal tyranny fraudulently or accidentally introduced,

against the will of a nation and of the majority of its representa-
tives, if it possesses no practicable mode of instruction; and its own
money would at the same time pay the cost of treason and be used
in corrupting election itself.

Liberty, like religion, is lost by planting it in dogma. Roman
Catholick christianity was corrupted by heathen ceremonies. The
United States have burst through the political superstitions of

church and state, and protection and allegiance, into the principle
of national right to make and alter national laws; and boast of
constitutions calculated to prevent legislatures from introducing
legal oppression. Yet we see them suffering law, from a supersti-
tious veneration for a feudal ceremony, highly favourable to the

objects of all aristocracies of interest, which will use it to secure the
species of property arising from legal frauds, by inculcating an
opinion, that it is dangerous to amend constitutions. Such an
opinion deserves consideration, as a powerful ally of the two forms,
by which the negative of a minority retains obnoxious laws, and
the only practicable mode of instruction, is disqualified for re-

straining perfidious agents.
As the human mind is unable to foresee or to provide against its

own devices; a code of political law, is as unable to provide com-
pletely for the safety ofpublick rights, as a code of civil, for private.
Perhaps this is making too great a, concession to the adversaries of
amending constitutions, and that it might with justice be asserted,
that it is much more difficult to foresee and restrain the arts of

cunning politicians, aided by means infinitely greater, than those
of ignorant, disunited individuals.

Suppose a legislature appointed to prepare a code of civil law,
to be dissolved upon a supposition that the work was perfected. If
crimes and evasions, unforeseen and unprovided against, should
occur, who would contend that it would ruin the nation, should it

appoint another legislature to correct these crimes and evasions?
Griminals and sophists. Ought nations to hallow guilt or errour by
suffering the evils they cause?

The temptations to violate political law are greater, and the
danger of punishment less, than in the case of civil law. In one
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case, wealth and power are solicitors for crime; in the other,

temptation is comparatively trivial, and the spectre of punishment
stares it in the face. Will the terror of the gallows seduce men to
violate civil law, and the allurement of wealth and power deter

them from violating political, so that the stratagems of theft must
be eternally met by new remedies, whilst th9se of avarice and
ambition will never require them? If a party should persuade a
nation to make no more laws against fraud, would it not be con-
sidered as a band of thieves? The illustration of the opinion 'that it
is dangerous to devise new remedies against avarice and ambition,'

by the idea of prohibiting amendments or additions to civil law, is
too feeble. Individuals would retain the right and the power of self
defence, against injuries from individuals, for which the civil code
provided no remedy; but all aristocracies of interest, or combina-
tions of avarice and ambition, work their ends with civil law,

against which a nation has no remedy, if amendments or additions
to political law should fall into disuse. Wherever the idea of politi-
cal law exists, frequent charges will be laid before the people against

those in power, for violating it; and as these charges will seldom
want some foundation, they will sometimes cause the nation to trans-
fer the reins of government to the accusers; but they seldom or
never produce any effectual new political law, because the accusers,
by acquiring power, are converted into an aristocracy of interest; at
least to the extent of the universal desire to hold good offices; and
instantly become more inclined to extend this power by the help of

the precedents of their predecessors, than to contract it, by declar-
ing these precedents to be unconstitutional or fraudulent.

The policy of the United States is attached to the idea of a
government contrived for dispensing benefits equally, (the case of

payment for publick services excepted) and adverse to all partial
dispensations. In an extensive country, conventions (as we under-
stand the term) are the only guardians of this policy, and civil law
is every where the chief or only instrument by which it is destroyed.
A rejection of its creator and guardian, and a confidence in its
destroyer, would be a revival of the policy by which mankind are

universally enslaved.
Legal prescience must for ever remain imperfect, because the

evolutions of the human mind can never be limited. How can un-

changeable constitutions manage this prolifick being? It leaves

every thing behind which does not move with it, except mere
matter, and hence laws thus forsaken are called 'a dead letter.'
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When the mind, upon which a constitution was calculated to
operate, is gone, though it may exist embalmed in the statute book
like magna charta, it exists in the repose and nullity of a mummy.
If a moiety of national moral character is changed, then an un-
changed constitution would be half dead, and the remainder
would be in the state of a living twin, united to a dead one. A

constitution cannot be kept alive, or efficient, except by connecting
it with a living national character; this is not to be done in any
other mode, than that of extending its remedies to new inventions
and living abuses, before they gain strength to defy reformation. A
neglect of this precaution by political, and a constant use of it, by
civil law, is the cause of the difference between the danger of alter-

ing these two kinds of law. Attempts to reform abuses of long
standing, generally terminate like those of the emperor Pertinax
or of the French jacobins. When civil war is the reformer, it is apt
to forget its business, and to create more cause for reformation than
it removes. When the funding invention, which has nearly des-
troyed the political weight of the English nobility, and wholly
overwhelmed that of the landed interest, or interest of industry,

was in its infancy, this species of revolution, not provided against
by magna charta (considering that instrument in the light of a
constitution) might have been arrested by an addition to the
political code; but now the English nation is forced to live under
the oppressions of this modern invention, only to aggravate the
evils to be suffered at its death.

The idea 'that it is wrong to correct wrong,' is illustrated by the
errours it engrafted on Christianity in the church of Rome, and

the injury that church thereby sustained. If revelation can be cor-
rupted and its end defeated by civil laws, how can a constitution,
contrived by human wisdom, be safe against the ambition and
avarice of parties and individuals? It is better illustrated by the

usual coincidence, between an enmity to the idea of the perfecti-
bility of man, and an enmity to a removal of constitutional defects.
Those who can see the absvrdity of the notion of his perfectibility,
can discover the perfection of his foresight. However inconsistent

such opinions may appear, both are consistent with their motive.
Improvement, the best evidence of man's imperfection, is sup-
pressed, whilst that imperfection is exaggerated, for the purposes
of taking advantage of his oversights, and subjecting him to hard
govornment, under pretence of restraining his vicious nature, but

really to defend these vicious advantages.
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The most immoral motives contend most loudly for the capacity
of human nature, to turn out of its hands a perfect moral work. All
priesthoods assert the perfection of the dogmas under which they
get wealth and honour. Magna charta, that machine for any kind
of political work, has been equally praised by a haughty nobility

and rebellious mobs; a papistical and a protestant episcopacy;
sound and rotten borough representation; annual, triennial and
septennial election; a militia yeomanry and a mercenary army;
and moderate and stock taxation. Avarice, ambition and self

interest, are loud in proclaiming the perfections of the principles
of a government, in proportion to their own violation of these prin-
ciples. A representation in England, designed to shield the people
against oppression, has been gradually changed into a representa-

tion to shield oppression against the people. Whatever objections,
therefore, lie against conventions, they are to be balanced against
a tame surrender of the right of making political law, to fraud and

corruption. Their certain tyranny is more terrible than this modern
experiment, to which we are indebted for all the political good we
enjoy.

As good and evil are natural enemies, eternal warfare must exist
in the moral world, and the combatant which desists from hostility
must be subdued. Good, too often falls into this errour; evil, sel-
dom or never. Hence the first is more liable to lose the fruits of

victory. Upon political success, it has hitherto established a wise
numerical form of government, as it supposed, formed a didactick
lecture for this government to govern itself by, and thrown away
its arms. These are seized by the foe, forged into the shape of civil

law, and turned against the late victor; and it soon appears that
armed sinners are an overmatch for unarmed saints.--The control

of nations over governments, can only consist of political law, en-
forced by good moral principles. A dread of conventions, enables
governments to make political law to control nations. They are

compelled to do it, if nations will not, to provide for new circum-
stances. Thus the d_sign of political law is reversed, and its power
for preserving a free government, destroyed.

A nation must keep and use an unlimited power over its govern-
ment, or a government must acquire such a power over a nation.
The question in fact lies between the genuine political law of con-
ventions; and the spurious, made by the frauds of parties of
interest, aided by the form of repealing civil laws.

It is an old question. Conventions are discredited for the same
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reasons, which caused kings, courtiers and publick harpies, to dis-
credit parliaments, whilst they checked fraud and oppression. We
have seen in Filmer and other court writers, all the arguments

against parliaments, or their frequency, now used against conven-
tions. Parliaments were feared, whilst they nurtured liberty and

corrected abuses. Their meetings are no longer deprecated, be-
cause this fear is removed by corruption. And an apprehension of
conventions in the United States is in like manner a testimonial,

both of the eminent virtues they have so often displayed, and of the
great abuses which have already eluded their authority.

If our allotment of political law to national conventions, and of
civil to governments, so essential for the preservation of liberty,
cannot be legitimately defeated by an entire government, the
enormity, committed by the creature and dependant of a govern-
ment, must be flagrant. Judicial decisions, in spite of every pre-
caution, might impair and undermine the principles of any consti-
tution, against the will both of the nation and the government, nor

is there any sufficient remedy against such an evil, except addi-
tional political law. The absence of any check against this mode of
changing constitutions, displays the errour of considering election,
singly, as a sufficient sponsor for a free government. It is itself the
child, the creature and the instrument of political law, amidst
whose numerous progeny it occupies but one, though an impor-

tant station. If self government or political law should yield all its
rights and all its power to election, like the parent who transfers
his whole estate to a favourite child, it would first become con-

temptible, and then die forgotten.
An ignorance of conventions and political law, and an unlimited

confidence in election, have heretofore defeated the hopes of all the

fabricators of free governments. Election, both legislative and
executive, has been uniformly corrupted by parties of interest,
political or pecuniary. In Rome, and in Italy during the three

centuries quoted by Mr. Adams, by patrician orders. In England,
first by feudal barons, then by the papal hierarchy, and now by
the ministerial and stock parties of interest. These cases shew that
aristocracies of interest in all shapes, titled or untitled, can hammer

election into a political machine, resembling a curious knife said
to have been invented by ingenious thieves, for cutting purses from

pockets, without alarming the owners. Whig election passed the
septennial law in England, and party aristocracy debauched even
Addison into a strenuous vindication of this atrocious usurpation.
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Elective responsibility passed a law in Virginia in 1779, declaring
'that it was inconsistent with the principles of civil liberty, and
contrary to the rights of the other members of the society, that
any body of men therein should have authority to enlarge their
own powers, prerogatives or emoluments, and that the General
Assembly cannot, at their own will, increase their allowance.' And

near twenty years afterwards, in the true spirit of a party of
interest, it added fifty per centum to its own wages. This addition,
and the recited law, stand unrepealed to this day, as evidences of

the feebleness of constitutional or political law, made by govern-
ments; and the inefficacy of election, singly, to preserve the plainest
principle of civil liberty. But the election of conventions is a differ-

ent thing. It looks for different qualities; it is not bribed by hopes
of money or office; its offspring cannot bestow either on itself, and
its life is too short to admit of corruption, or to reap power and
wealth from the political law it enunciates, like a government.

It is universally allowed that forms of government are liable to

decay. Without repair, decay terminates in destruction. A consti-
tution must therefore die in the common course of nature, unless it
dudes the scythe of death, for ever in the hands of fraud and ambi-

tion, by occasional restoratives. However proudly the English
form of government at one period reared its head above its rivals,
patriots now contemplate it, as travellers do the ruins of Palmyra.
Its vital faculty is gone, though an interesting skeleton remains;
but its resurrection in its purest form would now cause a degree of
terror, something like what is expected at the day of judgement.

Mr. Adams's theory, and all others adverse to conventions, must

establish the constancy of human opinion, or fail. Was this sup-
posed constancy a fiction whilst he was a disciple of Nedham, and
does it become a truth, now that he has changed into an enemy to
this author? Can that nature be constant, which is to-day ardent
for democracy, to-morrow, for monarchy? Is not a capacity for

improvement inconsistent with the attribute of constancy? Can
unchangeable constitutions, be adapted for a being changeable

and corruptible? Would an entire nation, as accomplished as Mr.
Adams, require the same form of government as a nation of
savages? If the moral nature of man is inconstant, how is this in-
constancy to be controlled or nourished, in order to preserve a free
government, except by new political law? It is unavoidable. The

only question is, whether it shall be enacted openly by conventions,
or covertly by governments.
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The whole family of aristocracies of interest, deprecate the fre-
quency of conventions, on account of the imperfections of human
nature. 'Man is man,' exclaim they; slyly insinuating, by the
manner of the exclamation, that he is nearly a devil. To keep this
devil in order, hierarchy contends that he ought to be cheated by
superstition; monarchy, that he ought to be lashed by despotism;
aristocracy, that he ought to be pilfered by privileges; and parties
of interest, that he is fair game for all fraudulent laws. And for-
sooth, because man is man. And why not lash these lashers of man
themselves into the path of moral rectitude, by political law? A
good huntsman lashes his worst dogs into the right trail. Why
should some men shrink from the mild discipline of justice, whilst
they prescribe to others the cruel severities of fraud and oppres-
sion? Oh! say all parties of interest, with great solemnity, the laws
for gratifying our avarice and ambition, are necessary to make
other men good, or to keep them in order. *

Thus thin is the delusion under which tyranny is concealed from
the good, and perpetrated by the bad. And as Indians assume a
new disguise when their prey detects the old, the centuries em-
ployed in emptying pockets under pretence of saving souls, may
possibly be repassed in the same business, under the still grosser
pretence of filling them. Conventions, alarmed by the first fraud,
have expelled priests from legislatures; and legislatures, participat-
ing in the second through the channels of avarice or ambition,
have colonised them with stockjobbers and legal artificial interests
of every description. By political law, a paper instrument, to which
no income is attached, is supposed to create a dangerous separate
interest; by civil, a paper instrument, bestowing an enormous
annual income, is supposed to create none. The pretended enemies
of Mr. Adams's system of political law separate interests warily
balanced, throw open all the avenues to power in favour of civil
law separate interests without check, and furnished with the
artillery which has demolished even his best conceived balances.
A pecuniary separate interest, unchecked by some coequal power
to which its growth might be dangerous, constitutes the most op-
pressive conceivable species of government, because it collects
private wealth for itself from the people by its own laws; and it will
loudly deprecate conventions, because the abuse admits of no
other remedy.

Such arguments as assail conventions, have been suggested by
the same motives, against every moral improvement, to which the
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present age is indebted for all the happiness it enjoys. Christianity
was dangerous in the opinion of pagan priests. Galileo's specula-
tions were dangerous in the opinion of the Pope. Toleration is
dangerous in the opinion of established churches; and conventions
are dangerous in the opinion of every separate interest. Yet Chris-
tianity prevailed; Galileo's principles triumphed; toleration ex-

ploded persecution; and conventions bestowed upon the United
States the best practical government which has hitherto appeared.

All craftsmen, or parties of interest, exclaim 'that human nature

is too imperfect to avail itself of the principles of political morality.'
Ought idolatry to have defeated christianity by the same argu-
ment; or are the principles of christianity less perfect than those of
political morality? Or is human nature capable of being benefited

by good religious, but not by good political principles? Let preju-
dice, zeal and interest jointly answer these questions. There is no

opinion more injurious to mankind, than 'that virtuous nations
only can maintain a free government.' It enlists on the side of
despotism all persons of a misanthropick turn of mind, by a com-
putation of the human character, founded in a casual complexion,
and liable to be false; and which would not justify the inference,
if it was true. It enlists industrious men under the same banner, by

terrifying them with the consequences of indulging vicious beings
with liberty. It cuts off the hope of improving the morals of man-
kind, by excluding the most successful preceptor. And it excludes
the remedy against abuses, by asserting that it must fail, if the
nation is not virtuous.- Without losing time in shewing, that the
difficulty of ascertaining the prevalence of national virtue or vice;
and whether it is natural or artificial; and the want of a standard

for fixing the quantity able to maintain good, or requiring bad
government, leaves the position in a state of generality, incapable

of being proved or disproved; I shall upon other grounds advert
again to this doctrine, on account of its special hostility to the con-
ventional mode of preserving good political principles.

Which is the best defender of human rights, virtue or wisdom?

Cannot an individual maintain his rights unless he is _rtuous?
Behold the virtuous fool and the wise knave. Ifa philosopher should

run through the world exclaiming to every vicious man he met,
'Sir, you cannot be free, because you are vicious; the best thing
you can do is to become my slave,' would he make one proselyte?

Would he be thought a maniack or an apostle? Why has the same
egregious absurdity, preached by politicians, succeeded? Simply
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because it was favourable to abuses, frauds, parties of interest, and
tyranny in every form. All associations, chartered and unchartered
for trade, city government, banking, and speculations of every
kind, earnestly preach and sedulously in practice, contemn this
doctrine. They rely upon wisdom and republican principles for
the security of their own rights, and deny the efficacy of the same
security in respect to national rights, because of a defect of virtue
in a nation, of which they compose a portion, not more virtuous
than the rest. They are perpetually calling partnership and sepa-
rate interest conventions, in order to make use of their wisdom,
to defend legal or chartered privileges, to advance private interest,
and to annoy the publick; but they will not allow nations to use
their wisdom for self defence in the same mode, because they want
virtue. If wisdom and strength enables individuals to maintain
their rights, why may not social rights be maintained by the same
agents? Is it virtue which enables one nation to conquer another, or
a treacherous faction to enslave their own country? Virtue could

not protect the Roman Senators against the swords of the Gauls,
and vice can see that eleven men can control the tyranny of one.
If minorities often make themselves tyrants by wisdom, why may
not nations preserve their liberty by it? Why do all minor societies
find wisdom and republican principles, the best securities against
their own vices, if they are no check upon national vices? Why are
conventions useful to them, and pernicious to nations? And why
are additional conventional laws necessary for the safety of sub-
societies, but not for national safety? The solution of these incon-
sistencies is short and plain. Conventions, wisdom, and republican
principles, are the best controllers of vice hitherto discovered. All
sub-societies, therefore, use them to restrain the vices of their own
members. But they are not willing that nations should use them,
for the same reason by which they are induced to do it. Being
themselves the least virtuous members of every nation, they are
unwilling to suffer the control they carefully inflict. To this cunning
and self interest mankind are indebted for the doctrine, 'that they
cannot be free unless they are virtuous.' Whereas the fact is, that
virtue may be more safely dispensed with in a national convention,
than in an inferior association, or in an individual; because wisdom
in the first case is exposed to no temptation to vice, as it can dis-
cern no object to defraud or oppress; whereas such Objects, in
abundance, assault the wisdom of exclusive interests. Wisdom is of
rO use without will, and national will with us can only be expressed
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by conventions, or additional political law. By withholding from a
nation the use both of its wisdom and will, it must become a statue,
and some aristocracy of interest, a Prometheus, who will animate it
with such civil law as he pleases, but never inspire it with celestial
fire.

Conventions are the remedy against the errour of trusting to
some dogma for a free government, and against the danger of
despair, whenever this dogma is exploded. That liberty cannot
exist without virtue, that it depends upon education, and that it is
graduated by skilfully balancing the members of the numerical
analysis, are among the most specious and the most pernicious. By
making virtue a necessary antecedent to a free government, their'
natural moral order is transposed, and the prospect for both is
diminished. Those moral principles upon which every fair associa-
tion, political or private, must be built, constitute in their opera-
tion a school for virtue, by the restraints or responsibilities of which
justice to associates is enforced, whilst morality is impressed by
habit. No opinion could be inculcated more fatal to a science, than
that it must precede instruction. The second dogma is more
dangerous, as containing a greater portion of truth; because educa-
tion is undoubtedly one of the sources of wisdom, although it might
be fatal to a nation, to mistake it for wisdom itself. Comparisons
between the Augustan, and some early age of the Roman Common-
wealth; between some Gothick age, and that of Lewis the I4th of
France; between England and France; and between Scotland and
the United States; would demonstrate that free government was
not graduated by education. The refutation of the third, as infi-
nitely the most dangerous, has been the chief object of these essays;
for although Mr. Adams himself has proved it to have been the
most unfortunate of all in practice, he has persuaded himself that
it is the most perfect in theory.

Mr. Godwin has said, "that a scheme of national education is
the most formidable and profound contrivance for despotism that
imagination can suggest;'* and hence concludes that education
ought to be left to itself. The philosophiek, as well as the religious
fanatick, must be detected, to come at practical truth. If education
is this powerful instrument, liberty, by foregoing its u§e, would
experience the same fate, as she would suffer from surrendering to
despotism the exclusive _ase of fire arms. And as these, however
dangerous to liberty, united with the invention of standing armies,

* Po|. Jm. vol. 2: p. 298.
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may be made subservient to her safety by a good militia system,
so a good system of education, would send large contributions into
that reservoir of materials, of which knowledge is compounded.
The superstitious mode of trial by battle, would have been ren-
dered too ridiculous even for its Gothick _era, by allowing to one,
and withholding from the other combatant, the most formidable
weapon which imagination could suggest. Neither philosophers
nor priests will ever be able so far to change the materials of
human nature, as to invest one with the powers of all. It is difficult
to form education into a despot by precept; for however undisci-
plined the militia of man's other powers may be, education will
constantly lean towards their regulation. But ifa fraudulent system
of education and a mercenary army, can bestow long life upon a
tyrannical form of government, it is probable that a just system of
education and a sound militia, would perpetuate a free one. Why
should auxiliaries so powerful to a bad cause, be renounced by a
good one? Wisdom will work for vice as well as for virtue. The
rulers of the civilized world at this time, possess a far greater por-
tion of knowledge, than the individuals composing'a nation could
ever acquire; some displaying its effects under the tutelage of
political law, and others its effects under no such restraint. And a
comparison between these effects is a decisive proof, both that Mr.
Godwin's idea of extracting from wisdom unrestrained by political
law a free government, is chimerical; and also that this restraint,
imposed by national wisdom, causes the wisdom of governours to
be infinitely more subservient to publick good. The facts on both
sides go to demonstrate the impossibility of national freedom, if
nations, by losing the custom of enacting and enforcing political
law, should suffer this fight to be gradually usurped by their
governments. The doctrine, 'that school masters can keep us out
of tyranny, so as to enable nations to dispense with political law,' is
a dependence like that upon priests, to keep us out of purgatory.
But if a mode of education, like a standing army, can change the
nature of a government, and constitute the most formidable con-
trivance for despotism, a nation, to preserve its liberty, must have
wisdom enough to influence this moral mode of destroying it, just
as it must control a standing army, for the same purpose, by the
superior physical force of a militia. Education must be supervised
by the same vigilant national wisdom necessary to defend liberty
against whatever can b_ used to destroy it; and the same care must
be taken to prevent it from being converted into an instrument by
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a sect, religious, political or chartered, as to withhold from avarice
and ambition the use of a standing army. The benefits derived by
mankind from academical institutions, though fettered or cor-
rupted by despotism or superstition, are a pledge for their effect
when nurtured by the principles of a free government. How great
is our debt to those of Athens only, during a short period! The
objection to an expense, of which a proportion falls on those who
can receive no part of the education, would be stronger against
publick taxes to support government, because many more people
participate in the good effects of academical institutions, than in
the salaries or benefits of publick offices. An augmentation of
knowledge always dispenses some good to the whole nation, where-
as the majority frequently suffers much evil from certain modes of
civil government. The access to wealth and power is widened by
education, and contracted by its absence, because genius, however
poor, will acquire knowledge if it is introduced into a country, just
as the art of weaving has spread from a few looms throughout the
civilized world. A publick patronage of a few good colleges, is
therefore a patronage of genius; and as the chance for it is equal
among all, the poor, from their superiority of number, will draw
most prizes in the lottery of knowledge, established by means of
colleges, chiefly supported by the rich. It is only necessary to
chasten academical institutions by the same good moral principles
necessary to make a good government. To establish responsibility;
to make income depend on merit; and to banish offices for life,
sinecure salaries, and idle, vicious, or incompetent functionaries.

The difference between knowledge and education is certainly
considerable. We often find most liberty attached to the inferior
stock of education, but we should be able to discern a more equal
distribution of knowledge attached to it. Without attempting to
reconcile theory and fact in such cases, it is sufficient to observe,
that civil laws contrived to dispense knowledge to parties, sects, or
exclusive interests of any kind, and ignorance to the majority, are
precisely of the same nature with those contrived to dispense
wealth and poverty in the same way. A wise clergy and an igno-
rant laity, or a wise stock interest and an ignorant agricultural
interest, produce the same consequences as any other rich and poor
orders or interests. Either molten or printed images can forge and
fix fetters. Hence it behoves a nation having wisdom enough to be

free, to supervise the conduct of its government by conventions,
and to prevent a fraudulent management of education, as well as
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of property, by civil laws, for the purposes of fostering parties of
interest, defending fraud, and maintaining despotism.

In the United States, agricultflre covers the interest of a vast
majority. Whatever civil laws pass for distributing knowledge or
wealth, operate against her; because being the mother which
suckles all other interests, her own children cannot suckle her. Our

landed interest corresponds with the tenantry of England, being
composed, generally, of cultivators. The English landlords are
satisfied with a policy which distributes wealth and knowledge by
civil laws, because they are themselves the chief objects of its
fraudulent bounty, and their tenants the chief assignees of igno-
rance and poverty. The gross errour of the American agricultural
interest, in imagining itself to bear a resemblance to the English

landlord interest, may beguile it into the English system of legislat-
ing ways and means for extracting wealth from labour, and of
course leaving it ignorance; but if it should, our cultivators will

voluntarily inflict on themselves the evils, under which the English
tenantry unwillingly groan. Laws for dividing landed, and ac-
cumulating legal wealth, will also convey mean talents to real, and

splendid to artificial property; and the effects of moral superiority
inevitably follow. Even laws with the specious object of diffusing
education, may be contrived to distribute knowledge and igno-

rance, so as to establish the power of legal aristocracies of interest.
It is easy to educate agriculture and labour at their own expense,

_uffciently for submission, but insufficiently to balance or control
the high moral accomplishments bestowed upon aristocracies of
interest, as an appurtenance of the wealth transferred to them from

agriculture and labour by fraudulent laws. Projects of this kind
will be used to conceal from the mass of a nation, the undeniable

truth, that no such experiments can save its liberty, whilst laws

exist for creating factitious wealth; because all parties will use such
a legislative power to produce great inequalities of wealth, and this
wealth will carry with it those talents which guide all civilized
governments, though all the rest of the nation should receive
ordinary educations.

The idea of equalising knowledge, is as impracticable as that of
equalising property by. agrarian laws. Both are extremities of
political fancy. But the opposite extremities are unfortunately

practicable. Knowledge, and property or wealth, may be rendered
extrdmely-u_equal by fraudulent laws. And it often happens, that

the de_treyers of primogeniture, for the sake of dividing lands, are
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so inconsistent, as to accumulate wealth by laws founded in the
contrary principle. A power to distribute knowledge or wealth, is a
power to distribute both. One is annexed to the other. A free
government cannot subsist with either power, because selfishness

invariably patronises itself and its adherents, and allots ignorance
and poverty to the mass of people, always necessary to be sacrificed
to the legal opulence of a few. If knowledge and wealth are left to
be distributed by industry, a beneficial excitement of effort, and a

division sufficient to preserve a free government, are produced. By
dividing lands, and creating stock of various kinds, drawing twenty
millions a year from labour, a double operation to great extent is
produced, of enriching and enlightening factitious interests, and of

impoverishing the landed and working interests of the United
States, both as to their minds and estates. This impoverishment of
mind will endow the legal interests with the offices of government,
convert representation into a mantle for fraud, and our govern-
ment into an elective aristocracy. Had these twenty millions re-
mained in the hands of agriculture and labour, they could have
annually purchased knowledge to that amount; and the difference
between this annual supply, and its transference by law from them
to factitious interests, constitutes the pure principle of aristocracy.

Common good, is the best principle for industry and majority;
partial, for fraud and minority. If the first associates assign their
wealth and knowledge to their natural enemies, as they have

generally done, the war will terminate in the old way. By cutting
up the landed interest into little farms, the interest of industry and
majority will gradually lose that dissemination of moral talents,
necessary to restrain the frauds of the whole family of legal, exclu-

sive or aristocrafical interests. The interest of the majority must
perish, unless a sound mind is lodged somewhere within it. To
cheat it of the share of knowledge by which it may maintain its
rights, under pretence of making it all mind, would be like per-
suading the other members to cut off the head, and to depend for

their future safety on a new contrivance for making all of them
heads. Such is the reimbursement promised by a system ofgeneral
education, for the removal of wealth and knowledge from agricul-

ture and industry to legal interests. It resembles the device of
sumptuary laws to hide the cause of luxury. Remove the cause,
and the luxury ceases. Remove the frauds which make a majority

poor and ignorant, by making a minority rich and wise, and these
evils also cease. Sumptuary laws cannot prevent luxury, if its cause
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remains; nor can the poverty and ignorance of the mass of a nation
be removed by any system of education, if laws exist for enriching
a minority. The laws enabling individuals to amass great wealth by
means of the spoils of conquest, enslaved Rome. Laws for enriching
parties of interest, by tythes, offices, sinecures and stock, enslave
Europe. A division of wealth, by industry and talents, never en-
slaved any nation. Some idea of this intelligence from experience,
seems by their constant hatred of heavy taxation, to have been
planted in the minds of the people, of which ignorance is often
cheated by the arts of fraud. Sometimes by charges of sordid parsi-
mony, advanced by avaricious parties of interest; sometimes by
means too indirect and intricate to be unravelled by instinct; and
at last by pretences of associating it in a plot for plundering and
enslaving posterity.

Inferior agents in all wicked plots suffer punishment in this
world, whilst their leaders often avoid it until the next. It seems as
if these leaders hoped to expiate their own crimes by chastising
their instruments, without suspecting that they may be reserved
for severer justice. Thus parties of interest universally treat the
mass of nations, for assisting them in their conspiracy against
posterity. They reap the whole benefit of the fraud, and use it to
corrupt and change the existing government. If, however, the
fraud of transmitting debt, taxes and tyranny, to posterity, was
assented to by every individual of an existing age, to gratify its
follies or enrich its parties of interest, the assenting age itself would
still be a party of interest or an aristocracy, in relation to its succes-
sors. It endeavours to enrich itself or pay its debts at the expense of
a vast majority, for which it legislates without any authority. It
violates its own principles of representation and taxation far more
tyrannically, than was attempted by England against these states.
The taxes imposed are infinitely heavier. Not a single cord of
sympathy draws commiseration towards the unborn. Their money
is spent without a possibility of the reimbursement, whatever it
amounts to, drawn by cunning from the vices created by fraud and
oppression. The parties of interest who receive the tax by anticipa-
tion, avoid the small check of contributing towards it. And the
oppressor having enjoyed his spoil, has gotten out of reach, before
the oppressed acquires a power of resistance.

The celebrated idea, 'that the people are their own worst
enemies,' expressed by Ovid in his assumption of Romulus, and
alluded to by Garth in his preface to a translation of the author, in
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the observation, ' that after a people are preserved from the enemy,
the next care should be to preserve them from themselves,' is
adverse to the argument against a system of legislation in favour
of parties of interest or aristocracy. Romulus himself was the author
of the patrician party of interest at Rome, which murdered him,
appropriated to themselves the publick wealth, oppressed the
people, and drove them finally under the dominion of one tyrant,
as a refuge from many. The Spartans never thought of these
saviours against themselves. They were a democracy of masters
over a democracy of slaves. These masters remained long free,
because they trusted to themselves for safety. Nations who receive
safety, receive at the same time a master, whether that safety is
bestowed by law or by force. If by law, it must be the donation of
some party of interest, and as it is of the essence of all such, to
elevate without merit, and to enrich without industry, the genuine
cements of honest society, and the motives inciting men to good
and useful actions, must all be destroyed. By seeking for honour
and wealth in title and law, men scatter curses. Left to feed their

passions by the help of merit and industry, they scatter blessings.
Mercier, a French political writer, ascribes our constitutions to

the wisdom of European philosophers, and foresees our ruin from
mercantile guile. If the assertion is true, our gratitude for a policy,
which that quarter of the earth has been unable to equal, ought to
be measured by their envy; and when this envy shall cease, no
reason for our gratitude will exist. His apprehension glances at its
termination, but he has contracted a great idea, after he had
almost compassed it, down to nothing, by the epithet 'mercantile.'
Knowing that guile and venality led the way to despotism, but
seeing none established by our political laws, he turned his eye
towards the mercantile, and overlooked the capacity of civil law
to issue it in copious streams. The mercantile, concealed like guilt
in the breast of an individual, bears no resemblance to the political,
published like justice in the face of the statute book. One never
destroyed a free government; the other never failed to do it, unless
the nation destroyed that. When the English clergy owned 28, I 15
knights' fees out of 6o,215 into which the whole kingdom was
divided, the guile and venality of this party of interest, made it the
pest and the tyrant of the country for five centuries. If our exports
amount to $4o,ooo,ooo, twenty of which are expended in taxes and
the sustenance of labour, and the banks have already gotten a
moiety of the remaining twenty, they have outstript the monks in
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availing themselves of the civil law mode of growing rich. The
clerical party of interest contended successfully for a long time,
that to tax it was wicked; the banking has successfully.advanced
the same doctrine. The clerical intrigued with kings and beneficed
the sons of nobles, to obtain the support of the government; the
banking bribes governments, and infuses stock into agriculture.
The clerical pretended to bestow heaven on the laity; and the
banking pretends to bestow wealth on labour.

The republican principle of general or publick interest, cannot
be successfully assailed by the mercantile guile and venality of
individuals. But the guile and venality emitted by civil law in the
shape of a party of interest, endeavours by every expedient, to cut
up the general interest, for the sake of its own safety or aggrandize-
ment; and soars above little individual frauds in the sunshine of
legislative favour. To these parties of interest nations owe the
exclamations against a militia, and the commendations of standing
armies. The conquest of the Roman empire; the emancipations of
Holland and the United States; the resistance of France against a
combination of nearly all Europe, aided by her deserted standing
army; the resistance of Spain, defrauded of her standing army,
against France; and the consequences of a single defeat to countries
confiding in standing armies, can never plead successfully for a
militia, where the system of rearing separate interests prevails;
because a militia cannot exist where its natural ally (the general
interest) has been massacred up by civil law, into a herd of parties
of interest, actuated by that species of guile and venality by which
free governments are destroyed. If men could be made wise as well
as knavish, by self interest, the majority would see the same prin-
ciple in the doctrines of saving nations against themselves, of de-
fending them by standing armies, and of governing them by a
knot of parties of interest, intertwined like a knot of serpents for
self gratification. A standing army being itself a legislative party
of interest, becomes naturally the associate and ally of a policy
compounded of such parties. If a militia cannot defend a country,
the inhabitants cannot long exercise the right of self government.
If it cannot repel invasion, it cannot prevent the usurpation of an
army which can. A government at the head of an army able to
control the people, will never regard election but as another instru-
ment to rivet oppression.

The events of the revolutionary war are misrepresented by the
combination of parties of interest (at the head of which, it is to
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be remembered, that the existing government by which they are
created or sustained, is always stationed) as sufficient to explode a
reliance upon a militia. During that war they performed many
gallant actions, often gained victories unconnected with regulars,
and submitted at least to equal hardships, without bounties, with-
out clothing, without half pay, without donations of land, and
without mutiny. A theory of what might have been achieved by a
great regular army, is arrayed against a mass of actual services
rendered by the militia. But it ought never to be forgotten, that
the maladies which swept away the first small army, would have
reached a great one; that the inability to arm, clothe, feed and
physick it, would not have been removed by its increase; that the
small army hardly suffered those unavoidable privations, which a
large one would have redressed in its own way; and that this
experiment of a militia, was made by a government without re-
sources, without military knowledge, unestablished, and divided
into thirteen independent sections.

No department of the legislative policy of the states, separately
or united, seems to me to be more defective, than the management
of the militia; which, like a government, is capable of being cor-
rupted or destroyed by bad principles. The militia of Virginia, for
instance, is commanded by officers holding commissions by a more
independent tenure than the judges; namely, during good be-
haviour, of which they are themselves to decide; and these officers
are almost entirely promoted by rank. Responsibility is lost or
enfeebled. Successional power, as poisonous to our policy as heredi-
tary, supersedes the qualities fit for office; and patrician notions are
infused into those who ought to be the vindicators of equal rights.
If civil offices were made successional, if they were held for life, and
if the incumbents were only responsible to their own corps, it
would beget a political exhibition resembling a militia, moulded
by the same principles.

The commendations bestowed by foreigners upon our form of
government, are suggested by an inspection of our political laws
and the principles they inculcate upon civil legislation. It is pro-
bable that a discouragement and neglect of agriculture and the
militia, was never suggested by this inspection to the most capri-
cious imagination; and yet it is equally probable, that our legisla-
tures have devoted a thousand fold more time to the single subject

of banking, than to both. The maxim, 'that nations cannot be free
without a sound militia,' is reiterated by our constitutions; and
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our legislatures bestow penalties and contempt on this mode of
defence associated with the general interest; and pay, clothes,
rations, bounties and honour, on a mode of defence associated by
its moral nature with legal beings of the same moral nature. Fraud
and folly then express astonishment at beholdix_g a good thing un-
cultivated, less thrifty than a bad one carefully nurtured. Suppose
the comparison had been, between a regular army nursed by
privations, and a militia fed by money. Let an honest inquirer after
truth, ascertain the amount spent on the perishing modes of de-
fence by parties of exclusive interest, military and naval, since the
revolution, and estimate the impetus which the same sum judi-
ciously applied, would have communicated to the general and
immortal mode of defence.

Perhaps the principles and doctrines of England, for many cen-
turies, in favour of liberty, so incomprehensible to the rest of Europe,
and so useful to these United States, arose from her long disuse
of standing armies, and her moderate recourse to them, after the
rest of Europe had been made subservient to the chiefs of these
parties of interest. Providence seems to have raised up another
nation in the United States, better isolated against the pretexts
under which the military separate interest poison is administered.
Oceans in front and rear, on one flank a barren, and on the other
an enervating climate, with a vast expanse of territory within these
natural circumvallations, ought to enable them forever to reject
the bitter potion, so long resisted by their ancestors within the
shadow of powerful rivals. The legislative neglect of agriculture
and the militia, and cultivation of parties of interest to enrich and
for defence, have been selected to shew the necessity of distinguish-
ing between good and bad principles, for the purpose of preserving
the loyalty of legislation to the political laws, enunciated by the
sovereign national authority.

Rely not upon oaths for this loyalty. They were formerly used to
hide treachery by kings themselves, who swore to defend liberty,
fulfil treaties, and observe charters. Oaths never stop the current
of consequences flowing from laws inconsistent with the principles
of constitutions. Prospective oaths may possibly be presumptuous
and impious, in promising mental stability, when the Deity has not
implanted that quality in man. Being taken according to law, and
broken according to nature, the reverence which would have
sanctified the obligation, had it been limited to past occurrences,
is weakened. As a security for the observance of political law, the
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sovereignpower ofconstructiontohealthemost tenderconsciences,

renders them quite insignificant.A thousand instancesof this

speciesofpartymedicalskillhave occurred.'The constitution,the

laws of the United States, and treaties, shall be the supreme law of
the land.' Construction can condemn the second number of this

sentence into an allegiance to the third, and open the way for a
subserviency of the first to the two last. It can substitute for the

responsibility of the house of representatives to the people, a sub-
mission to the President and Senate. It can require law unsuggested
by discretion, and unexamined by the understanding. And it can
invest the President and Senate, having the concurrence of the
judges, with a power to impose taxes, incur debts, dismember the
territory, and legislate almost without limitation. Let us rather
then establish principles, than trust to oaths, for the maintenance
of our policy. ,

Patronage must be recorded among the modes of destroying
forms of government; or political, by civil law. It can seduce the

servants of God to advocate fraud and superstition. It excites
talents against truth. It corrupts by hope, by fruition, and by dis-
appointment. It teases and deceives the people by its contentions
for office, into a fatal indifference towards the measures of a

government. And its poisonous influence reaches electors, as well
as representatives, by a thousand imperceptible channels. A

balance of good and evil ought to be struck between patronage,
exercised by one man or divided among a multitude. In the first

shape, it is able to produce a monarchy in disguise; in the second,
its factions are perishing. Exercised by various transitory bodies of

men, it produces no fraudulent party combinations, because such
bodies escape both from vice and rancour, as a cloud escapes from
view; and the happy divisions of our government, bestow an oppor-

tunity to disperse a tumour, constituting a species of accumulation
of power, of the most acrid nature, in relation to our principle of

division, in all its applications. Accumulated, patronage becomes
the real legislator of a nation, under whatever forms laws are con-
structed; and secrecy, both legislative and executive, draws over

its operations a dark cloud, through which a combination of
intellect and opportunity only can penetrate. Pretexts for this
secrecy can never be wanting, when philosophers have represented

the principle as a valuable attribute of monarchy, by inventing a
theory of its usefulness, without contemplating the real objects
exposed to view, whenever time has torn off the veil, under which
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kings, priests and statesmen, modestly pretend to conceal their
virtues. Are these gentlemen less inclined to boast without merit,

or to disclose their virtues, than others, because they can pay
flatterers without disgrace, and repel contempt by power? If so,
there is some reason for bestowing upon their humility that confi-

dence, which consigns the fate of nations to the exclusive custody
of governments, and subverts the entire political structure erected
upon the principle of self government, and the sovereignty of the
people. Secrecy is good for conquest, say its advocates. Let nations
who wish to be free, remember that freedom cannot exist, except
by controlling the conquests of their own governments at home.

Patronage and secrecy united, are daily carrying some of their
defences. Conquest abroad is rare, and no compensation for con-
quest at home. Algernon Sydney (an author, who stands as a wit-
ness, that talents and truth may_ be outfaced by ignorance and
errour) has proved that the ardour of conviction, is preferable even
in war, to the apathy of secrecy. If this ardour is too strong for
discipline, where discipline is strongest, what will be the success of

a free form of government, capable of being sustained only by the
convictions of reason, if it is confided to the same species of apathy?
Conviction built upon secrecy, is religion built upon mystery. Is
religion improved or injured, by being purged of this feculency?

Will that which purifies religion, corrupt a government? A system
of legislation in favour of parties of exclusive interest, influenced by
patronage and shrouded in secrecy, constitutes a body politick of
thorough putrefaction in the eyes even of an ordinary republican
anatomist. He will easily discern, that though a government

founded upon a publick opinion, which opinion was to be founded
upon secrecy, might rival the Indian cosmography, it could never
know the principles on which it stood.

Governments, like persons or poems, ought to sustain a consis-
tent character. Had Homer made his heroes whine in elegy, or

chat in pastoral, he never would have been called the prince of
poets. If antiquity had ffansmitted to us two fabulous poems; one,
of a king, nobility and house of commons, contending for mastery
during several centuries; the other, of a nation which had sustained

the calamities of a long war to establish a republican government;
both concluding in the catastrophe of swallowing up the long ad-
justing balances, and the late established republicanism, with the

greedy throats of paper stock and parties of interest; would they
not have been considered as monstrous violations of probability,
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well depicted in the first five lines of Horace's art of poetry? Still,
either monster, like the God Fo, would be celebrated by its priest-
hood. A knowledge of principles is as indispensable to a nation, to
enable it to sustain a free government, as of plants to a horticul-
turist. It is as absurd to ingraft aristocratical or monarchical buds
upon a republican root, as a brier upon an oak. Those who pre-
tend to this art, design gradually to eradicate the oak, and to

plant the brier where it stood. By being able to class principles, we
shall easily class laws. Aristocracy, by playing the Harlequin, by
Protean transformations, and by its painted draperies, will no
longer be able to perplex and deceive mankind. Through the robes
of superstition, noble orders, paper stock, and of all the various
parties of interest, the same principle will be seen, and whenever it
changes its dress, every body will know it to be a new attempt to
conceal its deformity.

But our efforts to understand principles, are obstructed by that
toad accoucheur, construction, which pretends to draw out of the

womb of the term 'republick,' every conceivable form of govern-
ment, except the solitary despotism of one man; and to require her
maternal tenderness and blind affection for the whole monstrous

progeny. This skilful operator boasts of the still rarer art of making
two beings out of one foetus, in the case of the English government;
and of proving that though this republick and monarchy, this
piece of hermaphrodite political mechanism, has been born again

and again, according to the motley humours of barons, priests,
kings, conquerors, mobs and stockjobbers, it has yet the wonderful
property of being always the same, or at least, whatever our opera-
tor pleases to make of it. By travelling over history, and collecting
the fraudulent or erroneous applications of the word republican to

reduce it to an equivalency with the word 'government,' it is made
like the term 'man,' to embrace all moral qualities, good and evil;
and liberty is deprived even of her name. This device can only be
eluded by a moral analysis. It will enable us to know good or bad
governments, or good or bad laws, in the mode by which we dis-

tinguish between good or bad men. Its basis, is a specification of
qualities, illustrated by those of our policy; as for instance, 'the
sovereignty of the people, an equality of rights, an abhorrence of

privileges and sinecures, free discussion, a preference of a militia to
mercenary armies, a protection and not a distribution of property
by law, an enmity to all parties of interest, and many others;' and

not political names, always expounded by interest and party, to
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mean any thing or nothing. Guelph and Ghibeline, Whig and Tory,
Federal and Republican, have all been equally capable of no
meaning or any meaning; nor was the name Praise. God Barbone,
any woof of the piety of its owner. But though the names of men
or of parties, are a frivolous definition of such human qualities as
are liable to fluctuation, yet it is easy to invent or agree upon some

epithet, denoting a definite collection of moral principles, appli-
cable to the formation of a government, having previously arranged
such as are contrary to each other in distinct divisions. Freedom of

speech or its suppression, responsibility or exemption from control,
division of power or its accumulation, defence by a militia or by a
standing army, division of property by individual exertions or by
fraudulent laws, are instances of the facility with which an arrange-
ment might be made, exhibiting distinct classes of moral principles,
capable of receiving a name, or of being used to chasten govern-
ments or legislation, without being comprised by any epithetical
definition. Either the word 'republican,' may be used to convey

an idea of the class of good political principles, or if it be true as is
often contended, that like the names Peter and Judas, applied to

men, and whig, tory, republican and federal, applied to parties, it
can convey no idea of principles, then the class of good principles
may be constituted into a band of sentinels, each ready to alarm
nations whenever an inroad is made by fraud, avarice, or ambi-

tion, upon the quarter where he is stationed. It is true that the
names of governments are as unable to convey an idea of the
qualities of governours, as are the names of men or of parties of
theirs, because men are still the subject named, and therefore,
unless we abstract the name of our form of government, from those
who may administer it, and consider it as implying a fixed class of

principles, for the express purpose of controlling the fluctuating
and selfish nature of these administrators, its freedom cannot con-

tinue. By relying upon the undulating temper of undisciplined
man for the administration of a government, we are brought back

to the most artless and savage state of society which can be con-
ceived, and lose all those principles for regulating human nature,
to which the world is indebted for its whole progress from a state
of barbarity. Government, freed from moral restraints, is the result

of the passions of the men who govern. Men, combined in self

constituted parties, such as whig and tory, republican and federal,
not being exposed to any moral restraints, similar to the political
laws of constitutions for disciplining governours, act as governours
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would do unrestrained by political law. If governours thus unre-
strained, would be guided by selfishness, avarice and ambition, all
such political parties must by the laws of nature follow the same

guides. Ifgovernours, at liberty to follow their own passions, would
not be constituted into a genuine republick by assuming that name,

neither can a name infuse republican principles into unrestrained
parties of interest, of ins and outs, struggling for wealth and power.
The world has never seen such parties guided by the principles
which secure a free government, because they are not tied to
loyalty by the ligament of political law in their party proceedings,
nor would it have ever seen a republican government, if all
governours had been equally at liberty to pursue the dictates of
self interest or passion. Nominal republicanism, being spurious
and fraudulent, takes every thing it gains from that which is real

and true. The penalties paid by nations for an opinion, that good
names implied good principles, caused the United States to resort
to the expedient of controlling men by political law, to which they
have already been indebted for a wonderful number of good
governours, whilst few or none have ever been made, even by the
good names judge, bishop or nobleman. Whenever they are de-
luded of this expedient by the artifice of adapting names to a

temporary prejudice, they will pay the same penalties paid by
other nations for the same absurd idolatry. Government has been

called a necessary evil, on account of the propensity of governours
to sacrifice the publick good to their own selfishness. Why should
nations invent a whole tribe of parties of interest, which are not
necessary evils, when it is so difficult to manage one? Their unre-

strained vices replenish governours with the bad qualities designed
to be effaced by political law; and the loyalty of folly to party
names, occasionally releases a government from the wholesome
restraints of political law and good moral principles, so as to place

arbitrary power within the reach of the human deities of the day.
Let us draw a short comparison between the true legal policy of

the United States, according to their constitutions, and that of
England. The first is guiltless of making legal virtue and vice,
knowledge and ignorance, wealth and poverty; of preventing in-
dustry from counteracting pernicious extremes; and of rooting out

social order by levelling, or social liberty, by monopolizing laws,
to exhilarate transiently mad zealots, or to enrich permanently

knavish parties of interest. The disposition of wealth to individuals
and parties of interest, is the essential employment of the English
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legal policy. In such a legal policy is lodged the kernel of every
civilized tyranny, however the shells may be diversified. Ifa nation
is wise enough to chase this single political demon out of its statute
book, it can hardly lose its liberty; if it is so weak, as to surrender
that book to the fiend, it cannot keep it. By leaving property to be

divided by industry, the avarice of the majori_ is engaged on the
side oi" a free government; by legal divisions of it, the avarice of a
minority is bribed to destroy one. Nature, cries one philosopher,
produces equality; it produces aristocracy or the well born, says
another; our policy draws on itself the hatred of both, by refusing
to both, laws for effecting that which they assert is produced by
nature; and the English obtains the admiration of one, for effecting

by law, that which is said to have been effected by nature.
Laws to make men rich, are like those to make them wise. Both

cause innumerable evils to mankind. The wise men made by

nature, are eternally overturning those made by law; and industry,
like wisdom, being unequally distributed, is for ever resisting simi-
lar legal frauds against its rights. Nature, by refusing to transmit
talents or industry from father to son, frowns both upon hereditary
forms of government, and equalising and accumulating laws. The
first are the least adverse to her decrees. Individuals of fine quali-

ties may be selected with whom to commence monarchies or
aristocracies, and accident or education may possibly cause some
succession of these quarities, however certainly fools or tyrants will
turn up at last. But laws for enriching, in their commencement and

throughout their operation, are regardless of merit; and the
equalizing theory pretends both to keep property equal among
evanescent beings, and to supersede mental inequalities. The
ability of industry to divide property sufficiently to destroy political
combinations, was demonstrated in England by the contrivance of

the king and the judges, for letting her loose upon entails; and the
ability of accumulating laws to destroy this wholesome operation,
was subsequently demonstrated, by letting loose funding and bank-
ing laws upon industry. The idle, who seek for wealth by charter-

ing laws, are wiser than their equalising brethren. Law has never
been able to produce an equality of property, where industry
exists; but it can produce its monopoly. Our policy rejects its

application to both objects, and our constitutions unequivocally
disclose an opinion, that civil liberty depends upon leaving the

distribution of property to industry; hence laws for this end, are as
unconstitutional, as those for re-establishing king, lords and com-
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mons. Legal wealth and hereditary power, are twin principles.
These frauds beget all the parties or factions of civil society, such
as patrician and plebeian, military and civil, stock and landed.
The enmity and contrast in all these cases, arise from a legal differ-
ence of interest, and the active and passive members in this
fraudulent system, are distinctly designated by the wealth and

poverty it diffuses. In England, where it prevails, 'every seventh
person draws support from the parish at some period of his fife,
exclusive of those who submit to misery, in preference to the
humiliation of asking charity.'

It is an unalterable law, that man shall be guided by self interest.

Governments, therefore, administered by man, though made by
constitutions, are maintained, corrupted or destroyed by laws.
Legislation in favour of parties of interest, shews that they govern
legislation; and in that case they always cut a new government out

of any constitution, by a succession of laws, as a statuary cuts a
statue of any form out of a rock. The party of interest created in

England by paper stock, moulded the government in a century, into
the form most suitable to itself; and the celerity observable in the
motions of a similar party here, is an evidence of the advantage it
derives from the precedent.

Self interest is so ingenious as to deceive both itself and others,

by verbal patriotism and false comparisons. The order produced
by hereditary magistrates, is compared with the confusion pro-
duced by fraudulent laws; superstition is compared with atheism;
a well armed and appointed mercenary army, with an unarmed
and unorganized militia; and the freedom with the licentiousness

of the press. By such arts and arguments, parties of interest effect
their selfish purposes. The two artifices of comparing loans with

taxes, and war with a dishonourable peace, are most unhappily
adapted for consigning nations to those who deal in credit.

The ancient aristocracy perished with idolatry; the modern,

rejecting divine descent as no longer tenable, relies for defence on
human laws. It is remarkable that Mr. Godwin, discerning no
match for aristocracy but aristocracy, (as if the devil could only
be controlled by the devil) should propose a theory bottomed upon

its essential principle, for the purpose of destroying it. Can a more
wicked association of aristocrats be conceived, than the idle,
assembled to enact Mr. Godwin's law, for dividing among them-

selves the property of the industrious. Proteus, in his ugliest form,
does not cease to be Proteus. Gonsidering private property as a
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natural or social right, the observation is equally just. As nature
compelled man to acquire in order to exist, his acquisitions from
his own labour are his property, according to the law of his maker;
since man must have existed before society. Man's unequal moral

and physical powers and wants, further disclose nature's enmity
to the equality of his acquisitions. And the pleasures and pains
annexed to industry and idleness, strongly prove that they are be-
stowed by nature, as just rewards or punishments for a virtue or a
vice. But both the levellers and monopolists are for destroying
nature's or the creatoffs law, built upon these physical and moral
grounds; the first faction, because property is thereby made too
unequal, the second, because the same law distributes it too

equally; and though inveterate enemies, they agree that this divine
errour should be corrected by human laws; only that each con-
tends for an opposite excess, and brands the extremity of its
adversary with all the epithets used to define tyranny. But either
would be a legal metempsychosis of our policy. The levellers, in-

deed, by attempting that which is unattainable, betray the prin-
ciple of leaving property to be divided by industry, and destroy
the interest by which they are directed. If the accumulators suc-

ceed, the two most remarkable revolutions recorded in history,
will terminate at the points they started from; the equality of
France, in a despotick hereditary dynasty; and the republicanism

of the United States, in the English aristocracy, compounded of a
variety of parties of interest.

This species of confederation, so different from that by which
these states are united, has invented a species of law neither con-
stitutional nor legislative; and sought for a new term to gain for
it an independency of the nation, who can alter the one species of
law; and of legislatures, which can annul the other. Law-charter

claims an inviolability beyond all civil and political laws whatso-
ever. The origin and use of instruments assuming the privilege of
violating whatever principles they please, without being subject to
any, is worthy of some attention.

Charter was originally a monarchical mode of conveying to
towns or mercantile associations, certain portions of civil liberty,
considered as valid, upon the ground that the liberties of the

grantees belonged to the grantor, and were, therefore, subjects of
sale, gift or barter. Upon this stock has been engrafted the idea,
that law-charters were irrevocable, without considering that

liberty, according to our policy, is not a subject of sale, gift or
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barter; or the property of the government. Though kings, accord-
ing to the first opinion, might by charters, sell or give more liberty
to some of their subjects than to others; and though such deeds

ought to be considered as not within the power of one contracting
party to vacate; yet it does not follow, according to the second, that
our governments can do the same thing, or that charters made by
them for privileges or monopolies, ought to be equally sacred.
Liberty, by means of royal charters, crept into cities, and from
these diffused many benefits over nations. That aristocracy should
make this fact a precedent upon which to creep into our policy, is
a striking illustration, either of its own ingenuity, or of its rival's
ignorance. To draw a precedent in favorem mortis, out of one in

favorem vita_, and to pass offthe deduction, as genuine, upon those
to be killed by it, shews that logick itself deserves the character we
have heard given to republican forms of government; and that Mr.

Locke might have saved himself all the trouble he has taken about
the human understanding, by subjecting it to the same definition.
The fetters of bondage were gradually broken by the irrepealable
charters of kings, and ought, therefore, to be gradually welded by
the irrepealable laws of republicks; and frequent elections being
necessary to enable nations to preserve liberty, the design ought to
be defeated by the irrevocable laws of a single legislature, which

may choose to destroy it. What but the corruption of hope, from
the dreams of wealth poured by aristocratical artifice into the
imagination of ignorance, can make such reasoning current? Thus
alchymy is made to appear practicable, and soldiers are persuaded
to make conquests. The conquest is made, their leaders are en-
riched, and the soldiers live in poverty and die in hospitals. And

so the people of England have been led to make laws in favour of
parties of interest, and to experience the fate of soldiers.

Mr. Adams considers the existing English government, not as a

confederation of parties of interest, but as a kind of national con-
federation, inclosing every individual within its pale, marshalled
into three orders. But having exhibited it in a theory to which he

allows perfection, he goes over the world in search of its practical
existence, exclaiming, '1o it is not here, lo it is not there, but it
would have appeared both here and there, had the balances been

properly adjusted.' To me this government seems to consist of a
confederation of parties of interest, excluding the majority of the
nation. Such as the church of England, the paper stock party, the

East India company, the military party, the pensioned and sine-
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cure party, and the ins and outs, once called whigs and tories; each
struggling for self interest and self government, but all, creeping
forth like caterpillars from the legal nests in which they have been
hatched_ to feed upon the fruits of the nation. Most of these com-
binations are republicks, convinced that they are their own best
friends, whilst they prescribe monarchy to nations, pretending that
national association is its own enemy. The last doctrine is preached
to transfer to themselves the property of others. But they prefer
republican principles to secure it.

The form of the English parliament was originally fashioned by
feudal principles; to give money to the king was its chief duty; and
he could garble election to effect his ends. The modes by which its
pristine end was effected, are changed, but the end is the same.
The king has found rotten borough and septennial representation,
with a close union between the crown and the herd of parties
of interest, a better system for raising money upon the nation,
than even his feudal privilege or power of bestowing or revoking
the right of representation; because these parties freely give him
the money of the nation for a good share of it. The poverty of the
English nobility, compared with its wealth before the abolition of
perpetuities, has exposed the house of Lords to the full effect of
the modern modes for guiding the house of Commons. Can we
more clearly discern Mr. Adams's idea of a beautiful balance of
orders in England, either in the original feudal parliamentary con-
stitution, or in its existing modification, than we can Dr. Henry's,
of a beautiful English constitution somewhere hidden, in a short,
frivolous and dead code of civil laws, called magna charta? If this
is a just picture of the English government, with what reason has
Mr. Adams eulogized it? With what reason has Publius or the
Federalist, assigned to it the rank among governments, which
Homer bears among poets? And with what reason are politicians
introducing parties of interest, the present poison of that, into our
form of government?

Let us count the cost of the modern English system to that nation,
to place before our eyes what the same system will cost here. It
draws from the nation into its unappeasable avarice, not less than
one hundred millions of pounds sterling annually. If the English
king was to ask the nation for one third of its lands only, the dullest
man would see that despotick power must grow out of such exces-
sive wealth; but an annual receipt by himself and the parties of
interest leagued to the crown, of more than the rent-roll of the
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whole, has hidden the despotism in an aggravated degree, under
the various covers these parties of interest are bribed to throw over
it. England and Scotland contain about fifty millions of acres of
land. It is probable that an average rent of twenty shillings an acre
would exceed its value, and certain, that double this rent would do

so. Legislation, exercising a power ofdistribfiting wealth, has then
in England already disposed of all the land of the kingdom, or its
income. In the United States, the same system has not yet ripened
into equal maturity. But such political arithmetick would probably
in a state of peace, exhibit an expenditure of about twenty millions
annually, by all our governments, state and continental, partly for
necessary purposes, and partly to feed parties of interest; and a

gross income to banks of about five millions annually. This total
exceeds a moiety of our exports, and yet the system, discontented

with this proportion of them, may possibly propose to be let loose
upon exports more directly. Twenty five millions of income at six
per centum, require a principal of four hundred and fifty millions.
Supposing the lands of the United States to be of the average value
of four dollars an acre, this income covers above one hundred and

twelve millions of acres. Ira moiety of it is received by funding and
banking, then these two parties of interest, have already attached

upon more acres of land here, than the whole family have been
able to lay hold of in England.

The question to be determined is, which is best for mankind; a
government for advancing the prosperity of an entire nation, or
one for selecting, by law, sundry minor nations out of the great one,
and extracting as much money as possible, in straight and crooked

ways, finder honest and fraudulent pretexts, from the entire nation,
to enrich these legal selections. If the united interest of the king,
nobility, priesthood, stockjobbers, placemen, chartered companies,
army and navy, with their associates, governs the British govern-
ment, then the national association (if there is or ever was one) has

no government. There is no British nation, except a combined

minority of interests, distinct from the general interest. It might
with equal propriety be asserted, that the servants and drudges
who enrich the East India company, were members of that com-

pany, as that British people, not belonging to the association of
exclusive interests, but se_ing and enriching it, were members of
the British nation. The first species of government does good to a

multitude of people, without injuring one; the second, does good

to a few people, by injuring a multitude. The latter is the principle
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of every species of political oppression. Can a preference be given
to a principle in any form, comprising the essence of political
tyranny in every form?

The malignity of monarchy, aristocracy and hierarchy, rests in
their disposition to b.estow by law, benefits upon some, at the
expense of others. It will be curious if the human intellect should
be able to see this evil, however disguised by governments thus

denominated, and also be blind to it undisguised, when practised
by a republican government. When posterity shall compare
Europe, plundered by the tricks of popery, with nations plundered

without a juggle, its verdict as to the relative state of knowledge
between the tenth and nineteenth centuries, may be anticipated.
The more pilgrims, the more wealth for the priests of Loretto, and
the less for the laity. The more paper stock, the more wealth for

stockjobbers, and the less for those from whom it is drawn. Such
will be the evidence upon which it must decide.

Doctor Samuel Johnson, who was probably the best informed
tory (if despofick principles are meant by that name) who ever
lived, has been able to find but one argument in defence of con-
verting civil government into a pecuniary machine; and those who
mistake names for principles, or sacrifice principles to self interest,

have availed themselves of it in a multitude of modes. Pecuniary
extravagance is in his opinion no evil, but a good, as it produces a
brisk circulation of money. A sophism which can only acquire
credit by proving, that the situations of debtor and creditor, payer
and receiver, and rich and poor, are equally desirable. Can the

opinions of all mankind upon these contrasts be changed by an
author, however famous, who has in a thousand other parts of his
writings, discovered, that he himself concurred, unequivocally,
with the universe. Nations deluded by it, when reduced to the state

of the prodigal son, find prisons and poor houses, in lieu of a
father's roof and a fatted kid. If the argument is false in respect to

the party of interest exercising a government, it must be equally so,
respecting every other party of interest. Kings, hierarchies, noble
orders, stockjobbers and chartered companies enriched by law,
must either be all blessings or all curses, as the circulation of
money is increased in all these cases, first by taking it from the

multitude, secondly by giving it to the few, and thirdly by its
employment in the purchase of property and the enjoyments of
luxury.

In the same ingenious mode a brisk circulation of power is
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also produced. Accumulated in a few hands, like money, it breaks
down confinement, spreads itself far and wide, and compensates
majorities as they are compensated for legal accumulations of
money. Doctor Johnson has neglected to tell us, that mankind can-
not have one of these blessings without the other; that money
attracts power, and power, money; and that by accumulating
either for the sake of a brisk circulation, you accumulate and
circulate both. The accumulation of power has used two argu-
ments in its defence, infinitely more plausible than any urged by
legal projects for accumulating money; namely, the supposed
benefits of a uniformity of religion, and the difficulty of governing
an extensive territory. Europe, however, renounced a religious
monarch, and the United States a civil one; the latter upon prin-
ciples incapable of being dissevered from those which forbid legal
accumulations of wealth. Knowledge and will being considered as
the governing agents, it seemed unnatural to contract the agency,
as the territory to be governed became more extensive. The sphere
of one man's knowledge and will, is infinitely less than that of
several millions of men. Each planet, however brilliant, is unable
to exceed its limited orbit in the firmament. The knowledge and
will of a monarch is limited by this moral geometry, like those of
other men. When the territory bursts beyond his orbit, monarchy
ceases, and some anomalous government ensues; oligarchical,
military, deputy-royal, tumultuous, or infinitely variegated by
circumstances. Hence neither the virtues nor vices of a monarch

are felt at a distance from his person. Miserable provinces under a
good, and flourishing under a bad monarch, are common spec-
tacles; because monarchy ends at the end of the monarch's sphere,
and some political anomaly commences. Instead of monarchical or
aristocratical accumulations of power, to give it a brisker circula-
tion, the United States have rested their policy upon the two
governing agents, knowledge and will, of a capacity or moral sphere
commensurate to their territory, and naturally expanding with it.
The capacity of this policy beyond monarchy, for the government
of an extensive territory, is proved by the equality of liberty or
of government, between those who reside near to the capital, and
those far from it; an effect of infinite va]ue, which monarchy can-
not produce. Near the monarch and at a distance from him, differ-
ent governments are always found. Monarchy only succeeds in
cases where it is not unnaturally loaded; as those of armies, garri-
sons, savage tribes and private families; and the same cases are
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found to be below the genius of a policy calculated for a wider
sphere. With such experience and without considering that the
mind of a nation is spacious, and that of a monarch narrow,
the maxim, 'he sutor ultra crepidam,' is wonderfully violated by
the dislocated notions, that monarchy is fitted for spacious, and
republican forms of government, for narrow spheres.

A power of changing oligarchs, is the most perfect capable of
being exercised by the monarch of an extensive territory; but this
change of oligarchs is far from proving that no oligarchy exists,
and therefore unless oligarchy is monarchy, the latter cannot cover
a large territory.

As election cannot extend the knowledge and will of one man
contrary to the laws of moral geometry, the execution of the
boundless power of appointment bestowed upon the president,
must depend upon the knowledge and will of the very worst kind
of oligarchs; such as are irresponsible and unknown. The moral
incapacity of one man to legislate, knowingly, for a great nation,
is the same in respect to official appointments. Accumulated power
to be circulated by one man, bears a close resemblance to accumu-
lated wealth to be circulated by a few men. If merit could arrange
its own claims to office, with a degree of justice infinitely exceeding
the power of one man, that imperfect mode of appointment would
never have been admitted. Industry, talents and labour can arrange
their rights to property, with infinitely more justice, than any
species of legislative distribution can effect. Election infuses into
the legislature a quantity of publick spirit, beyond what it infuses
into a president, of numerical proportion; but this spirit commen-
surate to our territory, is itself altered and narrowed by replacing
it with the avarice and ambition of individuals, infused by a power
of distributing wealth by law. By superadding this power to the
injurious influence of executive patronage, self interest is awakened
as far as it can be awakened by any political means, and totally
expels from legislatures the publick spirit infused by election, be-
cause representatives able to distribute wealth, never forget them-
selves. Oligarchy and aristocracy are the natural fruits of this
legislative patronage, far richer than the president's, and corrupt-
ing whole corporations and all legislative personages. And if our
policy meditated an elective aristocracy still less than an elective
monarchy, any mode of introducing one, must be a usurpation.
As money and power accumulate together, laws for introducing
one will produce both.
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In empowering governments to control the passions which
stimulate individuals to injure each other, nations have unwarily
by unnecessary powers, stimulated governours to become them-
selves the wrong doers. The whole preference of the policy of the
United States, consists in an avoidance of this errour; by adopting

the errour, this preference will be lost; the old system of distribut-

ing property by law, is exactly that unnecessary power, by which
most or all the governments tried by men, have been stimulated to

oppress the people, upon the merit of preventing the people from °
oppressing each other. Hence has arisen the difficulty of deciding
between republican and monarchical forms of government. When
both exercise the tyrannical power of distributing wealth, the latter
must be least oppressive, because it is less expensive to gratify the

rapaciousness of one than of many. Accordingly, spurious repub-
licks, or those exercising this power, universally afflict the people
with the heaviest taxes. Life is not without its evils, though spent

in the lap of a genuine republican government; but morbid ideas
of imaginary perfection, or the disposition of ignorance to en-
counter unknown evils to escape from present inconveniences, too
often draw us out of limited happiness into unlimited tyranny. If

we should exchange a bed of down for a bed of thorns, because we
sometimes rested badly, we should resemble the nations who have

preferred a distribution of property by the will of a government, to
its genuine republican distribution by industry, talents and labour.

It was an early discovery, that conscience was an insufficient
security for justice between man and man; but the insufficiency
of the same security for justice on the part of governments to
nations, was never distinctly perceived before the American
revolution. Out of the complete discovery then made, arose our

political laws for assisting the consciences of governours; and if
they can emancipate themselves from restraint by civil laws,
sowing cancerous seeds in the body politick, the discovery will

probably be lost forever.
If separate legal orders or interests are the causes of social oppres-

sion, free government ensues of course, by avoiding them. If a
combination among the legal distributees of wealth, generates the
kind of government existing in England, then the same kind of

government naturally ensues here from the system of distributing
wealth by law. Mr. Adams's book contains an extensive collection
of the causes which have produced tyranny. These are unexcep-

tionably, the separate interests of legal privileges or emoluments.
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As to the evil we agree; in the remedy we differ. Introduce, says
he, the cause, to prevent the effect; expel it, say I, for the same end.

There is no difficulty in deciding upon the proper objects of this
expulsion. The polarity of the moral is as distinct as that of the
material world. A politician as certainly knows the point of the
moral compass to which the system of distributing wealth by law,
inclines, as the mariner, whether his needle points toward the
north or the south. The polarity of the re-eligibility of the presi-

• dent has been seen in the re-eligibility of consuls Augustus and

Bonaparte; and that of individual patronage and legal parties of
interest, is before our eyes in the present state of Europe. The
extent and situation of the territory of the United States, enable
them to resist this system more successfully than any other nation.
Extent keeps at a distance from the bulk of the nation the calami-
ties of war, and enables it to reflect. Cut up into sections, not a

single individual might escape them. Small nations are continually
exposed to the artifice of legal wars, from the facilities for them

furnished by impinging territories; and are debarred from the use
of reason to detect the fraud, by the universality of the distraction
they produce. But a nation possessed of extensive territory, happily
removed from real causes of collision with other nations, like the

United States, is peculiarly favoured by providence for the detec-
tion of this artifice (so generally practised by ins and outs, and

other parties of interest) both as the pretext for it must be shallower,
and the national capacity for its detection by reflection and reason,
greater. The pledge for a free government arising from the extent
and situation of our territory is so transcendant, that the enemies
of a republican form of government craftily inculcate an opinion,

that this form is not adapted for an extensive territory; for the
purpose of producing territorial divisions to discredit republican
systems, by the calamities to which impinging states are exposed
from the artifices of parties of interest; or with a design of trans-
ferring to their rival, monarchy, the advantage of extensive terri-

tory, so important that it is at least doubtful whether a greater
portion of human happiness would not result from it, though
united to a bad form of government, than from the same region
cut up into narrow territories, governed by the best forms.

The United States, under a monarchy, can only retain the

advantage of extensive territory, by an oligarchy composed of
deputy-kings, bashaws, satraps or mandarins. As a republick, the

advantage can only be retained, by rejecting the aristocratical
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system of feeding avarice by law; because this system, being more
oppressive than monarchy, would be exchanged for it. If this
errour is rejected, instead of paying the old price for extensive
territory, no inequalities of liberty or of government can exist, and
the territorial capacity of our policy, will be adequate to the liberty

and happiness of the whole, instead of being devoted to the avarice
and ambition of parties of interest. Monarchy ties extensive terri-

tories together by deputy-kings, fortresses and armies. A numerical
but spurious republick, uses for this purpose both armies and laws
for distributing property, but soon becomes the victim of the first,
because the hatred purchased by the second deprives it of national
assistance. But a genuine republick unites the most extensive terri-
tories by justice, and is defended by the national affection. It
travels over space without bloodshed, advances without conquest,
and is only arrested by the ocean. How much more sublime is the

idea of forming a great nation, by a chain ofrepublicks, subordinate
to publick good, than by a chain of satraps subordinate to imperial
will, or of chartered companies subordinate to selfish avarice!
Such a system stands upon national interest. No people, except
ourselves, have seriously attempted to make this interest the basis
of civil government. Sometimes it is lost in the pomp of titles, at
others under the cowl of superstition; sometimes it is drowned in
the din of arms, at others counterfeited in the garb of patriotism;
sometimes it is sacrificed for the bribes of patronage, at others

stupified by the promises of stock; but under our policy it can never
become completely a felo de se, except it shall submit to the legisla-

tive usurpation of distributing wealth and poverty.
A free government, like the trinity, consists of integral qualities.

General legislation or legal impartiality is one. Legal dispensations
of wealth, being a contrary quality, cannot be also a quality of
a free government. On the contrary they enable governours to
create factions, feed avarice, and usurp arbitrary power. Perhaps
the final success of the revolutionary war, was produced by the

depreciation of the paper money, and the other causes, by which
government was prevented from creating parties of interest by
pecuniary laws; an impotence which guaranteed the patriotism
even of both ins and outs. Election, though another integer of a

free government, is so far from being a compensation for the errour
of distributing property by law, that it is itself corrupted by it. In
England it is made the instrument of the will, the advocate of the
follies, and the shelter for the crimes of an officer, who is thus
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constituted a despot, capable only of being displaced by another
despot. An alliance between election and a legislative power to
divide property, constitutes the elysium of statesmen and the
purgatory of labour and industry. There is no other mode by
which one party can be induced to pay, and the other can acquire
as much money. Hence statesmen will for ever admire and recom-

mend the English form of government. But what answer could
they give to the following simple address: ' You tell us that we shall
be wonderfully benefited by legal transfers of our income to the

creatures of law, in a multitude of modes. As your arguments per-
plex us, be pleased for one year to transfer the income of these
creatures of law to the children of industry, that we may feel the
truth.'

The question, 'whether a legal power can be constitutionally
used to impair or destroy the principles of our policy,' has been

already brought before the publick, in the efforts of the general
government to distribute gain or loss between the states by protect-
ing duties, banking charters, making canals and roads, and other
legal benefactions. The children of a father who lives for ever, but
annually makes a division of their property according to his own
pleasure, are his slaves. If the general government gains a similar

position in relation to the people and to the states, the principles of
a division of power, of its responsibility, of protecting property, of
its division by industry, of state confederation, and indeed all other
principles constituting a genuine republick, are abolished.

The best restraint upon legislative acts tending to the destruc-
tion of a true republican government, consists of the mutual right
of the general and state governments to examine and controvert

before the publick each others' proceedings. This right is stated in
certain resolutions which passed the legislature of Kentucky on the
8th of November, 1798, in the following words, ' Resolved, that the
several States comprising the United States of America, are not

united on the principle of unlimited submission to their general
government; but that by compact under the style and title of a
constitution for the United States and of amendments thereto, they

constituted a general government for special purposes, delegated
to that government certain definite Powers, reserving each State to

itself, the residuary mass of right to their own self government; and
that whensoever the general government assumes undelegated

powers, its acts are unauthoritative, void, and of no force. That
to this compact each state acceded as a State, and is an integral
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party, its co-states forming as to itself, the other party. That the
government created by this compact was not made the exclusive
or final judge of the extent of the powers delegated to itself, since
that would have made its discretion, and not the constitution, the
measure of its powers; but that, as in all other cases of compact
among parties having no common judge, each party has an equal
right to judge for itself as well of infractions, as of the mode and
measure of redress.'

The style of these resolutions throughout ascertains the author. *
Both the parties of the United States have asserted and denied this
doctrine, as they happened to be in or out of power; for or against
the existing administration. But I am unable to discern any better
resource for the preservation of civil liberty, than it affords. The
state governments are wise, watchful and temperate sentinels,
checks upon each other as well as upon the general government,
not dictators armed with force, but advocates armed with reason.
Vindications of this salutary doctrine are necessary to save it from
the usurpations of precedents, of which parties will even avail
themselves in power, although that power was obtained by oppos-
ing them. But this mode of extending the powers of the general
government, is inconsistent with the principles of our policy. It is
restricted by limitations imposed by a superior authority, which it
can neither diminish nor destroy by its own acts. It is not a com-
plete government, but associated with the state governments by
the same superior authority, which has allotted specified powers to
each party, and neither can increase these powers by its own prece-
dents, nor even by its positive laws, without rebellion against this
authority. If both should concur in extending or diminishing the
powers of one or either, by the plainest precedents or laws, it would
still be the same species of rebellion, and unconstitutional. Pre-
scription and precedent, founded upon the acts of an entire govern-
ment, are extremely different from those founded upon the acts of
a section of a government, because the first is a complete political
representative of the nation and the second not so. Their authority
is also widely different in limited and unlimited governments; if
the former could extend their powers by such agents, they could
make themselves unlimited. The legislation of congress, contrary

to the principles of the general constitution, is in every view similar
to the legislation of the senate without the concurrence of the
house of representatives, and equally entitled to the authority

• Mr. Jefferson.
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claimed by precedents under absolute governments; an authority
founded only in unlimited power.

The danger of extending by legislation powers given to powers
not given or prohibited, is also exposed to the publick view by the
same resolutions, as follows: 'That the construction applied by the
general government (as is evident by sundry of their proceedings)
to those parts of the constitution of the United States, which dele-
gate to congress a power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts,
and excises, to pay the debts and provide for the common defence
and general welfare of the United States, and to make all laws
which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution
the powers vested by the constitution in the government of the
United States, or any department thereof, goes to the destructionof
all limits prescribed to the#power by the constitution. That words meant
by that instrument to be subsidiary only to the execution of the
limited powers, ought not to be so construed as themselves to give
unlimited powers, nor a part to be taken so as to destroy the whole
residue of the instrument. That the proceedings of the general
government, under colour of these articles, will be a fit and neces-
sary subject for revisal and correction at a time of greater tran-
quillity, while those specified in the preceding resolutions call for
immediate redress.' It is to be lamented that these proceedings of
the general government, going 'to the destruction of all limits pre-
scribed to their power by the constitution,' had not been specified
by the same able pen. That they could only be of a legislative
nature is plain; but whether laws for subjecting agriculture, manu-
factures, talents and labour to legal capitalists; for rallying
chartered and stock feudatories around the general government;
or for destroying commerce under the power ofregttlating it, were
meant, is uncertain. The evil however has arisen from a confidence
inspired by the numerical analysis. By deluding us to expect from
men, that which principles alone can yield, namely, a free govern-
ment, we are induced to neglect the application of principles to
laws. A numerical classification of men, triple, decimal, or cen-
turiate, as imperfectly ascertains their moral qualities, as one
drawn from size, meat, bone or hair. An analysis of sheep, founded
in moral qualities, is equivalent to tl/e numerical analysis of
governments; by the first, we can never discover whether we have
good sheep; nor by the second, whether we have a good govern-
ment or good laws. Had each quarter of the globe adopted a
different member of the numerical analysis, supposing it to com-
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prise monarchy, aristocracy, democracy, and a mixture of the
three, the whole world might still have suffered oppression. Crimes
perpetrated individually or collectively are still crimes; but nations
led astray by the numerical analysis, having selected one of its
members for their form of government, conclude that they have
attained to the utmost degree of political perfection, and cannot
do better than to bear its crimes as they do a drought. Hence a
disciple of the most republican member of the numerical analysis
is induced to bear, defend and applaud the crimes of his selected
form, an abhorrence of which when committed by other forms,
caused his preference; and hence political parties are equally
strenuous for the justification or correction of the same abuses, as
they happen to proceed from their own or the leaders of their
adversary. Both evils arise from the want of a worthy object on
which to bestow our zeal. Having been taught to believe, that the
numerical analysis presents us with a complete political pantheon,
we are compelled to pay our adoration to some of its deities. Yet
we never extend the blindness we attach to the object of our own
worship, to the objects selected by others to receive a similar offer-
ing. A republick sees very plainly oppressions committed by
monarchy and aristocracy, and these two, those committed by
republicks; but whilst each sees the vices of the other members of
the numerical analysis, the blindness occasioned by the want of a
moral analysis, tolerates the same vices in itself. If we would con-
sider, that we discover the vices of the rejected forms of govern-
ment, by bringing them to trial, without favour or affection, before
a jury of good moral principles, we should instantly discern that
the same tribunal would detect the vices of the government we

have selected; and that an analysis, similar to that formed in our
own minds to try supposed culprits, might be perfected into a
complete capacity for rooting up as they are planted, those legal
scions, which otherwise never fail to grow, until they draw to
themselves all the nourishment of a free government.

It is necessary to illustrate these observations by the aid of a
familiar fact. The two parties, called republican and federal, have
hitherto undergone but one revolution. Yet each when in power,
preached Filmer's old doctrine of passive obedience in a new form,
with considerable success; and each out of power strenuously con-
troverted it. The party in power asserted, that however absurd or
slavish this doctrine was under other forms of the numerical analy-

sis, the people under ours were identified (the new term to cog this
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old doctrine upon the United States) with the government; and
that therefore an opposition to the government, was an opposition
to the nation itself. The extraction of passive obedience, of all
political princip!es the most slavish, out of the best member of the
numerical analysis, as the extractors themselves confess, furnishes
a conclusive woof of its insufficiency for teaching us how to pre-
serve a free form of government. This identifying doctrine is exactly
analogous to Agrippa's fraudulent apologue, for constituting a
government the intellectual dictating head of the whole body
politick, and subjecting the members to a passive obedience. It
puts an end to the idea of a responsibility of the government to the
nation; sameness cannot be responsible to sameness. It renders use-
less or impracticable the freedom of speech and of the press. It
converts the representative into the principal. It destroys the divi-
sion of power between the people and the government, as being
themselves indivisible. And in short it is inconsistent with every
principle by which politicians and philosophers have hitherto
defined a free government. This ingenious doctrine of identity for
justifying tyranny in fact, because a government is free in form;
and for defeating the responsibility of the government to the
people, because the constitution was calculated to produce it;
asserted and denied by both our parties, demonstrates that opinions
fluctuate with power. From this undeniable fact it follows, that a
nation and its governours can never entertain the same opinions.
Nations will for ever wish to be free, and governours to be despo-
tick. Future parties will not be less infected by power than former,
and former have successively advanced the doctrine refuted by
Sidney.

The parties called whig and tory in England, the first the dis-
ciple of Filmer and the other of Sidney, have conclusively settled
the fact; and out of the demonstration have arisen the efforts of the
United States for securing the general interest of the nation, against
the ambition and avarice of the party of interest administering the
government, by a string 6f moral precautions, endeavoured to be
explained in this essay; such as responsibility, division of power,
a sound militia, and a distribution of property by industry and
talents and not by law. And if a nation should sacrifice to any
governours whatsoever, these moral precautions for the preserva-
tion of its liberty, it is as certainly lost, as are the previous prin=
ciples of every party by the acquisition of power.

The danger of parties to free governments, arises from the im-
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possibility of controlling them by the restraints of political law;
because being constituted upon selfish views, like a set of mounte-

banks combined to administer drugs for the sake of getting fees,
the nature of the poison cannot be foreseen, nor an effectual anti-

dote anticipated. No division of power, no responsibility, no
periodical change of leaders, no limitation of'thus far you may go
and no farther,' stops their career. In every form, therefore, they
constitute the same avaricious or furious species of aristocracy,
which would be produced by a form of government in the hands
of a self constituted and uncontrolled body of men. They are
universally disposed to persecute, plunder, oppress and kill, like

all governments unsubjected to political law; and under the title
of patriots, are, like fanaficks under the title of saints, ready to

perpetrate any crimes to gratify their interest or prejudices. By
melting down the fetters of moral and republican principles in
party confidence, we abolish the only known remedy against the
evil qualities of human nature, abandon our experiment of polit;-
cal law founded in these principles, and rest for security on igno-
rant mobs, guided by a few designing leaders, or on cunning
combinations, guided by avarice and ambition. The Independents
of England and the Jacobins of France, even abhorred the despot-
isms they introduced, but the results were unavoidable, as the

natural effect of the unlimited confidence these parties acquired.
This confidence produces an unlimited government, or one un-
restricted by the ligatures of a moral analysis; and such a govern-

ment is despofick. Under a despotism of any form, and in the form
of a party of interest more than in any other, bodily safety, the

safety of property, and the freedom of the mind, cease. Malice,
envy and calumny instantly become the prime ministers of the
furious and tottering tyrant. Knowing his doom from the fate of

his predecessors, he hastens to glut his appetite for mischief before
he dies. No numerical checks or balances can reach this dreadful

party tyranny. It is even able to suspend or destroy those solemnly
established by nations, and to make the people themselves the
authors of their own ruin. A political analysis alone, composed of
moral principles, can reach and tame a beast, from which men flee

to monarchy, because it lays waste and devours their rights with
a thousand hands and a thousand mouths. This can test party
legislation and actions. But freed from the rigid control of good

moral principles, the professions of parties are like the flattering
sunshine of the morning, and their acts like an evening deluge. In
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legislation contrary to genuine republican principles, sustained by
a dominant party zeal, lies, in my view, the greatest danger to the
free form of government of the United States; nor can I conceive
any augmentation of the danger, equivalent to an exercise of the
power of distributing wealth by law. If, therefore, these essays
should only prove, that it is the office of a republican government

to protect, but not to bestow property, they may protract the
period during which our government may remain the servant of.
the nation. For as worldly omnipotence is annexed to a power of
dealing out wealth and poverty, nations are universally retributed

for the folly and impiety of submitting to this species of human
providence, by a divine decree, that it shall unexceptionably con-
vert these servants into masters and tyrants.
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